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Abstract  

 

This thesis investigates the embodied movements and practices involved in charity 

sporting events, examining the motivations of those that take part, the training regimes 

pursued, and the significance of these practices for philanthropic organisations. This 

research responds to the growing popularity of such charitable sporting events over the 

past few decades, examining the cultural significance of these philanthropic and leisured 

mobilities. The focus of the study is on the participants of these mobility events, 

examining their motivations for taking-part, their embodied training regimes, their sense 

of identity, and the implications that participation within these events has on interactions 

for both charities and more broadly for civil society. Data was collected using a mixed 

methods approach based around ethnography, auto-ethnography and semi-structured 

interviews, which allowed for an in-depth exploration of the motivations, experiences 

and embodied practices entailed in event participation. The thesis reveals how there are 

many different reasons why individuals take part in these events, with individuals often 

going through a process of becoming charitable, as their sense of self is shaped through 

their embodied movements, philanthropic engagements and their immersion in particular 

event spaces. The thesis reveals how charity sport events can alter participants’ 

lifeworlds, and it exposes a series of relatively under-studied movements which have 

received little or no attention within the mobility studies literatures.  
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1. Introduction 

I had been thinking about those people who do long distance travel by foot or bike, 

something that I always admired and respected in terms of effort and sheer drive to 

complete (and perhaps slightly crazy). Having never had the desire to enter any races or 

take on a challenge myself before the start of this thesis, I had always been intrigued by 

the main reasons as to why people would do this and what was motivating them. My 

interest in mobilities studies was clear, the information and knowledge on human 

powered achievement and motivation that it could allow me to further understand these 

individuals taking part in these events was lacking, with little to link these ‘leisure’ 

activities to the field. This is where my project began.  

Not only was the interest in those taking part in events, which were fuelled by human 

power alone, but the idea and integration of the concept of doing it for a charitable cause 

came into play, as it seemed to me there was often an air of expectation or social pressure 

and growing interest in doing it for an additional purpose. Here the prospect of 

achievement is mixed with that of a potential driver in the charitable cause. But to 

consider this as the whole of the motivation would be short sighted and incorrect for 

many of those taking part. Since the 1980’s there has been a shift in the way we engage 

with physical activity, and the growth (if slow at first) of the charity sport event from the 

rise in popularity of the London Marathon, Great North Run and London to Brighton 

cycle to name a few. And since the turn of the new millennia these charity sport events 

have seen an exponential growth, in both size of events and the quantity on offer. These 

events have grown in tandem with neoliberalism, the retrenchment of the welfare state 

and austerity, shifting the responsibility of many charitable causes and issues onto the 

people through voluntary donations.  
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By combining achievement with charity within this project it offers a synthesis between 

these two quite different subjects, and although at times they seem to offer differing 

accounts of experience and perspectives they also can both be used as a tool for 

researching and analysing our interaction within these events. This means that for 

mobilities studies and wider human geography the ability to investigate these 

philanthropic movements in more depth, and more specifically the implications they have 

on everyday lives, the self and civil society. This project also aims to bring together a 

wider range of topics within human geography, such as embodiment, achievement, 

emotion, effort, the body, philanthropy, charity, civil society and citizenship through 

sporting participation.  

1.2 Research aims 

This research, therefore, aims to investigate the role that charity sport events play in the 

lives and minds of those who take part in them. To interrogate further the social and 

cultural aspects of event participation and to move the emphasis on from that of wholly 

sporting motives. This research will do this through a number of research questions 

building on current debates outlined within chapter 2. 

1.3 Research questions 

1. What role do charity sport events play in the lives of those who take part in them?  

This research question aims to further interrogate the implications of participation in 

charity sport events and investigate the impact these events can have on the lifeworld of 

those who take part. Not only are these events impactful in terms of health and fitness, 

through training and temporal alterations to free time, but also in terms of the interactions 

between philanthropy, charity and everyday lives. This bringing of philanthropy into the 

everyday and mundane and can have influences on the actions participants take, the way 
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they think and consider their actions as well as the narratives of the self which they can 

build and change through participation.  

Through researching those involved in events either in memory or for a particular person, 

this can demonstrate the feelings of being useful, taking control of an uncontrollable 

situation (especially with regards to illness), and feelings of reciprocity and helpfulness. 

This research question will investigate how far these statements apply and further forces 

which may be working on participants to influence the how and why of taking part.  

2. How important is the role of the body in the way that these event experiences are 

perceived, made sense of and rationalised? 

Throughout this thesis the body is positioned as a dynamic tool used for accomplishing 

the challenge of a charity sport event. It is through the body that the experience is sensed, 

rationalised and understood. Therefore, the role that it plays within the overall event 

experience is of importance to this research. These event experiences involve many levels 

of embodiment- that of sporting effort, embodying philanthropy and a felt reaction to 

causes through activism and citizenship. All of which require levels of effort and skill 

which can all build up and alter the way that the everyday is experienced and perceived. 

In investigating this it will also help to determine the longevity and lasting impact that 

these actions can hold for those taking part. 

This research question will also further explore the influence of these actions on the self 

and the building of personal narratives through participatory actions which brings with it 

the importance of achievement and reaching goals within these events. Here the idea of 

focus and determination can play an important role and have further impacts to our 

interactions with those around us. It will also investigate the experience of the events 

themselves, what happens, the thoughts and feelings on doing the event, embodied effort, 
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as well as the interactions within the surrounding landscape and charity. There is scope 

here to consider both the human and non-human interactions from the event and the 

important role these play on the eventscapes.  

3. What implications do charity sport events have on philanthropy and influence the way 

we interact with civil society?  

This research question will look at the wider scope of charity sport events and some of 

the impacts on the way that we give to charity and consider philanthropy. The phenomena 

of charity sport events will also be considered in terms of a reaction from civil society to 

austerity and the retrenchment of the welfare state. This will also further cover the 

concepts of embodied philanthropy and the creation of charitable bodies through event 

participation, and discuss how our methods of giving are changing from inactive to 

actively being seen to interact with the charitable cause. This will link to the ideas of 

being seen to be taking part and doing your bit. Bringing about the changes in the way 

we give, online rather than traditional paper sponsorship forms and the importance that 

having a wider personal reach within fundraising can have on who is influenced and the 

spreading of awareness and message about charity sport event participation. More 

broadly this will help delve into civil society and the affiliated activism of taking part 

and through this helping to highlight associations with citizenship and giving and what 

these actions can mean for civil society.  

1.4 Thesis structure 

This thesis aims to chart what it’s like to take part in a charity sport event, therefore, its 

structure will follow a process similar to what event participants go through. First within 

chapter 2 I will discuss the literatures which underpin, guide and influence this project, 

which will then be furthered during chapter 3 the project methodology. This will draw 
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further on literatures that have informed the research process as well as providing 

justification for methods used and approaches adopted.  

Chapter 4 Everyday Charity sees the beginning of the empirical research. This chapter 

frames charity sport events as becoming involved in everyday lives and the motivations 

behind participation. For those who take part in charity sport events this is generally 

where they start, with the impetus and desire to get involved. Chapter 5 Training and 

Preparation charts the experience of getting ready for charity sport events, bringing in 

issues of embodiment and sporting skill and competency. 

Following on within chapter 6 is the event experience. Here a variety of aspects involved 

with the taking part in charity sport events are discussed and analysed. The final empirical 

chapter is After the Finish Line which furthers ideas of self and identity and formulates 

them into wider concerns of citizenship and activism. This chapter also considers the 

future of charity sport events. This thesis then ends with some conclusions, which aim to 

discuss the research questions in further detail and bring out some broader issues 

involved within charity sport events, thesis contributions and future directions.  

1.5 Positioning events 

Within this section I will consider the use of the term event within this thesis, offer a 

definition of the charity sport event, the history of charity and sport events within the 

United Kingdom as well as sport initiatives and the growth and predominance of the 

charity sport event alongside this. First I will offer a definition of a charity sport event as 

a matter of context for the events discussed later on within this research. 

1.5.1 The charity sport event 

A charity sport event can be looked upon as a fundraising action in which the participant 

takes part in a sporting activity to raise funds for a nominated charitable cause. There is 
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a plethora of phrases and abbreviations used to describe and encapsulate charity sport 

events, including mass participation running events (Herrick 2015), mass participation 

sport events, mass participation events, embodied philanthropy (Robert 2013) and fitness 

philanthropy (Palmer 2016) to name a few. For the purposes of this project the term used 

will be charity sport event, as this description fits best with the aims of the project and 

the research undertaken, and is neither constricted by sport, scale or in terms of effort. A 

charity sport event can therefore be looked upon as requiring ‘participants to raise funds 

and complete physical activity, with proceeds benefitting a designated charity’ (Coghlan 

& Filo 2013, 123).  

1.5.2 UK charitable giving landscape  

The way that we give to charity has seen a change over the last few decades. Silk asserts 

that there has been a change from benevolence to beneficence which has allowed donors 

to play a more active role in charitable giving (Silk 2004). This shift in giving was 

suggested by Bennett et al (2007) as a response to society feeling more engaged within 

civil society. As a response to this increased engagement and feelings of responsibility, 

charities have been diversifying the potential ways we can give (Webber 2004; Nettleton 

& Hardy 2006; Kirkup & Sutherland 2015). This change has seen a move from 

supporting charity by donating money directly, often via an appeal after a natural disaster, 

to a more active and involved display of support for causes across the world, through 

charity sport events or embodied alteration such as Movemeber (Robert 2013). 

Within the sphere of giving in the United Kingdom a total of £10.1 billion was donated 

to charity in 2018 and within this 32% of the population had admitted to sponsoring 

someone for a charity (Charities Aid Foundation 2019). This giving grows from at least 

20 billion ‘asks’ for fundraising which are undertaken a year (Fundraising Standards 

Board 2014) with approximately a third of charity giving coming from voluntary 
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donations, primarily from individuals but also includes from trusts, foundations and 

grants (Breeze 2017). Within this period of giving by sponsorable activities, these see a 

peak in summer months, which the Charities Aid Foundation (CAF) attribute to the fact 

that most charity sport events are held over the summer months (ibid). In the CAF world 

index the UK is placed 4th for participation in donating money to charity, behind 

Myanmar, Indonesia and Australia, with 68% of the population donating. When 

considering the amount of population giving this is approximately 37 million people, 

representing the 6th largest amount of donors to charity worldwide (Charities Aid 

Foundation 2018). This is suggestive of the inherent desire to give within the UK, the 

levels of generosity and/or the very firmness that charitable giving is entrenched within 

society and culture within the country. Much to Richard Titmuss’s (1970) assertion that 

the study of giving reveals truths about society itself and how ‘the social relations set up 

by gift-exchange are among the most powerful forces which bind a social group together’ 

(ibid, 73).  

The change in donation amounts and the causes that we support are not the only aspects 

of giving to charity which have seen a change. Online giving has increased by 5.5% 

within the last year (Blackbaud 2019a) for example and 94% of fundraisers saying they 

use social media to communicate with donors (Blackbaud 2019b). And the way that we 

interact with charity, the time and effort put into fundraising and the psychological 

considerations into how, why, when and where we give to have also seen a change within 

recent years. Increasingly charities are drawing on the popularity of event fundraising 

and, more specifically, the use of sporting events to increase fundraising. Since 2007 

participation charity sport events have seen a sevenfold increase in event numbers, 

resulting in a doubling of participants (JustGiving 2013). Out of the ten biggest charity 

events in 2016, eight of these involved either running, walking, cycling or trekking to 
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raise funds for a variety of causes (Birkwood 2015), these statistics are reflected in the 

fact that the most popular events are either running, walking or cycling for charity with 

running the main sporting activity holding 60% of events available (JustGiving 2018). 

From this there has been a growth in fundraising from running events from 2014 to 2018 

of 30% across all types of running events (ibid). The type of charity events available, 

however, is not just based on running. With JustGiving reporting from data generated by 

fundraising page setup that other events are also attracting market shares such as triathlon 

16%, MOB 11%, and experimental 7%, cycling 3%, walking 2%, and virtual 2%  events 

(ibid).  

1.5.3 The history of sport events 

After having considered what charity sport events are, I will now move on to a short 

history of relevant and seismic shifts in the charity sport event landscape, charting the 

rise of significant and altering events from around the world.  

The origins of the modern day sport events can be linked back to the redesign of the 

modern day Olympics in 1896 (Bale 2011), most notably for our purposes the marathon 

event. This marathon event is heralded as the inspiration for the Boston Marathon which 

was run for the first time in 1897 (Knechtle et al 2018), less than a year after the Olympic 

Games which were held in Greece. Growing from a field of just 15 it started and held its 

significance as a world class road race and now draws in entrants from all over the world, 

including an elite field of athletes. Following on from Boston is the New York marathon, 

which is one of the most popular running races in the world (Nikolaidis & Knechtle 

2017). Initially run by laps around Central Park in New York the marathon started in 

1970 to a field of 55 runners and growing since 1973 from over 14,000 runner to over 

31,000 in 1999 (Jokl et al 2003). During the 1970’s another two major marathon’s started, 

Berlin in 1974 and Chicago in 1977, both world major series events.  
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It wasn’t until 1981 when the first major running events started in the UK. Firstly, the 

London Marathon. With a field just short of 7000 runners and over 20,000 applying to 

take part it started as a relatively large sporting event in which founders Hugh Brasher 

and John Disley report New York Marathon as being the inspiration having attended two 

years previously. Aided by the jogging trends of the time (Latham 2013) and the current 

health and fitness cultures the London Marathon was well received. Growth continued 

steadily throughout the years with around 18,000 participants in 1985 (Cerio & Moody 

1985), to just over 32,000 in 2000 (Coleman 2004), growing to over 43,000 in 2019 

(Virgin Money London Marathon 2019a). Now annually raising over £60 million for 

charities with 2019’s event set to break the £1 billion mark for total charitable donations 

(Virgin Money London Marathon 2019b). London Marathon stands as the world’s largest 

single fundraising event bringing together charity runners, club runners and an elite field. 

This international event attracts world class long distance athletes and is screened in over 

100 countries worldwide (Coleman 2004) making it a highly visible international event.  

A second major event started in 1981 was the Great North Run described as ‘a cultural 

phenomenon, a hugely popular participatory and spectator sport and televised half-

marathon event in its native north-east England, and a powerful expression of regional 

pride’ (Gregson & Huggins 2001, 31). This event is an annual half marathon road race 

which travels from central Newcastle to finish in South Shields. Like the London 

Marathon the Great North Run operates to accommodate elite and club athletes while 

offering a distance approachable by fun runners (ibid) and today is the largest half 

marathon event in the world. Whilst not holding the same scope of fundraising as London 

the Great North Run is the second largest single fundraising sport event in the UK 

bringing in a modest £10 million per year (Massive 2017) from over 40,000 participants.  
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So far the events under consideration have been very much directed at those with athletic 

ability and dominated by running. Although running still dominates the field for charity 

sport events, there are other event types to consider, including walks and cycles. Thinking 

more globally a significant event and one that has come to dominate the field is the Susan 

G Komen Race for the Cure, which can either be a walk or a run. Started in the USA as 

a response to her sister’s breast cancer diagnosis, treatment and subsequent death to the 

disease Nancy Brinker started a foundation to honour her sister’s life and legacy (Selleck 

2010). From this grew the Race for the Cure in 1983, a 5k event to memorialise loss and 

celebrate those surviving the disease as well as raising fund for the foundation and 

subsequently into the research and education linked with breast cancer. Starting in Dallas, 

Texas with a group of 600 women the event grew exponentially to include over 100 races 

worldwide (Braun 2003) and to become the world’s largest fundraising events for breast 

cancer. But in contrast to the above events the Race for the Cure was not based on athletic 

performance or technique, although these elements are included within the race, but 

founded on principles camaraderie, celebration and a desire to stop this disease 

encapsulated within an event ‘just for fun’ (Scott and Solomon 2003, 47). Therefore, 

these events focus was on bringing people together in a public space as a visualisation of 

advocacy and awareness, rather than for race times and awards.  

This concept of event was emulated by Cancer Research UK and their event series Race 

for Life. Started in 1994 it, like the Susan G Komen Race for the Cure, offered 5k events 

for women to celebrate life and fund research into breast cancer which could be 

completed by walking, jogging or running the course. Following a very pink and 

feminised marketing campaign, again similar to the Race for the Cure, the Race for Life 

has grown into the UK’s top fundraising events run by a charity offering over 150 5k 

events across the UK (Cancer Research UK 2019). The concept has expanded and altered 
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over the years to now fund all forms of cancer and, due to recent criticism of sexism, now 

allows men to participate within the races.  

During the growth of running events we can also see there was also significant events 

started in other fields of sport, notably cycling. The conception of the British Heart 

Foundation London to Brighton cycle in 1975 offers cyclists the chance to travel on 

closed roads to Brighton from Clapham Common in London. Raising around £2.5 million 

for the charity this event represents the 12th largest charity run event within the UK 

(Massive 2016) which offers riders of mixed ability the opportunity to safely cycle 

between the cities whilst raising money.  

From the mid 2000’s we see a growth in sport events around the UK, with events like the 

Royal Parks half marathon running event, Great Birmingham Run half marathon, Great 

North Swim and London Vitality 10,000 running event (see table 1 for details of Top 10 

UK charity sport events). The growth in these and the inception of many further local 

and national events represents the growth in the use of sport events for charity fundraising 

and an overall desire for event participation as noted by Nettleton and Hardy (2006). A 

further important event occurred in 2010 again within the USA with the first Tough 

Mudder event. Describing itself as ‘a range of obstacle courses and mud runs with 

teamwork and personal accomplishment at their heart’ (Tough Mudder 2019) these 

events are now market leaders of within their type (Weedon 2015). It is aimed at a 

growing number of participants who wanted to further their challenge, by offering a run 

of initially between 10-12 miles long and completing a number of obstacles along the 

way. Tough Mudder was one of the first of the MOB events (mud, obstacles and beer) 

and an event with a masculinised appeal (Lamb & Hillman 2014), militarised concepts 

(Mullins 2012) and focused marketing campaign it sought to differentiate itself from the 

classic running events through the incorporation of effort, challenge and physical 
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performance to the sporting challenge. Participants took the opportunity of using this 

more extreme challenge to raise money for charity, and as of 2016 the London event 

alone raised £1 million for multiple charitable causes (Massive 2017). The success of this 

concept of MOB event has been reflected in the conceptualisation of other similar events 

with over 3 million people worldwide taking part in MOB events in 2013 (Weedon 2015) 

such as Tough Mudder, Spartan Race, and the Wolf Run.  And more recently with the 

Race for Life offering a Pretty Muddy event over a 5k distance with inflatable obstacles 

and muddy conditions as a slight softening of the initial concept, and again making it a 

more accessible event. 

Event Name Event Type Raises 

annually 

Entry Average 

Pledge 

London Marathon Run £58 million Ballot and Charity 

places 

£2000 

Great North Run Run £10 million Ballot/ Membership and 

Charity places 

£350 

Ride London Cycle £10 million Ballot/ Charity places £500 

Royal Parks Half 

Marathon 

Run £7 million Ballot/ Charity place £300 

Brighton Marathon Run £4.5 million Purchase and charity 

places 

£500 

Edinburgh Marathon Run £3.5 million Purchase and charity 

places 

£500 

Great Manchester Run Run £3 million Purchase and charity 

places 

£200 

Asics Greater 

Manchester Marathon 

Run £2 million Purchase and charity 

places 

£400 

Thames Path 

Challenge 

Walk £2 million Purchase, split entry or 

charity places 

£599 or £299 

Vitality London 

10,000 

Run £2 million Purchase and charity 

places 

£200 

Table 1. Showing the UK’s top 10 charity sport events including the type of event, annual charity 

fundraising amounts, type of entry available for the event, and average charity pledge (Massive 2016). 

 

Three final events will now be discussed. The first of these is the Ride London Weekend, 

involving a number of cycle events in London which started in 2013. Following on from 

the success and popularity of the London Olympics 2012 Ride London weekend grew 

off the back of this mega sporting events describing itself as ‘a true legacy’ (Prudential 

RideLondon 2019), bringing cycle events to all abilities across the capital and beyond. 
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The weekend includes family rides, fun rides and elite races and the sportive races. The 

sportive races represent the philanthropic aspect of these events and allow for participants 

to raise money for their selected causes, whilst charities are given the opportunity to offer 

places via fundraising pledges from participants. The participants can chose between two 

distances; 46 miles or 100 miles. These races start at the Olympic park and take in a route 

around central London and the Surrey countryside. The event then finishes on The Mall 

in central London. In terms of fundraising this event is the third largest in the UK for a 

single event with an annual fundraising amount of £10 million in 2016 (Massive 2017).  

Although there has been a diversification in the field with new events offering different 

sorts of challenges, MOB, cycling, swimming, colour, glitter or bubble runs, running still 

holds the prominent position in terms of fundraising, with 72% of those taking part in 

sport events for charity completing this through this means (Massive 2017). To reflect 

this 2018 saw the inception on two new half marathon races in London, the London 

Landmarks and Big Half races. Both events sold out in their first year and again in their 

second. The success of the London Landmarks race and its desirability can be noted by 

its move from general entry for places (the ability to sign up online in a first come first 

served basis) to that of a ballot entry system to allocate places for the oversubscribed 

event with an amount in excess of 70,000 applying for a place for approximately 13,000 

spaces, representing a 70% increase in desire for places (London Landmarks Half 

Marathon 2019). Both events returned reasonable fundraising totals for their first years 

and have shown signs of growth. These events are discussed further later in the thesis. 

The charity sport event scene within the UK has seen an exponential growth within the 

last 20 years (Nettleton & Hardy 2006) and has witnessed both a rise and fall of events 

along the way. While there continues to be innovation to capture new and emerging 

participants there remains many stalwarts of the calendar, and of those including world 
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leading and incredibly oversubscribed events. Those participants wanting to take part in 

an event for charity have a diverse field to choose from, and with charities offering places 

as well a supporting those who enter smaller events or create their own there is great 

scope for capturing  potential participants.  

1.5.4 Sport initiatives  

 

In considering events available I now consider some aspects within sport which 

undoubtedly have impacted on engagement with sport and more widely charity sport 

events and the way we view and interact with them. Bowles et al suggest that sport events 

are a novel way to engage those less active involved in sport (2006) and to which Murphy 

and Bauman (2007) suggest that mass participation sport events create euphoria and 

create enthusiasm for taking part.  To help support the provision of sporting activities 

and their development government sport strategies have been put in place across the UK. 

These differ by each country within the United Kingdom, but generally aim to increase 

and sustaining participation within sport, especially in the transition between childhood 

and adult life. The provision of access to all is also a highly discussed feature of these 

strategies. These also tell us something of the people who are taking part in sport, which 

can be mapped on to the information of those taking part in charity sport events and about 

volunteering levels and associated attributes.  

Both Sport Wales and Sport England report that 53% and 62% respectively of the 

population are engaged in sport and fitness for over 150 minutes per week, deeming them 

as ‘active’ (Sport Wales 2018; Sport England 2018). Charity sport events can play a 

contributing factor into the fitness of those engaged within sport generally. Following 

training plans and event preparation can involve a large contribution of time within sport. 

Although events may not directly leave a legacy, they can leave a legacy within the 
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participants themselves and a desire to continue within sporting participation. Both Sport 

Wales and Sport England attribute sporting participation with life satisfaction, stating 

that those who are active are generally more content (ibid). Although no direct evidence 

exists between the link in satisfaction and participation within charity sport events, this 

could potentially be of importance.  

Sport England have also included within their report data on sport volunteering. For 

charity sport events, volunteering is a key aspect in the viability of the events being able 

to run and its organisation. Their figures suggest that 14% of adults within England have 

volunteered within sports or physical activities (Sports England 2018). This grassroots 

sport engagement is an important aspects to charity sport events and the methods of 

getting people active within sport, but is also key to event viability. Charities also place 

and important role on volunteers to assist supporting charity sport events as well as within 

a wider charity wide role.   

An event that incorporates both fitness and volunteering is Parkrun, a free weekly event 

which offers a timed 5k run. These events are organised and run by volunteers and are 

located across the UK and further afield. These weekly events allow a diverse field of 

participants to gather every Saturday morning at 9am (all Parkruns start at this time), to 

take part. As of January 2019 Parkrun was held in 590 locations globally with an average 

of 199 runs per event and over 1.9 million people registered to take part (Parkrun 2019). 

Having started in 2004 it has seen a substantial growth and has become a must do event 

for many runners. Hindley considers Parkrun to be a global social movement (2018). 

Pringle and Pickering suggest that due to the local and routine nature of Parkrun events 

they can be easily incorporated into weekly regimes (2015) and, therefore, making it open 

and accessible to many groups of people. This works in tandem to Sport UK strategies 

and the following case study; Couch to 5K.  
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Couch to 5K (C25K) is an incentive supported by the NHS to encourage people to get 

involved in running and become more active. The scheme consists of a 9-week 

programme building the participant up to a full 5km run at the end of it. Training plans 

and daily agendas as well as training aims are available to the participants through apps 

and schedules. There is also a podcast available which can be downloaded and listened 

to as a means of motivation, during the 3 runs weekly. The aim of this is to get people 

fitter and healthier through running. This incentive works well with Parkrun as that offers 

a weekly 5km event, which can be tied in with training. Also, parkrun offers that sense 

of community that some often crave when participating in exercise and both C25K and 

Parkrun can work to inspire and drive participation in further events. For those seeking 

sporting and social needs.  

1.5.5 Encapsulating the event 

I will now turn to thinking of what an event is, a definition and its usage within this work. 

The framing of an event here follows Žižek (2014) and his conception of the word. 

Through discussing and thinking through events with a number of different aspects; 

poetry, literature, film, politics, love and relationships, an event is reframed. Here 

everything has the potential to be eventful. With particular reference to charity sport 

events we can see some of Žižek’s ideas applied. The reordering of space and the 

alteration of how those involved interact with it during a charity sport event suggest an 

eventual happening. But deeper than that Žižek’s discussion of public space, which 

comes into being through interacting with those around you, something encouraged 

through charity sport events and framed as a distinction of an event. Also Žižek’s 

conception of love as an event, and the way that it alters and changes the very lives that 

we lead. Here love ‘is an Event when it gives rise to a commitment of the collective 

subject to a new universal emancipatory project, and thereby sets in motion the patient 
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work of restructuring society’ (ibid, 180). There are parallels that can be drawn here to 

the affectual processes of being involved within a charity sport event, how the power of 

love of a family member or friend can drive participation and the overall action 

influencing civil society, citizenship and philanthropy. Žižek draws on Hegel when 

talking of the transformation of the event, how involvement alters and redefines, and this 

very alteration creates a reframing and rethinking of the event itself. Again this is 

reflected in charity sporting event participation. It will be seen within the thesis how a 

reframing often occurs, from an act of sport to a wider social meaning for participants 

and how social experiences can recast sport in a light of altruism and reciprocity.  

Furthering on the idea of an event both Cidell (2016) and Pløger (2016) see events as 

situated, which Cidell furthers as requiring the bodily participation of people in order to 

exist and these bodies give the event its uniqueness framing events as ‘participant 

dependant’ (2016, 84). This distinctive element of events was not overlooked by Getz 

(2008) who described of them as a spatial temporal phenomenon which often appeal due 

to the unique interactions that they create and allow. For Hannam et al ‘the act of mobility 

can become the event’ (2016, 1) and they call for an opening up of understanding of event 

mobilities which are ‘mediated by the politics of place and performance’ (ibid, 12). 

Events are, therefore, not only built with emotions and feelings such as love and desire, 

but also they are of a particular place and offer distinction of experience.  

Thinking more closely about the use here of the word event and its conceptualisation, 

firstly what an event is and in what ways it exudes significance and resonance and to 

whom. The word event is widely used and is suggestive of a happening of some 

significance by those involved or witnessing which enable recognition as such. But how 

far that description covers that of participation with a charity sport event, and the notions 

that it entails is in question. Consider the start of an event, traditionally this would be 

https://journals.sagepub.com/action/doSearch?target=default&ContribAuthorStored=Pl%C3%B8ger%2C+John
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thought of as the starting of the race or event on the day. However to consider a charity 

sport event as linear would be restrictive. These events can be perceptive and unique, 

therefore, the start should be considered to be before the day of the event happening, 

perhaps the day of signing up or making the initial commitment, or the day either 

fundraising or training starts, or perhaps the event is a longer process coming into being 

with a happening in life, such as a death, illness or reaction. Here an event can build and 

manifest as a desire to take part, in which the body becomes attuned to the action of 

taking part in an event, like that of becoming. Similar thinking also applies to the ending 

of an event and at what point does it stop. Charity sport events can be said to have lasting 

personal impacts, therefore, adding duration after crossing the finishing line. This 

removes a boundedness of an event and adding an affectual manner to its conduct 

suggesting significance. But events also go through a process of being registered and 

apprehended and understood. This making sense period is just as important as the training 

and taking part.  

Within this thesis an event will be understood in a flexible manner, loosely considering 

the event as starting with an initial idea or event sign up (although the manifestation of 

the event can be seen to alter between the research participants themselves) and the event 

as being completed after a settling down period after the event (rest, recuperation and 

finalising fundraising) where contact with the charity will possibly lessen or stop. Now 

with a definition of the duration of an event it should also be considered as an affectual 

force, having resonance and ability to influence with similarity to the concepts of 

sensescapes and a happening of inherent agency (Weedon 2015). Here the nature of the 

event will influence the ways in which it is perceived and made sense of. Within charity 

sport events, the event can work as a tool for action. Driving forward training and 

fundraising, and influencing participants emotionally, mentally and physically (Filo et al 
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2008). It can also be transformative, in terms of bringing about personal change. Events 

have great power to influence and drive participants, to hone the mind and induce an 

emotional response. As the thesis will continue, charity sport events can be a great force 

for change. 

1.5.6 Types of events within this research 

An important consideration and definition to be made about the types of events 

represented within this thesis remains. Namely the difference between what charities and 

herein within this thesis is termed own events and organised events. Following on from 

the distinctions and descriptions made by the charities themselves own events are those 

which are designed, organised and run by the participants themselves. These events could 

be both singular in terms of being an event designed by and for the participant themselves 

or for a group of participants, or something open to the wider community. There is also 

charity own events, these are events which are put on and run in house by a charity 

themselves. Organised events are, therefore, events which charities often offer places for, 

such as the London Marathon, the Great North Run or Ride London or can be other 

national and local events. These events are run and officiated over by bodies external to 

the participant and charities and require securing an entry into these events. The 

differentiation is represented throughout the thesis with a number of research participants 

creating and undertaking their own events. The distinction can also bring with it a 

difference in experience, from large scale mass participation to small scale, often solo 

attempts at a challenge. The subsequent experiences from participation within these 

differing events can be affectual and offer distinction within the research.  

1.6 Placing this project 

I would now like to consider the placing of this project within mobilities studies and 

wider human geography. To do this I will consider some gaps and weakness in the 
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literature and reflect from this how this research can help towards developing thought 

and a contribution to the field.  

Firstly, within mobilities studies, as outlined below, there has been little literature on 

charity sport events and no attempt as of yet to combine these events with philanthropy 

within mobilities. This lack of consideration has restricted the attention given to the part 

that charity and philanthropy can play in mobile lives and practices and the narratives 

behind these. Through developing an understanding of the forces behind, within and as 

a result of charity sport event participation within this context goes some way into 

furthering the social, cultural and political meanings inscribed within these mobilities.  

The main contribution of this thesis is to consider the importance of the processes of 

event participation within everyday actions. From signing up to events, training, 

participation and after the events, we will see that there can be huge impacts of the daily 

lives of those taking part. Drawing from mobilities the importance for everyday and 

mundane actions, this thesis develops these as actions as key in the rationalising and 

motivating aspects to taking part. In exploring this we can see how charity has become 

an everyday action, not only through sport but integrated into everyday processes and 

culture. Additionally, the site of these actions is through the body, by using embodiment 

to mediate charity ascribes meaning and purpose. The use of effort and physicality to 

achieve and finish an event adds a further to the relationships formed between participant, 

charity and sport. Previous work on charity and mobility has yet to link the importance 

of everyday actions on feelings of giving and philanthropy and embodiment as a key 

process of achieving these feelings.  

This then widens our consideration to the changing charitable practices observed through 

charity sport events. The majority of the current literatures on these events take a 
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quantitative approach, with little focus on the specific stories of participation or the 

personal narratives leading to taking part. I have also described above how participation 

in charity can be seen as shaping the self and driven by self-influencing practices. It is 

therefore also important to consider this aspect of events, and their potential to shape and 

alter lifeworlds and everyday practices. In sum, this project brings together the aspects 

of philanthropy and mobilities through charity sport events, with the events as the lens 

through which to consider these two aspects. This then can help us to delve further into 

wider social aspects of responsibility, citizenship, activism and self.  

1.7 Conclusion 

Within this introduction I have set out the research questions and aims of the project, as 

well as offering a grounding on charity sport events within the UK and what my 

conceptualisation of an event is and how it is approached within this research. I will now 

move on to considering the wider literatures informing this research. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims to set out literature which has informed and driven this research. This 

research aims to look at the involvement in charity sport events through the lens of 

mobilities studies. I will start by looking at aspects of philanthropy and charitable giving, 

before drawing together with a conceptualisation of a geographies of charity and its 

application and relevance within this thesis. I will then mobilities studies before moving 

through more specifically to the elements of embodiment and self which have been of 

particular importance within this project. So far within human geography, although there 

have been many concepts related to charity and philanthropy discussed within research, 

such as citizenship, civil society, volunteering, and generosity, there has not of yet been 

an extensive response to charitable giving by means of charity sport events and its 

consideration through, more specifically, social and cultural realms. Here I am to 

highlight how through applying learning from mobilities studies can give us a fresh 

perspective to charity, and more specifically involvement in charity sport events. First 

however I will consider charity and its importance and influence within this thesis.  

2.2 Philanthropy and charity 

Firstly, I will turn the attention to the aspects of philanthropy and charity. Looking firstly 

at what defines philanthropy and charity, current debates and the way the terms used 

within this thesis. I will then move on to considering more specifically changes in the 

way we give within the UK before considering charity sport events. These aspects will 

then be brought together through considering a geographies of charity. First I will discuss 

philanthropy and charity.  
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2.2.1 Thinking philanthropically  

Offering a simple definition of philanthropy Phillips and Jung describe it as ‘the use of 

private resources- treasure, time and talent- for public purposes’ (2016, 7), which can 

include volunteering, financial contributions, creativity or other skills (ibid). To further 

on the field Phillips and Jung also suggest that there has been a movement beyond a 

simple gift to including other methods of acting philanthropically. Salaman has described 

this as an explosion of tools within philanthropy (2014). This allows us to see 

philanthropy as a process doing well whilst doing good (Jung & Harrow 2015). Phillips 

and Jung suggest moving our considerations of philanthropy away from the concept of 

actions being taken through a love of humanity and beyond benevolence, as it can ‘make 

it easy to ignore how philanthropy has been shaped across history by its intellectual, 

social and political contexts’ (2016, 7). 

Considering philanthropy historically we can see a development in philanthropic thought 

from judgements, to strongly linked to religion and the perceived access to heaven or an 

afterlife through obligation and responsibility to help others, that which van Leeuwen 

describes as resulting in producing a ‘reward in heaven’ (2012, 325). Phillips and Jung 

contend that an implying of ‘inherent altruism,…too often leads to a romanticized and 

sentimental discussion’ (2016, 9) whereas they argue philanthropy is not without 

influence from business and government, and can hinge on subjective thought on what is 

in fact good.  

Phillips and Jung’s final point on the conceptualisation of philanthropy hinges on the 

separation of the term from charity, here they argue that ‘charity involves more 

individualized giving to  provide services or other assistance to those in need… 

philanthropy, however, advocates for policy and social change, promotes self- or mutual- 

help, or addresses root causes’ (2016, 9). Consequently in considering charity sport 
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events in the light of either charity or philanthropy, I believe these events can be seen to 

hold a position within both. My reasoning for this is as follows, the charity sport event 

participant is a volunteer who offers both time and effort to take part, in which they 

undergo a process of preparation and training to take part in the event; which is charity. 

This can result in lasting personal change and the process impacting future actions or 

considerations; an aspect of philanthropy. From the aspect of charity, the participants 

collect donations for a specific cause in a regulated and prescribed environment. I also 

consider the importance of taking part in a charity sport event as two acts as one (sport 

and fundraising), and rather than suggesting duality in these acts, I consider these actions 

are explicitly linked, which, therefore, allow for the considerations of the emotions and 

affects of these events. Additionally, both terms are used within this thesis to reflect these 

thoughts. They are not used interchangeably but in relation to the specific situations under 

discussion. There are many other concepts which have moved forward or beyond that of 

simply philanthropy and charity. For the context of this thesis, these are civil society and 

citizenship, the influences on these will be discussed further in chapter 7.  

2.2.2 Changes in giving 

Here I will consider factors that have led to a change in ways of giving, from traditional 

donations to active event based giving. Firstly, the changing politics of giving and state 

structures within the UK. Society can guide and impact social change through showing 

support to particular issues and causes (King 2006), which can in turn act as catalysts for 

social change. In the post war period giving within the UK underwent a 

professionalisation within the 1970’s (Sargaent & Jay 2014). This brought with it a 

change in thinking towards charity from collective and universal from the war time 

period to giving as a personal moral expectation (Robinson 2012) Moving forward 

Robinson further describes that the impacts of privatisation and welfare cuts under 
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Thatcher’s government that led to charities picking up social care and provision of 

services (ibid). This aligns with Silk’s work from the 1990’s on the change in giving, 

positioning it as a moving to a more active and involved process, rather than distanced 

and disjointed.  

Further to this, during the 1980’s a series of large national fundraising events appeared. 

From a sporting perspective the London Marathon and Great North Run both started in 

1981, but from a more charity event perspective, events such as Live Aid in 1985, and 

Children in Need and Comic Relief were both realised in this era (1980 and 1985 

respectively). Aitkinson et al (2011) report that the public support to Band Aid and Live 

Aid was positive, and during 1984 Oxfam saw a doubling in funds raised for the Ethiopia 

Famine. Both Children in Need and Comic Relief are annual or biannual fundraising 

events which popularised the ‘doing’ something for raising funds. In 2019 alone Comic 

Relief raised over £63 million (Comic Relief 2020) and Children in Need topped £47 

million (Children in Need 2019). Hosted on the BBC these events brought together pleas 

for fundraising with entertainment, comedy and music. A concept which was developed, 

although not entirely, through the use of those within the public eye in the campaigns, 

with these figures leading the way in terms of getting involved in events and actions for 

fundraising. Comic relief and later Sports Relief having drawn heavily on celebrity 

figures taking part in sporting challenges within the 2000’s and 2010’s, the Behavioural 

Insights Team report that one of the four factors to charitable giving is based using 

prominent social figures and normalising giving through society (2013). Lim and 

Moufahim suggest that these challenges move events from everyday and banal to a 

spectacle of achievement (2015).  

From the 1980’s fundraising across the UK has seen a steady growth, with Aitkinson at 

al (2011) reporting that between 1978 to 2004 donations to the UK’s top 200 charities 
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saw an average annual growth of 6.3% during this period. The UK government from the 

late 1990’s through to the current Conservative government also developed its support 

for philanthropy and charitable giving, and in 2006 passed the Charities Act. This act led 

to the establishment of the Charities Commission to regulate giving within the UK. This 

establishment indicates the importance of giving within society and government desire 

not only to promote giving but placing importance on overseeing operations.   

Further to the notable impact of charity events on altering giving practices and opinions, 

Wright (2001) notes that the participation within the National Lottery within the UK, 

with its associated charitable trust which makes donations to charitable causes throughout 

the country, was viewed as a charitable action. A scheme that saw large growth after its 

inception in 1994. Similarly, the rise within the charity sector of lottery’s, raffles and 

bingo draws are seen as a shift within the sector as adding fun into fundraising (Higgins 

& Lauzon 2003), where participation comes from a base of altruistic with the experience 

further enhanced by fun (Hassay & Peloza 2005). Crucially for us the importance here 

lies in not only the importance uncovered by the charity sector of donors having 

enjoyable experiences but also the factor of reciprocal giving, the prospect of getting 

something in return for the purchase of a ticket. These methods of giving could be a vital 

link in the growth of events for giving, and the desire of these reciprocal forms of giving. 

As we can see charity sport events not only allow for the raising of funds but they offer 

the participant something in return; the ability to participate in fun and often unique 

events. And thus increasing the importance of the emotional responses to giving and 

subsequently the importance of the embodied experiences that they offer. 

Following on from this, in 2002 within the UK the charity Sports Relief was set up, 

growing from Comic Relief. The purpose of this charity was to promote sporting activity 

as a way of raising money for charity describing themselves as an opportunity for ‘when 
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the British public comes together to get active, raise money and change lives’ (Sport 

Relief 2019) and further to this, allowing the improvement of lives of others as well as 

your own with taking part, furthering the idea at charity sport events benefit by 

combining the cause with meaningful activities (Wood et al 2010). As well as organising 

a number of sporting activities across the country, Sports Relief encourages people to 

design their own events, to get schools involved and reach out to a wide population. The 

charity focuses efforts over a weekend and drive participation with an evening of 

television dedicated to the charity cause. This involves participation from professional 

sports personalities, celebrities and public figures, as well as information in the way of 

short films to show the projects the charity supports and the results of their funding. The 

creation demonstrates a felt need within the charity sector to respond directly to the 

importance of sport within charity giving, and with it expanding the scope of sport as a 

means of giving.  

It is this movement of everyday to a spectacle of achievement which concerns us here. 

Through taking part in sport events and challenges for charitable causes the celebrities 

involved mediated as heroic and their physical effort is aligned with that of the suffering 

of those receiving the funds raised (Lim & Moufahim 2015). Reverence and desire to 

emulate celebrity culture has no doubt increased the desires of the wider population to 

take on their own challenge. The shift to more event based fundraising has grown since 

the inception of these pioneering events, bringing with it a focus on embodied and 

individualised effort for fundraising.  

 Non-profit organisations can have a role to play in activism and driving social change 

and giving habits (King 2004). Nettleton and Hardy (2006) suggest how the retrenchment 

of the welfare state within the UK has led to a desire by citizens to show support for 

charity and to pick up from where the government support has finished. Participation 
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within charity has undergone a change seeing the focus moving from a local to a more 

global scale, something which has been described by Thompson (1995) as acting at a 

distance. Silk (1998) describes how this has been fuelled by the internet and the access 

this offers to world news, information and knowledge as well as increasing the ability to 

give to charity, get involved with a variety of causes and to engage empathically 

(Rheingold 1993). Iraequi and Baldwin chart the growth of social media and the changes 

in interaction with charity. To them the importance lies in not just being able to interact 

through changing technologies with causes but ‘this technological revolution implies a 

massive shift in the way we communicate’ (2013, 331) and through this has changed 

interactions with charity. People no longer wish to just read about causes but to directly 

experience and contribute (ibid), and thus play a more active role.   

This change in the way we interact with others via the internet and social media has 

highlighted ‘new ways of exercising moral responsibility towards distant others’ (Smith 

1999a, 277). Yet, Friedman (1991) suggests an entitlement to favour those closest to us 

in terms of giving and it is within these caring relationships that we live in (Smith 1999a) 

which influence and bring about charitable giving.  

This desire to act on the behalf of others is no longer solely within the local sphere and 

highlights a change in the way we consider giving to charity and how sports events, for 

example, can be used as a tool for social change (Chalip 2006). Silk (1998) further 

suggests that we have moved from simply caring about others to actively caring for others 

and how this has moved in line with the morals of giving and social change. For Inaegui 

and Baldwin it is a creation of a global solidarity (2013). By actively taking part in charity 

events it allows the participant to be more than just the donor (Silk 2004) and these events 

offer a creative form of altruism (Titmuss 1970). Therefore charity sport events can be 

seen to deliver a form of reciprocity, the participant has the chance to take part in the 
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event by offering their bodily effort in exchange for the awareness raised for the charity 

as a result of them taking part (Robert 2013) which Wood et al describe this as being able 

to take part in two meaningful acts simultaneously (2010). 

2.2.3 Mixing charity sport events and giving 

The shift in the importance placed on charity sports events may be the result of a number 

of factors. Policy within the UK changed the focus on sport from being a social activity 

to ‘sport for sports sake’ and issued the desire to create a ‘big sporting society’ in the 

wake of the 2012 London Olympics (Devine 2013) attempting to increase sporting 

interest and participation across the UK. Further to this, Robert suggests how a move to 

‘neo-liberal discourse of public health’ (2013, 49) have changed the way we interact with 

sport and charity. This is further argued by the suggestion that the population now display 

traits of being active citizens (Nettleton & Hardy 2006) and these active citizens display 

a need to help others and to give back to society and through their participation within 

charitable discourses, which strive to educate others into the work of the causes they are 

supporting as well as having a stronger awareness in political and global issues and 

justice. Additionally, as seen above the changes in the way that donors interact with 

charity and the desire to play a more active role in fundraising and the development of 

reciprocation in fundraising.  

The benefits to the charities for offering these events have been suggested as being able 

to differentiate themselves in the market (Bunds et al, 2016), to create individual 

eventscapes (Brown et al 2015), to offer a novel way to engage in fitness (Bowles et al 

2006), increase funds raised (Olivola 2011), creating economic and social benefits in 

terms of area tourism (Snelgrove & Wood 2010) and as a ‘hook’ to encourage 

participation (Bunds et al 2016). By becoming involved in sporting events, charities are 

diversifying their methods of raising funds, adding a different dimension to their 
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fundraising plan. This can often be used to appeal and draw in a different demographic 

to fundraising for the charity, and to engage a new market of participants with those who 

would otherwise not take part in raising money.  

As previously suggested the increase in charity sporting events can be linked to changes 

at a society level with the way that populations are engaging with charitable causes and 

the morals surrounding helping others. As well as this acting as a driver for change there 

are also other aspects acting to bring about a change. Funk et al suggests that there has 

been an increase in participation within physical activities (2011), this increase in trends 

of participation in sport has fuelled charities to take advantage and incorporate 

fundraising schemes with sporting activities (Nettleton & Hardy 2006). Sport has been 

described as a unifying device with events having the ability to bring together and 

empower communities (Chalip 2006). Therefore, by using sporting events charities can 

help to develop and create a strong community involvement and attachment to the 

charitable cause. Hassay and Peloza (2009) describe how this sense of community leads 

to loyalty to the charity cause and although these events are designed as a means of giving 

there are a number of benefits to the participant for their involvement. Participants are 

often offered freebies (Silk 2004) for taking part, the opportunity to interact with space 

differently (Cidell 2014) for example running on the normally busy streets of London 

during the marathon, an opportunity to get fit and healthy and achieve something 

significant (Coghlan & Filo 2016), to compete in a world renowned event, as well as the 

desire to want to get involved for the charity (Bennett et al 2007). Which opens up debates 

about the commodification of sport events and issues of pure altruism (Osteen 2002). 

This need to give and support a charitable institution can be linked to ideas of civic duty, 

the feelings of a need to support society are increasingly playing a critical role in 

participation. It is argued that participation within charity sport events can work to bring 
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out traits of good citizenship and generosity (Coghlan & Filo 2016). Nettleton and Hardy 

suggest that event participation is an ‘expression of people’s relationship to society’ 

(2006, 452). As suggested earlier there is a desire to make a difference (Filo et al 2012) 

and this has been linked with the retrenchment of the welfare state (Nettleton & Hardy 

2006) and the lack of government support leading to the feelings of a need to show 

support from the general public and the involvement of civil society. This then allows 

the work that the charity does to continue and to offer the same support to the causes 

most valued by the community. This feeling of need to give can be attributed to an 

interpretation of good citizenship which Nettleton and Hardy suggest ‘highlights 

contemporary discourses on citizenship. ‘Active citizens’ can ostentatiously fulfil their 

rights and responsibilities by raising money for those in ‘need’’ (2006, 441).  

The rise in the proliferation of the charity sport event can also be linked to feelings of 

altruism and the creation of reciprocal relationships. King (2006) suggests how giving to 

charity enables the donor to feel entitled or at least deserving of any future support that 

may be required from the charity. This, therefore, makes charity giving like an insurance 

for the future and funding any hypothetical use of a service or support that could 

potentially be needed in years to come. Lupton (1995) also draws links between fit bodies 

and good citizenship. Suggesting that those who are healthy are less of a burden on state 

than those who less healthy, and therefore seen as ‘good’ citizens.  

The role that the popular culture and media can also work to influence event participation. 

As we saw above celebrity culture had a positive impact on charitable giving within the 

UK, a process facilitated by the promotion of these activities via media outlets to mass 

audiences. For example, high profile people taking part in certain events can influence 

people’s future choices to take part themselves in fundraising. A recent televised trek of 

Mount Kilimanjaro by nine UK celebrities for Comic Relief worked to raise money as 
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well to encourage people at home to get involved with fundraising. Within this campaign 

their progress was reported daily either on the news, BBC’s The One Show or via social 

media (see BBC Newsround 2019). The coverage of their walk was followed up with an 

hour long documentary shown on BBC 1 later on in the year. This offered a very 

experience lead viewing focussing on struggles and achievements. The narrative was of 

heroism and challenge, as described by Lim and Moufahim (2025) teamed with 

suggestions to give money and support the cause. Sports personalities can also actively 

participate within charity, with many setting up foundations and trusts to support sporting 

ventures (Babiak et al 2012). These also advertise and imbed the importance of charity 

giving to those at home. Examples of this include footballers such as Ryan Giggs as a 

Unicef Ambassador and Rob Green climbing Kilimanjaro to support an African medical 

research foundation (Third Sector 2010).  

The types of event available seem to reflect the general trends in sporting participation. 

Data suggests that the most popular sporting activity within the UK is athletics (including 

running and jogging) with this field seeing an increase of 4.5% from 2007/8 to 2009/10, 

cycling also has seen a growth to 4.4% within the same time period (Devine 2013). Funk 

et al describe how within the United States mass participation sport events will see around 

10 million finishers per year (2011), these figures reflect the scale, scope and appeal of 

these events. And it’s hardly surprising when they have been described as offering a 

‘unique mobility’ (Cidell 2014) to those who take part, posing the chance to interact with 

a town, city or space in a way not normally available in everyday life that they are 

becoming a popular occurrence across many countries in the world.  

There are many reasons why people choose to take part in these charity sporting events, 

something that Olivola has described as being ‘governed by a mix of personal and 

prosocial goals’ (2011, 50). This is an argument that is furthered by Coghlan who 
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suggests that motivations are complex and heterogeneous (2012) and differ from person 

to person (Mcgehee et al 2003).The desire to help the charitable cause and the ideals of 

the charitable organisation all play a role in the types of people who get involved, what 

way they get involved and the actions that their involvement encompasses. A commonly 

expressed reason for fundraising related to a particular charity is due to a personal 

affiliation with the charity itself or what it represents. Bunds et al (2016) suggests that a 

higher psychological connection between the person and the event is more likely to lead 

to participation. This personal association can work as a driving force to do good for the 

charitable cause and to help others learn of the issues it supports, the work the charity 

does as well as the need to support issues that the charity works to solve. This active 

participation strives to raise event attachment by the participants (Filo et al 2009), the 

way that those involved with the charity create an affinity with the cause and a desire for 

continuous support. Olivola writes that ‘people seem to derive additional meaning and 

value from the pain-effort that they (or close others) anticipate enduring for a chosen 

cause’ (2011, 52) and how people will support charities that they specifically believe in 

and care about (ibid). This works to the benefit of the charities as it allows them to grow 

a support base, and events that are tailored to developing and growing this attachment 

work to ensure consistent fundraising and monetary support (Filo 2008). This is 

suggestive that an embodied participation within events equates to a more personal 

connection generated either towards the charity, sport or both. What we can see here is 

that there is little in the way of knowledge as to how these connections are generated.   

Although charity sporting events have generally been well received there exists criticism 

into the profitability of the events, the fundraising and what the events themselves offer. 

There has also been critique of whether these events actually do increase engagement 

with sport and the cause as well as whether they do foster attachment to the charity. 
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Olivola (2011) discusses the cost effectiveness of charity events and contends that given 

the amount raised and the amount in support from services such as the NHS for the event 

to take place, the overall result actually means that these events run at a loss. King (2006) 

debates the importance placed on certain charities more than others. Using the United 

States of America as her example she argues how breast cancer causes are supported by 

a higher proportion of society, government and organisations than charity causes that 

actually have higher fatality rates, such as heart disease. This, therefore, is highlighting 

disparities in the way we give, supporting charitable causes that shout the loudest, offer 

the most appealing events and experiences than the charities and issues that are effecting 

society on a greater scale, but perhaps lack in the visual support like many large and 

popular causes. 

It should also be noted that although charity sport events offer an opportunity for many 

to take part in events and raise money, this can also be an additional element of challenge 

for both the participants and the charities. Firstly participants are often asked to raise 

large amounts of money and a recent news report focussed on the ethics of funding others 

experiences, specifically international treks cum holidays (Bell 2014). This is suggestive 

at donor fatigue for giving for experience based fundraising, and an awareness of how 

their money will fund what could be deemed a holiday for others and scepticism toward 

the good this will do. A further aspect is the difficulties that charities can face to collect 

donations after the event, and therefore the potential of fundraising pledges not being met 

or fulfilled. Douglas (2018) writes how during the Great North Run 2017 there were 1278 

runners holding charity places who failed to raise anything for their cause, with Cancer 

Research UK worst effected with 42% of their runners raising nothing. This uncovers the 

difficulties and issues behind fundraising both for charities and participants, and 

suggesting it could indicate a desire by participants to be driven by the events more than 
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the prospect of raising money, and the importance of differentiating between those 

genuinely motivated by charity and those not.  

Within Robert’s work on charitable giving she contends that for those participating in 

charity sport events the feelings of altruism are created as a result of participation and 

not, as expected, as something prior to taking part (2013). Silk describes how giving to 

charity is driven by the personal feeling of self-love, as a way of feeling personally 

vindicated for helping others (2004). King furthers this point by suggesting that the ‘rise 

of the ‘thons’ is linked… to imperatives of self-betterment through personal fitness’ 

(2006, 49). To which Olivola suggests that the effect of martyrdom and how this drives 

people to take part in charity sport events and how ‘decisions about whether, when, how 

and how much to donate are more likely to be governed by a mix of personal and 

prosocial goals’ (2011, 50). Suggesting the presence of participation in charity sport 

events as driven by the self, not philanthropy and how actions are interpreted as selfish. 

This highlights not only the embeddedness of charity fundraising with events, but a 

pressure and social expectation to give but also that not all participation is motivated by 

the feelings or need to do good.  

2.3 Geographies of charity 

In considering the importance of charity and the developing role it plays within the UK’s 

support systems, I now turn to a conceptualisation of what a geographies of charity would 

look like, its use and how this would encapsulate some of the emerging themes and 

concepts within this research and as an attempt to fill gaps within the literature. Within 

geography there exists little literature directly on the subject of charity, although recent 

works have dealt with the issues of volunteerism (Mills and Waite 2018), citizenship 

(Mills & Waite 2017; Cloke et al 2007), responsibility (Massey 2004), generosity 

(Barnett & Land 2007), care (Conradson 2003; Milligan & Wiles 2010) and ethics (Smith 
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1999b; Cloke 2002). These works although of interest and notable in their own ways, 

neither directly or explicitly grapple with the visualisation of what bringing charity into 

the subject would entail, and more specifically here embodied charitable action. This, 

therefore, fails to expand our thinking into how charity can contribute to the field of 

human geography and the wider social sciences.  

Before considering what this conceptualisation would look like and what would be 

involved, I first turn to why it is needed. By considering a geographies of charity it allows 

us to look at the issues involved with giving; benevolence, ethics, volunteering, gift 

relationships, care, and responsibility to name a few, through the lens of charity. This 

will help shift the focus from these concepts involved directly to charity, whilst allowing 

for us to bring in these concepts. This will move the subject further from the more 

traditional and solely the how, what and why of giving and consider our connections to 

charity through being in the world and with regards to the senses of embodiment. This 

moves in line with the changes in the way we interact with charity discussed above. By 

considering charity giving and interactions in this way will allow for the subject to move 

from a more quantitative focus to bring in further qualitative elements; including 

narratives, stories and reflection. In considering charity in this way its purpose would not 

be to overlook these traditional themes such as international development, post 

colonialism, economics, or health, but rather to encourage a more situated and humanised 

reflection on charity giving and involvement.  

To map out my conception of this and to further elucidate the use of a geographies of 

charity I will first offer a review of literatures within the field of geography and wider 

social sciences which have investigated similarly. First, I turn to the work of John Silk 

and his working of the ideas of caring at a distance and extending our formations of care 

(1998, 2000, 2004). Silk conceptualises a change in the way that we give to charity, 
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suggesting that we are now more actively involved in beneficence as the ‘doing good or 

actively showing kindness, providing support for their emotional and physical needs and 

well-being’ (1998, 167). This alteration in the way we give to charity is reformed into 

that of an act and facilitated through media. However, although this conceptualisation 

highlights a change in the ways that we are both encouraged and actively engage with 

charity it frames this giving over geographical distance and locates giving as aid based 

rather than encapsulating many other diverse charitable organisations and causes. This 

has led to recipients of care being described as ‘distant others’. This framing of charity 

giving, I suggest, is one born out of a failure to seek and understand the relations with 

others and an attempt to classify these others as just that, different. As Milligan and Wiles 

report ‘even at a physical distance care can be socially and emotionally proximate’ (2010, 

736), and, therefore, distance should have no influence on caring practices.  Further to 

this, his perception of giving stops short of being an embodied process even though it is 

of performance and active.  

Building further on this and considering the work within geography on care, we can view 

care as entailing ‘a complex network of actors and actions involving multidirectional 

flows and connections’ (Milligan and Wiles 2010, 737), with Popke (2006) expressing 

that ethics of care can form a central aspect of geographical thinking as it is a 

‘fundamental feature of our human being’ (507). From this we can elucidate that caring 

spreads further than the sole act of caring but is rooted in a multitude of factors which 

effects everyday lives. Within geography Milligan and Wiles (2010) formulate the main 

aspects of care as caring about and caring for others, this aligns to Silk’s ideas of 

benevolence shifting to beneficence in giving (1998), however, there is no place for the 

body within this critique. If incorporated it would perhaps lessen the othering of those 

recipients of aid. In considering bodies we can consider further the relationships 
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individuals have with their communities through giving (Radley & Kennedy 1995), 

consider giving as a prosocial behaviour (Burnett & Wood 1998) and further understand 

how through bodies giving becomes political (Winterich et al 2012).   

Importantly Milligan and Wiles (2010) formulate the act of caring about as an embodied 

phenomenon. Raghuranet et al (2009) suggest that through enactments of care the process 

of caring becomes embodied, and through this the emotions of personal relationships can 

be applied to those across spatiality. And it is this ability to open up caring in an embodied 

nature which is key within a conception of a geographies of charity and within this 

research.  

The existing research of care within geography signals its ability to span many aspects 

of geography, not only the social, political and economic aspects of giving but also the 

embodied, affective and emotional sides of giving and receiving care. Crucially this is an 

important factor in what will be a geographies of charity as these are key elements to its 

inception. This moving forwards to a geographies of charity encompasses the ethos of 

care and its embodied actions and entrenchment in everyday lives as well as aligning it 

with the more formalised senses of care in charity giving. I now move to consider current 

works with charity in literature.  

Bryson et al (2002) approach the call to bring charity into geographical literature through 

the discussion of what they term neglected aspects of British charitable giving. Using the 

almshouse as the charitable cause they position giving as ‘inherently geographical and 

deeply embedded in local and social networks of everyday knowledge’ (49). The process 

of giving and charity is firmly positioned within popular culture and facilitated through 

networks of care, established within and of local communities, at something of contrast 

to Silk’s perception of care being given to those effectively unknown. From where 
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Bryson et al started and answering the specific calls for a geographies of charity Rabbitts 

(2012) frames her thoughts through the act of sponsoring a child. Here she conceives a 

more nuanced approach to charity suggesting that it is a ‘deeply personal engagement 

that draws into play multiple different aspects of people’s everyday lives and intersects 

with existing identity- and community- building projects’ (926). Within Rabbitts 

conceptualisation of the geographies of charity she firmly situates charity within social 

practice, as part of broader relational contexts. Here we start to see a conception which 

allows for the incorporation of the emotive, feelings and the associated aspects of caring 

come into the analysis of the way in which we give, although not explicitly addressed 

within this work. 

Therefore, building on Rabbitts insistence of charity as social practice I want to further 

this idea of a geographies of charity would look like. The resources on which to build 

this conceptualisation come from the work within current debates within cultural and 

social geography. More specifically drawing on ideas of affect, embodiment, feelings, 

self and performance, which play a role within this research and in the wider field of 

mobilities studies. Additionally, it will also seek to grow debates in civil society, 

citizenship and care. This reconceptualisation will offer a more phenomenological 

approach and seek to employ the body as a means of sense making for aspects of charity 

and the embodied influences and processes involved. This, therefore, seeks to reignite 

the very human connections that can manifest through and with philanthropy and more 

specifically charitable participation.  

First, I call on the role of affect to start our consideration of a geographies of charity. By 

thinking about affect I draw into concern the transmission of intensities between, around 

and through subjects. Of which these have the potential to both affect and be affected and 

result in causal actions as Anderson describes ‘a transpersonal capacity which a body has 
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to be affected… and to affect’ (2006, 735 emphasis in original). Following Thrift ‘the 

politics of affect as not just incidental but central to the life of cities’ (2004, 57) and 

consequently within any environment. These affects matter (Pile 2010) and reach further 

than just the personal (McCormack 2003). Crucially here affect can tell us more about 

the impact of charity sport events in the lives of those taking part and highlight further 

the way these affects influence and rationalise reasons for engagement.  

We should, therefore, consider its application and role within the processes of charity 

and giving and consider to be an affective issue. These affects are cultivated through the 

way that charities communicate, market, function and the causes they represent, with 

Burt and Strongman (2005) reporting that people are more likely to give when seeing 

emotive imagery. They are also driven by personal and collective representations of need, 

which are influenced by the wider social considerations of need. The process of making 

the need more personal is more likely to elicit a donation. We can also consider the saying 

‘charity begins at home’, which situates the act of giving with place. This brings in the 

influences and affects of the donors lifeworlds and everyday into the decisions and 

stimulus to give. Therefore, affect within charity is twofold, both of the organisations 

itself and the donor. Both having the ability to affect and be affected by the other and to 

others.  

Through considering affect, we can further this by drawing on the very emotions and 

feelings generated by the concept of charity. Anderson and Smith tell us that the ‘human 

world is constructed and lived through the emotions’ (2001, 7) and exist as the very 

knowing, being and doing of actions (ibid). Emotions, as a result, have the ability to 

influence space and society as Ahmed continues ‘emotions do things and they align 

individuals with communities- or bodily space with social space- through the very 

intensity of their attachments’ (2004, 119 emphasis in original). Drawing on Thrift (2004) 
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we will note the distinction between affect and emotion, rather than use the two 

interchangeably. With emotion giving consideration to the very nature of being human, 

with more fixed intensities of feeling. We can see that involvement with charity has a 

huge potential to be a highly emotive exchange, especially considering the place that 

charity can have within personal and collective lifeworlds, and the impacts of these 

experiences to event motivation and drive. In light of this considering the emotions of 

those involved within charitable acts is a further key into how we understand and think 

through charity and drawing on Cox’s assertion that feelings of caring are part of 

humanity (2010) it is important to consider this influence. 

By developing both aspects of affect and emotion within a geographies of charity I now 

turn to the influences these have on conceptions of the self and the narratives which can 

be built through charitable practices. Davidson and Milligan state ‘emotional relations 

and interactions weave through and help form the fabric of our unique personal 

geographies’ (2004, 523) and these formulations help in the articulation and narratives 

of self. Assisting in turning charitable involvement into projects of the self, through self-

improvement, supposed altruism and reflexivity. If charity is affective and loaded with 

emotion, as discussed above, the very essence of our lifeworld’s can be influenced, 

altering outlooks and conceptualisations of who we, the self, as people through our 

charitable acts.  

Through affect and emotions we can come to feel and respond to the influences of charity, 

this can then manifest through the very actions we take, through embodiment and 

performance by the surfacing of bodies (Ahmed 2004). By considering the concept of 

care along with affect and emotion, and its tangible links to charity, we can see how these 

concepts have evolved through, humanist, phenomenological and more specifically 

feminist thinking which, therefore, has been tied with ideas of embodiment and lived 
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experience which also developed through these critiques. It is then key to think through 

the importance of embodied actions within the scope of charity. Through this we can 

formulate an idea of charity involved within everyday, something that undergoes a 

process of becoming and a feeling of belonging can occur as a result. This again helps us 

to conceive of charity as part of dialogues of self and being socially embedded within 

society.  

In thinking of concepts which would inform and guide the work on a geographies of 

charity, this leads us to how this would be captured and on what it could inform. Although 

the specifics of this research methodology will be discussed later (see methods chapter 

3), Pile suggests that to effectively capture and represent emotions and affect 

ethnographic methods are favoured creating research which build on actual experience 

(2010). This also brings us to ideas of non-representational theory and the significance 

of that which cannot be represented and its sheer importance when dealing with these 

concepts. Through attempts to apprehend these experiences within fieldwork we can then 

draw on direct experiences to deepen our understanding of these capacities to feel and be 

influenced. Currently within literatures on charity, and specifically charity sport events, 

little directly offers exploration qualitative experience and fewer still that speak to 

ethnography, narrative and mobile methods. Within this research the methodology is key 

to the apprehension of experience to better capture the nuances involved in event 

participation.  

Thinking back to my earlier point of  how a geographies of charity could help us to 

reframe ideas of charity and bring together aspects of beneficence, ethics, gift giving, 

care and responsibility I will now discuss this in further detail. I argue that by 

incorporating methods, and a thinking which allows for the experiences of charity and its 

influences, it will allow and open up further detail into interactions with charitable causes 
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by donors, participants, volunteers and recipients. By focusing on charity it allows us to 

further understand the processes behind philanthropic involvement from the perspective 

of lifeworlds. By moving thought about charity on from more quantitative endeavours it 

will deepen our understanding into processes of motivation, everyday and charity 

attachment.  

I now seek to reflect on current literature on charity sport events and the fit and impact 

that considering through the lens of a geographies of charity would have. First I turn to 

Catherine Palmers work on charity ‘thons’ (2016). Her work focusses on the more 

methodological aspects of taking part in charity sport events, building (although 

implicitly) on debates in non-representational theory through the use of a go-pro camera 

to capture the event experience. This she describes as creating an embodied ethnography, 

much the same as autoethnography, hailing the calls for allowing bodies to speak and 

help to guide research. This is addressing Pile’s call for ethnographic methods within the 

scope of affect, and more widely our approach to charity. The work of Cidell (2014, 

2016) and her discussions of taking part in running races takes an approach based on the 

place making potential of charity sport events. Events are transgressive, creating unique 

spaces in time in which to run and are posed as involving a series of aspects including 

gathering, dispersing and eventing. These all lead to the production of charity sport 

events as we know them. This, then, draws on assertions by Davidson, Bondi and Smith 

(2007) which suggest that emotions of place and bodies influence social identities. 

Within both the work of Palmer and Cidell we can see developing themes as discussed 

within this conception of geographies of charity, such as addressing methods, event 

emotions and affects. However, by shifting the focus to a geographies of charity would 

aid in capturing further insight into the wider aspects at play within charity sport events. 
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It would also aid in opening up geography to the importance of charity as a topic of study 

and adding further to the scant literatures that current exist.  

This conception of a geographies of charity is by no means suggested as a replacement 

for the current ideas surrounding charity, moreover it is suggested to work alongside the 

more traditional ideas of economic, political and social perceptions of charity. Both of 

which will be drawn on during this thesis. This conception seeks to draw on a more 

phenomenological way of considering the processes behind charity and giving, and to 

situate the act and involvement of charity within everyday actions and processes. This 

also helps in bringing the impetus of charity to within bodies. In sum, by considering 

charity’s place within geography we can see how it could have a wide reach across the 

subject. Not only will it help to deepen our understandings of the very essence of charity, 

its conception and its role in the everyday, but it also can assist in our consideration at 

wider issues on a society level, such as actions within civil society and feelings of 

citizenship. By thinking through a geographies of charity it can assist in the reimagination 

of the place of philanthropy and charity in the past, present and the future. 

2.4 Mobilities 

From considering charity and its approach within this work I now move to mobilities 

studies. Here I will frame much of the discussion around the approach and analytical 

framework applied to this research.  

Mobilities have opened up the study of movement, allowing for a reconceptualisation of 

the way we consider, research, and draw conclusions about how we move. Mobilities has 

questioned the issues of scale (Cresswell 2010b), place and temporality, to the very 

representations and the practices of movement (Cresswell 2010a), which seek to 

problematise the sedentariness of thought (Sheller & Urry 2006). These mobilities have 
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come about through a ‘mobilities turn’ (Hannam et al 2006) or through applying a new 

politics of mobilities (Cresswell 2010a) and have been driven by the need to consider the 

banal and mundane within movement which is ‘seen as set of a highly meaningful social 

practices that make up social, cultural and political life’ (Adey et al 2014, 3). This new 

concern for the mobile then seeks to humanise everyday movement whether they be big 

or small.  

Recent studies have incorporated a range of scholarship from running (Cook et al 2015) 

to cycling (Spinney 2010a, 2011), walking (Middleton 2010, Wylie 2005, Edensor 2000), 

driving (Merriman 2007, Laurier 2004) to ferry travel (Vannini 2012) and train travel 

(Bissell 2010a) and although all these studies focus on the many essences of mobility 

they all demonstrate the wide breadth that mobilities work can take. The new mobilities 

paradigm (Sheller & Urry 2006) demonstrated the need to think of movement as a whole, 

taking into account more than just the what of movement, but the how, why, when and 

where to create a complete picture and a fuller understanding of processes involved. 

Through this consideration Adey asserts that ‘mobility changes the way we understand 

society, culture, politics and community; it fundamentally reimagines how we make 

sense of the world’ (2017, 7). 

Mobilities then has opened up a scope of research in which to explore the very 

experiences, thoughts and feelings of the world around us, allowing us to bring in the 

mental and corporeal, everyday and extraordinary, mobile and immobile. It also deepens 

the importance of considering movements through the body through embodied actions. 

Through considering this way we open up different scales of consideration, from personal 

to social and collective experience and feelings. The very essence of this research is to 

understand the practices of giving which make up and influence social, cultural and 

political life through mundane and everyday actions, therefore the whole expereince. As 
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this research is interested in the embodied actions of mobility, rather than the automated, 

machine assisted movements, such as driving, train travel or flying, I first turn here to 

discuss relevant research.  

2.4.1 Considering mobilities  

One aspect of mobilities that has received fair consideration is running which has been 

considered in debates by a number of researchers (Bale 2003, 2011; Bale & Sang 1996; 

Lorimer 2012; Latham 2015; Hitchings & Latham 2016; Cook et al 2016; Allen-

Collinson & Hockey 2011). Running is largely considered as a past time or leisure 

activity and this can result in a tension as to its purpose between runners and non-runners. 

The advent of running is discussed by Latham (2015) as coming as a response to 

sedentary lifestyles within 1960’s USA. Within his work he traces the establishment of 

jogging within everyday habit as a mechanism to improve health and to counter the 

impacts of (sub)urban lifestyles. Further to this Bale (2013) positions running as linked 

to issues of commercialisation and government initiatives to promote active lifestyles. 

Additionally, Bale notes that during the 1970’s running was ‘sportized’ (16) formalising 

the sport, encouraging records and a self-consciousness about performance, effort and 

time keeping. Suggesting that ease in which running allows embodied actions to become 

meaningful and linked to wider social constructs and actions.     

The traditional position of running for running sake, creates the view that running can be 

seen as a narcissistic activity which Cidell describes as often seen as ‘mobilities for its 

own sake’ (2014, 571) and Cook et al describing it as seemingly ‘rather pointless’ (2016, 

774). This is suggestive of the ease in which sport, and specifically here running, can be 

seen as a simplistic activity. This research seeks to confront this assertion by the addition 

of charity sport events, frequently running events, to rethink and recondition sport as a 

means for change and civic engagement. An assertion discussed in relation to urban 
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marathon running by Nettleton and Hardy, who suggest that fitness through running is 

repurposed and used for fundraising. A process that they describe as making charitable 

bodies; both conditioned for physical activity and philanthropic use (2006), a key 

consideration here. 

For Cook et al (2016) in their paper Jography, the study of jogging is used to exemplify 

the experience and meanings of running, positioning it as opposing things; Escapism and 

enjoyment against being a chore and effort. Of which they conclude that ‘the meanings 

tied up with jogging are more varied, kaleidoscopic and co-existing’ (ibid, 764) and 

suggest that there are more meanings yet to be uncovered within mobilities studies. Cook 

et al also considers how jogging can repurpose space through the interaction of the 

runners and the cars, pedestrians and streets surrounding them and leading to an 

emergence of ‘particular negotiated socialities’ (ibid, 751) whilst on the move. This idea 

of repurposing space is also considered within Cidell’s (2014) work on road races with 

the change from spaces from car use to that of the runner. An idea drawn on within 

Palmer’s (2010) writing on the Tour de France and the spatial transformations that towns 

must go through for the purpose of hosting the cycle race. For Cidell this 

reconceptualisation of space gives the runners a chance to enjoy space in a different way, 

which for Bale this is resistance (2011). This highlights the importance of the concept of 

space within the literature on running and how charity sport events more specifically can 

create a reordering of spatial priorities. A process that can further impact on meaning and 

relationships formed, which again widens consideration of the practice of participation 

in charity sport events.  

Drawing further on the concept of space, Hindley views Parkrun events as creating shared 

leisure spaces (2018). Here he works on the concept of sociologist Oldenburg’s ‘third 

space’ (1999, in Hindley 2018), as conceiving Parkrun as a public meeting in which to 
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foster and create civic engagement and a sense of belonging. The social world of the 

runner has been something long discussed, with the idea that sports more generally can 

create and redesign sociality. Furthering this, Shipway et al’s (2012) research is 

concerned with the social world created by runners. Here sharing experiences, outlooks 

and leading synchronised lives helps to formulate the connections between runners and 

their sport. The view of the sociality of running is furthered again by Hockey and Allen-

Collinson (2007), within their concern of running together. They describe through 

autoethnographic accounts their personal experiences of running and training together. 

Their work depicts many aspects of running that will sound familiar to those involved 

within sports; pain, injury, frustration, rehabilitation, body knowledge and training 

regimes. Their work not only builds on the ideas of sociality of running but also Cook et 

al’s earlier suggestion of running as pain and hardship, drawing in aspects of challenge 

(see Vettenniemi 2012; Whelan 2012). Building on the idea of pain and sociality of sport 

practices I draw on Atkinson’s work on Triathlons. Here the aspect of pain and collective 

identities are combined to create a ‘pain community’ (2008, 166) bringing forth the idea 

that pain can be a motivator and desired state for sports people and helps to draw together 

communities through shared experiences, feelings and determination. These 

communities in turn create a sense of belonging and demonstrate a dedication to the field, 

something under investigation within this thesis.  

Allen-Collinson and Owton (2015) demonstrates a focus on the non-human aspects to 

running, picking up ideas of heat and weather, and the importance of the role that these 

elemental factors play with the running body. Lorimer (2012) focusses on the more than 

human aspects of running with the textures and senses of the world under the feet. 

Furthering on Ingold’s suggestion that we perceive the world through the feet and how 

this ‘opens up new terrain in the study of environmental perception, the history of 
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technology, landscape formation’ (2004, 315). Suggesting the runner continues to 

experience space and place through the way they traverse over it which forms opinions 

and directs their knowledge. Here running is cast as being part of the social construction 

of place and this is directly linked to the experiences we have moving over it and these 

felt experiences. These felt experiences are of vital importance to charity sport events 

and directly influence the role in which these events play in the lives of those taking part, 

which I will discuss later within the thesis.   

Here we can see that running has been unpicked to more than the movement from A to 

B (Cresswell 2006), and it is considered it as something more than solely a leisure activity 

and positioned as an action in which we can ascribe new and deep meanings. Mobilities 

studies has sought to further our conceptions of running and how it is considered, how it 

produces meaning and is part of the everyday for those involved.  It seems apparent that 

through considering embodied actions we can uncover a range of interactions, processes, 

thoughts and feelings. A theme common within mobilities research is the desire to offer 

and add depth to mobile practices. To encourage the delving into of further aspects of 

what these practices mean to those who take part in them, and how they can have lasting 

impacts on those involved which can be seen within running literatures. But as suggested 

by Cook et al, ‘there are more to uncover’ (2016, 764) within our current thinking. 

Therefore, I suggest researching charity sport events could develop through the 

positioning the events as more than the movement itself, but a process of ‘embodied 

philanthropy’ (Robert 2013), which develops a mix of sporting action, social 

participation and philanthropy and of which, as will be discussed in more detail below, 

holds an important place within current society. 

A further aspect of mobilities that has received a large amount of interest is walking. 

Walking represents something that can be done by the majority of people, whether it’s 
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for pleasure or commuting, there can be a range of motivations behind this mobile 

practice. Because of the scope to the reasons behind walking there has been a huge variety 

in research linked to this practice. We will consider its diversity here.  

A good starting point for research on walking comes from John Wyllie’s work, both on 

walking the South West Coast Path (2005) and Glastonbury Tor (2002). Both these works 

tell the narrative of his experiences. Working in debates on landscape, perception and 

sensations these works are vital pieces of autoethnographic writing within mobilites. 

Edensor describes embodied practices similar to those suggested by Wylie within his 

work on walking in Britain (2000). This piece focuses on the embodied practices of 

walking and learning to walk, it also brings discussion on challenge walking and aspects 

of achievement to the fore. This element of challenge is offered as an aspect of personal 

growth and fulfilment. His arguments then lead on to discussion of the sociality of 

walking, the way the community considers achievement and becoming a walker. He 

furthers ‘walking has been popularized, carrying with it specific notions of achievement 

which may serve as a notable chapter in self-narratives’ (ibid, 93). The body is posited 

as the experiential focus of how we make sense of the world and how we formulate our 

self-image.  

Taking the idea of achievement further Lorimer and Lund (2003) discuss hill walking 

and the challenge of Munro Bagging to create links to achievement. Their work 

highlights the learning of the landscape and performative aspects of hill walking in 

Scotland, with research following those learning mountaineering skills and their 

experiences and thoughts on the application of these new abilities. Their research 

highlights that these senses of achievement are not just linked to the physical success of 

their walking practices but also to the adoption of these practices and becoming embodied 

by them, they suggest that the bringing together of knowledge and ability ‘usefully 
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extends bodily capacities and re-works versions of the self in nature’ (ibid, 142). 

Additional to the achievement in completing the Munro walking, the acquisition of skill 

through learning the mountains and routes demonstrates that focus in walking is not 

solely that start or end point. But enjoyment and success is formulated in the preparation 

and whilst along the walk. They further the call for an understanding of our 

performativity through this mobility and that we should consider widening our scope and 

take into account further ‘friction points’ which form significant presence in performance 

of nature (ibid).  

Although the scope of achievement is discussed within these literatures, there is room to 

take this further within mobilities. Charity sport events themselves are often framed and 

described as challenges and these events can represent a huge achievement for many 

taking part. This research will take up and further Edensor’s idea of personal growth from 

walking and develop it further into a project of the self and look on Lorimer and Lund’s 

expression of performativity within walking as a performance of self and identity. 

Indicating the highly social practice of mobility as suggested earlier by Adey ey al 

(2014).  

Moving from rural walking to that of urban can offer different perspectives. Middleton 

(2009, 2010, 2011) dissects the ways we move through the city within her work. Drawing 

on the assertion that little policy exists into pedestrian practices, with the emphasis being 

focussed on transport, her work brings in elements of embodiment, spatiality and 

temporality of the city and develops the idea of process making in walking, taking 

arguments further than just an embodied process, but one of automation and 

habitualizing. These embodied acts of automation are discussed within ideas of routines, 

habits and decisions, as naturally occurring and mundane. However we should be 

cautious on the reliance on habit as it can imply a lack of thought or attention, but instead 
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focus on skill, experience and embodiment. With this in mind Pinder (2001) and Johnston 

and Lorimer (2013) bring together the idea of sensuousness within walking, where spaces 

can be multi-sensory and create an embodied feel for place (Butler 2006). This 

‘sensuousness of walking as a mode of apprehending the city that is tactile, aural and 

olfactory as well as visual’ (Pinder 2001, 5) which weave connections with the time-

space stories of the city (ibid). For Ingold (2004), to perceive a place the senses and the 

body are required to move around it, to witness and experience space from many angles 

and vantage points. Walking, and mobilities more generally, allow for the apprehension 

and appreciation of the sensorium of space which may be encountered which Ramsden 

(2017) describes as a co-production of space.  

In considering this sensing through mobilities, Sheller and Urry suggest a ‘recentring of 

the corporeal body as an affective vehicle through which we sense place and movement, 

and construct emotional geographies’ (2006, 216). Through this we can see work drawing 

on a range of feelings and emotions such as boredom (Anderson 2004; Cresswell 2011), 

pain (Wylie 2005), isolation (Vannini 2011b), and enthusiasm (Hui 2014) all brought 

about through movement.  A further phenomenological approach to walking has been 

discussed by the work of Hannah Macpherson through walking, disability and humour 

(2008, 2010). Here humour is cast as a coping strategy, as well as a tool for performance 

through space. Thinking through non-representational theory Macpherson asserts that the 

‘contemporary body highlights how the body continues to be constantly in formation, 

coming into being with its local environment and technologies rather than simply being 

or persisting’ (2010, 5), suggesting a body performed through that which surrounds it 

and the presence of body landscape relations. These proposed bodies which are in 

constant becoming, can be multiple, affective and affected. This approach to the body is 

key in our understandings of how surroundings can impact and alter, teamed up with the 
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elements of performativity and becoming which play vital roles within charity sport 

events. These performances and constructions can be seen within charity interactions 

with participants and participants interactions with sport and the events themselves.  

The mundane and everyday have so far featured in a number of literatures to do with 

walking, and the wider field of mobilities. Michael (2000) brings this idea of the mundane 

to his work through the study of the technologies used to accomplish the act of walking. 

Here the technology in question is the walking boot, which aid and guide movement but 

also act as a signifier of inclusion in walking communities with attached social meanings. 

Lorimer and Lund (2003) also discuss the technology of GPS tracking and maps in terms 

of creating knowledges of space and embodied techniques. These are both suggestive of 

the hybridity of the socio-technology which allow us to achieve these mobile practices 

as well as apprehend experiences, as suggested above by Macpherson (2010, also see 

Haraway 1991) and addressed later in this chapter.  

Cycling has been approached in a similar way to running within mobilities. The subject 

breaches the difficult line of being a leisure activity and that of transport and therefore 

has an uneasiness in the way it is often considered. Cycling has also been considered in 

terms of the skills, performativity, experience and the kinaesthics through the work of 

Justin Spinney (2006, 2009, 2011). Spinney’s work aims to highlight and expand the 

meanings of cycling, through the researching of the embodied, fleeting and mundanity 

with aims to highlight the nuanced aspects of cycling practices (2009). Teasing out the 

nuanced and giving consideration to even the most mundane aspects of mobile practice 

has been a key element of mobility studies. Experiences are key within Spinneys work 

on the ethnography of climbing Mont Ventoux (2006). The creation of the hybrid, body 

and bike, during riding is considered through the making of rhythms and sensations felt 

during the ride. The paper takes focus on the creation of meaningful relations that are 
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created when we move through place. The use of the example of cycling Mont Ventoux 

demonstrates the sheer exertion and effort required to complete the ride, and the 

associated emotions and feelings. Spinneys work also discusses the conception of space, 

and its construction through cycling which builds on the performance of cycling practices 

being fitted into the perceived image of place (2010a). Therefore, cycling has highlighted 

the associations that can be formed through mobilities with place, emotions, other 

moving bodies and technology.  

As with running cycling has been seen as a place making activity. The work of Aldred 

and Jungnickel (2012) conceptualise cycling as a mobile place making device. Their 

research posits group cycling as a flexible process that responds to its surroundings, and 

something which is adaptive. This flexible outlook on cycling is descriptive of the 

embodied processes demonstrated within this form of mobility. McIlvenny (2013) also 

stresses the social factors of being with others while cycling. Here the distinction is drawn 

of cycling not being a solely singular activity, it can also be highly social. His work draws 

on the importance of the formations and ways of negotiating being with others while 

mobile. It draws on the configurations of bodies, the way they interact together through 

their environments. Much like that of Aldred and Jungnickel cycling in this way is 

inherently social, with accepted codes and formations existing between both cyclist and 

other road users. This is similar to the earlier discussions on running as social by Shipway 

et al (2012). These then create a unique sociality driven around the act of cycling, and 

further mobilities. These social codes can come into play during charity sport events, 

which are inherently social, as they act to bring people together for joint purpose and 

goals. As well as being filled with multiple expectations, formations and interactions. 

Considering these codes of conduct more broadly Olivier (2010) claims how acts of 

territorialisation within surfing are codifying what is acceptable within the practice. 
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Positioning surfing further as a lifestyle and not solely a leisure activity he argues for the 

need of a practice of virtue ethics and moral codes within this mostly unregulated sport. 

These codes underlie the sport and expectations within it. The forms of breaking conduct 

and moving out of expected lines are also discussed within Lloyd’s (2017) work on cycle 

rage and behaving in a manner of improper and abusive. Within this research Lloyd 

charts and analyses an experience of cycle rage recorded as it happened. It involved two 

downhill riders, with one attempting to pass the other. The altercation concluded with 

physical abuse to the ‘slower’ rider who was passed by the other. Here he suggests that 

if the expected codes of conduct been followed then this situation should not have 

occurred. Both Olivier and Lloyd speak to the social constructs of behaviour within sport 

and these forms of mobilities, and deal with the expected and unexpected sides of its 

nature, as Edensor describes mobilities practices can be ‘informed by various 

performative norms and values which produce distinct praxes and dispositions (2000, 

81). These conceptions of the expected are seen within charity sport events with the very 

attachment of charity to the events themselves and our cultural logics of doing it for a 

cause (Vrasti 2013) and what has come to be expected of charity sport events and those 

that take part. 

Although this research focusses on human powered forms of mobility it is worth 

considering the impacts of research into automated forms of movement. And of these 

automated mobile practices a vast array of methods of travel have been studied; including 

coach and bus travel (Jain 2011), train travel (Bissell 2010a), flying (Adey 2008; de Lyser 

2011), ferry travel (Vannini 2012) driving (Laurier, 2004; Merriman, 2007) to name a 

few. These spaces of travel have, as the previous examples, all discussed a wide variety 

of aspects. One aspect which comes into play with these automated forms is the immobile 

and fixed infrastructure. Therefore, ascertaining that mobility is not just what moves, but 
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the facilities and fixities that assist in that movement. To illustrate this Vannini’s work 

on ferry travel (2012, 2011a, 2011b) highlights the influence of infrastructure within the 

ferry network through discussing aspects of inconvenience and isolation which can be 

caused by ferry routes being closed, effects of weather in halting travel, and timetabling. 

These demonstrate the constrictive and regulated aspects of mobilities, tensions and the 

importance of considering the moving and the static. It relates to the fleeting construction 

of charity sport events which exists over a short period of time and highlights the 

importance of infrastructure to support movement. These infrastructures take the form of 

first aid and water stations, start and finish lines, and the overall fixity of the charity 

position and messages and the annual occurrence of events.  

Bissell’s work on train travel and commuting (2018) adds further to the sociability of 

travel and offers a heavy focus on the stories of individuals through ethnographic 

accounts and field diaries. Here he picks out the multifaceted aspects of travel. Unlike 

leisure activities, there is a purpose to the movement. This work seeks to establish the 

complexities of commuting life, from security to social interactions and the 

life/work/travel balance of those who engage in distance travel for work. Suggestive of 

the temporalities of mobility and our engagement in these movements around, through 

and with others as performative actions (also see Seamon 1979) 

To consider another point of interest within mobilities I have drawn on Adey’s work on 

airports (2008). Here the governmentality and power of these sites of mobility is given 

consideration, bringing about dialogue on who should, could and does move and the very 

accessibility of mobility and its restrictiveness, suggestive of mobilities ability to confine. 

De Lyser also considers flying but from the point of view of the embodied experiences 

and the people who historically flew (2011). Her work draws on feminist debates from 

the discussion of early women pilots and the challenges they faced, in particular reference 
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to the long distance record breaking attempts they were involved in, there significance 

and historic representation. Again building on who can move and their representations 

during, before, and after. Suggestive of the elite aspects to certain forms of movement 

and the ability to do so. Which can be linked to social mobility, financial or bodily 

(dis)ability.  

From mobilities research we can see a huge cope for attending to a variety of actions, 

feelings, scope and nuances of motion. This calls into question the ability of traditional 

research methods to capture and project the trajectories of approaches, thought and 

methods of movement (Adey et al 2014) with Urry and Law suggesting the ‘existing 

methodologies ‘deal… poorly with the fleeting’(2004, 403) highlighting a rethink of 

approach to methods employed within research. Fincham et al assert ‘there is a growing 

feeling that we have not adequately attended to the range of techniques and their 

intersections that could employ to better understand a world constituted in movement’ 

(2010, 2). These calls for more nuanced and enriched understandings of mobility seek to 

attend to the ‘being there’ for research and allow for the witnessing of practices, 

especially in the case of this research involving the everyday and mundane aspects to 

mobility (Fincham et al 2010).  

Therefore, the mobilities turn is prompting us to explore the ways we move through 

different space (Cook & Edensor 2014) and as Urry suggests ‘research methods also need 

to be ‘on the move’’ (2007, 39). Through the employment of mobile methods there has 

been an opening up a breadth of research into mobile practices which ‘involves paying 

attention to how people, things and seemingly intangible entities such as ideas are on the 

move, as well as to how environments themselves make a difference’ (Adey et al 2014, 

503) allowing us to attend to the social processes which are central to mobile cultures 
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and practices (Sheller & Urry 2006) which can be apprehended through increased 

researcher proximity. 

Practically mobile methods employ a range of technologies to study motion, including 

photography (Vannini 2012; Lloyd 2017), film (Laurier 2004, 2010; Brown & Spinney 

2010; Garrett 2010), go along interviews (Evans & Jones 2011), mapping exercises and 

GPS (Dorling 2012; Cook et al 2016) and biotechnologies (Osborne & Jones 2017). 

Through incorporating these technologies and techniques into research practice it allows 

researchers to be ‘more flexible, informal and context dependent, partly mimicking 

mobile subjects being studied in there own suppleness (D’Andrea 2006, 113). Therefore 

the use of mobile methods signals an ability for immersion in the phenomena under study 

and scope to provide a ‘critical window’ (Adey et al 2014) into the fluidity of the social 

organisation of motion.  

However rather than abandoning more traditional research methodologies, mobile 

methods seek to work alongside established methods of research (Merriman 2013), 

ensuring that there is not an over animation of social life (Adey et al 2014). Further to 

this Bissell (2010c) cautions us not to reject notions of stillness, stopping and rest within 

research. Rather he positions these episodes as further keys to unlocking the essence of 

movement. Mobile methods then offer us the opportunity to gain further knowledge and 

immersion into that under study. Developing a deeper understanding of that on study and 

further insight into the social, cultural and political of mobilities.   

Mobilities, then, can offer a framing of inherent value in its ability to open up 

consideration of movement as a whole. This then, as demonstrated, allows a range of 

aspects to be investigated including aspects of pain, challenge, the mundane, 

performance, effort, sociality and infrastructure all mentioned above which come about 
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through these embodied processes. This has allowed the opening up of studies of 

movement and, crucially here, allows this research to take a wider, more comprehensive 

look at charity sport events. Moving past earlier studies of these events that focused on 

one or two aspects of participation only. By bringing charity sport events into mobilities 

studies we can see a whole host of aspects at play and the key framing here that mobilities 

not only impact forms of movement and methods of moving but also impact on the wider 

aspects of life; social, cultural, political. Through exploration with mobile methods it 

further allows us to tease out the meaningful practices involved which occur in the 

everyday.  

2.5 The body and self 

Earlier in this chapter I considered how bodies move, the importance of studying them 

and aspects involved in this movement. Bodies play an important role within our 

conceptions of movement as sites of perception, however we also need to consider and 

heed Macpherson’s (2010 as above) calls to consider the non-representational aspects, 

such as emotions, feelings and senses, and also the non-human aspects of influence. Here 

I will take a deeper look into some particular aspects which have been touched upon 

above, these are embodiment, rhythms and the self, sharing its consideration within 

literatures and factors which build on these concepts. First I turn to aspects of the self. 

2.5.1 The self 

I now turn to the ways in which thoughts and feelings are processed and made sense of; 

through the making of the self, what is within the human subject. The concept of self and 

self-identity is not fixed nor interchangeable, but rather is built from internal personal 

experience and external politics. Griffiths formulates the self as a web ‘made of nearly 

invisible, very strong circumstances of its making and under the control of its maker’ 

(1995, 2). These webs then are of those who make them and those who can influence 
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them. Combining elements of personal control with those not under control, with multiple 

connected strands, as pieces and as a whole, and as influenced by power structures. But 

importantly, selves are viewed differently from self to self, making their interpretation 

and visualisation highly dependant on where they are being viewed. From thinking about 

charity sport events it is important to consider the personal influences that these events 

can have on those taking part, those surrounding the event and those within the wider 

society. The completion of a sport event also involves training, and engagement with 

charity often driven by personal changes. These influences can manifest in a project of 

the self, which will be considered below.  

In considering the self we should first think of the very politics of the self, and what codes 

and conducts does its construction and visualisation build on. Throsby (2016) describes 

the existence of a good body, which incorporates a myriad of aspects, but particularly 

here she describes it in the context of charity. Here Throsby frames a good body as a 

perceived fit body, moving away from a sedentary lifestyle and suggestive of the link 

between a healthy body with good citizenship (Lupton 1995). This element of 

responsibility comes from a trend in ‘increased self-reflexivity, an interest in self-identity 

and emotional disclosure, a process of individualization, the emergence of Lifestyle 

Politics, and a heightened risk consciousness’ (Moore 2008, 12). The body, then, can be 

worked on to achieve this lifestyle which in turn is reflective of a social identity (Shilling 

1993). Charity sport events allow for the incorporation of two meaningful acts (Wood et 

al 2010), positioning these events as being a means to work on or become a project of 

the self.  

When discussing the self Nikolas Rose suggests there are ‘techniques of the self’, a way 

of thinking about the self from considering the way society shapes its subjects and 

influences thinking, judging and acting (1999). These ways of moving through the world 
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and the influences it has on the internal self, therefore, impacts on our self-identity. For 

Benhabib (1992) the self is developed from childhood through learning to interact within 

human communities. Rose further links the processes of the self with citizenship, but 

removes the sole role of the state as the influencer. He advances this by suggesting that 

there are a range of practices that influence rather than one sole factor, shifting away 

from solely that of civil society and suggesting there are ‘games of citizenship’ (1999, 

xxiii). These games are played out by a variety of actors such as ‘social conventions, 

community scrutiny, legal norms, familial obligations and religious injunctions’ and 

intensely govern ‘personalities, subjectivities and ‘relationships’’ (ibid, 1). This social 

management is orchestrated through organisations, and influences our beliefs, desires 

and ethics. These provide the criteria through which to live our lives, subtly dictated by 

those around us, influencing our subjectivities and our ways of introvertedly seeing the 

self. This is something which Vetlesen (1993) describes as developing the capacity for 

empathy through proximity to others. The self is influenced by others both culturally and 

socially, as well as by wider aspects of governmentality.  

Through thinking of the self and the way this is constructed through the influence and 

affects of those around us, we can consider with respect to charity and philanthropy the 

influence of morality on the decision to take part in charity sport events. Of course we 

could say that these decisions can be based on social conventions, given the rise in these 

events in popular culture, but the construction and taking upon morals and ethics through 

the influence of others can also play a role. Smith’s assertion of a moral turn (1997) paved 

the way for thinking about morality and ethics within research. He asserts that  
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‘moral truth can be set down as rules, to be learned and acted upon as a matter of 

obedience to some god or terrestrial authority. Others argue that it is an outcome 

of the exercise of reason or special powers of intuition, that right and wrong are 

invented… and that morality is produced by the relational activity of discourse’.  

(1999, 30) 

Suggesting that either as rules or as outcomes, ways of acting are socially constructed, 

rationalised and absorbed into a persona. As mentioned above the way we interact with 

others and our community helps to form our empathy, which is ‘important to the 

treatment of different others’ (Smith 1999b, 32), with empathy playing an important role 

within ideas of affect and emotion within geography and moral philosophy. For Wright 

empathy has the potential to expand the sense of identity to those exposed to testimonies 

from others, which can occur through the transfer of injustices (2009), something which 

Ahmed describes as an affective response (2004a) which can motivate ‘a political 

response from an audience’ (Wright 2009, 221). The sense of empathy expanding our 

identity is discussed within Massey’s writing on responsibility. For her identity is 

relational and are neither ‘rooted or static, but mutable on going productions’ (2004, 5). 

These interactions of relations which form the basis of identity also give rise to the 

concept of responsibility (ibid) and therefore the potential of empathy and morals to play 

a role in this production of self, which can come to the fore within charity sport events.  

The self can be of personal construction and be formed by external influences to shape 

and mould how people act, feel and sense. These selves can become integral to identity 

and displayed through charitable practices. Practices of giving, as seen above, and the 

formulated need to give as well as the rhetoric around health and fitness can play key 

roles in the formation of charitable selves. These mixed with personal circumstances, 

often of suffering, loss and pain, additionally help to formulate feelings of charity within 

the self and identity.  
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2.5.2 The digital self  

In considering the self and its construction, I now turn to emerging importance of the 

digital self. This digital self has seen a recent emergence through increased use of training 

technologies such as GPS watches, wearable tracking devices, and mobile phone usage 

and is becoming a mainstream practice (Swan 2013). The aim and purpose of these 

devices is to allow the user to visual training metrics both whilst on the move and post 

activity, for the purposes of visualising training, user improvement and a quantification 

of achievement. This is achieved through ‘enabling clear, often quantifiable 

improvements in personal health and fitness’ (Millington 2014, 484) to be witnessed, 

both personally and publicly. Their increased proliferation within sporting communities, 

and communities more widely, requires delineation of the role they play in sporting 

societies, and communities. Not only do these technologies allow us to see training 

metrics but allow us to increasing know ourselves through the output visualisations they 

create.  

The relationship society today has with technology is a dynamic one, the assemblages of 

human and non-human create mutual relationships whereby we influence technology but 

the technology influences us, which in turn alter the way we interact personally and 

socially (Kitchin & Dodge 2011). The use of technology to track the body has been 

described by Thrift and French as ‘informationalised embodiment’ (2002, 328), as 

through new technologies the body can be viewed and represented in alternative ways. 

A term that has been suggested to describe the use of self-tracking is the quantified self, 

this is the self-surveillance (Till 2014) of everyday processes and movements which are 

tracked and recorded via technology and are later self-analysed to make the body 

knowable and therefore manageable (Lupton 2013b).  
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Through this process of data collection and activity ‘bodily sensations become 

phenomena that are mediated and augmented through machines, transformed into data 

and then communicated back to the human user’ (Lupton 2013a, 27). These 

representations of the body often go further than information for personal analysis, the 

use of apps and social media to represent data makes this information more widely 

available. Therefore, the way we view and make sense of data is not just limited to 

ourselves but extends to that of the software community. Lupton describes how this 

performativity of self makes us understandable both personally and socially and is due 

to the reflexive nature of the self-tracking devices (2013a). Crucially though these 

technologies ‘privilege not just individualised self-care but networked individualism’ 

(Millington 2014, 487) through a process of breaking down bodies into knowable aspects, 

such as heart rate and calorie burn, and then further allowing these private metrics to be 

shared publicly with online communities further increasing surveillance of effort. 

The hybridisation of human and technology is becoming integral to everyday life with 

Till suggesting that without these technologies we would feel naked (2014). This 

technology is helping us to know ourselves and how our bodies can work, but also 

becoming part of the expected kit within athletes. Marwick also posits that’s these 

devices and apps have ‘positive, supportive social effects’ (2012, 391) as a result of the 

personal growth that can occur as well as sociality that they create. These assemblages 

of human and non-human have been likened to the creation of cyborgs and human- 

machine hybrids (Stephan et al 2012). This mixing of human and machine can be seen to 

alter the way we interact with the world, with Till describing the creation of the quantified 

self as changing the way we relate to bodies, environments and others (2014).  

These changing interactions between human and non-human are not inherently bad 

however, they can be seen as opening up new knowledge to the user and, therefore, 
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allowing them to interpret and use this data in new and creative ways. They indicate a 

way of knowing the self as quantified and goal orientated subjects, linking embodied 

knowing through digital pedagogy. Schwanen (2015) warns us however to consider the 

power of these devices to generate effects [affects] and move away from considering 

them as inert technologies. Drawing on Harman’s object related approach Schwanen 

positions these devices as more than instruments but as devices to elicit reactions and 

engagement, and work through relations with other human or non-human entities.  

Furthermore, the engagement with these technologies says something about our reliance 

on technology for knowing and the provision of health and fitness from these neoliberal 

forms. From engagement users seek ‘bettering’ for physical activity and personal form 

through corporeal activity, demonstrating responsibility for personal fitness and health. 

Equally the use of these apps and devices demonstrates user investments to obtain these 

levels (Millington 2014). Thus demonstrating changing relationships with technology, 

sport and self.  

This change in knowing the self through the use of digital pedagogy exposes a desire for 

visualised and quantified expressions of effort, but also the increasingly socialised 

aspects of knowing; through surveillance of others and the generations of communities 

of effort. The growth and proliferation of these technologies demonstrates the integration 

of self-improvement structures into the everyday, marking out and collecting these 

biographies as they are completed (French and Smith 2013). Griffiths (1995) conception 

of the self as web above, highlights here these technologies as a thread both assisting in 

the creation of self as well as guiding the self through the social constructions 

surrounding them  
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2.5.3 Embodiment 

Rodaway suggests ‘geographical experience is fundamentally mediated by the human 

body, it begins and ends with the body’ (1994, 31) the body is the receptor for the world. 

We think, feel and experience through it and with it. For McCormack the body has the 

multiple capacity for sense making and is not defined by physical limits alone, but by its 

ability to affect and be affected by others (2013). To study the body it is important to 

consider the way the body is situated. For this I will consider phenomenology. 

Phenomenology is the study of experience, and the occurrence of phenomena. Buttimer 

furthers the definition by suggesting phenomenology is ‘a philosophical mode of 

reflection on conscious experience, and an attempt to explain this in terms of meaning 

and significance’ (1976, 280). It is the study of the everyday, mundane and ordinary 

experiences of daily life. Phenomenology was conceived as a way to study these 

experiences before scientific investigation, as a method of capturing the real experiences 

before they were reduced, quantified and depersonalised. As a result Edmund Husserl is 

known as the father of phenomenology with his work playing a major role in shaping the 

field and critique. There are many other influential scholars who have worked on 

phenomenology, including Merleau-Ponty, Heidegger, Ricoeur, and Derrida, who 

developed and informed the way we consider phenomenology today.  

Husserl writes that phenomenology is a new and critical science, which leads to justified 

knowledge, developing ideas around perception, embodiment, subjectivity and 

temporality. The early use of the study of phenomenology was seen as being capable of 

offering the true and reflexive givenness of the world around us. To Husserl the body 

was the ‘organ of experience’ (Husserl in Zahavi 2003, 101), the tool that we use to 

perceive the world and interact with it. Phenomenology offers not just a consideration of 

human encounter but also that of objects. These objects too have the ability to influence 
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experience and human interaction. This consideration of materiality draws thought from 

a humanistic focus which centres the body. 

Phenomenology once again became a topic of investigation within humanistic geography 

in the 1970’s, with academics such as Buttimer, Seamon and Ley and Samuels. Their 

work offered further development in the application of issues within phenomenology 

and, especially for Buttimer (1976) and Seamon (1979), focusing on Husserl’s concept 

of the lifeworld and Heidegger’s dwelling. Here exploration of these issues allowed for 

the study of the mundane, everyday human practices, with Seamon’s (1979) work on 

time-space routines. These routines were descriptive of the performative movements 

within a particular temporality and spatiality. However, contemporary critique of the 

humanistic approach to phenomenology highlights the centrality of the body within 

methods, contemporary thinking now serves to reconceptualise and recentre the body 

through embodiment and post-phenomenology.  

That being said the roots of phenomenology can be seen in much of today’s contemporary 

human geography. Studies on embodiment, non-representational theory, emotion and 

affect, materiality, the elemental, through to mobilities studies and policy. 

Phenomenology offers a starting point from which to view and analyse the world. Current 

debates into the applicability of previous phenomenological thought of Husserl, Merleau-

Ponty and Heidegger as well as the works of the humanist geographers, has been 

contended by post-phenomenologists. Here writers such as Ash and Simpson (2016), 

Idhe (2008), Wylie (2006), Simonson (2012) seek to decentre the human body as a central 

concept within phenomenology and seek to explore the importance of the object and the 

other to perception. The shift to post-phenomenology has come about through a 

rethinking of the issues surrounding phenomenology through the lens of post-

structuralism.  
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As suggested earlier many have argued that phenomenology gave rise to the 

incorporation of embodiment within literature, particularly within humanistic works. 

Embodiment is concerned with how the body is used as the surface for perceiving and 

interpreting experience. Embodiment finds its roots within phenomenology, concerning 

the experience and perception of the world and the epistemologies formed from this, with 

phenomenology beginning and ending with the human subject (Rodaway, 1994). Both 

Husserl and Merleau-Ponty situate the body as the tool which we use to sense and make 

sense of the world around us. For Merleau-Ponty (1962) this develops into the corporeal 

schema, the way the body can sense itself and through the ‘mediation of its involvement 

in the world’ (Crossley 2012, 137). The very act of perceiving is a corporeal activity, for 

Tuan bodies give us orientation in the world (1977) and it is with this orientation that we 

make sense of it. We have a sense of belonging and situatedness which can be drawn on 

for analysis and placing of experience, subjectivity and cultural assumptions. For Tim 

Ingold (2004) through the act of perceiving the world through the feet by walking and 

the opportunities and situations that this presents us with allowing for experience to be 

felt and processed through the body. For Lorimer (2012) while running, the feet are the 

tools for sensing our environments, allowing us to react and act appropriately. Although 

the feet are mode of sensing for Lorimer they do not represent the whole, drawing on 

calls to consider multiple sites of proprioception.  Rodaway describes how a ‘mobile 

body offers continual new perspectives on the world’ (1994, 31) demonstrating the ability 

to form embodied knowledge through movement and by movement but that this 

knowledge itself is also in becoming rather than fixed and static.  

Thinking through the body opens up new ways of making sense of situations, experiences 

and interactions, encouraging a more holistic approach to how we consider and create 

knowledge. Longhurst says bodies are ‘considered to be primary objects of inscription- 
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surfaces on which values, morality, and social laws are inscribed’ (1995, 101). 

Embodiment has been used in research for many years, sometimes explicit and 

sometimes implicit, and it forms an important feature of literature. Within research 

embodiment assists in bringing out the nuances of situations as well as to draw out and 

situate the body as an important surface for which to make sense of the world. Thinking 

about issues of embodiment and phenomenological thinking, mobilities research draws 

on a range of issues involved within the subject, giving bodily experience and the 

corporeal as a focus and platform. 

Mobilities research delves into phenomenology and embodiment in a number of ways, 

with work seemingly focusing on specific areas rather than the topic as a whole. Wylie’s 

work (2002, 2005) on walking engages with Merleau-Ponty’s ideas on perceptions within 

an environment, ontological and epistemological associations with place. This work 

brings the discussion out through narratives of embodied walks. Middleton’s work again 

address issues within phenomenology through engaging with concepts of the lifeworld 

(2011), temporality (2008) and subject and object relations (2010) and using this to direct 

policy and ideas of pedestrianism. Debates surrounding ethnography and mobile methods 

seek to immerse the researcher within the research as a tool (Spinney 2011) for perception 

and to help generated nuanced understandings of mobile worlds (Fincham et al 2010). 

And these methods are ‘crucial if we are to move beyond rationalised and 

decontextualized understandings of everyday mobility and explore the decisions and 

meanings which arise in the context of movement itself’ (Brown & Spinney 2010, 130). 

The work of Spinney (2006) uses video and photography as methods of involving the 

reader with the visualising and experiencing of the discussion of the work. Vannini’s 

(2012) work uses autoethnographic diaries to track his personal experiences for ferry 

travel, bringing together aspects of embodiment, emotions, affect and memory. Hockey 
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and Allen-Collinson (2007) use phenomenology to express the body work, experiences 

and feelings behind distance running as well as drawing on place based knowledges and 

routines that form through this practice, making similarities to Lefebvre’s ideas of 

dressage and the learning of place and embodied action through repetition and habits. 

Considering charity sport events through phenomenology and using embodiment helps 

to realise the potential of these events to develop and further our understandings of 

philanthropic thought. And to consider the importance within these events of the body 

being purposed as the tool for action and through this an inscription of social practices. 

While the concept of embodiment has been well discussed within human geography the 

importance of its role to inscribe philanthropy and civic thought has been given little 

attention. This research then is framed to allow us to understand the role of the body and 

the events themselves in the influences, actions and rationalisation of these sporting 

practices.  

2.5.4 Rhythm 

I now move on to rhythm and its place within research and this project. ‘Everywhere 

where there is interaction between a place, a time and an expenditure of energy, there is 

rhythm (Lefebvre 2004, 15) and this rhythm is something we all possess, as part of 

everyday life and movement. There has been a recent interest in rhythms by geographers 

(McCormack 2002) and these rhythms and rhythmanalysis can be used to explore 

experience, timespace, place and the everyday. Which ‘is a useful tool with which to 

explore the everyday temporal structures and processes that (re)produce connections 

between individuals and the social’ (Edensor 2010, 2). The study of these rhythms can 

bring further detail into the temporalities and interaction of bodies. Lefebvre (2004) 

suggests that the body contains a bundle of rhythms, likening them to a garland or 

bouquet. These bundles, although consisting of different rhythms, work in synchrony and 
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the understanding of these rhythms comes from the within the body and through the self 

and embodied knowledge. Buttimer links rhythm with experience and asserts that 

‘lifeworld experience could be described as the orchestration of various time space 

rhythms’ (1976, 289) which can be applied to any setting (Mels 2004).  

Rhythm in movement is an important factor for study and thinking through rhythm can 

bring depth to analysis focusing further on the body and embodied functions. Key here 

is the rhythms of training and bodily motions, which influence capability and 

performance. These rhythms may come from within or be non-human, regular or 

irregular. They can also be affectual. Edensor says the study of rhythms can ‘develop a 

fuller, richer analysis of these synchronic practices in space while also accounting for 

spatial qualities, sensations and intersubjective habits (2010, 2). The process of thinking 

through rhythm has been incorporated into many recent academic literatures and there 

has been a tangible link between rhythm, mobilities and movement.  

With dancing we say we ‘feel the rhythm’ and with sport we ‘get into the rhythm’ to 

allow us to move in time, efficiently and effectively. Here rhythms are mundane, essential 

and often developed into embodied practices. An aspect of rhythm which has seen a large 

degree of study is running. The runner’s body, attuned to its environment and embodied 

abilities, seeks to find eurhythmia in their movement. The runner trains as undergoing 

dressage (Lefebvre 2004), to habitualise the process of this movement. Through running 

these mobile rhythms interact with other rhythms which ‘must align and coordinate as 

part of mobile choreographies’ (Edensor et al 2018, 99) to reduce the likelihood of 

arrhythmia and stopping, something that a running body attempts to counteract. These 

running rhythms are continuously emergent (Edensor & Larson 2017) blending the 

corporeal with the non-corporeal of the surrounding environments. McCormack says of 

these encounters that they ‘are never simply personal, never incorporated in organic form, 
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in a subject, in an act, but that are always caught up in the speeds, intensities, and affects 

or corporeal, intercorporeal and uncorporeal forces’ (2002, 483). Rhythm, therefore, is 

never in isolation but exists in a polyrhythmic form interacting with other rhythms in a 

process of change, restructure, and unfolding. 

Spinney recounts the rhythms of urban cycling (2010b), here the hybrid body moves and 

demonstrates skill through urban environments dependant on embodied knowledge. 

Where flows demonstrate skills and the ‘stop-start staccato rhythm’ (ibid, 114) comes 

from nervousness or less familiarity of the environment. For Hensley (2010, 169) this 

ability to work with rhythm and ‘responsiveness must become part of the body and 

‘second nature’’ (emphasis in original). This responsiveness is developed over time and 

through her study of rumba dancing. Hensley (2010) suggests that rhythmic ability to 

dance is more than solely genetic or learned, but has potential to be both.  The bodies 

demonstrated by Spinney and Hensley signal the ability to learn rhythms and incorporate 

them into bodily materialities and to experience the sense of becoming through making 

sense of rhythms.  

The study of rhythms also extends to include that of vehicular motion. Here rhythms can 

be felt through the body as vibrations, pulses and reverberations, much like Bissell’s 

work on train travel (2010b). The changing tempo and rhythms felt by and through the 

body influence intensity of feelings (Edensor & Holloway 2008) and, therefore, affecting 

and influencing the perception of the movement. Jain (2011) contends that commuters 

follow time-space rhythms in their daily travels. Abiding by timetables, schedules, and 

deadlines. Building a pattern of travel that, for commuters, can become embodied and 

ingrained within the lifeworld, demonstrating a similarity to David Seamon’s idea of the 

place ballet (1979), the movement of multiple bodies in place each following a routine 

or route within it. This bringing together of individual rhythms creates a rhythm of place 
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and collective rhythms. These embodied and habitual movements are also drawn upon 

within Vannini’s work on ferry travel (2012). Here the rhythms of the ferry represent a 

way of life, allowing and restricting the movement along Canada’s British Columbia 

coastline. The ferry’s form connections, or constellations of mobility (Cresswell 2010). 

Here rhythms are multifaceted they ‘intersect and often collide’ (Vannini 2012, 112) and 

are ‘manifestations of different social organizations of ways of life’ (ibid, 102). Edensor 

and Holloway (2008) also build on this assertion within their study on coach travel, here 

the coach itself is seen as a rhythmic assemblage allowing rhythms to connect and 

disconnect resulting in ‘entanglements of embodiment, affective registers, technologies 

and materialities’ (ibid, 483). Here we have seen how rhythms have the ability to affect 

and can be affected and are not just human, they can resonate and interact with the non-

human and manifest from a number of sources, including influencing social patterns and 

structures. Rhythm is also not a singular concept, but they can merge to create 

assemblages of rhythm specific to space and temporalities, therefore its identity within 

charity sport events allows us to generate a deeper understanding of the way that they 

move, between bodies and structures, and interactions of sense making through the 

following of rhythms. 

Although Lefebvre’s work on rhythm and rhythmanalysis is considered by many to be 

the seminal work on the subject it is not without criticism. For Simpson (2008) this work 

focusses on embodiment too heavily and lacks ontology with a bodily conception 

focussed on the epistemic instead. He contends that the body is a complex assemblage of 

many rhythms and ‘rhythms are therefore not inside or outside the body, but folded 

through it’ (ibid, 812) and the body exists as of the world. And to understand the 

unfolding of temporalities, rhythm must be considered with other influencing factors 

such as speed (Cresswell 2010a), and duration (Vannini 2012). In considering rhythm a 
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plethora of aspects should be integrated; temporalities and time-space rhythms, affective 

rhythms (whether personal or collective), the ability of rhythms to exist as garlands or 

multiples building into a time and place, the ability to influence socially and collectively, 

rhythm cultivating senses of belonging, and the ability of them existing between, around 

and within human and non-human entities.  

Sloterdijk (2013) positions the Olympics within the rhythms of daily life. Here they 

represent an institution similar to religion, and create an affective power with which to 

influence. Sloterdijk locates the shifting hierarchical performance within the early games 

where Kings were seen to celebrate with their subjects as a start of a ‘new age of inverted 

hierarchies’ (2013, 90). And with the modernising of the games, these images were able 

to spread further and gather a wider audience, which had the potential to influence and 

questions our conception of narratives of the self and social norms. 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has discussed a number of key issues with regards to this project. Firstly, 

whilst considering mobilities studies, we discussed the importance of bodies and 

embodied skill. This consideration lead to the ideas of community, sociability and the 

senses within movement. This was then furthered by discussing the self through 

considering it as a project, for development and personal change. Through to the aspects 

of affect and the processes of becoming and by considering the concepts of situatedness 

and belonging that emerge through phenomenology. By considering these concepts and 

ideas through the lens of mobilities studies we can see there is the possibility of 

reconceptualising charity sport event participation as much deeper and socially invested 

than just sport.  
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3. Methods 

3.1 Introduction 

Within this chapter I will discuss the inspirations, literatures and methods used within 

this research project. I will begin by exploring my project inspirations and what I wanted 

to capture within my research, breaking it down further into what I wanted to do and the 

types of data I wanted to collect. Then move on to reviewing notable works that have 

inspired and guided my methodology and further analysis of methods within academic 

work that allowed me to capture this data. Once I have laid out my methods I will 

consider researcher positionality and ethics with regard to this project, and the influences 

of these on the research approach. 

3.1.1 Research approach 

My inspiration and motivation to follow an ethnographic route within my research 

mobilities studies and the influence of recent works within this field (Wylie 2002, 2005; 

Cook et al 2016; Spinney 2006, 2009, 2011; Bissell, 2010, 2018). These papers all used 

various ethnographic techniques, most prominent being autoethnography. For me the 

concept and importance of the ideas of the ‘being there’ in research ignited my desires to 

follow along these lines and write of my own narratives and experiences. I draw 

particular attention to John Wylie’s a single day’s walking (2005). The openness of 

descriptions, to the self-depreciation, and at times bizarre of his walking experience 

mixed with the authors photo’s and the sub headings give it the feel of an immersive 

story. I was impressed by the deftness of narrative and academic thought mixed together 

into the transportative nature of the writing; it took you there. Although relatively 

unassuming and short this paper had a profound impact on my approach to human 

geography and consequently this is the foundational philosophy which has driven the 

way that this thesis has been approached. This paper really brought the experience of 
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walking to the fore and is presented relationally, opening a dialogue between literature, 

experience and self. 

From this I wanted to use and incorporate similar methods into my own research, most 

notably the use of photo and personal narratives, in a bid to capture the very essence of 

the personality and uniqueness of charity sport events and ‘write myself into fieldwork’ 

(Allen-Collinson 2005, 224) building on a growing array of immersive techniques being 

used within mobilities research (See Spinney 2006, Vannini 2012, Throsby 2016, 

Simpson 2014, Wylie 2002, 2005). As charity sport events are set up, run and taken down 

within a matter of days (sometimes within hours) it was important to address their 

temporality and fleeting nature and I felt it was key to the success of this project by 

incorporating and element of being part of events, either through direct participation, 

volunteering, or spectating to this project. This would then allow me engage more fully 

with the events and experience the happenings as they take place. A further aspect of 

importance was to allow research participants to use their own voice within interviews, 

therefore, incorporating and accommodating this within interview schedules gave the 

event participants within this research scope to lead the discussions, and this offered 

insight into where the importance of these events lay and their personal interpretation of 

the research. I will now discuss the methods incorporated into this research offering 

reasoning and relevant literatures, in my attempt to address calls within mobilities studies 

for research on the move as well as using key traditional processes to elicit in depth 

results. 

3.1.2 Ethnography 

Mobility studies have long engaged in the use of ethnographic methods, allowing for the 

realness of experience to be witnessed and considered. As ethnography involves the 

researcher entering the field of study it allows for the situatedness of knowledge to be 
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experienced and observed within place as it happens through the immersive techniques 

used by the researcher. Miller describes how ethnography ‘evaluates people in terms of 

what they actually do’ (1997, 16-17) as Larson (2008) furthers this by saying there can 

be a difference between what people say they do and what actions they actually take. 

Ethnography therefore allows the researcher to go further than just seeing the world 

(Pink, 2007) and can delve into the ’interactions, relations and situatedness of the 

researcher and the researched’ (Coffey 1999, 7). Hannam et al (2006, 10) asks ‘how are 

our modes of “knowing” being transformed by the very processes we wish to study’, thus 

bringing us on to question of the object of research and ways of apprehending it (Adey 

et al 2014). This is addressed within mobilities studies and the recent incorporation of 

mobile methods within the field of study which has not only allowed researchers to be 

part of that which is under study but to be innovative (Lury & Wakefield 2012) and 

invigorated (DeLyser & Sui 2012) to also move and go along with it as well. In light of 

this I will now consider important research methodologies below.  

Considering Laurier’s assertion that ‘ethnographers gather, garner and frequently 

stumble over knowledge of other cultures through their presence’ (2010, 107, emphasis 

in original) I will now consider some notable methodologies. Within Phillip Vannini’s 

book Ferry Tales (2012) he situates himself as a storyteller, drawing on ethnography to 

produce vignettes of ferry travel and the lives of the islanders within coastal British 

Colombia, Canada. Collected with field diaries, notes, photo, video, observations and 

wider research into social media and online resources, he furthers that his intension with 

his research is to ‘evoke encounters, animate experiences, enact mundane performances, 

and generate the potential for action’ (emphasis in original, 28) in hopes to further all 

representations of a life on the move. Within his book the ethnographic excerpts and 

passages are scripted ‘montages’, and demonstrate a move to represent experiences, in 
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which I have drawn on and emulated throughout my project. Writing thus has allowed 

me to humanise, explore and deepen the lives of those included within my research in a 

way similar to Atkinsons description of an ethnography that ‘collates, crystallises, 

integrates and galvanises…and leads to improved conceptualisations of the multifold 

cultural roles’ in society (2016, 49). Cresswell and Merriman (2011) describe mobilities 

are creating spatial stories, I sought to bring these to life through my writing adding depth 

and humanity to those under study and thus not only describing their experiences but also 

demonstrating the stories running behind and through them. Vannini concedes, however, 

that his ethnography does not allow for the telling of life histories, but rather focusses on 

the scope of the project. My use of ethnography also remains focused on the project aims 

and brings out the nuances of these movements (Büscher et al 2011) but unlike Vannini 

the histories of these participants often comes through the stories as they develop and 

take shape.  

A further aspect of Vannini’s (2012) work has been the incorporation of ‘innovative 

ethnography’, as so called by the book series title in which it belongs. Here he integrates 

the written work with a supporting website, or for those with reading an online version 

through direct links to the site. This incorporates video, audio, photography, maps and 

visual art in attempts to speak to non-representational theory and drawing on its ability 

to bring the reader closer to not only the aspects of experiences on the move but to draw 

deeper into the ‘feeling there’ (Spinney 2011) of these movements. This, again, speask 

to mobile methods and the ability to capture and display these nuances.  

Within my own research and during my ethnographies I used a variety of innovative 

methods to allow me to capture data on the move. This has included the use of GPS 

tracking via a wearable device, such as Jones and Burwood (2011) use of GPS within 

their study of city centre cycling, and using a GoPro activity camera to allow me to 
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‘capture small gestures, expressions and moments which remind us of something 

intangible, something that may have slipped from memory otherwise’ (Garrett 2010, 

526). Both these elements of data collection were used within the field along with training 

diaries to assist in allowing me to build a picture of event happenings and experiences, 

permitting for a more in-depth reflection post event. 

Further work within ethnography, specifically autoethnography, has sought to bring 

about a bodily way of knowing. Allen-Collinson and Hockey (2011, also see Hockey & 

Allen-Collinson 2007; Allen-Collinson 2011) incorporate phenomenological thinking 

into their research on distance running, seeking to bring the flesh and carnal aspects of 

sporting embodiment to life. Allen-Collinson and Hockey’s work draws on personal 

training diaries kept by both authors during a time of injury and rehabilitation. These 

diaries were formed reflectively, either written or through audio entries to charter their 

experiences of running. Drawing on Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology Justin Spinney’s 

paper on cycling Mont Ventoux in the French Alps (2006), moves the idea of the bodily 

knowledge further by allowing it to ‘illuminate the cultural performance of place’ (714) 

suggesting a kinaesthetic ethnography. This allows for the sensuous nature of cycling 

and effort to be displayed. This is achieved through the use of diary ethnographies, 

autoethnography and photo. Spinney’s ability to capture the sensuous and feeling of the 

event and embodied training are of importance to this project, this therefore further justify 

the need to incorporate elements of the self into this project through reflexive practice.  

Similarly to Vannini’s work on ferry travel and Allen-Collinson and Hockey on running, 

Karen Throsby’s Immersion (2016) deals with marathon swimming, drawing on the 

processes of becoming and belonging within a niche community of swimmers and their 

social world. Her work draws on her years of experience as a long distance swimmer and 

approached using Wacquant’s term ‘observant participation’ (2004, 6) as well as more 
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traditional forms of ethnography. Throsby talks of the practicalities within her dealings 

with keeping field diaries, a situation which echoes within my own approach and 

experience. Sharing the thoughts of the field diary as being a drain in which Throsby 

describes  

‘in an attempt maintain productive focus in the face of exhausting training, some 

days I would start a long swim with a particular research idea in mind, and only 

this aspect of the session would be recorded later in my fieldnotes… but on other 

days, swimming with my research hat on just added too much of a burden’. 

(2016, 16) 

These thoughts are echoed by Hindley (2018) in his Parkrun research, suggesting diary 

entries were kept retrospectively for practical issues. With this in mind a number of my 

field diaries were completed post event during a moment of reflection, building on 

Downey’s (2005) assertion that active participation was key compared to the inactive 

note taking when participating in ethnography.  

In considering this bodily way of knowing and the body as a tool for research Jones 

(2005) considers the place of bodies in research. He furthers this by explaining of his 

own work how ‘in mounting the bicycle, I was not simply travelling to work but 

transforming and reconstructing my body, both literally as I became more physically fit’ 

(814). For Jones the ability to understand the travelled environment was directly linked 

to his ability to understand his body and his embodied sense of becoming enacted through 

his fieldwork. Here, autoethnography adds an embodied element to research that can be 

felt and sensed first hand. This adds to Anderson’s assertion that an ethnographer can 

become a ‘complete member in the social world under study’ (2006, 379) although this 

assertion will be discussed in more detail below through ideas of scholarly distance 

below. 
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3.1.3 (Auto)ethnography 

 

Within my research my body was used as a tool for exploring these charity sport events, 

the results of which are expressed in this thesis as vignettes of experiences. The use of 

autoethnography reflects my approach to research within human geography, drawing 

heavily on the work of Vannini, Throsby and Allen-Collinson and Hockey above. The 

opportunity of using my own embodied experiences within this research allowed me to 

gain corporeal reasoning and knowledge. The choice to incorporate this within this 

research is both a matter of gaining experience and understanding into the events 

themselves and as a way of increasing my ability to understand the research I was 

collecting. The latter more specifically helped when building rapport with research 

participants initially. Allowing me to go some way to understanding struggles, stresses 

and achievements of the events they were taking part in. But key to this is it allowed me 

a step closer to understanding that which cannot be expressed verbally. Combining that 

with the emotion and atmospheres of interviews conducted allowed for a deeper 

interpretation of what was being said, a further glimpse into non-representational 

happenings that are deemed easier to understand by those who have been through similar 

processes to yourself.    

The use of autoethnography, as opposed to just ethnographic methods and interviews, 

was chosen to reflect the importance placed on embodiment and bodies within this 

research.  Particularly my own felt need to gain corporeal knowledge to better allow me 

to evaluate and assess as well as gain affinity with those under research was taken into 

consideration within method design. Expressing affects and feelings verbally can stifle 

the transmission of meaning. By allowing my body to be a tool for data collection opened 

up my reception to these affects and feelings, to be personally apprehended, rationalised 

and understood. The use of autoethnography allowed for the non representational to be 
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bought to the fore within this research. This embodied knowledge gained from the use of 

autoethnography could then be drawn upon during participant interviews.  

Additionally, this method also allowed me to observe and evaluate my own self as an 

event participant in which I had to undergo a process of training and conditioning without 

which this would have been impossible to achieve. I felt that this process of training 

emulated that of the event participants under research. Drawing on Spinney’s suggestion 

on his experiences of cycling ethnography that ‘physical training was equally important 

to the research and methodology, as both a means and object of insight’ (2006, 716). As 

I argue that the process of training and becoming is intrinsically linked to feelings of 

charity, the process of body conditioning was an important aspect to my experiences. By 

following the processes of training and event participation allowed me to build rapport 

with research participants (Cook et al 2016) which helped when approaching participants 

about their personal experiences.  

Within my research I took part in 13 charity sport events and volunteered at a further 5 

(see appendices table 5 for further details) and participated in ethnography at a further 3, 

as well as watching many more via television or online broadcast, which again allowed 

me to develop relationships with participants based on common knowledge and an 

establishment of my credentials (Stranger 1999, 266). This period of data collection 

started from August 2016 to June 2019, with the main ethnography occurring in the 

summer of 2017. Of these events I kept a comprehensive training diary for three events, 

Great North Run 2016 and 2017 and Brighton Marathon 2018 and more informal notes 

for other events. These diaries included details of training runs, which included distance, 

duration and notes and thoughts of the training experience. GPS data was also collected 

via my GPS enabled watch. By enabling the use of these technologies within my research 

it brings in aspects of digital pedagogy and the quantified self and therefore, allowing my 
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self and body to become a site of reproduction, change and alteration as a result of 

participation within sport events. This furthers the delving into not only everyday 

normalised sporting practices but also the project to the self I was undertaking.  

Further to this fieldnotes were taken of all events volunteered for. These notes included 

organisation, duties I was involved in, conversations and interactions with those around 

me, notes on feelings of event atmosphere and emotions. Participation within events such 

as this also allowed me access to areas when would have been restricted to a spectator, 

such as start and finish lines allowing me to actively participate (Shipway & Jones 2008) 

as well as remain unobtrusive to those around me (Andrews et al 2005).  

Throsby does, however, offer a critique into the use of autoethnography and draws on 

Anderson (2006, 386) and his warning that these methods should not fall into self-

absorption and author saturation. It has been important to consider my own subjectivity 

within this process, in that while taking part in events does create an infinity with others 

and a sharing of experiences, but that is not to suggest that they are wholly comparable 

and risk reductionism. While agreeably many research participants described a similar 

event experience which can be reduced down to matching part, the social impacts, 

motivations and feelings from participation come from a place of individuality and were 

approached as such within the interviews. For my own approach to these experiences, I 

took a holistic approach but not one to impress my own on others. Although sport event 

narratives are often of shared experiences and collectivity, much like Edensor’s (2015) 

work on the shared experiences within football matches, considering the elements that 

make up the whole is still of equal importance.  

Merriman (2014) offers depth to this argument by maintaining the validity of more 

traditional research methods within the social sciences, suggesting balance within 
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research and that mobile methods do not have the capacity to offer a complete picture of 

mobility like all research methods. Anderson furthers to suggest, as does Throsby, that 

teaming the subjective experiences of the researcher with interviews of those within the 

research community allows that although autoethnography is based within self-

experience it reaches further than it also (2006).  

As a consequence, many successful pieces of research have used a mixing of methods 

incorporating the both, something that Jain (2011) describes as juxta-positioning, by 

working interviews together with stories and narrative in an effort to tease out the 

experiences of coach travel commuting. Vannini describes of his approach to using 

mixed methods that it allows him to ‘display fragments and narrative data montages 

pastiched together from different bits of observation and conversation which displays 

experiences, discourses and practices of mobility’ (2011a, 250)  which is the approach 

applied here. It is still important then to consider all methods within research, of both 

mobile and static, as Bissell (2010c) stresses passivity should not be overlooked within 

mobility. Demanding us to draw these moments out through the mixing of research 

methods as ‘certain mobile methods run the risk of privileging a particular style of 

narration that potentially eclipses a range of phenomena which might be equally integral 

to the experiences of movement’ (ibid, 53). This research will therefore be heeding the 

calls by Murray (2010) for mixed methods approaches to allow for researcher immersion 

whilst drawing out the everyday and taken-for-granted elements of movement and ‘how 

mixing qualitative methods… can often open up new ways of understanding the 

ambivalent role of mobility in everyday life (Freudendal-Pedersen et al 2010, 25). 

Therefore, I will now consider the use of interviews within this methodology.   
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3.1.4 Interviews 

My research never set out to be a purely ethnographic account of these events and the 

use of interviews came from the conscientious belief that my personal experiences were 

a reflection of my situated subjectivities and that further scope within the field needed to 

be investigated. Interviews, therefore, allowed those involved in events to talk about their 

own experiences (Hitchings & Latham 2016) and have played an important role in 

informing knowledge and the narratives herein. Within their research on charity sport 

event attachment Bunds et al (2016) used interviews to collect data from many key 

players within the sporting event; including charity fundraisers, race participants and 

event organisers. This sought to establish an appropriate field of knowledge into the 

event. As a result, a total of 20 charity interviews were conducted and 43 participants 

interviewed (see table 2, 3 and 4 in appendices for more details). These interviews took 

place over a 11 month period between December 2016 and November 2017. 

Charities were identified using a number of channels, first using data on the top UK 

charities assisted in highlighting organisations which would probably have a big presence 

at events. Next event information itself, i.e. websites and event magazines listings of 

associated charities. And finally, through snowball effect during the interviews, 

following up on suggestions from other charities on their contacts. The charities were 

then contacted through formal lines of communication, mostly by email, and given 

detailed information into my research via an information and consent form. Prior to each 

interview commencing consent was sought either in a signed declaration or verbally. 

The charities were asked a number of questions regarding their involvement within the 

sport event scene. The questions were designed to build a background base knowledge 

of their participation within this field, the profitability, their approach to supporting and 

engaging supporters and the importance of these events for fundraising and the charity 
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as a whole. Although there were key questions set for the charity interviews, they 

followed a semi structured format. This allowed me to peruse any unexpected lines of 

inquiry during the interview.   

Event participants were approached in a more opportunistic manner (Throsby 2016) 

rather than selected on approach to events, fundraising or charity or the felt dimension of 

need involved in event participation. Drawing on social media, local newspapers, social 

networks and friends, and online giving pages, individuals were contacted either by email 

or messenger service and informed of my research and my interest in speaking to them. 

Potential participants were contacted once for interview, and no response was taken as a 

decline of interest, and they were not contacted again. Those who responded were sent 

my information sheet, which detailed my research project, ethics and use of their data 

and asked to sign for informed consent. For those who didn’t return a signed consent, 

prior to the interview verbal consent was gained.  

The content of research questions for individuals varied depending on the event they were 

participating in, although a core of questions existed for all interviews. These core 

questions were designed to gather a base knowledge of their fundraising and training 

practices, their opinions and charity perceptions and event experience. More specific 

questions then focused on the specifics of their event. These interviews were semi 

structured in nature to allow the participants freedom to discuss issues they felt of 

importance and to allow me to be dynamic in my questioning and pick up on any matters 

of interest which may come up during the interview.  

All research participants, both charities and individuals, have had their details 

anonymised and names changed. Charities are identified using descriptors rather than 

names due to the amount who asked for anonymisation, it was felt that to keep things 
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consistent this should apply across the board within this thesis. The narratives discussed 

within interviews have been worked into the following thesis in the form of stories of 

aspects of participation in charity sport events. These narratives seek to give life to the 

participants to allow them to tell their own stories.  

3.1.5 Data analysis and representation 

 

All data collected within the research was analysed in Nvivo, this includes interview 

transcripts and notes, training diaries and event notes. The process of coding, and 

therefore analysis, was initially driven by the literature review and the identification of 

common themes and topics within relevant literature, taking a more deductive view. 

Interview transcripts were reviewed and coded over the research period. This meant that 

over the course of the research period itself the content of interviews and my own 

experiences of events also started to lead and impact on further data coding and themes 

for discussion. For example, during a number of interviews with event participants they 

highlighted the importance of friendship within their experiences. In considering this and 

the possible impacts on camaraderie and the sociability of events, both discussed within 

literature, I took the decision to study friendship and its implications to event participants. 

This highlights the importance of the data guiding the research and making new 

connections and further adding rigor to the research (Cope 2010). This moved the process 

of data analysis on to a more inductive process, letting it be led by the content and 

findings of the research itself from participant interviews to my own growing knowledge 

gathered through autoethnography. This gave the project analysis a flexible and adaptive 

approach allowing it not to be led solely by literature and allowing new avenues to be 

explored throughout the process.   
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The data collected from participant interviews also allowed me to draft narrative accounts 

of their experiences. These were created based on not only what participants said, but 

also interpretations of character, their motivations and the ability to sketch participant 

lifeworlds through interactions and discussions during interviews. This narrative 

approach allowed for exploration of dynamics within everyday life (Wiles et al 2005), a 

key aspect of this research. These are used throughout the thesis to highlight and develop 

codes and themes either uncovered or expanded on during data analysis.  

3.2 Considering positionality and ethics 

My initial approach to this research was as a first timer to sport events, having never 

taken part in an organised event as an adult and only semi regularly taking part in 

exercise. My feelings were that I could experience and emulate something similar to 

those who take part in charity sport events. Positioning of myself within the power 

relations of those under study. Later consideration suggested that perhaps my opinions 

were somewhat naïve and failed to take into account my enjoyment of events and 

subsequent building event enthusiasm through my role as a researcher and participant. 

During my fieldwork, and the continued interest and personal desire to take part within 

sport events, my knowledge of the experiences, personal as well as that of others, grew 

and I began to reassess my opinions and more importantly my positionality within my 

research. I will discuss this transformation and reconceptualisation here.  

Drawing on the feminist critique of researcher positions within fieldwork and my own 

position as an active participant in charity sport events as researcher and competitor, it 

was important to consider my position as multiple, and to shift my thinking from an 

insider/outsider binary drawing on Rose’s (1997) suggestion of the unknowability of both 

myself and those under research.  This refocusing of thinking suggests the need to 

consider the relational processes involved within research communities (Katz 1994) and 
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that I and those with whom I am studying are multiple and embedded with individual 

perspectives. Kusek and Smiley (2014) describe their approach to their position as a 

researcher as fluid. Within their work on migrants, and identifying as migrants 

themselves but in different positions to those under investigation, they suggest that they 

had the ability to understand and sympathise with the migrants but also recognised their 

difference at the same time. Describing the recognition ‘that our research is influenced 

by who we are’ (156). This is process of understanding is furthered by Palmer (2016) 

who considers herself capable to empathising with those under study after having taken 

part in the same sport event, a position that she suggests helped her in the understanding 

of the participant’s actions, thoughts and lives. 

The opinions of Kusek and Smiley as well as Palmer suggest a line of thought similar to 

that of England (1994) who contends that it is those members of a community that have 

an inherent right to speak for their communities. Undoubtedly my position as a researcher 

involved in the very events under study has applied me with some key knowledge into 

the running of these events, both literal and managerial, as well as a member of a running 

club with access to social media, meet ups and regular club communications. However 

these experiences were sought not as a means to speak for others, but rather to better 

understand those with whom I am speaking, and to use their voices to form and guide my 

analysis of participant’s perspectives and their use within this thesis. My position has 

generated an understanding of events and sporting practices, but I do not frame this as 

being complete or extensive, rather as allowing me empathy and access to sporting 

communities.  

During my fieldwork my capacity as a researcher was, therefore, set within particular 

environments. For example during my time as a volunteer at sport events I did not use 

the power of an event marshal to approach and discuss my research with participants or 
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other volunteers, rather I used these opportunities to learn and observe the happenings of 

these events, recording my experiences through using field diaries and photos as a 

personal aide-memoire, which were later written up into more detailed notes and 

findings. Similarly during my experiences of event participation I used both photo and 

video on the move for the same purpose as well as note taking and retrospective field 

diaries. My interactions with other participants were only recorded loosely rather than 

verbatim. The formalised aspects of my research existed within interviews where the 

interview criteria was explicit and informed consent was sought prior to the interview 

taking place. Drawing on England’s assertion that ‘fieldwork is a dialogical process 

which is structured by the researcher and the participants’ (1994, 80), interview 

questions, although following a semi structured format, allowed for the exploration of 

issues brought up by the participants themselves permitting them to retain ownership of 

the process (Murray 2010). Which allowed the participants to assert their own gravity to 

those issues they deemed important to their experiences and their interpretations of the 

study. For example during the interviews themselves rather than questioning on aspects 

of the event experience, I invited participants to tell me about what happened and to talk 

through experiences, giving them scope to describe with their own words and in attempt 

to reduce the risk of projecting my interview agenda and subjectivities on their responses. 

This allowed the research participants to narrate their own experiences and everyday life 

(Freudendal-Pederson et al 2010). 

Within this thesis I have used photographs to assist in the depiction of event structures, 

happenings and processes. In considering the use of these photos within, I have carefully 

attempted to use images which do not directly show people in an easily identifiable 

manner, although in some cases this is unavoidable. However, any personal details, such 

as race numbers and names has been redacted. Additionally all photos taken were done 
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so in public and accessible spaces, and the majority of charity sport events included 

within this project have official race photographers who aim to capture every participant 

involved suggesting that those who take part are aware of the public nature of the events 

and their visibility. Drawing on Wiles at al assertion that ‘when taking images of groups 

of people in public spaces or at events it is not practical, or indeed, necessary to obtain 

consent from people present’ (2008, 14) this action was deemed appropriate. 

Additionally in an attempt to maintain the humanised subjectivities of those 

photographed I have not blurred faces so as not to influence the context of the image or 

objectify those within it (Wiles et al 2008). The photographs within are therefore used to 

start to demonstrate something of what happens and to build an understanding (Pink 

2013) of charity sport events for the reader.  

Undeniably my position as researcher participant had influence on my research agenda 

as well as my personal interests in sport. Within ethnographic research it is important to 

heed the concerns about identifying with social groups and maintaining scholarly 

distance as Brown suggests ‘we never stand completely outside the worlds we study any 

more than we stand completely inside of them’ (1995, 179). Grappling with this assertion, 

I consider again Kusek and Smiley’s consideration of a fluid researcher, myself the 

subjective event participant and slightly more objective researcher. Rather than 

considering my identity as fixed or restrictive I used it in my attempts to build bonds with 

participants and relate to their experiences. Nonetheless my interview approach allowed 

those involved to speak about their experiences freely (Hitchings & Latham 2016) in 

narratives to allow for the development of specific stories of charity sport event 

involvement. My personal autoethnographic writings allowed me the scope for my 

subjectivity to be discussed and personal ideas flourish. Adhering to Bondi’s assertion 

‘that knowledge-creation within and beyond geography sometimes seeks to erase 
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uncertainty and ambiguity too swiftly and too fully, and in claiming to know more than 

we do, more than we can, important and productive experiences are lost or denied’ (1999, 

20) suggesting that data collection via the personal and autoethnographic are vital and 

essential to knowledge and that speaking for others can help to reveal important truths 

(Alcoff 1991). 

In developing and exploring my own position as a researcher and participant it is 

important to be explicit about my personal position as a white, middle class women and 

how this position as an academic has allowed me potential privileged access to 

communities and situations which may not have been open to all. This access has been 

interpreted and used in a way to achieve a shared goal (Katz 1994) of allowing 

experiences to drive the research and its interpretation. Although aspects of gender are 

associated with issues in sports and event participation, to directly cover these issues is 

beyond the scope of inquiry for this thesis, although feminist critiques and gender roles 

are considered throughout.  

Further to my position as a researcher I have consider some additional ethical positions 

within the scope of my research. Firstly the sensitivity of the nature of some participants 

histories, motivations and everyday lives. Namely the issues of loss, grief and illness and 

the delicate nature of discussing these subjects within the research setting. Palmer (2016) 

suggests taking a mindful approach to fieldwork in this setting, relaying her direct 

experience of speaking to event participants at the Mothers Day Classic event in 

Australia. This event for breast cancer research encourages participants to walk, run or 

jog in aid of the cause. Her approach here was to encourage dialogue with participants 

but ensure that they were at ease with discussing the issues associated with cancer. My 

own approach built on this attitude and allowed me to identify issues or subjects that 
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participants found hard to discuss or upsetting, allowing me to direct the interview 

appropriately to accommodate as required for each individual.  

A further aspect of contention within my research and one I came to regard as ethically 

important was my own fundraising to participate within events. The ethnographic 

literatures within human geography that discuss participation within charity sport events 

are not explicit with regards to their fundraising activities (Cidell 2014; Palmer 2016). 

And although these authors participated and analysed these events they fail to mention 

their opinions or approaches to fundraising. My original research design incorporated 

and sought the ‘authentic’ event experience which factored in fundraising for the events 

I entered. However, after my participation in the Great North Run 2016 in which I held 

a charity place, my view shifted and altered. This reconceptualisation was based on both 

practical and moral reasoning and through taking a ‘reflexive approach to [my] own 

ethical beliefs’ (Pink 2013, 59). Practically I felt it a burden on friends and family to 

support and continuously give money for my activities whilst I occupying a role of 

researcher participant for these events. Which lead me to consider this issue within a 

moral light and that it would not be appropriate or correct for me to ask for money when 

the sincerity in my participation was more focussed on research rather than raising money 

for a particular issue (See Bell 2014).  

My decision therefore was not to raise any further money for charity via sport events, 

except entry fees to charity own events, such as the Race for Life, and the donation of 

entry fees during the London Marathon and Ride London ballots. This allowed me to 

distance myself from the rhetoric of the ‘god trick’ as contended by Rose (1997) in that 

researchers should possess all the knowledge possible and bestow it upon academia as 

fact, rather allowed for an exploration of these issues in interviews with participants and 

charities. It also allowed for the disclamation of the literal rhetoric of the recent debates 
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of the white saviour, highlighted in current media by David Lammy in response to the 

work of Comic Relief (see Katsha 2019) and the othering of communities in receipt of 

charitable assistance, but more generally in the othering of those gaining support from 

my pocket with no direct attachment to me or my life.  

Considering Vannini’s positioning of his research as a public ethnography (2012), in 

which the direction of his research is not just at the academic community but also at the 

public and communities in which he travelled, worked and investigated, I also offer a 

similar perspective. Drawing on feminist calls for research participants being able to 

appropriate research outcomes and also put them to use (Katz 1994), I reflect this within 

the scope of my project, with the desire and wish that this research may be of use to 

charity sport event organisers, charities and the participants themselves and to deliver 

impact further than the academic field and in essence give back to the communities 

involved within this research. 

3.3 Conclusion 

To conclude my research methodology was driven by the influence of recent work within 

mobilities studies and the felt importance of visualising the ‘being there’ involved within 

charity sport events. The mixing of both ethnographic and interview methods allowed for 

the collection of a range of data, which has bought a richness to this thesis. It was also 

important for me to personally build a level of understanding in these events in an 

embodied way, much like Lloyd’s (2017) work on cycle rage and his assertion that 

traveling to the site under study gave him and ‘enhanced feel… and furthered my 

understanding’ (388) and Edensor and Larson (2018) undertaking a cycle of the marathon 

course prior to the event taking place to understand the route and rhythms of the event. 

Further to this, the research methodology also allowed me to consider my fluidity of roles 

are researcher participant which has allowed me to respect my own knowledge and 
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experiences through ethnography as well as build rapport with research participants 

through mutual experience, whilst still allowed for their expression of thought and ability 

to be the expert (Crust et al 2011).   
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4. Becoming Motivated 

 

4.1 Introduction  

First, I begin with charity. Like so many taking part in charity sport events this is where 

their journey begins, with a cause or issue in mind and a desire to fundraise for it. This 

chapter will examine how philanthropy has become engrained within daily life for many 

people and how relationships with charities are formed, what effect cultural and societal 

interactions have on this and how motivations into event participation are created and 

developed. I will discuss this by looking at four main aspects of getting involved in sport 

events for charity; motivations, cause awareness, how charities work, and sport and 

events themselves, and drawing on interview and ethnographic data I will suggest a 

process of everyday and becoming exists throughout involvement in charity sport events.  

4.2 Charity 

Charity sports events are establishing themselves as a key method of giving within the 

UK and with this growth in charity adoption of this fundraising method it has led to the 

growth in the event market, which can especially be seen over the last 20 years (Nettleton 

& Hardy 2006). As a result of this there has been exponential growth in new and diverse 

events (JustGiving 2013). With sport events growing in popularity and the linking of 

these events to fundraising it raises questions as to how and why those getting involved 

decide to make their actions philanthropic. Taking part in a charity sport event can have 

many influences on the participant, the charity and wider society and these influences 

can in turn have long lasting impacts on those involved. Titmuss describes how we can 

test the relationship to society through the way that people give (1970), sport events can 

be a way of engaging society with giving and through further analysis of this we can 
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consider not only the relationships formed at a societal level but also charity and personal 

level.  

The format of sport events in themselves create an unusual but increasingly common 

donor relationship to the charitable cause. The event participant offers effort, time and 

energy which are then exchanged, assessed and deemed appropriate to create the 

response of a voluntary donation by a network of associated friends, family and 

acquaintances. Much like episodic volunteering which is defined as ‘people who wish to 

help only for shorter and very well-defined tasks’ (Handy et al 2006 31). Charity sport 

event participants are bound to their challenge or task for a fixed period only. For those 

providing the monetary donations they have no direct contact with the charity, creating a 

situation where the event participant is like an outsourced fundraiser for the cause, and 

the wage the participant receives for this effort is in the form of the event experience and 

accomplishment which follows from event completion. Throsby suggests that those 

taking part in events exchange suffering for donations (2016). The size and effort 

involved in these events inspires donations, from the shift away from everyday activities. 

Throsby furthers that participation is never true altruistic (2016), and within organised 

sport events participants often will receive a medal, t shirt and other goodies upon 

completion much like Silk’s assertion that charities give gifts (2004) or Nettleton and 

Hardy’s term perks (2006). For those in organised events, they also have the opportunity 

to compete in a fully supported event, with drinks, help and support all included. These 

events also offer a unique experience of a location, a chance to travel spaces normally 

saved for motor vehicles or in locations traditionally not open to the public (Cidell, 2014) 

. There is also the prestige and reputation of events (Bennett et al 2007). For example the 

London Marathon is one of the biggest fundraising events globally, it is widely televised 

(Coleman 2004) and highly publicized within the UK and globally, making places sought 
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after and it is an event that garners a lot of respect across sporting communities and the 

wider population. Offering its participants a chance to take part in these events can often 

represent a ‘once in a lifetime’ action.  

The relationship that is generated between that of the event participant, those giving the 

monetary donations and the charity itself can therefore become disconnected and 

problematic. Why pay for someone to take part in an event and not just direct to the 

cause? Fiennes suggests the peculiar nature of the disconnect between the cause and a 

sport event, citing how the two are rarely connected (2012). An argument furthered by 

Olivola  who suggests that it would make better economic sense for the participant to 

give money directly to the cause rather than fundraise, once you take into account costs 

of training, kit, travel, event entry and potential time off work from injury, he suggests 

‘through their efforts to raise money for charity, which include months of training for 

painful-effortful events and…fundraising, participants are failing to make full use of their 

professional skills and earning potentials’ (2011, 57). Therefore, suggesting the energy 

and effort used by participants to take part in these events is somewhat wasted. However 

Adloff describes how charitable giving is socially embedded (2016, also see Throsby 

2016; Cunningham 2016) and therefore has become part of everyday life and the rhetoric 

of giving. Often these events aren’t connected directly to the cause, but they offer a means 

of drawing in new supporters and the ability to combine leisure with what is perceived 

as doing good by doing well (McGoey 2014).  

The mix of sport and philanthropy has taken on a number of titles, including fitness 

philanthropy (Palmer 2016), embodied philanthropy (Robert 2013) to charitable bodies 

(Nettleton & Hardy 2006), and civic fitness (King 2012). All of these terms are focused 

on the way in which the bodies can be used to generate and demonstrate philanthropy. 

Waters (2016) cites that the charity’s mission is to alter the relationship its donors have 
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with the cause to ensure continued donations. Therefore, it could also be suggested that 

by including charity fundraising into the purpose of sporting participation and events has 

the potential to alter the relationship that the participant has with the sport, from self-

serving to a multi-dimensional and helpful sphere.  

Charitable causes have become a powerful force and have the means to exert pressure on 

participants to incorporate fundraising into their leisure, Silk suggests that it is vital to 

consider the power relations between donor and the charitable organisation (2004). In 

relation to charity sport events Won et al describes that the most influential aspect in 

participation is the cause itself (2011), indicating that the charity can play a major role 

within the experience of its participants. The charity as the agent can then work within 

the sporting structures to inform and direct participant’s decisions to support a cause or 

take part in a specific event. How and why this agency of charity is affected on to 

participants varies on many different levels. The power of the charity to exert an element 

of control onto the participant to fundraise for their cause often manifests to help motivate 

the participant into completing the challenge and altering their outlook on philanthropy. 

It is important to consider which comes first, by realising relationships between donors 

and causes demonstrates how philanthropy works in the everyday and reveals its 

importance within society. Is it the charity or the event, and at what point is the decision 

made to combine the two together?  

A charities mission is to fundraise for a particular cause, to support the issues and create 

a base of fundraisers who can support them through regular donations. There are a 

number of methods charities use to gain support, and sport events have the ability to 

engage a different audience of potential supporters. Many of these ways to bring a 

supporter on board with the cause are done on a charity wide level. The reputation of the 

charity itself can pay an important role in influencing giving (Stinson & Howard 2007). 
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After recent uncertainty around the destination of charitable donations (Smith 2000), 

trust is an essential factor in building donor relationships and increasing donations 

(Sargeant & Lee 2004).Offering transparency into the workings of the organisation, 

readily available financial reports and appropriate levels of spending on different 

departments all help to build a solid reputation for charitable causes. After recent changes 

to the law and freedom of information into the running of charities this allows the 

potential participant to become educated into the running of the organisation even before 

they sign up to an event.  

4.3 Motivations 

Hendriks and Peelan remind us that ‘understanding the motivation of participant… is 

crucial to influence their satisfaction, their donation and return’ (2013, 60), therefore, 

making the understanding of why people get involved is of great importance to 

understanding the participants themselves and of consequence to the charities involved. 

There can be many reasons why people get involved in sport events, each often individual 

to the persons involved. Charity 7 argue there is a huge range of motivations depending 

on the event in question (Children’s Charity 2017), with Bekkers and Weiping suggesting 

multiple motives often work simultaneously with charitable giving (2011). Philips and 

Jung argue against inherent altruism but suggest a more idiosyncratic list of motivations 

which move away from romanticised or sentimental notions (2016). Barnett and Land 

urge us to think past the ideas of moral agency and to consider the motivations for caring 

and generosity as being based on encounters (2007).  

Literature on sporting motivation often lists a range of reasons, from lifestyle to 

competitive (Ogles and Masters 2003), to socialisation to esteem (Funk at al 2012) to 

sport and fitness to cause and serious-mindedness (Bennett et al 2007). Considering 

motivations directly linked to charity sport events Wood et al (2010) categorise four types 
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of participant. These are event enthusiasts, those motivated by the event itself; cause 

fundraisers, those with a strong connection to the charitable cause; road warriors, the 

competitive types; and non-identifiers.  

Working with these in mind I have selected three categories of motivation which broadly 

reflect the reasoning encountered within this research and drawing on further concepts 

within human geography. In considering these categories, I draw on the process of 

ordering which exists in the essence of charity sport events. These three categories are; 

narrative, expression, and strategies. These categories reflect Law’s (1994) description 

of how orderings come into existence. Crucially here they reflect not only the thinking 

and experiences of the participants but also the influence of additional factors, such as 

charity messaging, social networks and emotions. Further to this these categories will 

discuss the practices and performances, experiences and narratives  involved in event 

participation, mirroring the emphasis Vaninni places within his book Ferry Tales (2012) 

where he justifies this choice through the assertion that these are ‘the cornerstones of any 

approach to the study of everyday life and culture’ (ibid, 13). The motivations discussed 

here build on this assertion and reframe experiences through that of philanthropy and 

consider further the idea of ordering.  

The first of the motivations is narratives. These motivations draw on personal 

experiences, often of loss and suffering related to illness and health which are often 

driven by the desire to do something positive for the wellbeing of others (Marx 2000), 

by giving back for support or help offered to them, directly or indirectly, in the past and 

through the idea of helping others (Filo et al 2011). These relationships that form with 

the charity through taking part often represent the exchange of suffering for donations as 

suggested by Throsby (2016) or a coping strategy (Nettleton & Hardy 2006). Here pain 
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is used as a means to raise money which in turn often inspired the participation in the 

first place.  

The next motivation is the idea of expression, which is created by philanthropic influence 

and charity awareness. This could manifest in the performativity of action, for example 

the way that people interact with charity and if they have had dealings in the past or 

currently with a particular cause. These motivations could be formed through charity 

communications or marketing and the supposed need of a charity for donations (Filo et 

al 2011). Another aspect to this is cause awareness. The importance placed on informing 

others to the work of the charity or wider issues involved can play a key role in 

embodying others into participation, especially as the performativity of events often form 

a very visual spectacle of achievement, which can often lead to medical charities having 

higher levels of participation (Dawson 1988) due to a perceived need by those looking to 

get involved in events.  

The final motivation is strategies. This is based on the appeal of the event or sport 

involved and element of the embodied practices involved and, therefore, the experiences 

offered by participation. Law describes these as ‘forms of strategic arrangement that are 

intentional’ (Law 1994; 21). Here we look upon the strategies involved that stem from 

sporting or event specific motivations, coming both from the participant and the 

implication of event narratives, image and perception. Derrida contends that a pure gift 

is not possible (1992) and those who are motived by the event actions are more driven 

by the aspects of sporting achievement and desire to complete the event rather than purely 

raising money. Samantha King describes how exercise is often a personal activity with a 

focus on your own enjoyment and for aesthetic purposes only (2006) and through 

combining with charity fundraising it helps to combine two meaningful actions (Wood 

et al, 2010) for the participant. Often charity is added on to the sporting pursuit rather 
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than being the starting consideration, with Ritzenheim (2000) claiming that participation 

is fuelled by self-esteem and personal gain rather than a pure gift which is given with no 

need for reciprocity or reward (Banks 1979). Rather this motivation represents Silk’s idea 

of the ideal gift, one that can be reciprocated but may also hold an obligatory factor which 

is dependent on values and social forces (2006).  

It is noted that although these are offered within categories there exists overlap between 

these groups and the categories should in no way be considered fixed. This is due in part 

to motivations behind participation often being manifold and built around a number of 

influences, described by Coghlan as complex and heterogeneous (2012) and varying 

from participant to the next (Mcgehee et al 2003). This is indicative of the ability of 

sporting events to play complex and integrated roles within the participants lives. 

Therefore these three categories should be considered in a triangular relation, with the 

strategies in place (predominantly influenced by charity narratives) bringing about a 

hybridisation of the event participant and, indeed, adding the complexity and 

heterogeneous nature as described by Coghlan above. These three categories will now be 

discussed in more detail below. The chapter will now continue on to discuss these 

motivations in further detail.  

4.3.1 Narrative: Getting involved 

Terry confidently describes to me the story of getting involved in charity sport events, he 

laughs and jokes about what he’s doing which demonstrates a reflection of his bubbly 

personality. But he also takes a moment to reflect on the situation’s seriousness and for 

all those involved. His plan is to run 13 marathons within one year, starting with the 

Brighton Marathon 2017 and then ending with the Brighton Marathon 2018. His charity 

of choice - Chestnut Tree House, a children’s hospice in the South East of England. He 

tells me the story of how and why he got involved with the charity and started taking part 
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in events with this series of runs being his second for the cause. For Terry there were a 

few factors at play in his decision to do this, he had recently become a father, concerns 

for his own health and fitness, but most importantly a close friend lost his young daughter 

to cancer and during her illness she spent time at Chestnut Tree House and was supported 

by the charity. He describes how ‘I wanted to do something, but like a lot of people in a 

position like this you just don’t know what to do, I mean what can you do to help when 

you feel powerless?’ (2017). He jokes about his light bulb moment back in 2013;  

‘Suddenly in that half drunken state, after a whole day of bbqing with my friends 

I was like I'll do an Ironman. And they all sort of laughed at me because at the 

time I was very unfit and overweight and hadn’t done any exercise of any sort 

probably since I was about 20. And I was in like mid 30's. And that’s where it 

stems from, sure enough true to my word in 2015 I completed the Ironman.’ 

(Quote from interview, 2017) 

He reflects on his motivation being from witnessing his friend’s struggles with childhood 

cancer and the loss of their baby and the birth of his own daughter. As Bekkers and 

Wiepking assert ‘knowing a victim… also promotes giving to other victims to whom the 

individual is not exposed directly’ (2011, 930) and for Terry these events are very 

personal, and it is his way of doing something to help through helping others in a similar 

situation. He furthers ‘that’s where the whole motivation comes… it becomes a bit 

addictive, you become used to the running and it becomes something that you need in 

your life and I thought why not try something extreme’ (quote from interview, 2017). 

The idea of ‘extreme’ was an important factor for his choice of event. After completing 

an Ironman in 2015 he felt that he needed to do something on a large scale to get people 

behind it and willing to sponsor him again. He feels that now he is capable to achieve 

and take part in long distance events that he will endure the pain and effort involved for 

the fundraising. Terry relates his physical effort to that of his friend’s child and those the 
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hospice is caring for much like Throsby’s (2016) earlier assertion about the exchange of 

pain for funds. He states; 

‘Because I am capable now, or at least I think I am capable, I suppose it does 

become important that it is a physical effort for me because it was a physical 

effort for Carrie when she died and it’s a physical effort for all these kids at 

Chestnut Tree House and so part of my motivation I suppose, so when it’s raining, 

or its cold or I'm injured and when I don’t want to do stuff, well you know these 

kids are dying’ 

(Quote from interview 2017) 

His effort is compared and rationalised against the suffering of others, against the pain 

of losing a child and having children of his own. For Terry these personal narratives of 

loss, suffering and desire to help intertwine with his everyday life and focus his 

motivation to become involved in charity sport events.  

4.3.2 Narrative 

First we will turn to narratives and consider the effect these events have on those taking 

part and the processes these participants go through to add and develop charity into their 

lives. There are a variety of different techniques and causes for participants to, in a sense, 

become charitable through their participation in sport events. The charity can play a large 

role into the perceptions a participant can have on the role of charity and the depth of 

their involvement, as Waters suggests ‘fundraising centres on the creation and 

maintenance of positive relationships between a non-profit and its donor publics’ (2016, 

425). The relationships that develop fuse and combine with personal motivations to 

solidify and rationalise event involvement. The influence of charity narratives, and 

sometimes societal narratives, along with the participant’s personal narratives bring the 

issues for charity into a daily realm and make it increasingly easy for a donor to act more 

philanthropically every day.  
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Firstly issues of friendship are important in giving. As we saw in Terry’s account of 

getting involved, this spawned from watching the struggles of a close friend and doing 

something to help. There are many ways friendship can motivate. Getting involved in 

events with friends can produce a sense of camaraderie, both in terms of sport and in 

charitable giving. Filo et al assert that charity sport events generate feelings of 

community between those taking part (2009) and can generate positive event experiences 

(Filo et al 2012).  For Chalip these feelings of community manifest as empowerment and 

sociability for event participants (2006), assisting in not only feelings of community but 

the perceived impact of taking part. Wanting to support friends can be a sign of caring 

and relationship building which Filo et al describe as the creation of pseudo-families 

(2008). Both Dan, Helen and Marie talked of getting involved to take part with friends 

with Dan saying that his friend ‘desperately wanted someone he knew to cycle with him 

to help him along’ (2017).  

Friendship can also more indirectly influence taking part in events. Doing events in 

memory of a loved one or community member brings charitable giving into the daily 

sphere, making effort and time focused on completion of a goal for a specific person. 

Terry and Steven were both motivated to take part based on close friends losing children 

to illness. Here their response to these tragedies was to raise money for the causes that 

supported their friends as a way of kinship. Ahmed describes the importance of emotions 

and how they can align to work collectively as ‘bodily space with social space’ to create 

shared feelings and attachments (2004b, 26). These collective bodies of thought can be 

generated during participation in events, sharing a purpose and end goal of those also 

taking part. Edensor describes the football stadium as a theatre for sporting drama (2015) 

where those inside share in the spectacle. The place of sporting event or ‘caring-scape’ 
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(McKie et al 2002) represents a shared space to play out feelings of philanthropy and 

altruism, with friends and strangers. 

Friendship can work on many levels, both physically and virtually, and therefore the 

importance of technological change is considered here. Technological innovation has 

altered the way we interact with philanthropy and fundraising, with emerging new ways 

for donors to build relationships via these new technologies altering the ways we give 

(Hibbert 2016). Online giving has emerged as a preferred method, it spans spatial and 

temporal constraints to giving and creates more control over the process (Schid & Nissim 

2016) and is extending our range of care (Silk 1998). The use of fundraising pages such 

as JustGiving and Everyday Hero, which often include personal stories can help in the 

creation of the charitable self, an outlook on life incorporating philanthropy within the 

everyday and as part of a person’s identity. These pages allow the addition of a personal 

story, a justification for the event and participation to be told to potential donors (see 

image 1). Often these stories explore issues of loss, suffering and strife, and can be 

displayed along with photos. These pages can also be updated throughout the course of 

fundraising and event participation. By posting updates and sharing information 

participants can again help to draw in donors, and to solidify the importance of the act 

for the participant as well as developing the need of the participant to raise funds. These 

pages can be looked on as an in depth explanation of motivations as well as a validation 

of reasoning for taking part, but conversely could be viewed as manipulative and 

purposely emotive campaigns to raise funds, through the use of overly personal and 

affecting information.  

Through the everyday actions of a person a connection to a charity may be formed, which 

can then spread through a person’s support networks or social groups. This process is 

increasingly facilitated through social media and this is often a type of ‘free’ advertising 
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that charities desire and long for. Having a supporter reach out to their network of friends 

or family and positively portraying the cause adds legitimacy and further emotion into 

the decisions for others to support it. When discussing the use of JustGivng pages Charity 

17, a Health Charity, discussed how ‘you can see the emotion going into that. Because  

 

Image 1. Example of a JustGiving page. Includes fundraising tally (top right), personal photos (top left), 

charity details through an official link with JustGiving (below fundraising information), supporter details 

(lower right), and story (lower left). Page used with permission by fundraiser.  
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sometimes it’s not easy putting those words into a sentence when you are speaking to 

somebody, but if you read it and see what they are going though it can be a nice way of 

telling people what you are going through’ (2017, Health Charity). Online giving pages 

set up by participants assist with the ease of collecting funds, where money travels 

directly from the donor to the charitable fund, rather than traditional methods which 

would include a set of event participants forwarding on money. Giving pages with 

pictures and a story as to why they are getting involved add personality and individual 

touches helping to convey a message to donors and allows the participant to generate 

support (see image 1). JustGiving estimate that 40% of fundraisers using their network 

have inspired friends and family to fundraise, with half of these supporting the same 

charity (2013). 

Through actions such as discussing a charity with their networks current supporters are 

often doing more than just asking for money, it is a plea for support in more than just 

money. It encourages similar thinking, solidarity and influencing decisions on how to 

give to a charity. Supporting a friend or family member is often a far deeper response 

than just at a monetary level. It is a display of support, pride, and camaraderie. A desire 

to show that you care for that person in many ways. Charity 3 discusses this by suggesting 

‘it’s not just about people sponsoring you, even when that’s online. It’s actually saying I 

care about this cause and I happen to be doing this, will you as a friend show me that you 

care too’ (2017, Wildlife Charity). To them fundraising was more than the money it was 

entwined with feelings of friendship, support and care. The sharing of interests and 

recognition of peoples beliefs played a part in their approach to fundraising. This is 

furthered by Charity 8, Humanitarian Charity, who discuss the importance of changing 

political structures, organisations and practices through their work and demonstrating to 

their supporters how they can be part of that change (2017). Brown and Ferris suggest 
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that giving is an ‘indicator of the capacity of a community to identify public problems 

and develop strategies for addressing them’ (2007, 85), and link giving with social capital 

through reciprocity and collective action. Therefore, participation in events for charity 

can be more than raising funds as it is also a political and ideological statement supported 

through the charity messages and actions, and the participant’s interactions with them. 

From this it should be considered how word of mouth plays an important role in the 

transmission of experience and to actively promote either an event or charity by event 

participants. Again by reaching out to support networks and friend’s participants can tell 

their personal narratives, and open many to the work of a charity. Through personalising 

the charity and its cause it can help to make it real, to form connections between the cause 

and potential donors, and to start along the road of charity cause attachment. Natasha 

describes how during fundraising she contacted a number of friends to ask for support. 

By doing this she was drawing on her history and struggles with ME and relating this to 

her charity cause. She describes how ‘I have sent out about  7 [emails] with different 

groups of people so slightly differently worded email depending on how I have known 

them in the past, with every single one I’ve got at least £50-£100 from each of those 

emails’ and she relates this giving to how her walk ‘for me it’s quite meaningful in terms 

of how people have reacted and who, the people who have realised its more than just 

fundraising for me, it’s actually quite personal’ (2017).   This personalisation of charity 

can result in the process of attachment to the cause, as noted by Bunds et al, is described 

as forming a deep connection as the body is being used actively within philanthropy 

(2016).  Charities also draw on these personal narratives to attract donations. Using 

stories and real life scenarios within advertising, marketing material and on webpages 

helps to demonstrate what a charity does, adds clarity and legitimacy and makes it real. 

Charity 10 states how they ‘mention case studies almost in every communication that we 
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have with [participants], because engaging people with our cause is our number one 

driver’ (2017, Mobility Charity). This making sense of issues helps to reinforce charity 

messages and helps potential donors and participants to bring the charity into their lives 

and worlds. 

Social networks can also play a role in getting involved in philanthropy. The influence 

of those around you can alter perceptions and opinions about issues and this in turn can 

affect how charity is perceived. For example those brought up in charitable households 

where giving is a regular occurrence would likely not think anything of event 

participation and fundraising, whereas those where it is a relatively new concept would 

perhaps be more daunted by the task or not even consider it due to their life experiences. 

Jack attributes his feelings for charity to his parents and their approach to giving. His 

involvement in the London Marathon was driven by the support his family had been 

offered by the Katherine’s House Hospice and the mind-set of ‘if someone helps you, 

you help them back’ (2017). A further aspect can also be seen, where participants have 

been personally affected by causes (Filo et al 2012). Either through a family member or 

friend or personally themselves. These experiences can highlight the need for 

philanthropy, and they create the importance of giving back. Robin supported a cause 

suggested by the doctor who treated his mother’s illness. This response and event 

involvement was attribute to the need to say thank you and ‘doing something for [the 

doctor]’ (2017). This will then play a role in how people approach philanthropy and what 

effect it has on their lives.  

Social media is utilised by many charities as a free and effective way of both engaging 

and building relationships with their event participants. The use of social media on the 

part of the charity to make communities of donors helps to share the donor journey and 

to create forums of support. To Charity 18 social media groups are the participants own 
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support network and a place where people from across the country to come together and 

share experiences. They describe it as ‘an amazing thing to be part of’ (Charity 18 2017, 

Health charity). Charity 14 discusses social media as a more grass roots space where 

participants can ‘share their stories, somebodies mum might have [illness], somebodies 

dad. So it’s more about community messaging’ (Charity 14 2017, Health Charity). These 

forums therefore can be used by participants to share stories and experiences and can 

help to influence their ideas of charity and giving by further engraining charity messaging 

and social cues about being a good charitable citizen.  

For participants social media is often used as a fundraising tool, posting links to pages to 

make donations and sharing their stories and experiences. Oliver, who planned to 

complete an ultramarathon in aid of Animal Free Research, attributed 70% of donations 

to Facebook messages and the response from his online network of friends (2017). Social 

media can also be used to keep networks of friends up to date with the progress of training 

and event participation and can have a bigger reach than based on physical conversations. 

JustGiving estimates that a share on Facebook is worth £5 in fundraising and reaches 

around 500 people on average (2013), so its use can be of vital importance to amounts 

raised and cause dissemination. This helps to bring the donor closer to the cause and help 

them to establish a connection to the event as the participant themselves. Rose discusses 

how she used Facebook during her trek to post pictures in an attempt to ‘keep people on 

course’, engaged and hopefully to keep them donating (2017). This also was an attempt 

by her to forge links between those back home with the charity cause, her destination and 

purpose of her overseas trek. In essence an attempt at legitimacy of her actions witnessed 

through the use of social media.  

Participants may also take part in events for charity because they are supported by the 

charity themselves. These service users have a direct link to the cause, and can often have 
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barriers to overcome to complete sport events. This often manifests in a sense of the 

desire to give back. For those who have received support offering reciprocity for the 

support or services they have received can be viewed as a way of saying thank you or 

repaying a supposed debt. Lara discusses her relationship with the charity and the support 

they offered her in taking up and keeping on running. They describe ‘I don’t think The 

Samaritans will ever know just how much they helped me when I needed them and so 

them giving me that advice to keep on running… it really opened my eyes’ (2017). The 

link between charity and running was established through the charities support during 

the Lara’s time with the charity. She then made the connection to give back to them 

through running, with her love of the sport attributed to the charity. The ‘building of long 

term and meaningful relationships with current (and potential) donors is critical’ (Woolf 

et al 2013, 95) to the success of the charitable organisation and the building of an identity 

and affinity with the charitable cause. For Lara The Samaritans not only helped her 

through a tough period in time, but they helped her through uncovering her love of 

running and allowing her to help herself through sport. This allowed her to build a strong 

bond with the cause and develop a desire to fundraise for them. 

Often participants take part in events as a means of control. With loved ones suffering 

illness, following strict training and planning regimes for events returns an element of 

control to participants and allows them to focus on positive actions. This represents a 

way to support a person in an alternative way. To demonstrate your support through the 

means of giving back, helping others and doing something to show you care. Catherine 

talks of this and how organising an event was ‘something for me to focus on which was 

going to be fun’ (2017), while dealing with her husband’s cancer diagnosis.  
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4.3.3 Expression: The Channel swim 

The challenge came before the charity, Darren makes this clear to me from the start of 

our conversation. Like Terry he was motivated to get fit by a friend taking part in an 

Ironman, and it was his completion of an Ironman triathlon that sparked Darren’s love of 

swimming. He describes how it taught him to swim properly and enhance his skills. 

Through a chance encounter with another swimmer during a swim training camp the 

seeds were sewn for doing a channel swim. Due to a change in personal circumstances 

and leaving work he describes the need he felt for a personal project, something to work 

towards. He thought he’d give the English Channel a go.  

Once sorting out the logistics of the swim next on the agenda was charity. This is where 

the consideration of doing it for a cause came into play. Darren contends ‘I definitely 

wanted to do it for charity because I felt it was almost a bit self-indulgent if I just did it 

for the pure personal gratification of it… so I thought at least then it won't have just been 

a pure personal folly, at least I will have done some good along the way’ (quote from 

interview 2017). He then had to select a charity. Having no particular attachment to any 

charity and having fundraised for Macmillan during his Ironman he felt he wanted to 

move on and support another cause. Darren let personal circumstances guide his choice, 

and in the end he describes serendipity as a means for it all coming together and him 

deciding on a charity, Carers Trust; a charity that supports carers across the UK. From a 

charity point of view, he would be considered as not having a connection to the cause, he 

was never a carer himself, nor directly influenced by someone who is/was. But he had 

built a connection to the cause through a personal interest in caring and through learning 

and literature on the subject. This was his time for personal growth, so he had spent time 

investigating the cause and all the issues involved. He felt he made an informed choice.  
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When discussing his motivations for and during his swim Darren states how the influence 

of the cause motivated him, stating it ‘did a bit. But again, I am being very honest with 

you now. It’s very easy to say yeah, I just kept on thinking of the kids. But honestly, I 

think the way I felt during the swim was pretty much a reflection of where the project 

started which was I wanted to swim the channel’ (quote from interview 2017). Darren 

was never coy about what motivated him and that completing a channel swim was the 

most important factor to him. He does however reflect on what he had done and the 

amount he raised afterwards and draws on a quote he heard on the radio ‘heroism is easy, 

real life that is the hard part’ he furthers; 

‘I think there really is something in that. That it sounds really impressive that you 

have swum the channel but actually the kids do it, the young carers who I was 

raising money for, they literally just have a shit day every day, they have to feed 

and bathe their parents before they go to school, have to go to school and put up 

with all the shit that you have to put up with at school, and then you have to go 

home and do it all over again. And they have to do that every single day’ 

(Quote from Interview 2017) 

Here the grand achievement of swimming the channel is juxtaposed with the everyday 

experiences of the carers as concern for the fundraising. And how the effort involved in 

the swim and the pain and suffering that comes as a result of it, still doesn’t compare to 

the lives of those carers and their daily struggles. This is much like Olivola assertion that 

adding personal pain and effort when fundraising for those also exerting themselves is 

an effective way of raising money (2011). Although his initial feelings towards the cause 

and fundraising were not motivated solely on raising money he describes being invited 

to the charity headquarters after his swim and how ‘when I got into their offices 

everybody was standing up and clapping and they had balloons and cake. It was so cool, 

and the chief exec was there and stuff. So I feel really connected to them now’ (quote 

from interview 2017). This demonstrates that connections to charities can be created and 

mediated through sport events, and something that wasn’t there before can be nurtured 
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and engineered to have a lasting hold on the participant afterwards. Darren finishes our 

conversation musing over all the other seas and channel swims that are out there, and he 

states he definitely wants to support the same charity again. He has made the charity his 

and much like Lara earlier and become embodied by the cause.  

4.3.4 Expression  

The way that expressions of mobilities are of influence will be discussed below, 

considering the event practices from a charity perspective, the events themselves and 

sport and fitness. Cresswell askes ‘why does a person or thing move?’ (2010a, 22) a 

statement that is of great importance to this research, reframed here as why get involved 

in these leisure mobilities for the purpose of charity? Within mobility studies the focus 

tends to be on the mobility of those who should move, professionals, migration, transport, 

travel and asylum for example, yet it often does not take into account the motivations for 

more leisurely movements such as running, cycling, trekking or swimming. These 

mobilities have grown from leisure and exercise, something that King describes as being 

often viewed as narcissistic (2006) and what Throsby suggests when doing it for yourself 

has a ‘social precariousness’ attached to it (2015, 106).  

The incorporation of sport and charity also works to give meaning to actions that are 

often deemed for the self, by adding a selfless element of raising funds and a further focus 

than just the sport. Natasha states that ‘we never thought about fundraising at all. This is 

something that came to me later in terms of the thinking [about her event]’ (2017). Here 

the initial thought was the event and the charity element was a later addition, she furthers 

this by describing how the thought of walking the Camino de Santiago was something 

which her and her partner had discussed for many years, but without even considering 

charity. She describes how she felt like ‘I should, because I’ve never done fundraising 

before, I should do some fundraising. It’s an ideal opportunity’ (2017). Natasha’s 
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approach was one of a sense of duty and almost social expectation and came about as a 

secondary thought after that of the walk itself.  With training plans and event preparation 

the charitable cause can be a focus, a means to keep pushing forwards and achieving the 

goal. Many people find that having this element of fundraising works as a motivator to 

complete the challenge and as to avoid the disappointment of those if they weren’t to 

finish. Oliver describes how the event ‘keeps me motivated, it makes me feel like what I 

am doing isn’t wrong’ (2017). Here Oliver is describing how charity is becoming as 

important as the challenge of the event itself, as initially he had entered for personal 

achievement rather than driven by the charitable cause. 

For those motivated by sport many events themselves can often be hosted by specific 

charities. With the registration fee going directly to the cause, large scale examples of 

events like this include Race for Life, Memory Walks, and the MoonWalk. These charity 

own events are organised and run by the charities, allowing them to keep the profits in 

house and widening the scope of potential donors. They also allow those not so motivated 

in charity to become indoctrinated in charity sport event fundraising. The participants 

often take part in these events based on these conditions of the event themselves, such as 

being local events, offering a different experience or from an interest in the charity. The 

charities then work to educate the participants into the cause and hope to inspire 

fundraising and donations. Charity 17 run a series of 10k running events within city 

centre locations. These events attract around 6000 people annually, who take part for a 

range of reasons, and not always specifically because of the cause. They see these events 

as ‘enabling us to… spread awareness of the work that we are doing and of the condition 

that we support and the research that we are doing’ (Charity 17 2017, Health charity). 

Charity 17 also describes their run series as initially attracting participants due to its 

reputation as being a well organised and executed event. The importance then lies for 
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them in moving participants from a sporting motivation through a process of educating 

into the event purpose and charity mission, to result in participants becoming attached to 

the cause and supporting it further. The goal here is to not only to raise funds but spread 

awareness and hopefully through this get more people on board with the cause.  

The performance of the events themselves, the spectacle of charitable expression 

involved, play a huge role in encouraging participants into becoming involved with 

charity. Moving with others creates a sequence of relational practices (Bissell, 2010a) 

and these charity sport events act as a way to bring people together for a focussed 

purpose, to raise funds and complete the challenge. On the day coverage and 

communications often have a focus on charitable messages, with charity partners, 

advertising and promotion of charity places. Event websites often include banner 

advertising for specific causes and lists of charity places available, specifically ordered 

depending on the charities themselves.  

Through this performance of events the atmosphere and focus of events can also 

encourage charitable giving and participation. For an event to be viewed as charitable it 

needs to attract those interested in raising money from taking part and, therefore, events 

build a reputation for raising money. When discussing the London Marathon Jack 

stresses how ‘it’s such a charity orientated marathon. I think I would of felt weird not 

[raising money for charity] … it felt like the right thing to do’ (2017). Here event and 

charity are viewed as the same even though the London Marathon can be viewed as a 

competitive race with its elite field and timed participation, it was the charity that was an 

important aspect to him, and he wouldn’t have taken part without this element. This can 

create pressure or desire to be a part of that fundraising movement and viewed as part of 

the experience of the event. To be seen within the crowds wearing a charity vest and 

supporting a cause can be a response to this.  
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Sport events are also working with trends in health and fitness, allowing charities to offer 

participation in desirable events in return for fundraising, which can often be inspired by 

cultures involved within sport. Willig suggests that ‘popular culture is steeped in images 

of health… and we are exhorted to subscribe to regimes that will take us closer to the 

healthy ideal’ (2008, 691). This connects ideas of health and fitness to current cultural 

trends and adds a social importance to being seen to be taking part. Charity 19 spoke of 

the importance of moving with the trends and offering their participants popular events 

by stating how ‘cycling after the Olympics saw a huge spike’ (2017, Health Charity). 

This is something that JustGiving (2013) calls the Team GB effect, where they also 

suggest there was a rise in cycling event participants after the 2012 Olympics in London.  

The emergence of new events is seen as a response to current market trends and those 

within sport and fitness, including impacts on social trends of sporting participation. The 

emergence of new events like virtual races, family events, more extreme events and 

obstacle races are due to what potential participants require from events and what they 

want to do. By working with the desires of participants it means that sport and charity 

can continue to be combined. Allowing for a reciprocal relationship between participant 

and charitable cause. Liz describes her past participation within virtual races and how 

they work well as a means to motivate and encourage you to keep active. She describes 

how ‘next month, it’s a really nice medal actually, so it’s like the London Marathon, so 

its 26.2 miles. Doesn’t have to be done all in one go, you just send it in once you’ve done 

it. Again, its money that goes to charity and another way of fundraising’ (2017). These 

events help bring in a range of participants, like Liz who asserted that this allowed her to 

do these things in their own time, to fit around existing commitments and daily routines. 

These virtual races also run back to the idea of selfishness in participation. Everyday 

activities can be classed as charitable when monitored, recorded and submitted for 
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approval by the virtual event organisers. This furthers the idea that charity is being 

incorporated into everyday life quite organically through our actions and practices of 

sport and event participation.  

Considering expression further it is important for charities that their participants to have 

a good experience, and then in return they spread the word about what the charity is like 

and the word of mouth process can encourage others within their network to support the 

cause. This allows participants to recall their sporting achievements but also furthers 

participants ability to perform philanthropy, through encouraging and demonstrating 

their involvement in a ‘good’ cause. Here social media, again, is an important tool. Jane 

describes how her event ‘was good fun… I would recommend it to anybody’ (2017) a 

view that charities desire from their participants. Advertising events, progress and 

developments and actively encouraging people to become involved can have a huge 

reach. Charity 1 expresses this point by saying ‘No single avenue of advertising that we 

use gets the results that word of mouth gets’ (2016, Children’s charity).  This reach is 

important as it tends to appeal to a different potential donors and through alternative 

avenues to traditional appeals by charities. Social media is a format from which to share 

and educate in an accessible and cost effective manner for charities. It also humanises 

the experiences and adds a realness and authenticity.  

During the course of my research and especially during interviews, I found that 

conversations often involved me talking about my sporting experiences and achievement, 

which often descended into the research participants encouraging me to take part in 

particular events. My desire and enthusiasm to run a marathon (and perhaps my belief in 

my ability to be able to achieve the distance), can partly be attributed to my conversation 

with Terry. His tales of his experiences, training and feelings of achievement had an 

influence with me and further opened up the prospect of taking on the challenge. (I ran 
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Brighton Marathon in 2018, but I will discuss that later in chapter 5 and 6). But his word 

of mouth and positive experiences directly influenced my decision to take part. My better 

understanding of the sport and charity perspectives had a positive impact and increased 

my desire to be part of the event action. So this can have considerable impact for charities 

to encourage participation.  

4.3.5 Expression: The Happy Walk 

 

Awareness is a driving force for Catherine. When her husband was diagnosed with 

prostate cancer she describes how she had to learn about the illness, and that it was not 

something they knew anything about. And she attributes this as an important factor that 

led to wanting to organise an event, to raise some money and to get out and do something 

but also to raise awareness of the disease. She asserts how ‘it’s raising money but its 

raising awareness… so it’s not always supporters, it’s like advertising to all you guys out 

there – look after yourself’ (Quote from interview 2017). Her response to the illness and 

fundraising came not from actively seeking the opportunity but as a response to the 

situation and her perceptions of need as suggest by Bekkers and Wiepking (2011). 

Much in the same way as Terry, above, Catherine describes the feeling of powerlessness 

and the desire to do something to help, she notes how the idea of organising the walk 

came to her while she was out having coffee with her husband and as ‘It was completely 

off the cuff like that. I hadn’t put any thought into it’ (quote from interview 2017). As 

the event was one that she organised herself, rather than a large scale mass participation 

event, Catherine took the opportunity to involve her friends, family and local community. 

To engage and educate those closest to her, Catherine demonstrates caring actions 

towards others and demonstrates a ‘level of compassion and commitment to others’ 

(Brown & Ferris 2007, 85). She also has drive to continue the event into the future, to 
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develop and get more people involved. The ‘Happy Walk’ as Catherine named it, was 

designed to be just that and it did bring people together, those who knew of her husband’s 

diagnosis and those who displayed a wish to help out. It also ended in the pub, so there 

was no doubt that it would be a happy occasion! 

4.3.6 Event strategies 

 

I now consider that final motivation, strategies. Catherine’s story above demonstrates her 

motivation of cause awareness, messaging to others and the desire to inform others. Her 

walk and her fundraising were based on a visualisation of effort, encouraging people to 

give but also encouraging those around her to learn and attempts to protect those she 

cares about from her experience with illness and suffering. Here visualisation of effort 

combine with her personal experiences to affectively fundraise and education.  

I will first start with awareness and charity messaging. To attract voluntary donations, in 

this case through sport event participation, charities need to use a number of channels to 

appeal and inform any potential donor. Within the UK there are over 168,000 registered 

charities (Hillier 2018) each looking to attract donations to retain current projects and to 

further develop their activities. The ability that a charity demonstrates to speak to 

potential donors and transmit clear information is a key aspect in receiving donations 

with Waters suggesting that ‘fundraising is...a carefully developed communication 

process that aims to create mutually beneficial relationships’ (2016, 423). Therefore, how 

the charity generates cause awareness can have a serious influence on the impact of its 

messaging and its success. These messages can be transmitted through many different 

lines, either official or unofficial. Official charity campaigns could include television 

advertising, social media campaigns or solicited mail, unofficial methods could include 

through news stories or world events, to celebrity culture touching on particular issues or 
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topics, to friends sharing stories or events on social media, with Bekkers and Wiepking 

suggesting that an awareness of need is strongly facilitated by the media (2011). 

Within the realm of sport events charities offer a variety of different modes of message 

transmission. One method regularly deployed by charities is attending events. This can 

often take the form of representative of the charity holding before and after event meet 

ups and support and forming cheer squads along the route (groups of charity 

representatives and volunteers who cheer and support their charity participants through 

the course of the event, see photo 1). Many events offer an opportunity for charities to 

hold a pre or post supporter meet up, often these are located within the ‘event village’ of 

the particular event located at either the start of the finish of the event. The charities 

involved in this research placed a large importance on being present at events with one 

stating it’s; 

‘hugely important to be present and our runners to meet us, and if they have any 

questions about the charity and [the services] and they want to know where the 

money is going this year then someone is there to answer those questions… it’s 

my favourite part of the job, is going and meeting runners and telling them 

they’ve done an amazing thing for us… on a day when they are feeling emotional, 

elated, proud, you know, that is the time to build a connection with somebody 

and say what you’ve done today is incredible, you’ve genuinely made a big 

difference’.  

(Charity 1 2016, Children’s Charity).  

Here meeting participants is a bonding experiences, allowing the charity to open a 

dialogue with participants and personalise their experiences within the charity sport 

event. Event villages are usually structured around marquee tents offering food, drinks, 

entertainment and charity presence (see photo 2). Here the charities can set up for the 

day, often with promotional material, banners, balloons and posters showing off the 

charity brand and becoming visible. This visibility has a twofold effect; to allow 

participants to easily locate their charity and to appeal to potential future donors. Charity 
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20 (Health Charity) discusses their attendance at events and the ability of thanking 

participants in person forms a major part for them in a campaign for wider awareness and 

visibility, spreading the knowledge of their cause and how they can help wider members 

of the public.  

       

Photo 1. Cheer points along the London Marathon Route 2017. Complete with banners, balloons, charity 

t-shirts and clappers. (Authors own, 2017) 

 

Photo 2. Charity tents at the Royal Parks Half Marathon 2017. A view not long after the event started, with 

staff and volunteers waiting for their participants to arrive back after finishing. (Authors own, 2017) 
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Whilst volunteering on Tower Bridge at the London Marathon on a cheer point for a 

Children’s Charity, around the halfway mark, they were handing out sweets to runners 

going past. They were given out with the claim of ‘remember us for next year’ and 

repeating the charity name. I reflected at the time on this action, thinking it seemed 

slightly out of character with the event and not in the spirit of my experience of sport 

events where support was offered (including sweets) without conditions attached. Here 

there was an emphasis on building the reputation for the charity as supportive and selfless 

and sowing the seeds for recruitment of potential future fundraisers based on this action. 

This then had the potential to be a starting place for a relationship to form between donor 

and cause based on gift giving and empathy. Similar to this Matt discusses the decision 

to fundraise for their particular charity as based on a connection to the cause but also 

guided by what the charity could give him. Leading him to choose a charity that offered 

a post-race reception with food, drinks and massages (2017). This was seen as a benefit 

and an incentive to support this particular charity. Kaehler & Sargeant (1998) assert that 

if a donor is recruited and bought into the organisation successfully that they will 

continue to support the charity again, therefore placing an importance on these sorts of 

interactions at charity sport events. 

Being present at events, therefore, allows the charity time out in the field to build 

relationships with donors, talk to members of the public and (hopefully) draw in future 

donors. Waters argues how the development of relationships between cause and donor is 

alongside the importance of monetary donations by suggesting that ‘contrary to the 

popular perception that it is focused on solicitations’ (2016, 423). The meeting of charity 

staff and event participants is often characterised by enthusiastic staff and volunteers in 

bright t-shirts, handing out drinks and snacks to participants. Drawing on their own 
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experience of attending events Charity 3 described it as a ‘tricky balance between reward, 

thanks and that will tempt people to join you’ (2017, Wildlife Charity).  

However, it should be noted that these meet and greet opportunities are not always 

available to all charities. Many of the opportunities to have an on the day presence at 

official event locations is based on payment for a tent or slot. For smaller charities this is 

often not an option, so these are often dominated by large national, even international 

charities who can afford to support these outgoings. Speaking about their experience 

within their current three year pilot in the use of sport events Charity 3 suggested that 

they were ‘absolutely reliant on family and volunteers being the cheer squad and we 

would loiter in a kind of this is how we want to be kind of way by marquees and charity 

bit. Where they have paid thousands of pounds to be in a marquee of have a special 

meeting point. So absolutely it was done on the cheap’ (Charity 3 2017, Wildlife 

Charity). Here the importance of attending the events is clear, but the costs and 

infrastructure availability is limited to them due to financial constraints. The reliance on 

volunteers and family of participants is often key to the support that is offered on the day 

at events, with Bang et al suggesting the sport events rely on volunteer assistance and 

events may be ‘limited and unsuccessful without’ this support (2009, 69). This suggests 

the potential of a cyclical relationship to charity awareness. Those charities with higher 

expendable income can afford to be more visible and thus generating more awareness 

(and funds) through this visualisation of the charity cause. This in turn makes a charity 

more familiar within the charity sport scene and more recognised as a cause to support 

through sports. This can then be rewarded through higher donations and a wider reach, a 

process that can keep down smaller charities and restrict their growth. 

To encourage donations to charitable causes and in getting people thinking 

philanthropically, charities have a big role to play in that process and they often undertake 
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a number of things to achieve a donation. As well as raising revenue charities often work 

to create relationships with donors, to take them through a donor experience and attempt 

to achieve a lasting connection between the cause and donor. This can result in sustained 

and continued support for the cause. This journey hopes to bring in donations and make 

them last by involving the donor with the charity and creating a relationship for the future.  

The first step to bringing people into the cause is about education and advertisement. As 

discussed above charities attending events adds a visual element to their cause, being 

seen and spreading cause awareness helps to make the charities recognisable. As Hibbert 

says individuals perceptions of charities is based within their brand which she calls ‘the 

embodiment of a charity’s character’ (2016, 103). The clarity within which a charity 

spreads its message then is of vital importance.  

Events can change in many ways and it is part of the charities job to be flexible and 

accommodating to these changes. Ensuring that they move with the trends and desires of 

the participants ensures continued funds and event numbers. This evolution can be 

implemented by analysing events and financial reports on the success of events, from 

participant feedback and from looking at wider trends in sport and fundraising.  

Charity 13 (Health Charity) discusses the importance of community in new events. As 

mentioned earlier with regards to the Big Half, Charity 13 has increasingly seen this as a 

factor for their own run event series; 

‘this is something in the past 5 years that I have seen, the local councils push a 

lot more in terms of when you are trying to get licences [to hold events] and access 

to hold events in local boroughs, they will really push for the local community to 

be involved in the event. Whether that be volunteering or taking part in the event’. 

 (Quote from interview, 2017) 

So here adding in a community factor forms part of a local authority strategy and 

inclusive within granting consent for the event.  
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As well as ensuring the locals are involved, events are starting to incorporate all family 

members. It is often the case in many organised events that participants need to be over 

the age of 17 or 18 on event day for insurance reasons. For Charity 6 (Children’s Hospital 

Charity) and Charity 7 (Children’s Charity) they have both worked to change this. As 

charities with a children’s focus, they have worked to create events which allows the 

whole family to take part. Charity 6 discusses this decision by linking it to the aims of 

the charity by saying ‘if we can involve kids, get them active, and get them fundraising 

all the better. You know because if we can get kids healthy that our aim really’ (2017). 

Here fundraising and health are interrelated and linked back to the purpose of the 

charitable cause. Sport events are viewed as a way to work out the charities aims and not 

just for fundraising purposes making these events fundamental to the charitable cause.  

Further to this, Sport events frequently offer the opportunity for charities to be 

headlining, for example London Marathon and the Great North Run. This offers the 

opportunity of increased entry places, and being the charity of choice for that year 

generating more publicity and potential donations. Charity 20 describes how being 

headline charity for the Great Run series of events has meant that they now have a large 

number of event places and how this volume of participants is reflected in their annual 

fundraising, with the Great North Run itself they had 1600 runners in 2017 (2017, Health 

Charity). This headline status allows further visibility by charities, and helps to attract 

people to their cause, message and fundraising community. To achieve headline status 

for the London Marathon for example, a rigorous application process must be followed, 

with presentations and judging to decide the winner. Not only does it mean promotion 

for the charity but as well increased fundraising and awareness. As a result of London 

Marathon charity of the year in 2017 the Heads Together campaign was involved in a 

television series about mental health and running which was shown on the BBC. The 
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campaign was also supported by the royal family, who were present at the start line to 

start the 2017 marathon, and many other celebrities. Using popular culture and media 

helps to embeds charitable giving into the lives of individuals on a wide scale and attract 

new and alternative donor types. This demonstrates that the status of being a headline 

charity can also increase a wider understanding and awareness of the charity mission. 

Giving a wider audience insight into what the charity does and promote its cause. 

Additionally, charities can also gain recognition through their advertising campaigns and 

branding, where Hibbert furthers that in a crowded marketplace ‘people frequently 

donate to a well-known charity, using their knowledge of the charity brand as a short cut 

to a good, or at least satisfactory, donation decision’ (ibid). Therefore, charity branding 

is crucial to securing donations and appealing to new individuals. Within sport events 

participants will often be given a charity branded sports clothing to wear during their 

event. These charity vests are a visual tool to show support but also encourage people to 

join the mission. The more visual a charity the higher the potential of being noticed at 

events and generating future support. Charity 20 draws on these issues and discusses their 

recent rebrand and its impact to; 

‘help for our stand out, you know it’s a lot brighter it’s a lot bolder. It means we 

can make a bigger impact at events. I don’t know if you’d seen our brand 

beforehand but it was very clinical and a bit old school, which I loved, but this is 

one of the steps we have taken, to make our brand as recognisable as possible so 

people know who we are’. 

(Charity 20 2017, Health Charity).  

They further described their rebranding and strategy for their sports tops, a different 

colour was applied to each sport, creating a unique selling point with the idea that this 

would inspire collectivism of each of the tops and encourage people to do a run, walk 

and cycle for them (2017, Health Charity).  
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Branding, therefore, is a powerful tool for the charities. During my interview with Lara, 

she spoke of a personal embodiment of branding for charity. Having been personally 

helped by the Samaritans and open about her relationship with them, and then through 

fundraising for them by taking part in 24 running races, to her friends and family she is 

now their image of the cause and the story of what they do. She describes this association 

by saying ‘I think they do now have a better awareness of the Samaritans and one of my 

friends had contact with The Samaritans because I had contact with them in the past’ 

(2017). From her involvement in charity sport events and drawing on Hibberts (2016) 

conception of embodiment of a charity brand, Lara has come to represent the image of 

the Samaritans to those individual perceptions of those in her social circle.  

Warm audiences, those who may have previously given to the charity or have shown an 

interest in its activities, can form a demographic of donor that charities work towards 

recruiting. This creates a potential donor who already has some knowledge of the cause 

and issues involved. Marie is an annual subscriber and donator to her charity, Butterfly 

Conservation, so she had previous knowledge of the charity mission and their work. Her 

decision to take part in the Great North Run to fundraise was a way for her to support the 

cause further. Charity 6 stresses that these donors are of vital importance to them and 

how ‘they tend to generally fundraise better because of this connection’ (2017, Children’s 

Hospital). Often specific supporter journeys will be used for those with prior knowledge 

to the charity already. These journeys dictate the interactions they have with their event 

participants and take into account whether they need educating about the cause or perhaps 

motivating about the event depending on the prior experience. Charity 1 draws on this 

point as they often have family or parents of children, they are helping taking part in 

events. They will then engage them not with knowledge about what the charity does but 

with how they are helping, support for training and often emotional support (2016, 
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Children’s Charity). The task for the charity is to create a sense of attachment to the 

cause, something which Filo et al suggest is key for donor retention (2008). This process 

of bringing the participant closer to the cause helps to encourage further donations and 

philanthropic support, but also plays a vital step for the participants in the feeling of doing 

something to help and making a difference. A step in the feeling of becoming part of the 

charity cause.  

Within the charity interviews sport events were described as the ‘shop window of the 

charity’ (Charity 9 2017, Animal Charity), allowing those individuals from outside the 

charity to look in and learn more. Charity sport events offer a visual display of support 

towards a cause, participation and the subsequent interactions with the charity can help 

display and educate those involved into further issues within philanthropy. This helps 

participants feel part of the charity, encourages feelings of helpfulness and satisfaction, 

and the knowledge of where donations are going and what they will be helping on. 

Charity 9 also describes that sport events can also work to raise the profile of the charity 

itself (2017). Through the charities interaction with participants this can solicit further 

action with the charity and to support them in different ways, for example a monthly 

direct debit donation, legacy, volunteering and supporting local events and groups.   

Charities also play a role in how people choose to support them and for what reasons. 

Here we can question whether giving to charity and being involved is a purely altruistic 

action. Marcel Mauss suggests there are three obligations to giving; desire to give, taking 

and wanting to repay (1954), suggesting that reciprocity plays an important part in the 

desire and obligation to give. From this I consider the existence of the cultural idea of ‘giving 

back’ to society and doing your bit is often portrayed by the charity industry. Charity 6 

discussed how ‘people actually feel like they are doing something and they are giving 

back… so there are quite a lot of events that people want to do anyway and if they can 
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use that to support a charity and if they can enjoy the event and support the charity they 

can feel better about it’ (2017, Children’s Hospital). However, when thinking about the 

desire to give as manifesting in a sense of responsibility there was mixed reactions, they 

were formulated, from the charity point of view, more as encouraging wellbeing amongst 

their participants (Crust et al 2011), and the creation of a positive warm glow feeling 

(Andreoni 1990) as a result of philanthropic actions . This also leads on to the feel good 

factor, as suggested above by Charity 6, which is created through event participation. 

This then questions the existence of purely altruistic motivations of participants and 

reframes participation as a more reciprocal action.  

From these reciprocal actions the donor receives a place in a sport event (which often 

give t shirts, medals a freebies once completed as well as personal feelings of 

achievement) and the in return of supplying the place in the event to the donor the charity 

gets a sum of money in return. This incorporation of philanthropy into everyday life, by 

means of training, event preparation, fundraising and spreading cause awareness helps to 

normalise the process of charity giving and sponsorship. It also brings together everyday 

sport activities into a different realm of fundraising and philanthropy. The use of sport as 

a means of giving is also looked on as more than just a donation, it takes into account the 

physical exertion  and effort from the participant as well as processes involved in raising 

money and elements of event organisation that are often involved. Murphy and Bauman 

suggest that mega events have the potential to create euphoria which drives the desire to 

take part (2007), charities then make these events available to the masses. Charity giving 

is then moving past just giving a donation, but making it a sustained episodic event by 

encouraging people to work for their money, and taking on the process of deserving to 

receive these funds through physical exertion and toil. It is also a way of sharing with 

friends and family personal beliefs and thoughts of activism by getting involved with a 
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cause. Asking for donations becomes more than just needing to raise the money, but a 

deeper more embedded ask of wanting those closest to you to support the causes that are 

important to you and to recognise effort.  

This goes on to suggest the potential of a national fabric of giving within the UK and 

participation in charity sport events being embedded within a more embodied and 

everyday notion of giving. This national fabric and incorporation of philanthropy into 

society and culture drives the desire to give and get involved. By standardising and 

making charity giving normalised you make the process of getting involved in 

philanthropy less spectacular and more of an expectation. The use of sport, which some 

have been described as selfish pursuits (Bunds et al 2016), can now be used for good and 

to benefit further than just the participant. Charities are working to encourage visibility 

to bring in donors, to act in a transparent and trusting manner, to be seen to be a worthy 

cause and to make philanthropy an everyday activity. These actions are helping to 

encourage people to give and support causes and to make philanthropy a part of their 

lives.  

Further to this the influences of civil society and the feelings of responsibility can also be 

factors in how people become involved with charitable causes. The ideas of good 

citizenship and ‘doing your bit’ play a role in the way in which people engage with 

philanthropy and on what scale, as argued by Nettleton and Hardy ‘the cultivation of 

fitness appears at least symbolically to provide care for others’ (2006, 447). Attitudes on 

life and outlook can also play a factor in those getting involved in charitable causes. Matt 

describes how he has mixed feelings about a responsibility to give, in that he did feel the 

desire to help his charities (Anthony Nolan and St Margaret’s Hospice) due to the work 

they had done for friends and family and the desire to support the cause because of that. 

But also the responsibility here manifests as an awareness of the potential that he may 
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personally require the support of the charity in the future (2017). Here the responsibility 

is one of protectionism and forward thinking, and to secure the potential support for the 

future should they require it, as a form of future reciprocity (King 2012).   

4.3.7 Motivational ordering 

Above the three categories, narrative, expression and strategies, set out the common 

motivations seen in charity sport event participants. As also suggested above these 

motivations often work together or come into being as a result of initial event 

participation. Here I will set out how these motivations further link into the ideas of 

ordering, and the importance of this on the charity sport event environment.  

Law (1994) suggested that orderings come into existence with these three criteria. They 

tell us ‘a way of being in and of the world’ (Franklin 2004; 286) through a process of the 

very happenings that make us think of an action, to the performative actions and then the 

strategies that are in place to aid and design the response given. Within this chapter so 

far we can see through the narratives of the event participants the responses to need and 

the felt need to ‘do’ something. These needs feed into the expressions of those involved, 

the performance of taking part and becoming charitable in actions. Those who are 

interested from a sporting point of view come in with the strategies, feeding off the 

reputation of events or achievements and the desire to take part.  

These are all, however, intertwined and linked. Critically here Franklin describes that 

interaction can occur between orderings (2004), which can be seen that Darren and his 

channel swim were influenced by strategies, which developed into narratives and 

expressions. These aspects worked their way into his beliefs and grew in importance as 

he prepared and completed his swim. But crucially the ordering of the charity interaction 

working alongside Darren’s own thoughts and motivations, sees a gradual embedding 
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into his reasoning for the activity. It should therefore be considered that while seemingly 

playing a side role in the participants experience this embeddedness of charity influence 

and messaging can play a key role. The ability of both charity and event to garner agency 

and create a hybrid sporting/ charitable subject is key. And this is developed further 

below through discussing a process of becoming charitable that was expressed by 

research participants.  

4.4 Becoming charitable 

The motivations for participation in a charity sport event, as discussed above, are 

multifaceted and in-depth (Pharoah 2016), with many factors playing an influencing role 

in the ways in which we interact with philanthropy. These interactions all assist in 

philanthropy becoming ingrained within the mundane and the everyday. This creation of 

charitable bodies (Nettleton and Hardy 2006) and fitness philanthropy (Palmer 2016) 

through participation can be looked on as a process of becoming. Charity is introduced 

into a participant’s life through sport and a majority of time can make a lasting impact 

and works to influence future philanthropic decisions and actions. The act of combining 

intrinsically rewarding practices such as sport and fitness with charity already is an event 

that those taking part are likely to enjoy and be influenced by.   

The generation of these charitable citizens comes through a process of event 

involvement. From the initial ideas of taking part, through the training and fundraising, 

to the event itself and then on to the conceptualisations of self and others formed 

throughout this process and the integration of philanthropy into the everyday. The 

process of becoming charitable may be driven by the event or the sport, but event 

participants often find links and make connections to the causes and the mission 

statements of the charities involved. Cidell talks of becoming a runner as involving three 

steps, each of which can be seen within the context of charity sport events. The first is 
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adapting the body through corporeal knowledge which is gained through training and 

event participation. The second is incorporating electronic devices into the process, 

which is evident from the rise in self-tracking technologies and the emergence of virtual 

races. And finally, the process of self-identifying (or not) as a runner, this could manifest 

through feeling part of a community and the sense of inclusion that comes with event 

participation (2016, 84). This can be witnessed through the charities efforts to create a 

sense of community for participants, offering meet ups and online forums. And, 

therefore, altering communication strategies with their donors to open a dialogue with 

them, rather than traditional fixed one-way communications (Hibbert 2016). This sense 

of becoming is also observed through participants returning to events and continuation 

of fundraising with those successfully recruited by the charity showing a loyalty to the 

cause (ibid).  

However, it should also be considered that the process of becoming can occur prior to 

event participation. Those who have been involved with philanthropy from other aspects 

of their life, for example home life and upbringing, volunteering and professional careers 

and charitable interests, often use sport events to expand their involvement within a cause 

and to satisfy other personal achievements. Bekkers suggests that religion can play a role 

in philanthropy with giving being connected to living out religious values (2016), 

generating a sense of obligation and duty to give. For participants who have previously 

engaged in philanthropy, the process of becoming charitable is something which they 

have encountered at an earlier stage in life, with giving practices now part of their persona 

and successfully incorporated into their way of thinking. Much like Jack’s approach and 

family interactions with charity. That is not to say that these events do not have the same 

effects on the participants, these charity sport events seem to use bodily performance and 
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challenge to create specific embodied experiences which are unlike other philanthropic 

acts.  

Once event participants have becoming charitable the influence of the experience is often 

long lasting, either by future support for the same cause or desire to compete in other 

events for multiple causes. While discussing perspectives from the London Marathon 

Shipway and Jones suggest the formation of identification with running and shared ethos 

that is created through taking part (2008). This suggests that running, and sport more 

generally, can have the ability to further influence those taking part in these events with 

Hindley suggesting that mass participation events can create a multitude of positive 

outcomes (2018).  Many event participants also desire to branch out to further 

philanthropic activities such as volunteering, cause awareness or in a professional sense. 

Waters (2016) describes this process but suggesting it can often start with participation 

in charity sport events and evolve into higher levels of support. It, therefore, can be 

suggested that these events have the potential to shape the future of participant’s life 

course, embedding philanthropy into everyday lives and identity of the participants and 

influencing future plans and actions.  

Civil society has a part to play in the process of becoming and incorporation into 

everyday. Adloff argues that ‘a strong civil society… is also a guarantee for philanthropic 

activity’ (2016, 65) they then further this idea by stating that philanthropy is not an 

individual process, but the constitution of altruistic choices which are reinforced by social 

and civic networks. This is driven by identification within communities and works to 

develop philanthropy within it (ibid). Civil society then has a role to play within the 

creation and becoming involved in charitable giving. The retrenchment of the welfare 

state and the rolling back of government support has created an arena which has blurred 

the responsibility between personal and public support (Pharoah 2016), making civil 
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society actions of greater importance. This suggests a further reason why charity has 

become more engrained within the everyday and moves to belong within everyday 

actions. 

4.5 Conclusion 

We have seen within this chapter that charity sport events can have lasting impacts on 

the identity, culture and outlook of participants as well as bring in the lives of those within 

their social circles. This can be seen through the way that philanthropy penetrates into 

everyday, displayed through participation, and influence of future giving. Both the events 

themselves and the charities have a role to play in creation of these identities and 

influence the interactions that result from this. The approach of the charities with their 

supporter journeys, their communications and provision of support all add to the 

experience of the participant. The ability of the charity to effect and create these 

relationships is a demonstration of the power that philanthropy can generate with 

individuals.  

The charities work to make the issues and their causes accessible, real and everyday. This 

helps to breed a sense of understanding, approachability and support within its event 

participants. This then works with the participant’s predisposition to give to charity. The 

events themselves can work to drive participation and the narratives and marketing 

campaigns surrounding them can often work to transmit the further rhetoric of the 

importance of charity. Along with televised events, media coverage and social media, 

these events can be created and sold as being lifetime achievements, a specialist event or 

bucket list activities. This then draws in the participants based on reputation and cultural 

associations with fitness and accomplishment as a result of participation. Throughout 

these motivations there has been the underlying power of the charity and philanthropic 

notions influencing those taking part. The pressures to refrain from narcissistic health 
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practices and selfish sport involvement towards a shift in ‘active’ citizenship can be seen 

in the ideas of taking part for a cause or purpose and the movement away from what are 

perceived as more selfish sport practices.  

These charity sport events have the ability to affect feelings of philanthropy, citizenship 

and responsibility within those involved as well as those within a wider social network. 

The charities work to keep the ideas of the cause and fundraising within the forefront of 

participant’s consideration, events can actively promote charitable causes and 

fundraising, and the social networks of participants can help to create an environment to 

spread awareness and cause dissemination. Within this chapter it has been outlined how 

the creation of ordering has led to this process of generating, sustaining and motivating 

the participant’s. These orderings are in part from charity messaging and actions, but also 

derive from the participants narratives and specific experiences.  

It should be considered that the approach and reception to philanthropy differs from 

participant to participant, and the way that they take on board elements of charity is often 

unique and multifaceted. This is a reflection of the diverse influences for getting involved 

at first and the agency driving the thoughts and feelings behind that. We can see that 

through sport events philanthropy can become an important aspect of everyday lives. 

Further elements of everyday philanthropy will be discussed within the next chapter on 

event training and preparation, the very processes that embody philanthropy into its 

participants.  
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5. Getting Ready 

5.1 Introduction 

Training and preparing creates flux, dynamism, and learning, preparing for anything that 

comes along, focusing on a goal. It generates an awareness of what needs to be 

accomplished and how to reach this achievement. Training is a vital aspect of sporting 

achievement (Allen-Collinson & Hockey 2001), preparing the body for the physical 

exertion and growing in mental resilience and determination. Over the course of training 

bodies alter and hone ability. For many this stage of the challenge is the most important 

of all. And as many veterans of sport event will tell you by the time you reached the start 

line all the hard work has been done.  

Cook et al (2015) describe how the movement, meaning and experience of jogging are 

vital to understanding this mobility, therefore it is important to consider what comes 

before the event itself, in relation to training, preparation and effort involved. This 

chapter explores this further and will discuss and demonstrate what participants do after 

initially becoming involved in charity sport events, when they embark on event training, 

planning and fundraising. Not only will this chapter discuss the physical processes of 

training and preparing but also sensory elements of getting ready and, therefore, aims to 

chart the experiences of participants while preparing to take part and the role these event 

play in everyday lives, and the importance of bodily skill acquisition.   

The chapter is constructed of four sections each dealing with different aspects of event 

planning and training. Section one discusses event places and ballots. The second section 

considers participation in charity sport events as a project of the self, including the 

physical act of preparation and training, bringing together the ideas of a training plan, 

preparing considerations such as technology and kit and discusses the different 
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challenges faced to participants taking part in an organised event or their own event from 

the aspects of (in)ability; both corporeal ability to non-human facilitators influencing 

ability. Thirdly bringing in the thoughts and feelings involved in the build up to events, 

discussing issues of challenge, goal setting, developing embodied knowledges, and life 

balance, and how this can involve change and sacrifice for participants. Finally ideas of 

preparation together with fundraising and charity and how these work alongside the 

aspects of getting ready, including the lengths that participants go to raise funds  

5.2 Getting ready 

Firstly I will consider the act of getting ready to take part in a charity sport event and will 

look at the process of gaining an event place, looking at ballot systems and then consider 

those taking part in events they have designed themselves and consider the required 

preparations for these.   

5.2.1 The ballot 

Before considering training and preparation, the very start of the process comes with 

acquiring a place or, for those competing in own events, fixing on the exact challenge to 

do. For those organising their own event, securing a place is one less worry and this is a 

consideration they can bypass. For those wanting to take part in an organised event, it 

can often mean entering a ballot or buying a place. As sport events show differentiation 

in ways to enter, the exact process you need to go through depends on the event itself. 

However, often charities will buy or secure a number of places within the larger 

organised events which they will make available to their participants at a cost along with 

a fundraising pledge. These pledge amount and costs differ from race to race. For 

example fundraising minimums for the London Marathon are on average £2000, The 

Great North Run around £350, Royal Parks Half £300 and Ride London 100 £500. These 

all come with additional costs of differing entry fees, dependant on the charity.  
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There is often also another way to gain a place in an event, this is through the ballot 

system. Of the four events mentioned above, to gain a place without a charity pledge and, 

therefore, freedom to choose your own cause to support and how much you fundraise, 

you must enter a ballot to be in with a chance to be allotted a place. Ballots normally are 

opened months before the events, in the case of the London Marathon eleven months, 

and are open for a set period of time. Places are then awarded via a random draw. Ballot 

places tend to be highly competitive, with a record 414,168 people entering the London 

Marathon ballot for the 2019 race (Virgin Money London Marathon 2018a) for an 

estimated 17,000 places. Competition is high, although the number of places available 

remains unspecified by London Marathon management but this leaves chances of getting 

a place around 4%. Not an inviting prospect for those set on taking part.  

However, this high demand can have a positive impact for charities, with events like the 

London Marathon being in so oversubscribed this can be good news for charities who 

benefit from a scramble for places once the ballot results are released, leading to pledge 

promises and filled places for the their cause, creating the fulfilment of their charity spots 

and assured fundraising targets amounts. Ballot systems can be stressful for participants, 

often involving months of waiting and uncertainty, for example the London Marathon 

Ballot is open for a week normally from late April to early May with results announced 

in October. Ballot systems can often incorporate charity giving directly through the 

means of adding an option to donate your entry fee if unsuccessful, participants in return 

often get entered into an additional ballot draw for another opportunity to win a place 

and a piece of event merchandise, such as of training kit as an incentive to donate. 

5.2.2 In the post 

Reflections on my experience of the London Marathon Ballot, Tuesday 3rd October 2017: 
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Before I’d even opened my post I knew. All my social media over the weekend had 

warned me it was time. The package sitting on the table downstairs, the correct size and 

shape to include a running top from my donated ballot fee was waiting for me. 

Disappointment ensued. This delivery confirmed that once again I had been unsuccessful 

in the London Marathon ballot, my donated entry fee (which entered me into an 

additional ballot) had not resulted in a place.  

It wasn’t so much disappointment for not doing it, a marathon would be a big challenge 

for me. I was more so disappointment I didn’t win. For a long time I’d wanted to take 

part in the London Marathon; to truly experience it, to being in the thick of it. I had 

wanted that, and wanted to understand it and be part of it. I hadn’t worked out how I 

would feel but I had secretly hoped this year would be my year. I’d tried not to not to set 

too much on it, so tried not to think about it. Ultimately what would be would be, it was 

out of my control. 

I had set myself the challenge of 2018 being my marathon year, so new options have to 

be considered. Having seen an advert on my Facebook about additional Brighton 

Marathon places becoming available again, no doubt playing off the results of the London 

Marathon ballot, I immediately signed up for reminders about that and expressed my 

interest. Although I imagined this will end in further disappointment. Thinking that I 

could branch out in my sporting interests I entered the ballot for Ride London as well. 

Now seems a good a time as any to get involved, apart from not owning a bike and not 

being sure I could cycle 100 miles in a day! Small details that could be considered later! 

I wanted to be part of a massive event like this and the thrill of a ballot was drawing me 

in and the prospect of winning, it was like a game. Although I am still, in a way, unsure 

of the marathon distance and how my body could sustain that amount of physical exertion 

it felt like the right time to try. 
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Image 2. The Virgin Money London Marathon Magazine 2017, received in the post to let me know I 

didn’t have a ballot place.  

 

The more I thought about the ballot the more my disappointment started to turn to anger 

as I cynically considered how the London Marathon seem to play a good game. Having 

psyched up the event over the years and made it one of the most desirable marathons in 

the world, I doubt I was the only one disappointed by the result. It’s a feeling shared by 

around 400,000 other ballot entrees, who like me had the magazine with the image of a 
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sad looking runner on the front cover reading ‘not this time’ (see Image 2). The magazine 

that is sent out in the post depends on the ballot result. For those who get a place the 

magazine contains more event details, tips and training information. For those who didn’t 

get a place there is a focus on doing it for a charity and the availability of places down 

that path. This mixed in with posts on social media from my running group of jubilant 

members who got a place, feelings of disappointment become tinged with anger and 

frustration. How many years will it take for me to be successful, how many free running 

jumpers and jackets from the donated entry fee will I accrue along the way? I can 

understand the difficultly of the organisers. Hundreds of thousands of entries made in a 

5 day period when the ballot is open must be hard to cope with and administer. For the 

London Marathon the ballot entry system has seen a modification, when Virgin Money 

took over as the sponsor in 2010 from Flora, they axed the old system which meant that 

those who had entered the ballot 5 times and been unsuccessful would be offered a place 

on their sixth attempt. Oversubscription for places brought this to an end as it was no 

longer viable to offer this any longer.  

This ballot system then altered again from a fixed number of ballot entries to an unlimited 

fixed period of ballot entry time (traditionally a week long period). It’s hard to make a 

ballot system seem fair to those who are unsuccessful and to my failed mind it still 

seemed really unfair. For me disappointment, anger and frustration are all part of my 

London Marathon journey. Perhaps this, I imagine, will add to the sweetness of 

eventually getting a place. It is hard not to be sceptical of the event. The way the marathon 

is publicised, represented and the reputation it holds within not just sport events but mega 

events, it draws people in, gets them psyched up the event, hooking participants to come 

back year on year. Even the media coverage pushes the aspirational aspects of this event, 

with the BBC coverage using terms like hero, inspirational, challenge and using a hashtag 
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#getinspired to drive ambition. It makes you want it. And the lengths that people will go 

to include raising up to and over £2000 by picking any charity place they can find for 

those that want to do it and no amount of fundraising will stop them. For some fundraising 

is the driver, to others it’s the event and the thought of such a high pledge can be 

terrifying.  

So, for now my emphasis is on getting a place for Brighton Marathon, 2018 will still be 

my marathon year, even if it’s not the one I had hoped for.  But London I’ll be back next 

year for you and however long it takes until I get my opportunity. And then I can say that 

I’ve finally done the London Marathon. So here’s to next year! 

5.2.3 Preparing 

Each event requires a different level of preparation. This level is dependent on the sport 

involved, initial fitness of the participant, and the actual event being completed (whether 

own event or organised event). For those taking part in events they have organised 

themselves sorting out the logistics of these events can be as time consuming as the 

training and fundraising aspects. Throughout this process of planning and preparing, 

whether body work or logistical, the ideas of sport and the philanthropic cause can work 

as drivers for achievement for participants. A key aspect during this ‘warm up’ period is 

making sure events run like clockwork and that the sporting bodies involved are ready 

for the labour ahead.  

For those participants organising their own events it can be a long and difficult process, 

there are many things to consider and often unexpected problems can arise along the way. 

Considerations can include route planning, food, water and nutrition, communication and 

support teams, technical support (for example bike repair), health and safety, and 

permission from relevant authorities for the event. This can require experience not only 
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of official protocol but also a more nuanced embodied knowledge for issues such as 

fuelling, stamina and duration planning.  

For Adrian planning played a huge role in his life. After deciding on the premise of his 

charity walk which would take him across the length of Japan, he took a reccie in 2014, 

to check areas, think about accommodation and consider practicalities. Although he 

didn’t start the walk until 2017 he factored in 6 months training and planning, in which 

he followed a routine of walking and running for fitness, selecting and testing the kit to 

take, and planning his route, accommodation and budget. Much like Adrian Natasha also 

planned for her walk of the Camino de Santiago in a similar way, taking time to work on 

fitness levels and careful consideration of what she was taking in her bag, as everything 

she took she had to carry.  

5.2.4 Abbie’s story: how to plan an event 

At the start of our conversation Abbie seemed quiet, shy and modest about what she had 

organised. Abbie had taken time out from her ungraduated study to care for her 

grandparents, when she stumbled upon The Alzheimer Society’s Memory Walks on 

social media. Memory Walks are an initiative started by the Alzheimer’s Society to raise 

money by bringing communities together through walking, offering walks between 2-

10km in distance and spread at locations across the UK. Most locations offer accessible 

walks for wheelchair users and those with pushchairs. Recounting her own situation 

Abbie was eager to get involved.  She relates that although the nearest event was over 

two hours travel away that wasn’t going to stop her and she had a quiet determination 

growing in her voice as we spoke. Her path then became clear, to set up a Memory Walk 

in her local area. A task which proved to be much more of a challenge than the walk 

itself.  
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The Alzheimer’s Society Memory Walks are walking events designed to be accessible 

for everyone and are run between the months of August to October each year. On the 

Alzheimer’s Society website they describe these walks as something that ‘can be 

anything you want it to be, it’s Your Walk. Your Way’ (The Alzheimer’s Society 2018a). 

Memory Walks currently take place in 41 locations across the UK and involve around 

110,000 participants annually, for 2018 The Alzheimer’s Society aim to raise 9 million 

pounds from these events alone (The Alzheimer’s Society 2018b). Although they carry 

the Alzheimer’s Society name and branding they are organised and run by individuals on 

a local basis, in a form of outsourcing event production within communities. The Society 

will offer support, marketing materials and advice, fundraising guidance as well as 

logistical information for event preparation so those organising the events aren’t left to 

do it totally singlehandedly.  

Seeing the event online and that initial spark of interest was the first step for Abbie. After 

speaking to some friends and contacting The Society she decided to go ahead with the 

event. Abbie then went about setting the date, the location in a local park and informing 

close friends and family. Following a discussion with The Alzheimer’s Society 

community fundraiser the enormity of the task presented itself. The event was planned 

for a local council owned park, therefore, it required consent by the council for its use 

for a public event, a risk assessment, insurance, and informing the emergency services. 

Having just over two months to plan and carry out the event had seemed like enough 

time. However complications and much backward and forward between the council 

meant that permission for the event wasn’t officially granted until just a week before. 

This produced much concern and worry with frequent calls and emails to the council and 

community fundraiser. The late decision by the local council to approve the event 
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restricted the event publication until the last minute, leaving it too short notice for many 

people who were enthusiastic but ultimately unable to attend due to prior commitments.  

Abbie describes this rush and pressure to plan resulting in a lack of a structure on the 

day. But it also meant that she didn’t really have time to consider what she was doing 

and the task of actually organising the event itself. But luckily the event went smoothly, 

apart from the rain! Posters, social media and the local newspaper were used to bring 

people together on the day and raised around £1800 in total. Acake sale as well as a raffle 

of donated prizes from local businesses also worked alongside donations to raise funds 

on the day.  

By the end of our conversation Abbie’s shyness had slipped away and was replaced with 

a quiet determination which seemed to fit Abbie’s character perfectly. This event 

represented something more than just fundraising to her. Organising this fundraising 

event it put her out of her comfort zone. Describing herself as shy and not outgoing, she 

has found a new confidence from this. Something she feels will positively affect her as 

she returns to university as well as influencing her future career choices. This event was 

more than just a walk for her, describing it as giving her a sense of purpose and positivity. 

It also represented an opportunity to bring together family members to share in the 

importance of supporting a cause which directly affects them. Something which is so 

vital to Abbie’s approach to life and the things that make her happy. As a self-confessed 

‘non sporty person’ this event represented a challenge for the physical body as well as 

mentally. She plans to run the event the following year. And hopes to make it bigger and 

better with the experience she has gained this time around. I was left in no doubt that she 

would succeed.  
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5.3 The project of the self 

After the initial stages of event preparation; ballots, getting a place or signing up, the next 

step is training and bodily transformation. Within this section of the chapter we will look 

at the role of bodies, embodiment and the self within charity sport events and discuss the 

importance of thinking through embodiment. To complete an event bodies are used as a 

tool for demonstrating skill, dedication and philanthropic engagement. The process of 

training and preparation can therefore be considered as a project of the self, which will 

be discussed in further detail below.   

5.3.1 Embodiment and the shifting self 

The body is the site of social experience (Fiske 1993) and it is this surface of perception 

and subjectification that is open to discussion here. Embodiment, a process developed 

through the senses in which the body and its practises have the potential to change or 

adapt human functioning, plays a diverse role in the performativity and sociability of 

bodies. By developing and witnessing participant’s interactions within charity sport 

events through embodiment this allows consideration into the emergence of practices, 

development of selves and the role of charity sport events within everyday life that can 

result from embodied practices.  

Robert’s use of the term embodied philanthropy (2013) is suggestive of the ability to 

bring philanthropy into corporeal performance and into everyday lives. Within her 

research on the campaigns of Movember and Julyna, she suggests how bodily grooming 

habits are altered for a month to conform and participate within fundraising campaigns 

and how these actions infer the presence of a process of embodying philanthropy. This 

embodied philanthropy demonstrates the use of bodily action for philanthropic purposes. 

In the case of Movember the ability to grow a moustache for charity is an active display 

of involvement in philanthropy and the self as charitable. Through considering 
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embodiment for the purpose of philanthropy we see that the charitable causes are having 

an influence on those taking part by bringing the cause into the everyday further. Within 

the charity interviews many causes were in regular contact with their event participants 

as part of their donor journeys (as discussed in chapter 4). This then allowed charities to 

keep in regular contact, to check in with progress and to affirm the fundraising pledges 

which participants had made. As discussed in the previous chapter the idea of becoming 

charitable is linked within this embodiment process. Through considering training and 

event preparation we can see the physical processes are bringing philanthropy into 

everyday lives with Harrison contending that embodiment is within our every action 

(2000), an act committed by bodies which are both the site of perception and the source 

of both physical strength and mental resilience are being incorporated into aspects of 

charity and more widely philanthropy.  

We can therefore consider the self as a project. Shilling suggests that the body/self is a 

reflexive project (1993) influenced by lifestyle politics (Moore 2008). Arguments on the 

self and a ‘good’ body have discussed how there has been a coding of practices of what 

is good and healthy to which Throsby claims ‘the body that is being worked on in socially 

sanctioned and intelligible ways is a ‘good body’’(2016, 104). Throsby then furthers that 

the combination of health practices and philanthropy dilutes the rhetoric of narcissism 

from sporting practices and further asserts the goodness of the body (ibid) something 

which Nettleton and Hardy attribute to the care of the self-contributing to the care of 

others (2006). Through training and preparing the self is configured to embody the 

sporting knowledge required for an event as well as the endurance and the growth of 

charitable feelings. This intertwining of purpose culminates through a 

reconceptualisation of the self and the ability to inscribe through the senses and 

performativity the importance of our actions into the social constructions of how we live 
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within the everyday. Reischer’s work situates a marathon as a cultural practice focussed 

on the body resulting in a construction of self through marathon running. Her work 

further suggests that engaging with the sport is engaging with ‘a project of self-

transformation’ (2001, 19) in which ‘culturally-situated individuals symbolically and 

physically engage the marathon as a means to actively and intentionally promote self-

development’ (ibid). These emergent feelings are consistent with Harrisons suggestion 

that ‘it is best to consider experience and feeling as emergent’ (2000, 501), by partaking 

in these events we are, therefore, being exposed to different situations, feelings and 

experience. All of which have the potential to alter identity and the way we see ourselves 

and that around us.  

As we have discussed, participation in charity sport events is more than sport, 

philanthropy and achievement. Crawford describes how ‘through health, the modern self 

demonstrates his or her agency, the rational capacity to re-make self and world’ (2006, 

401). These events have the potential to leave lasting social and cultural changes on the 

participant and effect alterations in the lifeworld of those taking part, through adjustments 

to self-image, confidence, determination, social interactions, new opportunities and 

shifting outlooks on life. Crawford then furthers his contention on changes to the self by 

suggesting ‘in a health-valuing culture, people come to define themselves in part by how 

well they succeed or fail in adopting healthy practices and by the qualities of character 

or personality believed to support healthy behaviours. They assess others by the same 

criteria’ (ibid), suggesting that health practices, such as charity sport events, drive a 

capacity to alter behaviours and even impact on how others are seen. There are many 

ways the self may change during event participation or as a result of taking part. The first 

of these potential alterations, self-image, can be influenced through the accomplishments 

of the body. Reaching these sporting goals and altering the way the body and movement 
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are considered, possibly creating a more positive and confident mind set due to the 

embodied achievements undertaken. This in turn can lead to higher personal confidence. 

This confidence can spread from just sporting achievements to other aspects of life. 

Perceptions of the self and how they interact with the world around them can have a 

major impact on the lifeworld of the participants. The impacts to social interactions can 

again span from this. Having additional networks of people to come in contact with and 

differing ways to relate to them. Taking part in sport events can also be an opportunity 

to take part in something different. Many of these events can be a once in a lifetime type 

event and hold a very unique and personal meaning to those taking part because of this. 

New opportunities can also span into the professional as well as the social. Engaging in 

philanthropy can also influence career progression and volunteering opportunities. 

Shifting the path and development of those taking part.   

With this in mind I consider Simon’s event and story. Simon arranged his event, the 

Yorkshire 3 Peaks for the charity Beating Bowel Cancer, for a number of reasons but two 

of those primary reasons was his desire to gain experience in organisation and for fitness. 

He describes to me how he is joining the army later in the year, and organisation of the 

event, of which he had given himself around six months to plan, was based on his future 

career. He knew that by organising the event he would gain vital experience he could 

apply within his professional career and the aspects of training and fitness would serve 

him well for military training. Simon’s organisation of this walk was also based in the 

support for his running club community in the loss of a member’s daughter to bowel 

cancer. This dictated the charity the walk would support and fundraise for. Therefore, his 

overall actions in organising this event weren’t solely based in a desire to get fit and gain 

experience, but socially based in the acceptance of those within his community and the 

prospect of doing good along the way. Here Simon’s project of the self is an incorporation 
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of a ‘performance of compassion’ (Throsby 2016, 107) as well as a reflexive project of 

bodily ability.  

5.3.2 Embodied tracking 

‘If it’s not on Strava…!... I always run with my Garmin and upload it to Strava 

within about 30 seconds of getting in the door… And if we were living maybe 20 

years in the past and there wasn’t any smartphones or anything I’d probably still 

write everything down anyway to keep track of everything. It’s just really handy 

to have everything automatically just there as soon as I get in. Within a minute 

everything is synched up and it’s logged my 5 mile run and put it up on my stats 

for the month and the year.’ 

(Interview extract from Oliver, 2017) 

‘I upload everything to Strava… On my watch I’ve got like the live broadcast, 

what my pace is, what my distance is, what my time is. I always find that handy. 

And then when I upload that to Strava I'll spend a good hour or so looking at 

Strava, looking at previous runs on the same route… and I do enjoy that.’  

 (Interview extract from Matt, 2017) 

To aid training and sporting achievement the use of technology to assist us is becoming 

increasingly popular. The use of GPS tracking, either via mobile phone apps or watches, 

is becoming common place within sporting communities. These devices allow for the 

quantification of training data and visualise achievement. Guilianotti suggests that there 

is a growing trend towards self-help plans and self-management techniques that ‘both 

inspire and direct our subjectivities and choices’ (2016, 118) and these technologies can 

aid us in this pursuit of self-quantification. These apps can become incorporated into 

training regimes, and with the display of information such as distance, duration, speed 

and comparison to previous accomplishments, it makes it easy to chart improvements 

and meet targets. 

This has the power to alter how we use and engage with sport, technology and social 

media. It is developing and is dynamic in the way we use it. New apps, functions and 

abilities of our technology is making it easier to display our lives and achievements 

through these platforms. It has been suggested that the use of these apps go beyond that 
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of just training and sporting achievement. Evans asserts that networks and 

communications are becoming fundamental to everyday life (2015) and, therefore, our 

everyday lives are reflecting this growing dependence and infusion (Kitchin & Dodge 

2011) of technology. Thrift and French (2002) argue how software has become part of 

the taken-for-granted of the everyday and this change needs to drive a reconceptualisation 

of the politics of software and technology more generally to reflect our usage and its 

potential. Within this research the majority of research participants used some form of 

tracking device or app within their training or event participation. Reasons for this ranged 

from very overt demands on self-improvement and the desired quantification of 

achievement to the everyday tracking of activity through Fitbit use. Those using Fitbits 

and other similar wearables noted an interest in tracking activity not just for sport but on 

a day to day bases. Further suggesting that technology has become ingrained in daily 

routines. Therefore, technology has the power to influence us and conversely be 

influenced by us, creating a dynamic relationship between users and devices. Putting it 

into context of training for a charity sport event we use these technologies to monitor and 

assess achievement but additionally knowing the training device is in use during training 

helps us to push achievement, like having a coach working with you as you move 

supplying goals and updates and crucially keeping you going.  

Furthermore, these apps and technologies have an additional social and competitive 

aspect involved with their use, and the ways that users engage with the apps adds a 

gaming dimension to personal training. Whitson discusses how the process of 

gamification, exacerbated by the use of mobile phones, apps and other technology, is 

changing the way that we engage with everyday activities (2013), sport being a prime 

example. Copelton furthers this by suggesting that symbolic meanings can become 

attached to technology and how ‘these meanings can influence group/individual 
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identities’ (2010, 307). These identities created via technology can help to feed into 

senses of belonging in sporting communities and justification of effort and time involved 

in training. This alteration in approach to technology is in part due to the design of these 

apps which make tasks fun, enjoyable, and introducing an element of play, with apps that 

are designed like games depicting real life effort on a small screen. This development is 

aided by the incorporation of GPS technology into mobile phones and wearables, making 

self-tracking a mainstream and everyday activity which is no longer questioned within 

society. By making these apps game like they encourage competition between users 

(Evans 2014), such as segments within Strava. These segments are set pieces of road or 

track, often named, which when users pass through these areas and the data is uploaded 

to the site, the duration to traverse these sections are ranked against other users who have 

crossed that same segment. These rankings are daily, so there is always room for 

adjustment, improvement and competition by users. 

 

Image 3.  A reminder to get training seen on TomTom sports after a period of inactivity. TomTom sports 

is an online platform for displaying and sharing GPS training data recorded on TomTom devices.  

More generally the proliferation of tracking technologies and apps has increased in recent 

years with 92% of runners saying that they now use tracking devices (The Running Bug 
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2016) to record their runs. The top tracking apps for runners were identified as Strava, 

MapMyRun, Nike+, RunKeeper, and Endomondo, with each of these apps receiving 

between a totally of 5- 10 million downloads (Play Store 2016). These apps then let you 

engage with other users, via chats, sharing data, joining groups such as virtual running 

clubs and liking achievements. They allow for a visual display of sporting 

accomplishments through creating a visual dashboard of achievement, allowing the user 

to visualise improvement and driving the desire to for self-betterment through setting 

targets and offering encouragement and reminders to meet them (see image 3). They also 

allow you to follow friends and like their activities driving remote and virtual sociality. 

Connecting to those with similar sporting interests over different geographical areas with 

interactive ways of engaging, judging and learning from their achievements. All of which 

is done so within a friendly and accessible online environment available to anyone with 

a smart phone or GPS watch and an internet connection, thus assisting in the creation of 

communities. These communities can play a key component within training, which is 

commonly a solitary action, and the process of interacting with others, receiving feedback 

on sporting achievement can assist in the feelings of belonging and becoming part of a 

sporting community. These technologies then are assisting in the project of the self to 

guide users and allow for the consumption of sporting knowledge and interaction with 

those within sporting communities.  

Hybridisation is becoming integral to everyday life, with Till suggesting a ‘naked’ feeling 

without technology (2014), a suggestion backed up by both Matt and Oliver who always 

training with their tracking devices and view them as just as vital as something like 

trainers to the runner or the bike for the cyclist. These technologies are assisting in digital 

pedagogy and allowing us to know how our bodies work. Till (2014) sees these 

technologies as having potential to impact on the way we interact with our environment 
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and bodies.  For charity sport events they allow participants to further their embodied 

knowledge. The above quote from Matt suggests that not only does the training run help 

him to improve his skills, but the study of the quantified information post run helps him 

to learn, develop and compare achievement. This process undoubtedly works as a catalyst 

for him to set further goals, push his achievement and to further learn his ability through 

this ‘informationalised’ embodiment.   

The growing dominance of these non-human devices suggests that they have the ability 

to exert power over the user (Bennett 2004) and they use this power to encourage 

continued engagement and comparison with others within the social network, as well as 

driving the feelings of personal betterment and sporting development. This affectual 

nature of the tracking devices, as described above, has the ability to alter our interactions 

with the world around us and therefore impacting on our lifeworlds and how we engage 

with space. A notification that we should be out training, a comparison with another on 

the site, and a goal to achieve, all drive the desire to continue in our usage of the apps as 

well as our continued and improved sporting ability. Liz described her relationship with 

her Fitbit as a guide for her daily activities. If for example she hadn’t completed her set 

step count for the day she would always ensure she went out for an evening walk. 

Suggestive that the Fitbit for her has the ability to influence daily routines and has 

become a powerful element within her sporting consciousness. Lupton describes the 

technologies as actants, as having the power to ‘bestow meaning and subjectivity upon 

their users’ (2013b, 396), as well as the users shaping the meanings of the technology as 

they are part of everyday life (Lupton 2013b) Liz’s account of her interaction with her 

tracking device demonstrates just this. The integration of technology into everyday 

mundane tasks and events has left us accepting the power and hold that these things can 

have over us (Thrift & French 2002) and accepting their subjectivity.  
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The use of tracking technologies can also add legitimacy and confirm achievement where 

traditionally none existed. Throsby (2016) uses the example of marathon swimming to 

describe this point. She situates marathon swimming as a lone sport, one that isn’t 

suitable for spectatorship, and often being seen as selfish and driven solely by personal 

goals of achievement. By using tracking devices and posting on social media, this opens 

up a way not only to interact with other marathon swimmers but also as a chance to show 

non swimmers your achievement and, therefore, demonstrating worth and justification 

for sporting involvement. This can be applied to many sporting situations. Tracking and 

promotion of your achievements can often show others not involved in that sport, what 

it is you do and offer an insight into a subculture that many don’t have access to. The 

ability to easily follow, track and visualise training metrics was important to many within 

this research, as Oliver and Matt demonstrated at the beginning of this section. Here 

embodied knowledge was gained through the combination of bodily learned practices 

assisted by technology. Till describes the quantified self as being narcissistic (2014), but 

with this use of tracking devices this form of narcissism is encouraged, rewarded, and 

perpetuated by the way that we interact with the software. It can be used as a way to 

educate and promote a sport as well as offering an insight into personal achievement and 

activity. These tracking technologies also offered an easy way to quantify training 

metrics, reducing time pressure and stress of participants. Critically tracking devices and 

apps can alter our training plans, drive achievements and motivation, as well as how we 

present ourselves to others. Indicating that they have the ability to affect both our physical 

and social interactions with the world. 

5.3.3 The training plan 

When preparing for a sport event, especially in a sport or distance not attempted before, 

it can be important to follow a plan, or undergo a period of training. Cook et al, with 
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reference to jogging, describe how it is the banal and everyday ‘most easily forgotten 

experiences that are the most important’ (2015, 758) and in relation to training these can 

be some of the most significant and influencing experiences. As a large proportion of the 

event preparation is often spent training these everyday situations and experiences can 

hold great significance to the participant. Training plans are designed to help achieve 

goals, steadily increase stamina, and improve sporting ability, as well (and most 

importantly) meeting targets described as ‘the work of rendering a body able to do 

something that it would not ordinarily be able to do’ (Throsby 2016, 3). Training can be 

structured or unstructured, rigorous or more fluid, but most especially can be worked into 

daily life to fit around other commitments as Simpson et al suggests with regards to 

running that ‘training runs can often encroach on the everyday lives of runners’ (2014, 

180). John Bale states training is work (2011). He sets out the process as a project and 

likens it to the building of a car, from the start of the production line to the end the result 

is an object of speed, ability and skill. And he suggests this project of work is linked to 

feelings of achievement within running.  

Having and following a training plan is suggested by the majority of charities, with them 

normally offering bespoke plans created for them by athletes, trainers or fitness coaches 

available for free to all their entrants. These tend to be sent out to participants in welcome 

packs as the first communication posted from charities after event sign up. They are also 

normally available online and advertised through communications from the charity. Plans 

can help a participant to learn about their bodily abilities, and to build an embodied 

awareness of their physical and mental limits which is an understanding that will serve 

them well during the event itself. These training plans essentially allow participants to 

build a knowledge of how they move and offer the ability to improve. 
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With a wealth of knowledge and information available online it can be difficult to choose 

a plan, so picking one that fits for you is the first challenge. Then it is sticking to that 

plan and following it is the second. Often life gets in the way or the body has other ideas 

and you suffer injury and setbacks. By training the body to achieve you develop an 

embodied understanding of how it works (or doesn’t), how movement feels, and ways to 

make changes or improvements.  

The training plans create a regimented, strict set of rules by which to live by and these 

regimes are followed to reach peak performance (Giulianotti 2016). These strictures of 

governmentality speak to Foucault’s concepts of techniques of the self (1985), with 

disciplinary regimes of the body being applied to everyday life to improve the self and 

to adapt the body. Discussing her use of training plans and records Karen Throsby 

describes herself as becoming and ‘good Foucauldian subject, enclosed, surveilled and 

willingly focusing on the body’s movements in the most minute, repetitive detail’ (2016, 

32), which is suggestive of the lengths that many go to succeed within sport through 

hyper assessment of training details. Ravn and Christensen suggest that the body speaks 

through training, and an important aspect is learning to listen to how it works and feels 

to gain optimal performance (2014).  Recent technological advances have meant that 

these training regimes can be governed and monitored using self-tracking technologies, 

such as GPS watches, apps and Fitbits. Guilianoti (2016) argues that in today’s neoliberal 

society people want to be involved in more extreme and risky pursuits which lead us to 

push ourselves hard for longer in a bid to achieve more. Therefore, implementing 

rigorous training is not only required for physical ability, but to mentally satisfy personal 

goals of achievement.  

Training is seen by Shipway and Jones as a way of being able to create specific identities 

and outlooks that creates homogenous communities based on the way they behave and 
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dress (2008). This highlights a way in which a sense of belonging and sporting 

communities can develop and inscribe upon people. The importance of aesthetics and 

‘looking the part’ portrays an image of ability and seriousness and a desire to be taken 

seriously within the sporting community. Here training and event participation are a 

means to inclusivity with specific sporting communities and a key factor in the senses of 

belonging.  

For Gordon event training offered an alternative approach to grieving. He reflects on his 

past training for Windsor Half Marathon a few years ago which he completed for Cancer 

Research UK and Macmillan after his sister in law passed away to the illness. He used 

his Sunday long runs as a time to reflect and remember and as an opportunity to check 

himself; had he supported his brother enough over the last week, had he been attentive to 

his nieces. These weekly runs allowed him to process loss and helped him to rationalise 

and analyse his actions. Allowing him to focus both on physical wellbeing but mental as 

well.  

This changing and adapting through learning the limits of achievement ties in with the 

idea that sport events offer specific goals for participants, in the form of unique 

challenges and experiences. Achieving training goals is an important aspect of process 

of becoming (developed earlier in chapter 4) and in developing attachment to charitable 

causes and events themselves. Goal setting and achievement may also be linked to charity 

fundraising, for example telling those donating an intended time, distance of objective 

they wish to achieve. It can work as a way of encouraging giving as well and inducing 

additional sums of donation after completion. Conversely however, this element of 

achievement can also work as a pressure. By the addition of charity to an event it can add 

the felt need to achieve and a sense of obligation (Throsby 2016).  
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Learning the body through training also leads to a sense of learning the environment. 

Establishing training routes and paths regularly followed allows the participant to gather 

embodied knowledge of space as well as the bodily knowledge. This allows the 

participant to tailor their training to their specific needs at specific times. Hockey 

describes an autoethnographic account of his experiences of running. Through taking the 

same routes daily he learns the slope of the land, the terrain, the stability of the surfaces 

traversed, the temperature and others likely to meet on these paths (2009). By building 

up this knowledge of the daily running trails used, it allows him to factor in human and 

non-human aspects to being outdoors, such as to predict the underfoot conditions, 

sheltered routes from wind and rain, safe trails to run after dark and specific distances 

and elevations to plan to the precise needs to the days training requirements. Runners 

learning and interpreting the land as part of their practice is discussed by Lorimer, here 

the feet are framed as a sensory device (2012) helping the runner move across their 

environment, feeling and reacting as they go. These haptic sensations help to guide and 

formulate the running body. In the case of charity sport events, this knowledge can be 

built up over a training period and can be of lasting significance. For example, knowing 

that you have to complete an hours training, this developed embodied knowledge can 

help you to select a route based on the feelings of the body, energy levels, as well as 

knowing the specific local topography. In the case of adverse weather conditions, 

knowledges can be used to select a more sheltered and safer route to take. These 

manifestations of habitus help us to train successfully and in the more efficient manner. 

This creates a lived space (Lefebvre 1991) constructed through these practices and 

produce a detailed form of knowledge.  
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5.3.4 The right kit 

From considering technology and the hybrid assemblages produced when combined with 

the human body (Barrett 2011), similar debates have also surrounded the subject of 

sporting equipment and kit. Preparing for an event is more than just training, booking 

places and logistics. As with the use of technology within the training body the kit needs 

to also be considered, indeed with training devices themselves often forming an 

important part of the correct kit. Items like clothing, shoes, energy and hydration and 

bikes for example. The moving body needs to be properly clothed and supported, for 

effective, pain free and pleasurable movement. When discussing walking boots Michael 

describes them as an invisible technology with the ability to ‘expand the capacities of the 

body’ (2000, 115). Therefore, suggesting that choosing and using the correct kit can 

directly influence your ability to positively perform. When considering what to use for 

an event there are many aspects to cover; comfort, practicality, cost, fit and style to name 

a few. Furthermore, Edensor suggests that ‘different forms of social capital are 

transmitted via these products’ (2000, 98) thus suggesting that social structures within 

sport, and with his case walking, can be effected by what you wear. The very seriousness 

of your approach to the sport can be ruthlessly judged by others within the sporting 

community by the brands which are worn, the style of your dress and quality of your kit 

and how you use it.  

The technology of kit can combine with the corporeal and create hybrids which Edensor 

suggests can help us to reach our goals (2000). This idea is furthered by Barratt with 

reference to rock climbing, here the climbers, rock and equipment create an assemblage 

with all actors playing a role in the climbing experience, aiding, assisting and working 

with the body to allow it to achieve its aim (2012). This draws on the idea of actants 

(Urry, 2000) and how human and non-human have a shared impact upon movement. The 
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actants, such as shoes, sports watch or hydration belt, come together with the body to 

create smooth and efficient movement and function within hybrid networks to enable 

kinaesthetic senses (MacNaughton & Urry 2000).  As suggested above, like technology 

the correct kit can also portray inclusivity within the sporting community, experience, 

knowledge and bring with it seriousness and the construction of belonging within these 

groups.  

The creation of hybridity between participant and kit is undoubtably of great importance 

here, but it should also be consider that when bodies work with these technologies, 

synchronising and developing knowledge, this process of embodiment brings with it a 

skilling element. As Lorimer and Lund explore within there work on hill-walking 

exploring seemingly disparate aspects of thinking and considering hill-walking leads us 

to a fuller and deeper understanding. They argue ‘codification of achievement, ability, 

risk and trust in hill-walking can be understood through regulatory discourse… however 

when manifested as embodied practice they are… subject to improvisation and strategies 

of resistance’ (2003, 132).  Therefore, urging us to consider the impact of embodiment 

on the development of knowledge, skill and interaction with place. They develop an 

argument for the understanding of different ways of knowing that come about through 

engagement with particular activities, that an enskillment occurs through practice.  

Within my research the importance of kit has been highlighted as an important part of 

preparation. Comfort, durability, practicality, weight and function have all been 

suggested as important factors. Whilst planning for his walk across Japan Adrien 

carefully chose what to take based on the space he had within his rucksack and the use 

of the items. Adrien’s walk would see him travel the length of Japan on foot covering 

approximately 2000km averaging 26.2 miles a day. He started his walk on the 26th of 

February and finished on the 6th of June, taking 100 days. His walk was self-supported 
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carrying only a rucksack of vital supplies and items. As he planned his walk from later 

winter through spring, he was likely to meet many weather conditions and a general 

warming of weather. His route took him along roads, pavements and trails. This meant 

weight and size were of vital consideration.  Clothes could be quickly washed, food and 

water picked up along the way so more room could be left for other items, such as 

communication devices to talk to family at home and for safety, also a camera and laptop 

to enable him to chart his journey via social media to keep up interest in donating to his 

social networks. Not only did his kit allow him to complete the task and do so efficiently 

but it also acted upon his experiences. For example, as a keen photographer he took his 

camera, allowing him to combine his task of walking with an activity he loves. This 

helped to encourage and motivate him along the way. 

Kit was also an important consideration for Natasha for her Santiago de Camino 

pilgrimage. Her challenge saw her and her partner walking the Santiago de Camino trail 

starting in  South West France and finishing at the cathedral de Santiago de Compostela, 

Santiago de Compostela in Spain. Their walk travelled 1340km over 65 days, covering 

paths of mixed construction during hot summer weather. Natasha followed a routine 

where all items were packed, and bags tested for weight during training hikes before they 

left. Items needed to serve a purpose and be justified with any trivial items rejected. This 

knowledge was built up over the training walks, as they presented an opportunity to test 

what was needed and develop the knowledge of what the walk was to be like. Leading to 

efficient packing of only the essentials. Additional weight was not wanted, this would 

entail additional effort to carry it. And Natasha wanted to be able to move as freely and 

naturally as possible during this trek. During our interview we discussed all the finer 

things and luxuries normally taken away on holiday, and she describes to me that her one 

luxury for the whole walk as to be her buff like scarf. This scarf had served her well 
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during her training walks and she felt it would for the future too. Weight was of extreme 

importance to her and she wanted to make life as easy as possible. Light weight kit and 

accessories were chosen. Toiletries and makeup were all reframed as unimportant and 

not essential. She took only one change of clothes during what would be a two month 

long trek. Planning and testing were of huge importance, which without it her pack had 

the potential to impact her ability to complete the walk, though testing she could prepare 

better for her challenge and build her strength appropriately. Here Natasha’s training not 

only allowed her to gain physical ability, but her incorporation of the kit into her training 

created this hybrid body including the bag from an early stage. She moved with her pack, 

developing skill, knowing and attuning her body to the feel of the additional weight. 

Natasha’s project of the self through training was tied to her kit and her ability to work 

with it. Not only did choosing the right kit allow her to meet her goal of completing the 

walk but it also aided her in completing the task.   

Kit can also fail, and this was discovered during a training hike by Jessica. For her Welsh 

Three Peaks challenge she knew she needed to be prepared for Welsh weather and the 

potential for all 4 seasons in one day. Jessica’s challenge was the Welsh Three Peaks, 

which saw her climb Mount Snowdon, Cadair Idris and Pen y Fan in 24 hours. Testing 

out her current kit on a number of training hikes resulted in the discovery of a leaking 

coat and not so waterproof hiking boots. These items were deemed unsuitable to complete 

the challenge and replaced. The replacements were then tested, and the boots were 

walked in, ensuring that everything was in perfect working order for the day of the 

challenge. This knowledge of perfectly functioning kit helped Jessica feel more confident 

with one less thing to worry about. Here Jessica’s experience with failed kit allowed her 

to grow her knowledge of what worked well and what didn’t. Developing this knowledge 

not only assisted in the successful training (and completion) of her Three Peak’s 
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Challenge but also impacted her embodied knowledge of what was working and what 

wasn’t and what was needed to complete her challenge.  

For Jack the importance of kit was based in the visualisation of his philanthropy, to him 

being there and wearing the charity vest during the London Marathon was part of the 

experience. The event is inherently linked to fundraising and charity, and he would not 

have considered doing it without raising money. Here his kit not only allowed for the 

smooth movement through the streets of London, but it also acted as a display of his 

beliefs. His belief in wearing his charity vest speaks to the contention of Throsby (2016) 

that it is now almost expected when telling others of an upcoming challenge that it will 

be done for a charitable cause rather than purely self-serving purposes. Which for Jack 

the London Marathon was associated with charity through his subjectivities. Jack’s 

relationship with kit is not one of the physical bodily knowledge but one of the mental 

associations with philanthropy and his becoming a charitable participant within the event 

through the visual display of kit and the importance in which he attached to this 

visualisation. This visualisation subsequently also impacted on the very idea he had of 

the event. 

The importance of kit and preparation for those taking part in charity sport events seems 

clear. It forms a wider element in event preparation as well as having the ability to 

influence the embodied interaction with the training and event spaces. It can also play an 

important role in perception of those involved within subcultures of sport and the events. 

5.3.5 The Brighton training plan 

Extracts from my training diary, December 2017-April 2018: 

Brighton marathon was to be my first marathon, I felt I had to do it right. And to do this 

I knew I’d have to use a training plan to ensure I was up for the challenge. After some 
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time scanning the internet for a training plan, I settled on one I felt was achievable and I 

could fit into my life and routines easily. Seeing the miles and intensity increasing on the 

printed paper in front of me was daunting, but something I felt to worry about at a later 

date. Currently the plan to me was nothing but dates and numbers on paper. I printed 

copies to hang in my office and at home, so I could tick off my progress which would 

help me visualise my successes and (and failures). I transcribed the plan into my diary 

using it as another method of keeping the focus and ensure I adhered to the schedule of 

4 runs a week. The plan involved three runs on weekdays and one long run at the 

weekend. And that would continue for 16 weeks up until race day, starting on Boxing 

Day 2017. 

The plan started on a short 3km run, but I already felt its effects on what would be my 

daily routine, especially after overindulging the day before with festive food and drinks, 

making the most of the Christmas holidays and giving up a lazy day relaxing. However, 

the first month rolled by easily. I approached this period as a time for getting back into 

running, and to reignite my enjoyment of it. Although I have been running for a number 

of years now and taken part in a number of events this would be my biggest distance to 

date. I run regularly, no more than 10km at a time normally. I use my GPS watch to track 

my activity, although I’ve never been one to study the output in great detail. For me its 

benefit is in seeing duration and distance, it helps me to learn the routes and to understand 

and learn what to expect of my body in particular situations (normally in the hilly 

locations around Aberystwyth). I’m a morning runner, preferring to get out at the start of 

the day and with it being December when training started this meant dark, cold mornings 

and days where I had fixed plans at 9am this meant a 5.30am start just to get the miles 

in. At the start the marathon still seemed a long way off, and so did my fitness.  
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By the end of January there was the introduction of interval training. These runs include 

periods of high and low intensity built into the standard training runs and are designed to 

build stamina and strength. This was something new to me and it was kind of exciting to 

try. This also marked the time when I changed my GPS watch from kilometres to miles 

as the unit of display to work in line with my training plan. This was an indication that 

the hard work was starting. This was when the miles started increasing substantially and 

getting more intense. I’ve always been conscious when running about how my body feels 

and how it responds to different terrain and conditions. I use my GPS watch to record the 

quantitative elements such as speed and duration. But over the last few years I also used 

other techniques to monitor my running. Listening to my breadth lets me know how hard 

I’m working, the rhythmic tap of my ponytail on the back of my neck keeps me moving 

forward with the constant tap, tap, tap and the sound of my footfall; light, smoother 

sounds are full of energy, flat footed thumping indicates sluggishness and lack of energy. 

These all helped me to determine my energy levels, how far I go can and push myself. 

Using this and the knowledge generated of local running routes I can determine whether 

to take the hill or slightly flatter route or even if I should stop or continue. This ability 

was key for marathon training as the process of preparation was about building skill and 

knowledge, employing strategies to ‘listen’ to my body helped ensure burnout and 

allowed me to take development at the right pace.  

I wanted to religiously stick to my plan. After my interview with Matt last year, he 

pressed the importance of being ready and after hearing his struggles and how his training 

plan slipped in the run up to his marathon, I knew I did not want to experience that myself. 

I felt I had learnt from his experience. His shared knowledge resonated with me. This 

marathon would be my furthest run I had achieved, and I wanted to do it right.  
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Mid-February brought its first disappointment. 3 miles into the Sunday long run of a 

planned 14 miles, I had to abandon the run altogether and walk home. A sharp pain across 

the sole of my foot and knowing that I couldn’t or shouldn’t just push through left me 

frustrated and annoyed with myself. I had self-depreciative thoughts of how this my fault 

and lack of control in the situation led to annoyance. After angrily eating my crème egg 

that was supposed to be a post run treat, some foot massage and manipulation, ordering 

new trainers and my declaration of not wearing heels until after the race (only comfy, 

practical shoes from now on; another shoe order was in store here!). I then felt 

comfortable that I had done all I could to avoid further risk of injury and the feeling of 

acceptance came over me that sometimes the body can’t do everything you want, and the 

existence of a void between mind and matter paid little attention to the absolute need to 

stick to a training plan and complete a long run.  

From this point as the weeks went on, and the runs got longer and more intense, it 

cemented the fact that I was not a fast runner, nor did I feel any improvement in my 

technique of running. The one thing that changed for me was my knowledge. My ability 

to know what my body needed and when. Waking up and deciding I didn’t fancy running 

my standard seafront running route, so changing it up. When some mornings the ability 

to plod along those well used lines was exactly what I needed. I could gauge my speed 

and compare to previous runs and I built the ability to not have to think about distances 

and terrain; I already knew having passed over the same routes many times before. 

After a terrible 16 mile run and suffering dizziness and dehydration afterwards, I had to 

learn how to take on board water and fuel correctly. I generally don’t drink much but I 

knew to succeed it would be prudent to add fuelling into my regime. Additionally, I added 

yoga into pre and post-race routines and ensured I was well warmed up before runs. I 

took this further by starting to assess the balance in my diet (definitely more carbs here), 
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water intake and sleep. I gave up alcohol for the last six weeks. This had an impact on 

my interaction with friends, especially celebrating a friends 30th birthday on a Saturday 

evening before a long run the next Sunday morning and knowing I’d have to be up early. 

But through this I gained an increased embodied knowledge of how I had (and could) 

achieve my goals along with a determination and growing confidence that I could 

actually succeed. Here the mind and the matter were working together.  

 

                                 

Image 4. The training plan. A daily reminder in my office to keep at it. Displaying my achievements and 

failures. I also had the same plan pinned up at home, where I would log training distances, duration and 

achievements. (Author own, 2018) 
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I built up to it over the next few weeks and I completed my longest run of 22 miles. This 

was my race test. From the food I ate the day before, to breakfast that morning, the kit I 

wore and fuelling for energy this would be the tester if I could do it. I knew if anything 

went wrong this day it would seriously influence my confidence in the marathon itself. 

There would be doubt in my ability at failure. I also wanted to see what time I could 

achieve it in. Even though I was reluctant to admit to anyone a time I had in mind, I 

wanted to do it in under 5 hours. My sibling rivalry wanted to beat my sisters London 

Marathon time of 5:07 and I’m not even a competitive person. This was my goal and my 

focus. The run itself went without much of a hitch. It consisted of a number of loops past 

my house so I could grab water and snacks. It was hard. The last miles my mind was 

occupied with the knowledge that I would stop soon, and I had completed the long run, I 

was doing a countdown of the minutes in my mind going over and over the same thing. 

A niggling pain that had developed in my right knee during the last 4 miles was a concern 

but after some RICE when I got home (Rest, Ice, Compression and Elevation) and 

skipping the next training run, I tentatively got back into it tapering off training until the 

marathon itself. I felt I was ready. And more importantly that I could do it. The training 

plan worked well for me.  

My experience with the training plan, although not completely smooth, went by pretty 

well. Ultimately it helped me to achieve my goal of completing Brighton Marathon. 

During the process my physical form altered, as did my perceptions, outlook and attitudes 

towards what I was doing. In following the plan I subjected myself to ordering in an 

attempt to manage and control (Kendall & Wickham 2001) my body, to bring it in line 

with what was expected of a marathon runner (by the running community, charities, and 

event hosts as well as wider society). Not only was this a project of the self but I submitted 
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myself to ‘self-ordering’ (Franklin 2004) through the process I underwent to become a 

marathon runner.  

Additionally, throughout the process of training I was exposed to a range of emotions 

and feelings from feeling daunted to excited, disappointment to confidence and anger to 

resolve. Suggesting that thoughts and feelings are also key to the experience, this 

diversity in felt capacity of participants can add further depth, meaning and importance 

to event participation. Making the event more personal and building it up further as a 

challenge.  

5.4 Thoughts and feelings 

Here I will consider the thoughts and feelings which go along with the efforts of training 

and preparing for charity sport events. Looking at ideas of change, camaraderie, having 

goals and targets. I will also discuss the influences on everyday life in a pragmatic sense 

and the work/life/training/fundraising balance. First, we will start with coping with 

change.  

5.4.1 Development and change  

An important aspect to sporting achievement is the feeling of belonging and the creation 

of acceptance into the sporting community. Within many sporting subcultures there are 

rules and codes of conduct which are learnt over time and demonstration of these codes 

and rules can be considered as belonging to a community (Throsby 2016; Olivier 2010; 

Dant & Wheaton 2007). The importance of integration into existing sporting 

communities within sport can play a vital role in the way that we become embodied by 

our actions, how sport and knowing one’s abilities becomes second nature to us. 

Therefore, the feeling of belonging within sporting communities helps to reaffirm skills 

and abilities, offer advice and support, as well as motivation and senses of achievement. 
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Through using tracking technology, kit, injury and building an embodied knowledge, 

sport participants can feel part of a shared community ‘who all operate via the same rules 

and are striving for similar goals’ (Whitson 2013, 171). Motivation to achieve is an 

important aspect to involvement in sport (Lorimer & Lund 2003; Shipway & Holloway 

2010; Wylie 2005), and the display of sporting ability when within a community is a 

positive reaction and constant affirmation of inclusion with the community. 

While the body is preparing for an event it is in a state of flux. Changes in the physical 

and anatomical abilities are an expected part of the training process, but with that can 

come changes in mood, energy levels, and hormonal fluctuations. Increased physical 

training and time spent on planning can cause a social alternation such as a shift in 

priorities, free time and focus of the mind. These seemingly can alter and change the 

participant, something which maybe a temporary change or could be longer term. They 

can manifest in a disinterestedness in normal daily activities and a sudden interest 

elsewhere. These events have the potential to drastically alter the lives of the participant.  

From a physical point of view, during training the body alters, gaining sporting strength, 

stamina and ability to allow the participant to achieve their goal of event completion. 

And this can be a very visual process, it can show via weight loss, muscle tone and 

definition, and also the effects of UV rays on the skin altering tone and colour. The body 

can also change in a detrimental way. Injury can cause major setbacks and physical 

turmoil and learning to deal with this (or not as the case may be) is part of the process of 

learning the body. These changes can leave participants experiencing the highs and lows 

of event preparation.  

Predicting the ability of the body can be less than straight forward. For many sport event 

participants, the issues of injury can pose a real problem. This is something that charities 
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know all too well and it informs the reasoning behind keeping in contact with participants 

in the run up to events. This contact ensures event places are filled on the day and 

fundraising targets sustained, as well as ensuring the wellbeing of those involved.  

Injuries sustained during the build up to an event can mean that participants have to alter 

expectations, use a different training schedule or stop training altogether. Building and 

developing an embodied knowledge through training can help to identify issues and 

struggles which can lead to action being taken. In the more serious cases it can mean not 

taking part at all. Allen-Collinson asserts that running involves habitual levels of pain 

and ‘dys-ease’, and when injury occurs it can be a source of frustration, annoyance and 

upset (2005). This injured body can exist as ‘an entity separate from the person in which 

it was situated’ (ibid, 231). An injured body is cumbersome, holds you back and serves 

as a disconnect between the mental and physical abilities. Injury embroils a whole range 

of responses, both physically and mentally, but when injury potentially halts event 

participation, due to the level of emotional attachment that participants can already have 

towards the event, it can cause deeper levels of upset. These levels of upset can include 

emotions such as disappointment, failure, and powerlessness. On the reverse side, these 

feelings can be used to drive determination to complete the challenge. Within 

ultrarunning communities Hanold argues that pain and injury are part of the construction 

and the identity of runners (2010). This toleration for discomfort garners admiration, 

suggests determination and a test of character framing pain as another sign of becoming 

part of the ultrarunning community.  A desire to recover and ensure that you cross the 

finish line can be demonstrated through adversity of injury. Also, by altering goals and 

levels of achievement, events can be completed, but on a different physical level.  

Charities are aware that this can be a problem. With high value events, such as the 

London Marathon, charities will be in touch just before the cut off to alter places at the 
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end of January/ beginning of February. Therefore, if any injuries are uncovered and the 

decision is taken by the participant that they can no longer take part, there is time for the 

charity to get a replacement and not waste a place. This ensures the maximisation of 

funds raised and annual fundraising targets kept. This also helps to ensure that 

fundraising isn’t compromised. Although this method sounds quite corporate, charities 

feel they have a responsibility to making sure that participants have the best experience 

whilst they are supporting them. By ensuring that only fit and healthy bodies are involved 

in events reduces the likelihood of participants dropping out and the feared DNF (did not 

finish) appearing next to the participants name in event results. This image of happy and 

healthy bodies running for a charity helps to project a positive image for future supporters 

and creates an optimistic environment for their current participants to be involved in.  

5.4.2 Matt and his companion 

Training plans are often decided far in advance of starting, and with the best intentions 

sometimes they aren’t followed to the letter. Matt had decided on a training plan to get 

him ready for the London Marathon. Before this marathon he had only ever done a half 

marathon distance. He describes to me that the plan was in place, but the execution 

suffered as a consequence of a number of factors, but generally as a consequence of 

everyday life. As a secondary PE teacher, he describes himself as being active all day 

and once home he’d often struggle to gather the energy to go on long runs, and as a result 

his training plan suffered. He describes what he did do as a number of short, sharp runs 

up to a 10k distance and one half marathon event before race day. Like Wylie’s (2005) 

omission of walking the South West Coast path he too realised he needed more training.  

Come race day he described the feeling a range of emotions and not feeling ready. He 

struggled to make it to the start line because of nerves. And after 15 miles he found 

himself walking. Here he met another runner walking. They started talking and sharing 
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the way together. They motivated each other on and Matt describes that without meeting 

this fellow participant and spending the remaining miles running together he admits he 

would have pulled out. Being an experienced runner (over shorter distances) and a 

triathlete Matt admits that he was neither prepared for the marathon distance mentally or 

physically. He states that ‘one thing that hit me more than anything else was just how 

hard it was psychologically. I never imaged it would be anything like as hard as it was’ 

(Matt 2017). The pressure of the distance and wanting to finish was hard on him. But 

with his companion he could talk it through and have someone to share the suffering and 

experience with.  

This companionship offered during a moment of hardship by a complete stranger was 

what made the event special for Matt and says something to the feelings of camaraderie 

and solidarity that is created through these events. These feelings, although existing and 

transmitting during the events themselves, can often start during training and the first 

encounters with the sporting communities. The sharing of feelings and ability to relate to 

those in the sport as you develop the embodied knowledge of stamina, skill and 

proficiency allows for the sharing of these feelings with those around you and a mutual 

understanding of how they must feel. Charity sport events have the potential, therefore, 

to create not only affectual spaces but affectual training and cultural practices.  

5.4.3 Goals: setting and breaking 

Setting and holding goals can be a strong guiding force for event participants. Meeting, 

achieving or failing at these can all be important aspects of event participation. A training 

plan can help with setting out weekly goals of distances, times or particulars of what to 

achieve, but a goal set by a participant may be more personally related, such as weight 

loss, fitness levels or achieving a specific finish time. Depending on the strength of the 

goals and the determination of the participant these can be a driving factor to taking part. 
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Goals can also manifest in terms of relationships to the charity; fundraising goals, 

timescales and achievements can all help drive the participant on and condense a 

relationship between sport, event and self.  

Being let down by your own body was experienced by Oliver. He had planned to take 

part in a 50km Ultra Marathon, something which he wanted to achieve and saw as a step 

up from the marathon he had recently completed. He had been inspired to take up running 

by a work colleague, and seeing the satisfaction and enjoyment they received from the 

sport had decided to give it a go. As an ultramarathon runner Oliver’s colleague had set 

the bar high in terms of achievement. However just after starting to train for this event 

he suffered a serious knee injury. Taking medical advice into account and dealing with 

his disappointment, he withdrew from the race. The combination of the training and the 

race distance were not deemed a positive combination for the health of the knee and of 

potential risk to its future use. This was a tough decision from him for make which was 

mixed with frustration and sadness, but it has not affected his goal of completing an ultra-

marathon in the future. The physical set back has only helped to add to the mental resolve 

to complete the challenge at a later date. Incorporating rest and rehabilitation, Oliver has 

been taking on a slow process of strengthening the knee and sticking to smaller events 

for the time being, including his local parkRun. This demonstrates how the body can 

change and alter (for good and bad) as well as the effects this has on the goals we set 

ourselves.  

5.4.4 Balance 

Training, fundraising and planning all take time. And finding the right balance is essential 

to charity sport event participants. Training plans often start up to 4 months before the 

event and booking accommodation and travel can take place months before the event to 

secure a place near the start or finish line. The training itself can often start months if not 
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years before and mentally the preparation to just sign up to an event can take time too. It 

is important to consider where this fits in to the lives of those taking part. It requires a 

shift in priorities, actions and dedication. To fit this in, daily routines were often altered, 

and training and preparation were fitted around the mundane. Scheduling personal 

activities such as seeing friends, nights out and holidays are considered and shaped 

around these often gruelling months of preparation before the event.  

The process of training and preparation then works in a way to become everyday, the 

normal, for these event participants. The process of becoming is generated by the 

sustained and rigorous regimes taken on by the participants. They work to define the 

body and get it ready for the task set in the months prior. Conditioning and preparing the 

body can work to bring the participant closer to the charity cause. Energy spent on 

physical exertion as well as that of recruiting sponsors pays off in rewards of hitting 

fundraising and training targets. The body is used as a tool to generate funds, and this 

helps to bring the body closer to the cause. Setbacks, injuries and problems can all create 

deeper manifestations of pain because these events are often done for seemingly more 

altruistic and philanthropic cause. Therefore, it represents more than a personal loss but 

one that will affect others.  

The task of taking part in an event can create a pressure and the feeling of extended 

responsibility. This pressure can influence the way that participants act within their time 

pre event. An event such as the London Marathon with its high pledge amounts (usually 

around £2000 or more) drive and inform the way that participants act. Being inventive 

with fundraising methods, such as running events, raffles, using social media, and other 

forms of media help to push participants out of their comfort zones. These events push 

not just the body but the mind as well, being both physical and mental challenges and 

requiring much more time than initially imagined. This is something that charities are 
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aware of and as Charity 11 states ‘with sporting events it really is a commitment doing 

it, raising money and training. I know people who say when they are doing the London 

Marathon that they have to give up 6 months to prepare for it’ (Health Charity 2017), 

suggesting the very real impact on time and balance these events can have.  

These pressures exerted on the sport event participant seek to counter the project of the 

self, to return lifeworlds to their former routines. Part of the task of becoming charitable 

and the project of the self is taking and incorporating charity into the self and daily life, 

incorporating the elements and the stretches that it may induce and working with them to 

change thoughts, responses and actions. In considering Law’s (1994) considerations on 

how orderings come into place we can consider here the idea of expression and actions 

that make orderings active through performance. The performance of training and 

fundraising works to bring together charity in the consciousness.  

5.4.5 Life/training/work 

Keeping it as much as business as usual during training was Jacks plan. With an action 

plan that meant he was training six out of seven days a week, either running or core 

training, cycling and climbing, he knew it was going to be busy. The plan lasted from 

February to April, and would be fitted around other commitments, including university 

work and attendance, societies, seeing friends and his girlfriend. When I first met him, 

he was positive and energetic about the plan. When asked if it meant he had a lot on, he 

agreed but he seemed to think of it more of a challenge than a burden. He had set himself 

the time of 4 hours to complete the London Marathon and had promised to buy his 

girlfriend an expensive meal if he didn’t finish in that time. Jack tells me he can’t afford 

that sort of night out so must make that time. An added pressure, if a slightly comical one 

on his behalf.  
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As a member of a university running club, he was definitely no beginner when it came 

to running. Having competed in university varsity events as well as a number of half 

marathons, these were seen as a space to better yourself, nothing to do with charity. But 

Jack saw the London Marathon differently and was viewed to him as a charity event, he 

wouldn’t consider doing it without fundraising. To Jack the marathon was synonymous 

with raising money and being part of something much bigger than him. He felt strongly 

for his cause, Katherine House Hospice, who had cared directly for members of his 

family in his local hometown.   

But a number of things started to play havoc with his plans. Training runs were time 

consuming, involving a routine for pre run food, pre and post stretching, a balanced meal 

afterwards as well as the duration of the long runs themselves. These training runs 

became longer than expected and could often take up the majority of the day. A knee 

injury which occurred while cycling with his brother also meant that running had to be 

cut back. The plan was revised and altered adding flexibility and taking into account the 

limitations of the injured body. Going out with friends and not drinking or wanting to 

stay late also played a part in his social life and potential to be restrictive. The balance of 

life/training/work had shifted in favour of training.  

Here Jack faced the decision on where to focus effort in his attempts to fit everything in. 

Although in the long run this didn’t have a negative impact on his relationships, academic 

performance or hobbies, he did struggle with these aspects during the training for his 

marathon. This pressure that he faced in light of needing to complete the marathon and 

raise nearly £2000, seems common in event participants. The taking on of events creates 

a responsibility to the event, especially as in Jack’s case when it relates to family 

members and honouring members who have passed away. Here the pressure sought to 

counter Jack’s progress, making him chose between what he wanted and needed to do to 
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fit everything into his daily schedule. However he showed great persistence and 

determination to succeed throughout, this drive from both sporting achievement and 

charity cause helped him to maintain on course to complete his challenge.  

Robin faced a similar situation during his training for his Lands End to John O Groats 

cycle. He tells me stories about friends completing long distance rides at weekends and 

the tension it causes in relationships through feelings of abandonment by friends and 

family, and the expectations of how to use free time. Robin fitted in cycling where he 

could, doing a daily bike commute to work helped maintain free time during the week 

and then longer rides at the weekend. He spoke of his relief when his girlfriend bought a 

bike so they could ride together and, therefore, continue to spend time together at 

weekends. 8-hour training rides could now be spent as a joint activity and there was less 

pressure and expectation on his free time.  

Here taking on the challenge meant exposing new activities to share with loved ones and 

truly encompassing cycling into his everyday life through work, home and leisure. But it 

also highlights the sacrifices that can be made to achieve targets and goals, with 

potentially lasting impacts which seek to disrupt not only the ongoing project of the self 

but also the development of the charitable subject.  

5.5 Bringing in charity 

This section of the chapter is focussed on the influences of charity on the preparation and 

training for events. Here it is considered in the light of the participant’s lifeworlds, 

experiences and everyday abilities. These will be considered in terms of the process of 

fundraising, and the ways that charities support their participants.  
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5.5.1 Fundraising 

Planning for events can require inventiveness and creativity and as fundraising plays a 

big role in participation, getting people to part with their money to support the activity 

can form a major part of the event experience and require considerable consideration. 

Although traditionally methods of fundraising for sports events involved sponsorship, 

the setting of terms for payment e.g. £1 per mile completed, the movement to online 

instant giving has altered the way that money can be raised and collected. Incorporating 

additional activities into fundraising, such as bake sales, raffles or charity evenings, are 

now more commonplace. These additional methods of fundraising help to drive the focus 

of giving to charity as a reciprocal interaction. Participants as well as donors get 

something in return for their donation. This can also help to reduce the stress of doing 

‘the ask’, the process in solely asking for money, by adding the addition of getting 

something in return for the donor.  

Asking for money can be a difficult thing to do, justifying the need to donations can also 

be a hard task. Coghlan speaks of the stresses of fundraising for a cycle event and 

suggested that it can often be more difficult than taking part in the event itself (2012). 

With pledge targets of hundreds if not thousands of pounds, fundraising for charity sport 

events can represent the largest amount participants have ever raised for charity in one 

lump sum. Fundraising also is often not something people have any knowledge of how 

to do it. Many speak of ‘the ask’, as a challenging and difficult task. It can also be the 

means for not getting involved in fundraising year after year because of donor fatigue 

and the idea of not wanting to be the one who is asking for money all the time, causing 

annoyance and frustration of those around them. Helen reflects on her Cardiff Half 

Marathon experience and suggests 'if I did the half marathon again I would feel I was 

putting pressure on my colleagues and friends to donate again and that wouldn’t be fair ' 
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(2017), suggesting she would donate money personally if she was to do the event again 

rather than actively fundraise because of this.  

However, doing ‘the ask’ is reduced in pressure by a number of elements and these 

represent a shift in the way fundraising is approached and collected. Social media is a 

quick and easy way to ask for donations and covers a wide network of people. It also 

offers a lower pressure environment in which to work, the lack of direct contact makes a 

less judgemental and friendly environment in which to raise money through the lack of 

direct face to face contact and the sense of obligation. Using local media outlets such as 

newspapers and radio can be a way of reaching a wider group of people. This can allow 

for quick and easy transmission of a message and event details to reach further than just 

within friendship groups. Charities also offer advice and tips throughout the process, 

often they start with the welcome packs and then build up during the following 

communications. Charity 11 (Health Charity 2017) talked me through the list of 

resources they have available to their participants and stated, ‘we will offer them lots of 

fundraising advice and try to make it as easy for them as possible’. Their materials are 

aimed to help make fundraising as easy and profitable as possible for their participants.  

This information and tips supplied by the charities serves to guide their participants and 

aims to assist them in raising as much money as possible. Which in turn helps charities 

reach fundraising targets.  

‘The ask’, however, can also work in a positive way. It allows the participants a platform 

from which to discuss the story behind participation and what lies at the heart of the 

motivations. Allowing the opportunity to talk more personally about the cause and inform 

others. Talking about the charity and the reason for taking part to others can help to bring 

the cause closer to the participant. By talking about it there is the opportunity to learn 

more about it. And this helps to further forge a connection and attachment to the 
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charitable cause, something which Darren found after his months of fundraising, 

promoting and talking about his challenge.  

5.5.2 Selling the story 

Lara speaks of her experiences with mental health during her time at university and the 

positive intervention that The Samaritans played in this period of her life. She talks 

confidently about the cause, with a sense of pride in her voice. For her the choice to 

support The Samaritans was clear, they had supported her. To her it seemed like a logical 

choice. She just couldn’t decide what event she wanted to do, as London, Paris and Berlin 

marathons were all on her bucket list. The decision she made: all of them! Teaming them 

up with another 21 shorter distance running races to make 24 in total, she created a plan 

that focused her fundraising on two aspects based around the importance of the number 

24. Firstly the symbolism of the number 24 as it represented the hours in the day that the 

Samaritans are open and which she then used to market her challenge and with a 

fundraising rhetoric of giving £1 per race, so £24 in total, which she considered a modest 

amount. With this strategy in mind she set about fundraising and achieving her target.  

With the pressure of reaching her £4000 target, Lara used a number of different methods 

to reach her fundraising goal. Firstly, she sold her story to the magazine Women’s 

Running. This not only added funds into the amount she had raised but it also gave her 

an opportunity to share her story and disseminate the message of the charity further. She 

described how the magazine had told her they normally didn’t run stories on those taking 

part in charity challenges, as they offered little variation and interest to their readers. 

However, Lara’s story brought together not only the reciprocity of giving back to those 

who helped her, but the solace and relief that running had offered her mental health. The 

Samaritans had suggested to Lara that she focus on things she enjoyed, which to her was 
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running. Running then became key to her health and happiness. Through this running 

had become a part of Lara’s lifestyle. 

As a result of her fundraising practices, Lara also became involved with the charity 

directly. This direct contact started off as some voluntary work within her local branch, 

which then lead to a more promotional role and an opportunity to speak at a Samaritans 

conference to share her story. The conference was for those who worked and volunteered 

for the charity and her opportunity to speak captured further donations, with some donors 

coming directly for her talk about her challenge. Lara described their donations as 

inspiring. She continued that those who volunteered for the charity already gave up so 

much of their time and effort for the cause, and through talking of her experiences they 

were giving more and all because of her personal narrative and struggles. She also 

describes herself as being overwhelmed with thanks more for the anonymous donations 

she received than for those from people she knew. She positioned these as being given in 

a pure sense and there was no added obligation of association involved in the motivation 

behind the gift.  

The experience of fundraising and preparing for the events was something that Lara 

described as feeling confident about. Working in marketing in the charity sector, she felt 

she could use these professional skills to good use with her own fundraising. The passion 

in her engagement with the charity that helped her to gather her funds and exceed her 

fundraising target. After finishing her challenge, she signed up for a half marathon to 

support her current workplace (an Animal Charity). Here she describes the difficultly she 

felt in supporting a cause she felt no real connection to and the way she had to adapt her 

fundraising style to compensate for that. For The Samaritans the feelings and the 

connection to the cause came much more naturally and it was in a sense ‘her’ charity.   
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5.5.3 Charity support 

The actions of the charity can play an important role within the preparation process and 

further demonstrate a process of ordering. The charities can offer advice, support, 

information and materials they can help to guide participants through the event process. 

Charities can also offer a more holistic approach to support, with online communities of 

event participants (both old and new) who can offer a peer to peer support network. 

Charities often provide training days and pre event meet ups which can offer the 

opportunity for charitable organisations to meet their participants and educate and engage 

them further into the charity cause, to add some inspiration into their event journey and 

fundraising practices. This demonstrates charities working to spread their charity 

messages further and attempts to engage their participants more fully. This seeks to 

further add to the ordering’s discussed above by using intentional strategies to convey 

messaging and to reaffirm the need for charitable practices.  

Charity 16 (Sport and Mobility Charity) describe themselves as a no-frills organisation, 

very much what you see is what you get. Their focus is on ensuring as much as possible 

from event fundraising is put back into the cause rather than spending large sums on 

event receptions and marketing materials. Their approach to events is knowledge. The 

charities CEO describes how she has taken part in a number of events including 

marathons, treks, cycles and runs, which gives her what she describes as a more realistic 

approach to event and fundraising experience. It’s something she encourages all her staff 

to get involved with because the embodied event knowledge that the employees have 

developed over the years staff find it easier to speak to participants and give advice on 

training plans and preparations. She furthers on the way the charity encourages 

participation by stating ‘I think some [charities] get that wrong. They bring in people 

who haven’t done anything and I think that they don’t realise how valuable that 
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experience is’ (2017). They have a level of affinity with their participants and can easily 

build rapport through sharing experience. The CEO suggests they can get anyone around 

a marathon with the ‘penguin plan’. Using their embodied knowledge, they can advise 

participants on ways to deal with the stress and physical exertion of taking part with a 

more realistic approach to achievement and fitness. For this charity they feel the 

connection between the event and the cause is a strong one. The swapping of sporting 

privilege by event participants to help those with little access to sporting equipment or 

mobility devices is very much focused on the body. The exertion of the participants to 

help those less able highlights the arguments for the swapping of pain and suffering 

during the events for a cause or purpose, able bodies supporting disable bodies and using 

this fitness for good. Unlike some charity causes, sport and fitness are a key aspect in the 

objectives of the charity so linking fundraising to sport events makes sense.  

Therefore, it is important to consider the subjectification involved in the process of the 

self and specifically within this ordering. Although events may seem generic and offering 

the same experience for all, there are multitude of messages and codes which are 

interpreted differently from the event participants.  

5.6 Conclusion 

This chapter seeks to deal with the process of getting ready for a charity sport event and 

discusses some of the minutia involved. It has discussed many aspects of the experiences 

that are involved within training; injury, technology, learning, goal setting and targets. 

As well as those involved with planning and preparation; kit, route planning, ballot 

systems. The importance of knowing the body through embodiment and learning its 

strategies via training is of key importance here. Those taking part in events also can be 

seen as creating hybrid bodies, through incorporating kit, technology and charity apparel. 
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It should be considered that participation in these events can be a very personal and 

subjective experience altering from person to person. 

Additionally, within this chapter it also seeks to bring more depth into why people get 

involved with these events and the senses involved in getting ready. The description of a 

process of a project of the self that was involved in taking part in charity sport events can 

be seen to be an essential part of the event experience. Through training and preparation 

the body is made ready, an essential part of participation within a sporting event. Through 

the codes and messages received from those around them (whether from virtual 

communities or charity messaging for example) experience can undergo ordering. 

Through this stage of event involvement participants can increase their feelings of 

belonging to sporting and charitable communities. All participants related that training 

and preparation could be hard with many challenges along the way, but these were 

viewed as part of the experience and not as hindrance. This chapter highlights the 

intricacies of the journey to the event and the ability for it to be an affectual process.  
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6. The Event 

6.1 Introduction 

After dedicating hours into training, fundraising and planning the event day itself can be 

a daunting experience awash with emotions. Expectations of what is to come, physical 

and mental strength on the day, as well as the support of event organisers and spectators 

all have a role to play in the overall experience. This chapter will look at the way that 

charity sport events are experienced by participants and the narratives of those involved, 

looking more widely at what these events mean to those involved as well the intricacies 

of participation for those taking part as well as the charities and organisers. Firstly, this 

chapter will draw on the experiences of those taking part considering the aspects of 

moving together in crowds, spectators, rhythms, and thinking of these spaces as affective. 

It will also consider what happens when events don’t go to plan with stopping and injury. 

The chapter will then move on to event meanings and feelings. Before finally looking 

more closely at the event structures in terms of the charity’s perspectives, event 

organisers and investors. The chapter will close by looking at the example of a charity 

run event; Cancer Research UK’s Race for Life. First, however we will focus on the event 

experience of those taking part.  

6.2. The event experience 

Charity sport events work to bring people together, to share a goal, and to complete a 

task. These events create groups of people moving together through a landscape often 

similarly minded and for the same purpose. Here I will discuss a range of factors 

commonly encountered by charity sport event participation. These include nerves, 

collective moving, event rhythms, unexpected, event affects and the influence of 

spectators. First I begin with the start line.  
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6.2.1 The start line 

Event day arrives, it’s both a day you’ve longed for and sometimes dreaded. Today is the 

day when you will be put to the test. The event day itself is the culmination of months of 

training and fundraising and is held in great importance. It is the opportunity to prove 

your sporting ability and achieve that which was set out to do, and to match the charity 

donations with physical effort.  

Starting right can help set you up well for the rest of the day. Considering taking on 

nutrition and hydration and at what time this is done can dictate schedules for the day, 

the practice of which is normally incorporated into the training plan. Dressing (especially 

for those in fancy dress), stretching and warming up and ensuring any kit is packed all 

needs to be taken into consideration. The next step is travelling to the start line. Many 

large scale events, such as the London Marathon or Great North Run, will have 

infrastructure in place especially to facilitate this transition of commuters, such as 

additional trains or buses to the start line. Advance tickets for public transport are often 

available in the days before, often proposing special offers and discounts for participants 

and their spectators. Here planning ahead can mean a smooth transition between waking 

up to start line, which again is often incorporated into training plans and schedules.  

Before the start of the events, participants can often become awash with emotions, 

nervousness often being common. The unknown that lies ahead, the culmination of 

months of planning and training, the feelings of expectation from donors and the personal 

importance of events can weigh heavy on those waiting to start. However, these feelings, 

especially at large scale events, can be collectively felt. With masses waiting to start an 

event, these collective thoughts and feelings can be experienced together and shared. 

Interacting with those around you, talking, sharing with the event volunteers and 
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organisers can help ease the more negative feelings, and perhaps help to spread a more 

positive perspective of the coming event.  

The start lines themselves are normally a festive and party like environment. Filled with 

volunteers assisting the smooth running of events, baggage drop areas, hundreds of 

portaloos (but never enough!), music blasting, the smell of deep heat, and tannoy systems 

blaring out instructions to those bewildered, overwhelmed or just plain confused by the 

mass of people, movement and things to remember. People move about this area with 

purpose, like coiled springs waiting to be released. There is a sense of tension and 

purpose in the air. Event organisers, volunteers, participants, their family and friends, 

and spectators are all amassed together. Starting pens and areas fill up, often colour 

coded, bringing athletically similar participants together. Sectioned into predicted times 

and durations. Mass warm up activities. Bodies moving together in time with music, 

following instructions. Once everyone is ready, the starting gun fires! Those nearer the 

front will race off, those further behind will shuffle to the front slowly, excitement (or 

fear) building with every step. The sound of GPS devices bleep as you reach the start line 

and it’s happening! 

6.2.2 Affective spaces 

As charity sport events encapsulate both physical exertion and personal narratives of 

motivation, altruism and effort, events emerge as affective. They produce, condense and 

share affect, leading to an experience which makes them unique within mass participation 

events. Palmer describes these events as having the ability to ‘link lived bodily 

experiences to wider social realities’ (Palmer 2016, 226), bringing charity into the realm 

of embodied effort cultivates an environment for further expression than simply sporting 

determination. These events occur in a way similar to Amin and Thrift’s light sociality 

(2002) bringing together likeminded people for a particular purpose which once 
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completed then disband. Deleuze reminds us that ‘a body affects other bodies or is 

affected by other bodies; it is this capacity for affecting and being affected that also 

defines a body in its individuality’ (2005, 58). These affects ‘often escapes the 

confinement of a particular body’ (Obrador-Pons 2007, 130) and are shared and 

transmitted. Therefore, during this time these events have a huge capacity to affect those 

not only taking part, but those watching in person to those further distanced from the 

event; using social media, news reporting or television broadcasts for example. As Crang 

asserts the media play a ‘part in the world rather than reflecting it’ (1997, 360). 

Suggesting those at a distance can still be actively involved in events and influenced by 

its affects. 

This idea of light sociality reaches further than just the participants, as the spectators, 

organisers and volunteers all have a part to play in the construction of these experiences. 

Bale suggests that spectators in a sports arena or stadium play a passive role within 

sporting situations (2003), however charity sport events present themselves as a situation 

where the spectator can be active and hold a critical role. They play the role of participant 

support system; encourager, cheerer and often helper to those in need. Rather than the 

more structured sport events one would find within stadia, sport events run in public 

spaces giving those spectating the opportunity to interact more fully with the event in 

front of them. And when the spectator is also supporting friends and family it further 

deepens the level of commitment and enthusiasm they have to the event. They are also 

personally invested in the proceedings. Brown et al contend that spectators ‘create 

atmospheres and provide many of the symbols that both make the event meaningful and 

project personal identities’ (2015, 523), suggesting that supporters do indeed play a vital 

role within the event experience.  
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The prevalence of sport events can be seen as a reclaiming of urban space and sport 

events, especially marathons, have the potential to alter the layout of places (Hindley 

2018) and thus, bringing the streets back to the people and regaining control of the use 

of the space. Palmer views this as a reordering of space (2010) and this action of 

reordering can help in sport’s ability to make place in itself (McGuirk & Rowe 2001). 

Sport then can act as a driver to create a love of place (Bale 1994). Drawing on Tuan’s 

concept of topophilia (1974) a sentimental sense of place can be created from interaction 

within it. Charity sport event offer the chance to move through (usually) the streets of 

urban areas or on specifically created paths across land. These created routes not only 

host the atmospheres and see the participants pass through but they can also add to the 

experiences.  

There are some stark examples of how sport events have come to represent and allow 

participants to interact with iconic landmarks and places. For example, the London 

Marathon’s route passes by and over a number of easily recognisable landmarks, from 

the Cutty Sark, over Tower Bridge and Buckingham Palace and The Mall. Crossing these 

routes allows the participant to become a tourist and to expand their role within the event. 

The landmarks also hold multiple meanings. For example, reaching Tower Bridge is near 

the half way mark, it is a popular place for charities to host cheer points, as well offering 

the opportunity to run over a busy London road.  

Similar to the London Marathon the Great North Run combines two aspects of British 

culture at the same time during its event. Here the historic Tyne Bridge, a local 

architectural masterpiece and a distinguishable structure of stone and steel, are paired 

with the Red Arrow’s, the Royal Airforce Aerobatics Team, display of patriotic red, 

white and blue smoke spectacle mixing the fixed and more fleeting aspects of the race 

which join to construct experience and affect.  
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London and Newcastle also in themselves represent place. Bale suggests typical running 

spaces of the track are placeless places (2004), however as can be seen with sport events 

they can be made of place and build on unique qualities the place affords, such as terrain 

or man-made features. Of the Berlin Marathon route Edensor and Larson suggest it is 

devised to show off local landmarks and this helps to ‘bestow on the Marathon a sense 

of specialness-this day is like no other’ (2018, 737). These symbols and images 

experienced along the way during an event are for Lefebvre the making of 

representational spaces (1991). These spaces have the ability to construct and influence 

participant experience, feelings and emotions of these affective spaces. The nature of 

these encounters between human and non-human create these politics of affects (Thrift, 

2004), which are essential to the success of charity sport events.  

What both the GNR and London Marathon demonstrate here is that these spaces can be 

curated to emit affect and to further the feelings of the charitable self. The passing of a 

local landmark can be a cue in the sporting mind about reaching a milestone and 

alternatively can signify the reaching of a goal, of proof of achievement and of 

membership of the collective passing through space. Passing a cheer squad for your 

charity can solidify feelings of achievement, of teamwork and philanthropic thought. All 

adding to the assembly of experience.    

6.2.3 Race day nerves 

‘I think I cried more on that day than I have done in the last ten years. Through 

happiness, sadness, through oh my god what am I doing. Every sort of emotion’ 

(2017).  

(Matt, quote from Interview, 2017) 

Matt reflected on his feelings from the start of the London Marathon. Speaking of it now 

with humour and making a joke about it how it was more emotional than his wedding 

day, there was no doubt that it had been a struggle for him. Describing a multitude of 
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emotions on the morning of the London Marathon, not only was he supporting two 

charities with his ballot place that had both directly supported his family through illness 

and loss, but he also viewed taking part as a way to prove to himself. He had a goal to 

achieve. He reflects that completing the marathon was a way to show all those from his 

past that never believed in his ability that he could do it, stick at it and cross the finish 

line. It seems he could have projected these feelings on any aspect of his life, but it seems 

the London Marathon was to be a massive pinnacle moment for him. So this no doubt 

added trepidation and desire to succeed was added to his experience, whether he was 

aware of it or not. Being his first time to the marathon distance or indeed any sport event 

of this scale, Matt was unsure in many ways what to expect from the day. The uncertainty 

of the day ahead adding to these feelings.  

Ellie had signed up to run the Cardiff Half through her work’s corporate team. She 

describes her initially response to being asked as dismissing it immediately, but after 

having a ‘why not?’ moment she decided to give it a go. She had weighed up the situation 

and felt assured that she had around 9 months and, therefore, plenty of time to train for 

it. Ellie had never run before so it was a daunting prospect for her. She describes how her 

last experiences with running had been at school and those were not enjoyable. Following 

a training plan she prepared for the event, fitting in runs between finishing work and 

going home, as well as gym fitness. When race day arrived she was nervous, she had 

never taken part in an event like this before she didn’t know what to expect. And when 

her partner could no longer make it to support her on the day due to caring 

responsibilities, Ellie describes feeling disappointed and nervous about being there alone. 

Ellie furthered the feeling by saying that that she missed that on location support, but 

knew they were cheering for her at home.  
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Ellie notes about the start ‘I thought I would be really nervous, but do you know you get 

there on the day and the atmosphere is just unreal, I just loved it’ (2017). And although 

she was part of a corporate team, due to them all running at a different pace they decided 

not to run together. Because of this she was worried about running by herself saying ‘I 

was worried that I’d be, like, a bit lonely, but because you've got your name on your 

number on the front of your shirt you've literally got random people shouting come on 

[Ellie]! There is people every stretch of the way’ (2017). Ellie talks of feeling emotional 

at the start and the end of the race, both from the uncertainty and the feelings of 

achievement. She says of this ‘it was amazing thinking, like, shit I’ve just run 13.1 miles 

that’s not bad! It was a really good feeling’ (2017).  

These stories highlight the emotional and affective response that was felt on event day 

and more generally the feelings these events can arouse. With Matt we can see how the 

importance of charity added a sense of pressure to his need to achieve, as discussed by 

Throsby (2016) and her experiences with marathon swimming. Matt’s experiences also 

highlight a social pressure and the need to prove yourself through sport. For Ellie being 

new to sport events and running the unknown was a massive factor in her nerves, also 

the feelings of loneliness payed a factor in how she felt about attending and taking part 

in the race. For both Matt and Ellie on completing their prospective events they felt a 

sense of achievement and satisfaction with the self, and a sense of accomplishment. For 

them these event experiences have demonstrated the idea that participation in charity 

sport events are a project of the self, both having developed, changed and grown since 

taking on the challenge. Both participants also experienced feelings of inclusivity and 

camaraderie during their events, which will now be discussed further below.  
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6.2.4 Moving together, being together 

For mass participation charity sporting events, rather than own events which are often 

completed by a single person, these create large groups of individuals simultaneously 

moving together. These groups moving together and feeling together can produce 

collective experiences. David Seamon’s place ballet describes how collective bodies 

come together, move together as ‘an interaction of many time-space routines and body 

ballets rooted in space’ (1979, 56). These choreographies occur in place specific settings 

and with bodies moving and behaving in a way as to complete a task or aim (Seamon 

1979). We can, therefore, consider charity sport events as a form of place ballet, as they 

bring people together to each perform their honed sporting practices in particular spaces 

and within particular times. In thinking through these events in this way we can see that 

through the coming together of bodies collectively these time space interactions have the 

ability to affect and be affective. 

Charity sport events promote inclusivity the idea of being part of something, with 

narratives and actions from charities focusing around being part of the charity’s 

community. This inclusivity exhibited from the charity is adding to the notions of 

participation in these events as a group or collective action. In many instances this works 

in contention with the process of event training, often a singular project of the self, to 

then join to form a multifaceted and diverse large scale event.  

It is this bringing together of these selves and the impact of the creation of a collective 

which forms the events in such a way. As Callon and Law describe within actor network 

theory a process of translation creates ‘different claims, substances or processes are 

equated to one another’ (1982, 117). This translation, however, does not see experience 

created in a singular form but in many interpretations. Much like Mol’s (2002) work on 
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the elucidation of disease within a hospital, resulting in a diverse understanding and 

responsive practices from the range of actors involved.  

This then should be considered with regards to charity sport events. Firstly, the events 

for the participants result in a bringing together of selves, each finely tuned for their 

personal goals. The subsequent collective, although with similar goals and connection, is 

still diverse in itself. Each participant having particular reasons and thoughts for their 

actions no doubt specific to themselves. Secondly the event organisers and charities also 

influence this collective with the rhetoric of the event as a thing in itself, drawing in affect 

and atmosphere to its foundations. This results in the spreading out of the process of 

becoming charitable, adding in collective objective as well as that of the self.  

This feeling of being part of something is reiterated in the testimonies of research 

participants. Helen suggests the surreal aspect of the event and describes her feeling at 

the start line as ‘wow I’m one of the 20,000 running’ (2017) a feeling that took right up 

until crossing the start line to start to sink in. Being part of a wider group of people, all 

with the goal of raising money, is something that joins participants together. Jack 

described that feeling of wearing the charity vest and a creation of affinity with those 

racing and raising around him. He also associated the event with fundraising a creation 

of the event character through his interaction with charity and its associations. Lara 

describes how in events she looks out for other runners, asking if they are ok when they 

are stopped on the side as she passes. Something she states that she would never normally 

do apart from this feeling of community and therefore care for others that manifests 

through taking part.  

These affective happenings discussed here were all part of the experiences of the event 

participants which resulted from the immersion in the collective which formed as a result 
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of the event itself. As it can be seen throughout this thesis all the process of becoming 

charitable and the bringing of philanthropy into the everyday is different for all 

participant’s, but they all share in the way that events are sensed as affective and as a 

collective. This could be argued as the appeal of the charity sport event, its ability to 

bring people together and create a herd and focus on charitable purpose, and on the image 

that it creates of the charitable self.  

Moving with others creates what Bissell terms as mobile collectives (2010). These 

collectives can produce and transmit affect, creating affective atmospheres which can be 

‘perceived and sensed through the body’ (Bissell 2010, 272). Atmosphere can build with 

collectives, something vital to the experience sensed during a sport event. Feelings of 

anticipation, positivity, anxiety and trepidation can be generated and shared between 

those taking part, crowds spectating, or to even listen to commentary on sport events 

(McCormack 2013). These feelings can move by contagion (Thrift 2008) and the 

atmospheres ‘literally gets into the individual’ and brings them together (Brennan 2004, 

1), resulting in shared feelings and experience. Taking steps to build atmospheres and 

design an event to be emotionally affective is important to organisers and charities, and 

it is discussed further below.  

6.2.5 Oggy, Oggy, Oggy! 

Field note extracts from my participation in the Great North Run 2016: 

Taking part in my first mass participation event was daunting experience. Not only did it 

take place in a location you’ve never visited before (for me that was Newcastle and South 

Shields), and therefore following unfamiliar roads and routes. It also meant traveling 

alone and reaching the start area with an overwhelming amount of people. Navigating 

through is a challenge in itself. Information posted to participants from race organisers 
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gives maps and information on the set up and procedures for the day, but this doesn’t 

necessarily prepare you for the size and absolute sensorium of the event start area. This 

section will discuss my autoethnographic experience of arriving and taking part in the 

Great North Run in 2016, my first time to this event and anything of this scale, and to 

Newcastle.  

The start area for the GNR consists of two parallel roads. One which contains baggage 

buses, meeting areas and portaloos, the other the starting pens and the startling line. 

Arriving with the flow of human traffic from Jesmond Metro station I didn’t need to 

know the way, after worrying I didn’t know the way (see photo 3). I merely followed 

those with brightly coloured vests, running clothes, and the guy from my train dressed in 

a minion outfit. This led me to the start area. There were people everywhere! It was 

incredibly overwhelming. Announcements over a loud tannoy system blaring out that 

baggage buses, which transport your things from start to finish, were leaving imminently. 

Panicked I started to rush up the road, only to see my bus pull away. I knew I should have 

left earlier this morning, waves of frustration and anger flood in, my morning plan was 

all out of synch. I obviously hadn’t given myself enough time to get here, but I’d never 

been here before so how would I know? I hurried to the emergency baggage drop, left 

the bag and then hurried for the toilet queue. It’s always better to be safe than sorry with 

these things. The queue, mainly filled with women as the men had urinals, was long and 

hardly moving. The mass warm up had started. I was kicking myself again that I was so 

late and missing this. I could hear the dance tunes blasting over the PA, ‘take it to the 

left, and then down  and to the right’, the instructions being shouted out for nearly 45,000  

people to complete together, in unison waving arms, bending and stretching. Again, my 

plan was broken, frustration was bubbling up, and it needed to be curtailed before it spoilt 

my whole day. I couldn’t go into the race angry, that would be a recipe for disaster.  
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Photo 3. I’m on my way. Walking to the start line of the Great North Run following the crowds and not 

needing to know the way. (Authors own, 2016) 

 

I decided to ditch the queue and head to my starting pen. Green zone H. Being later in 

meant entering the pen further back and the space was so full there was no opportunity 

for pushing further forward, and even if there was, I perceived that etiquette in this 

situation dictates not to do that. I found a spot standing near the 2:45 hour pacers, 

although I was hoping for something at least thirty minutes quicker. I calmed my 

frustration reminding myself that the field will spread when the race starts, and I won’t 

be constrained or impeded by those around me. I did some stretches myself, took a few 

selfies and photos, and got ready to go. The starting gun fired in the distance, a sudden 

rush of adrenaline, excitement and apprehension. It was time to start. I don’t know if I 

had imagined what the start would be like, but it took nearly 30 minutes for me to cross 

that line. Shuffling down the road slowly as the thousands of runners before me crossed 

the line and started their races. After about 10 minutes the emblematic Red Arrows flew 

overhead. We all turned up to gaze at the powerful machines and precision flying, with 

clapping and cheering from those around me. The emblematic images of the Great North 

Run show the Red Arrows flying over Tyne Bridge with the first runners. I had wanted 
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to experience that myself, to be part of what is expected of this event. They were well 

gone before I had even started my journey.  

While waiting to go I could feel an anticipation in the air, an excited focus. The feeling 

penetrated me and became a feeling that I shared. I still didn’t know what to expect, but 

I was ready. Crossing the start line was a feeling of a sudden ‘oh yeah I’ve got to run this 

now’ (see photo 4). The first thing that struck me was the sound. The noise of thousands 

of feet hitting the tarmac, a pounding relentless rhythm. I never imagined it would be so 

loud or make such an impact on me. The pounding of drums, a beat to move with, being 

formed by all those taking part and I was adding to it, I was part of it. 

As the route slips from Jesmond and through the first few Kilometres to the Tyne Bridge 

it dips down through tunnels and overpasses. The first tunnel was one of the most 

memorable and unexpected for me. A shout further in echoed ‘Oggy, Oggy, Oggy’ and 

a collective reply ‘Oi, Oi, Oi’. A playful greeting between runners. The shouts came up 

again, I knew what to do this time and joined in. Further down the road a runner passed 

me and others with a vest that said it was his 60th Birthday.  We all created a chorus and 

sang happy birthday to him. We never knew his name, but it didn’t matter. It was sharing 

this whole event experience that allowed for this personal interaction. The shifting in the 

boundaries of personal and collective allowed us to join together to celebrate.  
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Photo 4. The Great North Run Start Line. With so many people running it look nearly 30 minutes to cross 

the start line. (Authors own, 2017) 

 

But it’s not just the participants that are part of this collective. Those supporters who 

stand outside their houses with sweets, biscuits, fruit, water, beer, and most deliciously 

on a warm September afternoon, ice polls. Members of the public who are joining this 

collective force moving through their community, helping those who are helping others 

actively adding to the event experience and becoming park of the GNR themselves. I 

took a digestive biscuit off one woman standing outside her house and through my hunger 

and tiredness declared that I loved her. Right then and there I needed that biscuit and her 

generosity was touching. The route also surprised me with entertainment along the way 

from bands and musicians (see photo 5). Each playing rhythmic tunes, loud and 

motivating. Helping to keep everyone moving and the crowds happy.  
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Photo 5. En route entertainment. Steel drum band plays all the course to keep runners and spectators 

entertained during the Great North Run. (Authors own, 2017) 

 

Feeling the way around a course with no knowledge of the area or roads, you can gain 

information from a crowd, people chatting nearby that we would soon be getting to the 

long dragging hill (see photo 6). One woman declaring it was nearly the end of the hill 

and she was right the end was soon. I needed that knowledge after feeling a drag of 

exhaustion and tiredness. The conversations and sharing that took place helped mine, and 

no doubt, others achievement. Through training you learn routes and distances, elevation 

and environments. Without this knowledge for the actual event it becomes more of a 

challenge. Relying on the distance signs and how much you can remember for studying 

the information sheets, maps and course descriptions posted weeks earlier. This sharing 

facilitated the movement. A process contributed by participants, spectators, organisers 

and volunteers.  
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Photo 6. Running the route. Following the course surrounded by other runners during the Great North Run. 

(Authors own, 2017) 

 

Having taken part in this event as a lone runner, I didn’t know any other participants, I 

was however part of the charity team. During the course of the run I waved and cheered 

on others wearing the same charity vest as me, and I received the same friendly 

interaction in return. This and the support of those around me during the race meant it 

didn’t feel lonely, I felt a part of something. I had my name on the front of my vest, and 

people cheered and clapped for me specifically, calling my name. The same collective 

feeling can be said for crossing the finish line. There was a feeling of joy and achievement 

from that first sight in the distance of the finish line. The Red Arrows had returned and 

were also weaving high above me. I got to enjoy them after all. Near the finish line there 

seemed to be a sudden squeezing together of everyone, the road was slim, and the sides 

lined with spectators two or three rows thick. It was a loud, claustrophobic place. Runners 

jostled to get to the line first, some speeding up and others keeping their pace.  
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Photo 7. The Great North Run Finish Line. Crossing the line with so many others the flows of runners were 

directed across 4 different finish lines. Official race photographers waited to capture your moment of 

triumph. (Authors own, 2017) 

 

I smiled as I crossed the line and stopping felt strange, I had been moving so long (see 

photo 7). Because of the sheer number of finishers crossing the line with you the event 

marshals ushered you through the finish area, onto water, medals, and goodies bags, as 

quickly and efficiently as possible. There was no time to enjoy or savour the moment of 

completion. The finish area then opens out into the charity village where spectators, 

friends and family of participants can access and meet their loved ones. There are 

baggage buses to collect your items and rows and rows of charities in their assigned tents, 

waiting to greet their participants (see photo 8).  

I headed to my charity tent and was greeted with a smile and the offer of drinks and 

snacks. I was given a ticket for a massage, and a much needed seat to rest on. I joined a 

conversation with some other participants there, laughing and sharing our stories and 

experiences of the day while eagerly awaiting our massage. The massage was well 

needed, and I perceived it as a nice gesture from the charity to offer this. The organisation 

of the event and charity was slick, it worked like a smoothly like a well-oiled machine. 

In the hours after completing the event I felt a sense of achievement but also surrealism, 
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it was over. After having signed up for the event at the beginning of the year and 8 months 

later taking part, it seemed strange to have finally completed it. The training, planning 

and preparation had all finished. It was done. But the overall sense of having achieved 

something big prevailed.  

 

Photo 8. The Finish Area. Crowds of finishers, spectators and family and friends meet and converge in the 

finish area. Here there is the opportunity to meet your charity, pick up your bags, buy food and drink, as 

well as other entertainment opportunities at the Great North Run. (Authors own 2016) 

 

6.2.6 Body flow and rhythm 

Once the event starts and the body is moving, athletes talk of finding their rhythm or 

stride in movement. This is can be called flow or rhythm. The concept of flow in sports 

is described as a focus on what one is doing, absorption in the now and allowing the body 

to work instinctively as an automatic movement. Jackson and Csikszentmihalyi (1999, 

5) describe this process as ‘a harmonious experience where mind and body are working 

together effortlessly, leaving the person feeling that something special has occurred… 

because flow lifts experience from the ordinary to the optimal’. This process of flow 

allows for the feelings of prime performance and achievement, allowing the body to 

move freely. This freedom of movement and accomplishment is important within charity 

sport event participation. The movement comes to embody not just the sporting 
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accomplishment through flow but also incorporates philanthropy, as discussed in chapter 

four.  

Being in the flow of things or in the rhythm are common sayings, especially within sports. 

Like flow, rhythms play an important part of the bodily movement through sport. 

Lefebvre writes that with the combination of place, time and expenditure of energy that 

there will be rhythm (2004) and these ‘bodily rhythms are integral to spatial experiences’ 

(Duffy et al 2011, 19). Events rely on many rhythms, whether it is that of the competitors 

moving through the course, the disruptions caused to the local area hosting the event 

(and, therefore, altering daily rhythms), or the clap of a spectator, these rhythms tangle 

together through and around bodies to allow the feeling of rhythmic ‘sensations that 

organise the subjective and cultural experiences of place’ (Edensor 2010, 5).  

Rhythm, therefore, is of place, but it is not fixed or tied to a location. It can fluctuate and 

change and with it has the ability to affect those it surrounds. To those taking part in 

sports achieving eurhythmia, which Edensor and Larson describe as a ‘desired state in 

which the individual body works harmoniously’ (2017, 733) which opens up ‘affective 

and sensory possibilities which can influence the way in which we negotiate space and 

spend time’ (Spinney 2010, 119). This experience of eurhythmia is like that of achieving 

a flow in movement. Rhythm drives sport events, affects those it surrounds and has the 

power to influence the atmosphere and experience of an event. 

But rhythms have a further scope than just the physical aspects of movements, they also 

permeate social worlds as Anne Buttimer asserts ‘lifeworld experience could be 

described as the orchestration of various time-space rhythms’ (1976, 289) and, therefore, 

it is important to consider their dynamic nature. As Mels suggests we should assess ‘those 

busy and often unquestioned junctions connecting worlds of objective affairs and 
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subjective experiences- and thereby of social space’ (2004, 5). Rhythm consequently 

influences the everyday aspects of lives and reminds us ‘there is more to rhythms (and 

place) than the body or individual experience. It extends to social space’ (Mels 2004, 6). 

David Seamon’s work demonstrates that the bringing together of many bodies creates 

place ballets, specific time/space rhythms which are culturally embedded within the 

sociality of spaces. Middleton (2009) suggests that identities emerge through particular 

rhythms of walking through the relationships with spatiality and temporality to which 

Mels urges us to consider rhythm through a ‘politics of rhythms’ as a way to 

reconceptualise and consider the impacts of rhythm. I will now consider rhythm through 

positive rhythms encapsulating the experiences of Joseph during his marathon run for the 

charity Mind. 

6.2.7 Finding the rhythm 

Joseph describes to me a run that went exactly as he had planned. Thinking back to 

Edensor and Larson (2017) he has reached harmony with how his body is working. His 

sense of eurhythmia, his getting in the flow, is that which helps him to achieve his target. 

After taking on a marathon distance, from having previously only covered a half 

marathon length, he implemented a training plan which included 5 days running per 

week, with one day of alternative exercise. As a regular Parkrunner his body was trained 

for speed rather than distance. He set about the challenge of incorporating his training 

into his everyday routines, which involved adding running into his normal commuting 

habits. He had fixed on a time he wanted to achieve for the marathon, he had his 

competitive side to blame for that and wanting to beat his brother’s previous marathon 

time. He went into the race well prepared.  

Joseph describes how during the race he kept to his pace; he had his GPS watch on to 

assist with that. Chelmsford Marathon, he describes, is a much smaller field compared to 
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many other events. Attracting around 900 competitors. This he describes lead to a 

spreading out of the runners and consequentially he spent the majority of the run by 

himself. Although he describes how the course was hillier than expected (a common 

complaint of runners taking part in races), and how it was a windy day, but none of these 

factors seemed to impact his ability. He recalls how having his friends and family 

watching and from receiving support from the spectators made a huge difference to 

keeping his spirits up and to keep going.  

He describes being incredibly pleased with his finish time and the support he received 

for fundraising. He tells me very modestly that he finished in a time around 3:10 and that 

the UK qualifying time for a good for age result in his category is 3 hours. Spurred on by 

this and his newfound fitness and positive experience, he now aims to see if he can 

achieve this time and move his running up a level, to a more competitive and professional 

sphere. He also assured me he beat his brothers time, after his brother had slowed near 

the end of his marathon due to suffering cramp in the final few miles which no doubt 

influenced his result. Joseph only had to worry about the subsequent aches for a few days 

after the event, but he tells me he was back and running at Parkrun the following 

weekend.  

6.2.8 The unplanned 

Race day plans can have everything taken into account, logistics, clothing, and nutrition 

to name a few. But there are things that cannot be planned for. The unexpected can be 

both negative and positive and all build into the event experience. Here I will discuss the 

impact this can have on the event experience and see how a flexible approach is often 

needed to event participation.  
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To Bissell (2010) the unexpected causes disruption, altering habits and routines. Here the 

unexpected is seen in a negative light. The first, and mainly negative, thing to mention is 

the weather and how they can impact on charity sport events. Hockey and Allen-

Collinson cite weather as an important factor to endurance running, with individuals 

experiencing varied levels of tolerance (2016).  Packing warm clothes, waterproofs and 

sunscreen can all counter these problems, but when in unpredictable environments, such 

as mountain climbs and exposed condition, these can be even harder to gauge. London 

Marathon 2018 was run in temperatures of around 23 Celsius, the hottest on record. Due 

to this the organisers had to issue warnings to its participants and advised those running 

with costumes to reconsider this decision to reduce the risk of overheating. Here the 

temperature had the potential to play an important factor in the event experience. Due to 

the time of year that London Marathon is run training in the months before would have 

taken place during the winter, and early 2018 was plagued with cold and snowy weather. 

Moving from cold training to hot can alter the way the body works, how it performs and 

what it can achieve. But also, the body knowledge of running in heat may not exist, 

making it potentially difficult and dangerous. 

A further negative impact is injury. Developing an injury during an event can make the 

experience a gruelling one. The debate about whether to carry on and potentially do more 

damage or to stop and risk the potential of not achieving the goal or completing the event. 

And it can be a tough call to make. As well as the injured body being a burden for 

completing a challenge, a physically unable body can also pose a threat to completing 

the event. Such things like sickness or the effect of altitude are occurrences beyond our 

control. The Did Not Finish (DNF) category is a stigmatized one (Hockey & Allen-

Collinson 2016), filled with questions of physical or mental capability and grit, proper 

training or general sporting ability. Shipway & Jones (2008) suggest the ability to endure 
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through pain is a sign of commitment and creates satisfaction, this could apply within 

these circumstances. However, injuries can cripple the body, making participation not 

just difficult but life threatening. Through event training and preparation, the body is 

honed and perfected, the unexpected or the arrhythmia of a body not working 

harmoniously can cause ‘unanticipated disruptions or physical breakdown’ (Edensor & 

Larson 2017) which can alter or end sporting performance altogether.  

In stopping it alters the rhythms of movement, the temporality and the flow of that around 

what is moving. As discussed earlier Mel’s (2004) suggests thinking of the politics of 

rhythm, here we consider the alterations by ceasing those rhythms of a sport event. The 

sudden immobility that may occur during an event can impact those surrounding, similar 

to the flow of traffic and a sudden queue, causing those around to alter their speed, 

direction and impacting on their duration of movement. Stopping can also influence the 

enjoyment of movement and the event itself. The realisation of the need to stop or slow 

and listening to the embodied knowledge gathered through training. Morley suggests that 

immobility has the ‘connotation of defeat, of failure and of being left behind’ (2000, 

202).  

However, within mobilities it is key to note both the movement and the stillness involved 

as Bissell and Fuller note stillness is ‘punctuating the flow of all things’ (2011, 3. 

emphasis is original) and shapes and alters the very experience of mobility itself. 

Therefore, it is key to consider the slower and stopping involved in events, the alterations 

in temporality and the impacts these can have to event experiences as it is not the stopping 

that is the issue at the end but stopping out of place which can impact.  

Conversely the unplanned can also have profoundly positive impacts on the event 

experience. The unknown and surprise can make an event more exciting, and this added 
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excitement can lead to increased achievement and success. Feelings of camaraderie and 

friendship which manifest over the course of an event can be a driving force for 

participation. These feelings can also lead to unexpected encounters with other 

participants, spectators and volunteers which can all influence the experience of the event 

in a positive light. I will now consider some of these factors within the experiences of 

Terry and Thomas and Liz who each had a differing experience with unplanned 

situations.  

6.2.9 Stopping  

Stopping is normally always the last resort and can carry with it a heavy burden and 

feelings of guilt and inadequacy. Terry had planned a challenge which would see him 

completing 13 marathons in one year, starting and ending with Brighton Marathon and 

completing an average of one marathon event per month. However, in his fourth event 

Race for the King, a forty mile ultra-marathon, he fell whilst running. He describes ‘I 

really badly hurt my ribs, and I knew I had really badly hurt them. Like straight away I 

was short of breath and they were really painful’ (2017). He sought medical advice and 

decided to carry on to finish the race.  He described the final miles as agony but that ‘I 

was never ever ever going to quit… any sensible person would of quit, gone home and 

gone I’ll do it again next year. But because I had the fundraising, because people were, 

you know my wife and others were all over Facebook drumming up fundraising for it, I 

was never ever ever going to stop’ (2017). He reflects on these hardships he’s suffered 

during his challenge because of his injury and suggests that they don’t compare to the 

challenges of the children his fundraising is supporting, those at Chestnut Tree House 

Children’s Hospice. He says, ‘whilst it is tough, it’s bigger than you’ (2017), the key 

importance for Terry was on those children he’s able to support through fundraising. 
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He didn’t find out the severity of his injuries until the following week when he attended 

A&E after the pain continued, where he was told he had 3 cracked ribs. Even then he 

didn’t give up on this year long challenge straight away. His training was delayed and 

severely reduced because of his rib injury, but he also developed further illness and 

strains to the body which led to him abandoning his challenge in the end. He describes 

this as feeling like a failure and letting people down because he’d said he could complete 

a challenge and had not managed to do it. The overall goal was to raise nearly £7,000 to 

support the running of the children’s hospice for one day. Here the pressure of having 

fundraised in excess of £2000 already played on the concept of giving up. This money 

had been collected for a reason, this reason would now not be fulfilled.  

Here the feelings of which came with abandoning the challenge were mixed with his 

approach to the challenge as a whole and his motivation for it. He decided to take on the 

challenge after a close friend lost their daughter to childhood cancer and were supported 

by Chestnut Tree House Hospice. He describes this as a catalyst. After just becoming a 

father himself, it resonated with him and his fatherly emotions and support for his friends 

spurred him into action. He wanted to help in any way he could. He decided to use 

running as his method of helping. But his feelings, as discussed above, where the events 

and him are placed within the enormity of the making a difference and helping out those 

suffering and where his struggles pale in significance, this was a hard defeat. Regardless 

of this set back and how this may have stopped him for now, I have been left in no doubt 

after our interview that he’ll be back at it again soon. Events are there to challenge him, 

push his limits and see what he’s capable of and he knew he hadn’t reached his peak yet.  

6.2.10 Altitude 

Thomas has been a mountaineer since his teenage years, and he had long held climbing 

a Himalayan mountain on his bucket list. After carefully picking his challenge, which 
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allowed him to combine this personal challenge along with charity fundraising, he 

travelled to India in 2017 to climb Himalayan Mountain Stok Kangri. He doesn’t see 

himself as a worrier his only concern was for his insulin to treat his diabetes being kept 

in the correct conditions for the trek in case it was needed. He kept the trek itself in his 

stride. The lack of altitude training available prior to the challenge meant that this was an 

unexpected aspect to the climb. It could not be planned for within the UK, nor trained 

for. The very way that altitude can affect the body differs from person to person. There 

is no way to predict its effects.  

From a group of nine that set off only three reached the top of the mountain, one of which 

was Thomas. He describes how ‘you see these mountaineers on documentaries and they 

are moving so slowly you are thinking “crikey come on why are they moving so slow?”. 

Then you get up and I now know how they feel like’ (2017). Climbing Stok Kangri made 

it all very real. And although altitude didn’t stop him getting to the peak it certainly 

altered his perspective of the challenge that mountaineers can face, developing an 

understanding of embodied struggle and achievement. But also, a great sense of 

achievement and knowing he had done something he always wanted to. He had a tick on 

his bucket list and had accomplished a lifelong ambition.  

Altitude, however, proved to be a stumbling block for Liz. The trek was a short up and 

down Jebel Toubkal in the Moroccan Atlas Mountains and consisted of two days up and 

one down the mountain. They would spend their two nights on the trek in base camp for 

the mountain in shared dormitory style rooms. And the trek was to be done in aid of 

Cancer Research after losing her father to the illness as well as a celebration of her 50th 

birthday. Having trained and prepared for her overseas trek for a number of months, 

worried about what kit to take, fundraising amounts she could raise and travel 

arrangements, Liz wanted to be ready. She describes how in the run up to the trek the 
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focus was to ‘make sure I can do this’ (2017). After taking part in many training walks 

prior to leaving she thought ‘I’ve got this, I can do this no problem’ (2017). After initial 

worries about traveling alone and spending time with people she didn’t know on the trek, 

the travel and meeting her group went well and without any problems.  

The problems came from the unexpected and that which couldn’t be accounted nor 

trained for; altitude sickness. She starts to describe what happened to me, looking tearful. 

She describes how after the first day of walking the effects of the increased altitude were 

clear to both her and the team doctor and she made the decision to abandon her summit 

attempt scheduled for the following day. A decision which was based on her own safety 

and that of her group. She felt she didn’t want to take the doctor away from others who 

may also need her assistance during the summit ascent.  To attempt it would be foolish. 

During the walk to base camp she talks of dizziness, sickness, headaches, and lethargy 

outside of her control. She also describes how the doctor made a concerted effort to 

photograph her along the way up, to ensure she would have those memories when she 

wasn’t in a state to do this herself. Something which she is grateful for, as it helped her 

to remember the experience she had, and not to focus on the negatives.  

Here altitude stopped Liz reaching her goal, and dealing with something which was 

unstoppable and, for her, something which she couldn’t train for given the fleeting 

circumstances of the condition. She subsequently struggled with feelings of 

disappointment and frustration since returning home. Having set out to complete this 

challenge she felt the task was unresolved. She talks of perhaps going back to complete 

the walk, suggesting it ‘sort of feels like I need to do it, not for a charity thing or anything 

like that, for my own really because I know I can do it’ (2017). When reflecting on her 

trek for cancer research, she pauses and wipes away her tears. She feels she’s let people 

down and is disappointed with herself.  
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Both these stories highlight that although plans can be followed, and everything prepared 

there are still elements that can’t be controlled. This risk taking adds an element of 

edgework and jeopardy to the challenge, possibly the extremes of the challenge have 

affected the desire donors have to give, and the expectations that participants have before 

the event. In the case of both Thomas and Liz the challenge was an exciting one, 

something they both wanted to achieve. The draw of the uncertain posed by these 

challenges was for both part of the appeal but also part of their precarity.  

6.2.11 Crossing the line 

Crossing the finish line can be a moment filled with varying emotions, feelings and 

significance. For some it could mean achieving a sporting goal, for others it can be a 

lifelong achievement, for others it can signify healing. For many it could be a moment of 

pure joy, agony or a sense of something unreal. The sense of achievement felt as a result 

of finishing could be fleeting or longer lasting. The response can be highly dependent of 

the participants, but within events such as charity sport events the feelings of finishing 

can often be tied to the very reason to take part in the first place.  

Gordon, a seasoned charity sport event participant, describes how when crossing the 

finish line at the 'end of a marathon, you tend to fall into a sweaty pathetic embrace with 

whoever is next to you, normally a stranger’ (2017). This brief moment of shared relief 

and joy of finishing for him is something to share and which can have a lasting impact. 

He describes how a conversation with a runner who finished just before him lead to a 

significant lifestyle change, the adoption of a vegan lifestyle, all through a short 

conversation with a stranger. This moment in an emotionally charged situation left a 

lasting impression, the same as his pride and happiness of finishing his race. 
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For Helen the whole experience of doing the Cardiff Half Marathon she describes as 

surreal, and how after nearly 2 weeks the feeling still hadn’t sunk in properly, and she 

warns me early on into the interview that she still gets emotional now about it. For her 

crossing the line meant a relief for her aching foot and the start of the acceptance of her 

achievement. She tells me how the whole experience was unlike anything else she has 

ever experienced, and she felt like she was part of something much bigger. The finish 

line itself she recalls was madness, people everywhere, not a chance to relax, the 

problems of finding friends and family. The first thing she wanted- coffee! And after 

finding a nearby café she started to relax and let it all sink in. For Helen her fundraising 

journey was highly linked to her son’s illness and his choice of charity Muscular 

Dystrophy UK, so being with her son after the event and having time to reflect and relax 

was of great importance. She knows that it’s changed her, from training, to fundraising 

to taking part. She can’t yet articulate how or why, but she knows that it’s made a huge 

impression on how she sees herself, and how people see her and her life with caring for 

a disabled son.  

To Daisy finishing was a chance to share the ups and downs of her experience of running 

the Oxford Half Marathon with her family, who had been cheering her around the route. 

For her the importance of sharing the experience played a cathartic role, as the event was 

linked to fundraising for Sue Ryder, a charity she described as being of support for her 

whole family during illness over the last year. Having the ability to share the experience 

with them, for her, was part of the process of dealing with the illness of a loved one.  

6.2.12 Spectators  

There has been a long history of spectator sports, with people turning out to watch both 

local, national and international events. Many sports meetings have a worldwide pull, 

such as the Olympics or Commonwealth Games with smaller events tending to bring in 
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local crowds and communities. This desire to watch sport has been translated to the 

charity sport event. As with the bigger events (London Marathon and the Great North 

Run) these events are also run with elite fields, with athletes from around the world 

competing for the title of winner of these coveted races as well as cash prizes. These 

events often draw in fanatics of that sport and these feelings of fandom can be translated 

to energetic feelings of support for the everyday charity participants. 

The crowds and spectators play a role in creating the atmosphere of a sporting event (see 

photo 9) which is described as ‘a fundamental aspect of the human experience of the 

world and that it thus is an important part of the identities and conceptualisations of 

landscapes, architecture and home’ (Bille et al 2015). For Edensor and Larson marathons 

are ‘more than standardised sport spaces: they incorporate spectorial participation’ (2018, 

736). The way they interact with each other, the sports people and the environment itself 

can impact both positively and negatively on the results of the day and the way that the 

sport is portrayed. Football hooliganism can result in the formation of a bad reputation 

for a location or for the sport itself (Edensor 2014), whereas supportive crowds can add 

to sporting events, such as Olympics, Commonwealth Games and other mega events. 

How the spectators react before, during and after can have huge consequences for the 

sport industry.  

Giulianotti (2002) argues how there are four types of football spectator. These are 

supporters, followers, fans and flaneurs, all of which have varying degrees of association 

with a club and their appreciation of the sport. It seems possible to apply these four 

categories of football spectators across all sports to describe the level of association 

crowd members have with the events. Giulianotti suggests that the way that people follow 

sport is a way to achieve a ‘personal sense of participation’ (2002, 41), suggesting that 

following sport brings you closer to the event and all the people involved and can create 
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feelings of belonging and purpose even without being actively involved in what is 

happening. This sense of belonging being encapsulated in the way spectators interact 

with charity sport events.  

 

       

Photo 9. Signs of Encouragement. A spectator holds up a sign of encouragement to runners of the 2018 

Brighton Marathon. (K. Topping, 2018) 

 

Edensor (2014) describes the football stadium as a theatre, where the players, organisers 

and fans all play a part in its production. He further asserts this point by describing the 

way that those involved get caught up with the atmosphere and undergo a temporary 

feeling of ‘sharing of values and affective practices that would be improper in most other 

spatial and social contexts’ (2014, 85). And with these feelings of atmosphere comes 

with it senses of belonging and familiarity (Duff, 2010) as well as personal and collective 

identities (Giulianotti 2016). Urry talks of the importance of including the whole 

sensorium of feeling when it comes to leisure and tourism (1999) and it is important to 

consider how these races, often held in environments dominated by cars, or other land 
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uses, alter the narrative of place temporarily (Cidell 2014). These car dominated spaces 

transform into that of the pedestrian and focused on human ability and with it this brings 

a side of excitement to those watching, who experience this change in space. It, therefore, 

seems important when considering these events that it is more than just those taking part 

and the aspects of mobility and fundraising, but also the importance of those on the 

periphery of these events as they also have an important part to play in the making of the 

experience. 

Bale describes how modern sport is lacking in emotion and feeling and how stadia are 

placeless (1999), however with the shift out of the stadium for most charity sport events 

and the move from professional to amateur sports participants, this to can alter the 

sensorium of feeling involved. The move from professional athletes to the ‘everyday’ 

person has the potential to make these events steeped in personal meaning and emotion, 

which can be based on the participant’s lifeworlds, experiences, thoughts and emotions. 

These participants are often driven more by personal achievement rather than sporting 

achievement. It is also important to consider that these people who take part are not 

trained to deal with these events on a regular basis and exist as more of a spectacle and 

once in a lifetime achievement. The event locations, through the process of being taken 

out of stadia, become more varied and diverse. These new spaces of sport have the ability 

to showcase local points of interest and the character of place more effectively through 

interactions with local spaces and people.  
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Photo 10. The Imperial March. A runner takes part in the Brighton Marathon in fancy dress. Those dressed 

up often received more attention and cheers due to the perceived additional effort of moving in non-

traditional sport clothing (K. Topping 2018) 

 

Charity 1 suggested that 99% of the first response from event participants on their event 

experience is the support of the cheer stations and crowds (2016, Children’s Charity). 

Personalised shirts with names printed on to them, allow spectators to directly call your 

name and give personalised encouragement. This increases personal connections 

generated through encounters between spectator and participant. Charity 1 further 

described how ‘having a team of people cheering your name, and one of the things we 

have started doing recently is doing the names on the [running] vests, and I think that’s 

so important’ (2016, Children’s Charity). Fancy dress and colourful outfits draw attention 

and awe from the crowd. Runners dressed up often receive louder cheers, showing 

appreciation and support of their extra effort and commitment (see photo 10). Crosset 

suggests how reciprocal relationships are formed between sports players and spectators 

(1999), these relationships are based on an exchange of clapping from the audience in 
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return for the spectacle that the sports person will put on for the viewer. Crosset furthers 

this argument by suggesting that the fans also give status to sports events through 

attendance and confirm the sporting prowess through applause (ibid). This affirmation 

that is given through the crowds shifts the importance of the event from just the 

participants to include those watching as well.  

Giulianotti describes how fans can help create carnival like practices within sport events 

(2015) depending on the ways that they interact and respond to what is going on around 

them. These practices have the potential to add and alter the atmosphere of the event, 

producing friendly and enjoyable experiences, and result in the communication of these 

feelings to all involved. The atmosphere and support however doesn’t just come from 

those watching, it also comes from those surrounding you whilst you take part in an 

event. Bairner describes how an intimacy is created by sport (2013) and these feelings of 

togetherness and camaraderie are something which has been discussed by many within 

this research project and I too have experienced this on a personal basis. Earlier, within 

chapter 5, I looked at Matt’s London Marathon experience where he spoke about hitting 

the wall at about 16 miles. At this point they started to speak to a fellow runner. This 

friendship that they formed lasted the rest of the way around the course. And through this 

they interacted with those around them and spectators. Matt retold a story about being 

given a pint of beer by a spectator, as they called his name (which was printed on his 

vest) and as he approached them, they offered him the drink. This light-hearted 

interaction has become a memorable moment in Matt’s event experience and reflection. 

For him these were of great importance as they helped him carry on and to enjoy a 

physically and mentally challenging task with humour, friendship and unexpected 

kindness.  
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6.3 Describing events  

As well as an opportunity for participants to engage in philanthropy and fitness, charity 

sport events also represent the chance to develop further aspects of life. Pløger describes 

events as ‘situated encounters in planned spaces’ (2016, 260), therefore, they are 

happenings that take into account the social and cultural characteristics which can 

develop through the event and participation. This section will discuss the deeper 

meanings of these events, the potential they have for change and the influences and 

impacts on the self. This section will look deeper into the approaches and meanings 

associated with charity sport events by those taking part in them, and highlights a vast 

array of reasons, thoughts and feelings connected to these events which can all work as 

motivations for involvement.  

6.3.1 Meanings 

As discussed throughout this thesis charity sport events represent more than just the sport 

involved and they often hold deeper meanings for the participant, their family and friends 

and the local community. Here we shall look at some of the reasons why this could be 

the case. Firstly, these events seek to engage a diverse selection of the population, with 

events tailored for women, or for children and families, the less able and the less active. 

Event numbers have also increased dramatically over the past 20 years (Nettleton & 

Hardy 2006), with the range of sports on offer diversifying in light of the increased 

demand. And with this increase has come the change in ways that we give to these causes 

(Silk 2004). These shifts have spread to wider society, altering the outlook on 

fundraising. Shifting it from just giving, to reciprocal giving.  

A range of different meanings and feelings of these events has come out of the research 

material and they indicate that meanings and feelings towards the events are often 

multiple and complex, and frequently heavily tied to personal situations or life events. 

https://journals.sagepub.com/action/doSearch?target=default&ContribAuthorStored=Pl%C3%B8ger%2C+John
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However, some of the most common thoughts on the meanings of these events are 

described as; enjoyment, friendship, challenge, responsibility, a target or goal, or 

thoughts of shame or failure. The most common was that of achievement or 

accomplishment often bringing with it the associated feel good factor. Shipway et al 

assert how achievement is an important factor in participants taking part and how the 

meeting of goals through participation often manifests in the sense of pride felt by those 

who have achieved (2012). 

Taking part in sport events can also alter the social engagements of the participants. 

Becoming involved in local sporting clubs or societies, or local community activities 

which keep participants involved with philanthropy. These events also run well with 

trends in health and fitness, the use of social media and sporting apps and devices. These 

trends have helped to alter perceptions on fitness and health and to increase participation 

by all members of society.  

6.3.2 Everybody has their own personal Everest 

Having something to strive for, a goal and something to accomplish works as a driving 

force. Whether personal or collective, charity sport events can offer the opportunities and 

ways to realise these goals. Sport events can be seen to be marketed, advertised, and 

developed within wider the social perception as being a positive way to reach these 

targets. This social construction around events is developing the way that they are 

viewed, making them a more everyday experience for the masses, an aspirational activity, 

and something to add to the bucket list.  

These events then have the power to manifest as a significant life event for the 

participants. This sort of feeling can be seen in the research by participants referring to 

these events as things they had wanted to do from youth, bucket list activities, and 
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reference to things you only do once. This then makes them a more special event. 

Completing events then becomes a very personal achievement, with the desire having 

been carried for so long. And the sense of achievement is personal with differing levels 

of significance depending on the participants themselves.  

During my conversation with Darren about his marathon swim he said, ‘everybody has 

their own personal Everest’, and this has resonated with me since. He goes on to describe 

personal levels of achievement and expectation. Explaining that his choice to fundraise 

for his swim was based on his challenge. Being a fit and healthy person who, as he 

describes, could easily complete runs and marathons which would be a challenge for 

some, to raise money he felt it had to be something big. To put it into context Darren 

jokes that he wouldn’t sponsor himself to run a 5k, but he’d give his mum money to run 

for the bus! He furthers that ‘the act itself, whatever it is that you are asking for 

sponsorship for has to have some kind of significance. It’s almost like, you have to be 

prepared to suffer a little bit if it is a physical sort of thing’ (2017). To Darren taking part 

in a charity sport event shouldn’t be easy and you should work for your money, as 

Throsby asserts with her belief of and exchange linking pain and donations (2016). 

Considering this more broadly suggests that there should be a significant level of 

achievement and effort involved in raising fund for charity via sport events. And that 

levels of effort are intrinsically linked to the economies of giving, with more extreme 

challenges having a greater worth for larger donations. These levels of effort being 

unique from person to person and linked to personal levels of fitness, stamina and ability. 

This then makes allowances and a place for events such as Race for Life (open to all to 

run, jog or walk the 5k distance) or the Alzheimer’s Society Memory Walk (2-10k 

walking event designed to be accessible to all), that although these represent shorter 

distances, that to those who could be described as fit would consider an easy distance, 
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gives opportunity and access to those with different abilities. Here the effort in 

completion of the event can be comparable to those taking part in longer distances or 

durations of events. This places charity sport events as actions that society gives rewards 

for effort at a subjective level.  

6.3.3 Moments  

Reflecting on the experiences of those who have taken part in charity sport events and 

my own familiarity with these events has highlighted the way we process and make sense 

of what we have experienced. From this I suggest that these experiences are made up of 

key moments which embody the event experience. Moments such as Matt meeting and 

making a friend along the course, Lara suggesting she always checks her fellow 

participants are ok when she sees them walking, to Joseph finding strength from the 

encouragement from the crowds, to Liz on her trek and her interactions with her team 

doctor taking photos for her. These moments play a key role in the narratives of how we 

describe and see these events, and therefore, how we build and perceive thoughts on the 

event.  

These snippets of experience stand out in between moments of dull, mundane action. 

Darren suggested during his Channel swim that although he was thinking all the time he 

couldn’t describe or remember what about. But he does remember some key points about 

his swim; being surrounded by jellyfish, seeing France for the first time, watching some 

of the interactions of the crew on the boat while swimming. From my own experiences 

of taking part in charity sport events, I can remember key points, but I would struggle to 

recall the whole experience. Fatigue and exhaustion make it easier to forget happenings, 

to compete by autonomy like Jennie Middleton’s work on urban walking and walking 

routes by autopilot (2011). Here she describes the relationship of those walking and how 

time plays an important role through ‘multiple temporalities that emerge out of, and 
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shape, people’s experiences on foot’ (2009, 1943). Walking is reframed away from 

thoughts of it being dead time and as Solnit (2001) suggests that it allows the mind to 

think and for Lewis it allows for a free and liberal mind (2000).  

The aspect of moments then is based on spatial encounters, which frame experience and 

are highly affective. In contrast to Solnit, Lewis and Middleton and their experiences of 

walking and thinking, combining effort and thinking/experiencing during a charity sport 

events can be highly temporal and fragmented experiences which although induce 

thought can be mundane and purposeful rather than reflective and memorable. These 

moments of experience occur when something happens that shapes the participant’s 

experiences, happenings of note take place, and this creates a lasting impression on those 

taking part. 

The culture of creating moments is cultivated by the work of the charities. The act of 

having cheer points along the course of the event creates an interaction between the 

participant and the crowds of spectators. The giving of participants iron on names for 

their charity tops allows spectators to interact with participants again through personal 

cheering. Event organisers line their routes with entertainment such as live music, DJ’s 

and commentators. These all help to break the monotony of thought which the 

participants could be stuck in such as a focus on distance remaining, time taken, the 

feelings of pain, or a focus on technique. For the charities this process helps in making 

the event positive and memorable, and to actively interact with their participants.  

6.4 Event structures 

The event experience can be a holistic experience, felt, temporal and unique to space, but 

it can also be created, modelled and manufactured by the organisers, charities and 

sponsors. These events can be influenced by a range of different aspects. Here a number 
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of those factors and influencers will be discussed; charities and event organisers, the role 

of the sponsor as well as the manufacturing of events and facilitating the experience. This 

will all be discussed later within the case study of Cancer Research UK’s event Race for 

Life. 

6.4.1 The best experience possible 

Charities can go a long way to support a participant in their event journey. They have 

processes and actions in place which they use to enable their participants forward. By 

ensuring that their participants make what they want of the event experience can work in 

a multiple way. Firstly, it can help with donor retention and as part of building the bonds 

with the cause that could lead to repeat donations. Charity 13 (2017, Health Charity) see 

this as an opportunity to nurture relationships with their supporters and see this as a way 

to move relationships into long term propositions. To further this point whilst discussing 

their Triathlon event they suggested  

‘up to 50% of people doing [the triathlon] won’t have a connection at all. 

However, if we can put on a great event and give them a good user experience 

from start to finish then we can ensure they have the best experience of the event 

and then of [the charity]. That person who might not have the connection with us 

might be more inclined to do an event for us in the future or become a donor or 

any of that sort of thing. So, the way we interact with new supporters at events is 

critical’. 

 (Quote from interview, Charity 13 2017, Health Charity) 

Secondly, by ensuring that participants have a positive experience can work as on the 

day advertising. Wearing their charity vests and looking like they are having a great time 

can be affectual to those spectating and also taking part, creating a desire to want to be 

on that team or have that much fun. Charity 12 (2017, Children’s Charity) connect 

satisfaction with the event to overall feelings about their charity, so work hard to manage 

participants expectations and assist them as much as possible, either through supply 

training guides, fundraising information and keeping in regular contact to check progress. 
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And finally by ensuring their participants have a positive experience and therefore 

generate positive word of mouth. For Charity 11 they feel that they have a good 

reputation for looking after their sport event participants stating ‘that is one of our selling 

points, that people know if they do something for us that they are going to get a really 

good experience’ (2017, Health Charity) something they attribute to moving many sport 

event participants on to further involvement within their charity.  

Charities also play a further role in producing the experience in a way that doesn’t directly 

involve the participants. This is through their communications, advertising and websites. 

Here the ideas of experience can be cultivated in the minds of participants. This is 

achieved through the use of images, works and descriptions. These outlets offer emotive 

and often poignant event information and participant stories, these can assist in decision 

making about the experience to come and how the participant feels about it from the very 

start. The element of wanting can help to drive the event experience itself. For Charity 6 

they attribute the tangible nature of their cause to the success of demonstrating the work 

of the charity stressing ‘we are lucky that we have the hospital. We can say that building 

there, you built it with your money… we have a very visual way of connecting people’ 

(2017, Children’s Hospital Charity). This allows the connection between the donation 

and the end cause to be transparent and add a sense of worth to the sporting actions and 

effort. For Charity 1 (Children’s Charity) this is something which they connect to a rise 

in cynicism towards charity spending and where the money goes saying ‘you want to 

know that your money goes to the right place… they want to know how the charity is 

spending the money, what the overheads are. People are much more probing now’ (2017), 

stressing the importance of clear charity transmission of information to their current and 

prospective donors.  
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6.4.2 Organisers 

For event organisers, ensuring that their event is popular and well attended is vital to its 

continued success. Edensor and Larson reflect on the Berlin Marathon and how 

‘organisers facilitate an affective event by transforming streets into a vibrant outdoor 

stadium’ (2017, 736). To guarantee this, organisers need to work on the way the event is 

viewed by those attending (participating or spectating), portrayed in the media, and the 

overall opinion created of the event. To build the atmosphere and improve the experience 

of the event which helps to make the event a success the organisers can do a number of 

things. Charity sport events construct affects and atmosphere as part of their overall 

experience. They build up the event on the start line by telling participant stories, crowd 

pleasing tactics and mass warmups. This helps to make everyone feel involved and part 

of the team. It also works to make the atmosphere emotive and charged with energy, 

ready for the task ahead.  

Event organisation is also assisted by volunteers and businesses at the start. Organising 

where people are going and ensuring the smooth running of the day is essential to ensure 

everything starts on time and runs safely. Businesses can assist here by offering food and 

drinks for participants and spectators. Banners, flags, and bright colours often fill the start 

line, making them colourful places and informative. During events, as well as support 

from the spectators, often there are organised entertainments. Bands, music groups, dj’s 

can often be found along routes offering music and motivation. Mile makers, route 

instructions and marshals also line the route of events. Often organisations such as St 

Johns Ambulance or local youth groups will help along the way to support participants.  
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Photo 11. Ride London Sportive Finish Area. A space offering entertainment, a place to relax, meet friends 

and family as well as enjoy food and drink (Authors Own, 2017). 

 

At the finish line awaits a host of further support and opportunities to increase the 

experiences had by those taking part. Event villages, as they are often called, often host 

food, drink, clothing and shopping outlets. At the Royal Parks Half Marathon held in 

London, the event village is teamed up with a food and drink festival. This furthers the 

experience of the participant, allowing them to make a day activity out of participation 

rather than just a few hours. Ride London also has refreshments at the finish as well as a 

stage hosting a range of entertainment within a seating area. This allows those waiting 

for family and friends an opportunity to be entertained while waiting, as well as for those 

taking part to relax afterwards (see photo 11). These villages are temporary, flexible and 

emotive. The rewarding of medals, opportunities for photos at the finish, goodie bags, 

freebies and finisher t-shirts are all things that can be offered to participants. These work 

as a reward for participants. 

TV and media coverage can also influence the experience of those taking part. Social 

media can help to act as encouragement. The use of photos, videos and live streams can 
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all help as a motivator for participants hoping to be seen by family and friends, this also 

applies to television broadcasts. Positive marketing campaigns from the organisers can 

help towards a positive day of events.  

6.4.3 Investors and partnerships 

Further to event charities and organisers, event sponsors and partners can also play a role 

in the formulation and experience of the event. Many events will have sponsors, these 

help to fund and support the event, ensuring that it can take place. Sponsors are often 

aligned to the sport itself, for example one of London Marathon’s main sponsors is New 

Balance, the sportswear brand. Which ties together with the sporting nature of the event. 

Brighton Marathon has a range of main sponsors, including American Express, 2XU 

sports clothing and Gatwick Airport, which demonstrates financial, sporting and local 

business investment.  

Events can also have partnerships with companies and organisations. Often these can be 

related to facilities offered on the day, perhaps bottled water companies or sports 

nutrition. Partnerships can also be charity partners. A charity partner can act as a featured 

supporter in adverting and marketing, often holding a specified number of places of the 

event, allowing them to hold a large field of participants to increase fundraising levels. 

The Royal Parks Half Marathon, for example, have a 5-tier charity partnership. Top tiers 

include up to 450 charity event places, marketing and advertising initiatives as well as a 

range of other incentives. These are then promoted in a hierarchical manner reflecting 

the tier they are on. These partnerships can bring with them additional volunteers, 

presence in event villages, as well as the influence of increased participant numbers in 

the event which can influence the event experience.  
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6.4.4 Race For Life 

After considering these aspects of event organisation, I would now like to consider the 

example of Race for Life. This example was chosen as it demonstrates many aspects 

within this chapter and generating event experiences. The Cancer Research UK (CRUK) 

Race for Life series sees around 220 events throughout the UK over the period from May 

to September. Events vary in size depending on location, with hundreds or thousands of 

participants taking part in each event. The Race for Life series was designed as a 

women’s only event, allowing only boys up to the age of 12 to take part. However, 

changes in event policy from 2019 has opened up the event to all. Amongst charity sport 

events within the UK it ranks second on highest fundraisers, bringing in £48 million in 

2016 (Massive 2017), compared to the highest earning event (London Marathon) making 

£58 million. Race for Life is a mass participation event with over 8 people million having 

taken part in the events over the last 20 years raising over £547 million within that time 

(Cancer Research UK 2018). 

The Race for Life series incorporates a number of different events, the 5km, 10km, and 

half marathon runs, Pretty Muddy (a mud and obstacle race which also includes a 

children’s event), and finally eight hiking events. These events traditionally offered a 

safe and supportive environment for women to take part in sports, and even though it’s 

called Race for Life, there is no competition aspect or finish times. The emphasis is on 

being part of the Race for Life community and raising funds for the CRUK.  
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Photo 12. Marshalls preparing for the Race for Life prior to the event beginning. (Authors own 2019) 

 

The event also relies on hundreds of volunteers to assist with the running of the events, 

fulfilling roles such as course marshals, start and end marshals, warm up crew and sports 

massage facilities (see photo 12). As well as these volunteers there is also a huge number 

of CRUK staff involved in the setup, transportation and running of the day’s events. 

Secondary to that there are also additional staff and organisations at the events, such as 

security and food and drink outlets, making these events large from a nationwide 

perspective as well as an organisational one. Race for Life offers an interesting insight 

into the charity sport events due to the scale with which it is run across the UK. With 

events being run simultaneously throughout the country at any weekend during the 

summer months. But although the geographical features of the event might be different, 

it might take place along a seafront or at a park, the set up and format of the day will all 

be fundamentally the same. The ability to move this event from one place to the other 

demonstrates, not only, the efficiency of the event but the ability of constructing the event 

and the experience that goes along with it. 
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There are a number of ways that Race for Life construct this event experience. First is 

branding and advertising. The use of slogans such as ‘cancer we’re coming to get you’, 

‘real women wear mud’ (for the pretty muddy events) and ‘hell hath no fury like a woman 

in pink’. Although critics accuse Race for life of pinkwashing (Boyd 2017) and sexism, 

these events are designed and branded as having a focus on community spirit generated 

through participation. Signs put up during the events give information on cancer rates in 

the UK and how CRUK’s fundraising is making a difference (see photo 13). This makes 

the often intangible aspect of fundraising visible to donors and participants, through 

demonstrating how their funds are used and this cultivates the feelings of purpose, 

making a difference and pride.  

 

 

Photo 13. Motivating facts. Signs displayed around the Taunton Race for Life event to raise awareness, 

inform and motivate participants. (Authors own, 2017) 
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Photo 14. Race for Life Warm Up. A mass warm up is a frequent occurrence at any mass participation 

sport event. (Authors Own, 2019) 

 

Before the event starts there is a mass warm up (see photo 14). These bodies moving in 

unison, like Seamon’s idea of place ballet (1979) keep rhythm with upbeat music. 

Stretching and preparing together for the challenge ahead. Before the event starts there 

is always interaction with the crowds, this is achieved through the race director 

addressing the participants and sharing factors about CRUK work, how much the event 

has raised that day, asking for more fundraising as well as congratulating participants for 

being there. Often these events will also have a moment for those who have had cancer 

or living with cancer to make themselves known, often resulting in a selected participant 

sharing their story with the rest of the crowds. Then before the event starts there will be 

a minute silence, an opportunity to remember those who have died from cancer, focus 

the mind on the achievement of finishing and crystallise the purpose of everyone being 

there. Judy, who took part in the Aberystwyth 5k event describes how she ‘finds the 

emotion when everyone starts [the race] overwhelming’ (2017, quote from interview) 

and for her the event draws people together which she uses as an opportunity to reflect 
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on the loss of her husband to cancer. The event is a highly charged one for Judy, through 

being overcome with emotion by the fundraising process and receiving donations to the 

actual process of taking part.  

Race for Life participants often wear the colour pink (due to the events previous 

association with breast cancer) or can be seen with CRUK branded Race for Life 

clothing. Joyce and Debbie (2017) describe their participation and giving as based around 

paying an entrance fee and buying merchandise from the CRUK online shop, as they find 

fundraising difficult. For them their philanthropy is demonstrated through consumer 

behaviours rather than following a direct fundraising route. This demonstration of 

philanthropy left them branded in CRUK items, creating a visual display of charitable 

participation. Therefore, we can consider the Race for Life not only is this event designed 

and run so bodies move together but they are also created so that these bodies think 

together, with a common purpose and goal of stopping cancer through fundraising.  

Further to branding, and race activities, the design of the event also has the ability to 

affect. Emotive language and symbolism is used throughout the Race for Life events. 

Descriptors such as survivors, heroes and use of the word amazing, all very positive 

language are used to describe those taking part. Participants also receive a back sign and 

are encouraged to write a dedication for someone who they are taking part for to help 

memorialised the process of taking part (see photo 15). This allows participants to make 

their experience a personalised one and remind them of the importance of the charity and 

the cause, and to encourage fundraising and charitable giving. Klawiter describes signs 

used within the Race for the Cure (a similar event in the USA) as actions which ‘signify 

the public display of private losses and triumphs. Wearing them is an emotional act at 

once painful, brave and hopeful (1999, 112). The music played during the events are 

commanding and empowering tunes, with rhythmic beats to move to. The event is 
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surrounded with bright CRUK colours (deep blue and pink), and staff and volunteers are 

encouraged to be happy and helpful throughout the day and are given whistles, clapper 

boards, and high five hands to use to engage with participants. These are items frequently 

seen at charity cheer posts along race routes. They are all about being big, bold and being 

seen. These man-made items are used to produce man made atmospheres of enjoyment 

and achievement to create what CRUK want to be an inclusive and fun event.  

                     

Photo 15. Who are you taking part for? A Race for Life participant wearing a sign showing who they are 

taking part for. A common sight during events such as this. (Authors own, 2019) 

 

The Race for Life series underwent a recent makeover, with branding such as ‘cancer 

we’re coming to get you’ and the introduction of the Pretty Muddy race as a response to 

the success of MOB events. Additionally, CRUK added to their events portfolio half 

marathons, 10k races and long distance treks. The Race for Life series has also diversified 

for the 2019 season by allowing boys and men to participate, reducing the criticism of 

gendering the events. The emphasis is no longer solely on the 5k races. But focused on 

appealing and bringing in a wide range of participants. The success and appeal of these 

events was reflected on during the interview with Charity 19 who suggested that 

‘personally I would like to see us do a bespoke event. Like what Cancer Research do 
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with Race for Life… I would like to see us go out into the market with our own thing’ 

(2017, Health Charity). The Race for Life series is an enviable one for many UK charities.  

6.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has looked at the direct experiences of those involved in charity sport events, 

their thoughts and feelings on the day and discussed the ideas of collective feelings 

generated by the event, affective atmosphere which is generated, transmitted and felt by 

all those involved. This chapter has also further discussed the meanings associated with 

these events, thinking about the relationship between subjective effort and donations. The 

remaining section of the chapter has discussed the more pragmatic aspects of events from 

charity and organisers views and the importance for them to put on the best event, form 

attachment and audience gathering to ensure the future of the event itself.   

More importantly this chapter has sought to highlight how through the embodied 

experiences of the participants these events are impactful, affective and meaningful. Not 

only did we see these impacts on those taking part but also considered collective feelings 

and identities generated from those surrounding the event. And therefore, events as 

having the ability to manifest as much more to those taking part.  
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7. After the Finish Line 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter will chart the experiences of what happens after completion of a charity 

sport event, from the initial period of finishing to the longer-term prospects and 

influences of these events. Here will be discussion on bodily recovery, and events ability 

to exert a wider influence on its participants. This chapter will look in more detail the 

evolution of events and the changing event landscape, its importance and what it means 

for those taking part in charity sport events. Finally, this chapter will close by discussing 

the potential impact these events have on civic responsibility, activism and citizenship. 

Seeking to disclose the impact of charity sport events at a range of scales; personal, 

community, nationally and the wider global aspects.  

7.2 After finishing 

This section of the chapter will follow the experiences of those who have taken part in 

charity sport events and what happens next, with a focus on the bodily recovery involved, 

reconciliation of achievement, and the levels of accomplishment generated through 

taking part. It will then take this further by discussing narratives of change displayed 

through the empirical research. As well as taking into account the perspectives of the 

participants the opinions and actions of the charities will also be considered and the role 

that they play in influencing and generating cause attachment during this time.  

7.2.1 Recovery  

The first few days after the event are often for recovery. Bodies having pushed hard or 

for long periods and need to cope with fatigue, physical stress and possible burnout. 

Bodies can also be stressed at a cellular level, hormonal or mentally through the struggles 

of sporting performance. Therefore, allowing time to heal, mend and get back to normal 
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is essential. Injuries, aches and pains are common, and everyday tasks, such as walking 

up and down stairs, can be a challenge in themselves! Within this time participants may 

also be traveling home, especially from overseas challenges. Prolonging the period 

before life gets back to ‘normal’. Cloke and Perkins suggest that physical challenges, in 

their case adventure tourism, play significant roles in character building (1998) and they 

can further be linked with feelings of self-realisation (Pringle & Thomson 1999). 

Therefore, this post event period can also manifest as a period of reflection and an 

opportunity for the magnitude of the achievement to set in. The overriding feelings of 

pride and accomplishment can take a while to settle and follow from a period of 

reconciling with achievement. These thoughts of pride and achievement are common.  

The days following an event can also be a key time for fundraising. Collecting final 

amounts or being given donations from unsuspected sources can often follow once people 

know what you have achieved in the days prior. Within this period, it is common to 

receive a congratulations correspondence from the charity. These correspondences 

usually involve fundraising totals for the event and offer an opportunity for thanks and 

to show their appreciation. It can also be a time for charities to show appreciation in 

person. For larger donations, charities will sometimes send representatives to collect 

them or inviting participants to their offices. Allowing an opportunity for participants, 

donors and a representative of the cause to meet, discuss the charity and interact in a 

more personal way. Charity 12 (2017, Children’s Charity) described their donor journey 

as containing many post event contact points. To them it is important to say thank you 

and view this time as essential to keeping people engaged with the cause. They also take 

photos during the event and send them to participants with thank you’s. These mementos 

serve as a reminder of achievement and a special treat.  
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Steven organised a charity representative to visit his community after they completed 

their walk, cycle, run challenge. It was something that he had asked for early on, and as 

the fundraising total continued to rise the charity eventually agreed to it. He then 

organised an event to welcome the charity representative and invited members of the 

local community. For him, he felt it was important for the two sides to meet, the donors 

and the cause. This was driven by the enormity of the impact that the loss of a child had 

on his community which fuelled and motivated the event, and the need for recognition 

and closure for everyone involved. He described it as;  

‘important because it showed that they cared. And it showed that they were 

actually thankful for the event… I wanted them to be there to accept it and to 

thank the ten men and to personally thank the sponsors. So, a lot of people that 

sponsored us turned up to the event… And that meant something’.  

(Quote from interview, 2017)  

Here the charity showing their appreciation and thanks to the participants and sponsors 

was an important element of the experience. Given the motivation for the event was to 

support a cause after the death of the child, this action by the charity of showing 

appreciation held a high significance and a holistic meaning to Steven. Here recovery is 

more than just resting tired bodies and muscles, this recovery is that of a personal nature. 

This recovery was deep rooted and related to grieving for personal loss. Here the events 

take on an additional significance, in the idea of healing and moving forward.  

7.2.2 What’s next? 

After completing many months of stringent training routines, encapsulating all aspects 

of everyday life, as well as the task of fundraising stopping can seem very strange, 

allowing a void to be created once the challenge has been completed. This can create a 

sudden lack of purpose; what could be called a post event blues. These blues, although 

they sound quite frivolous, can have a particular impact and can guide what happens next. 
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Hours previously spent on training can free up, sporting dedication can wane with lack 

of event motivation pushing you forward, and the connections formed with charitable 

causes can also dwindle. As a result, these changes can manifest as feelings of sadness 

and lack of purpose, bringing with it a lack of motivation that an event and training 

creates.  

There was an importance on having something to look forward to for Owen and Robin, 

and although Owen describes a sort of no man’s land feeling post event, he knows it’s 

important to have something in the pipeline to focus on. For Robin he feels it’s good to 

have targets and describes how after a previous fundraising event there was an ‘appetite 

that we wanted to do something else’ and how this was ‘as much for ourselves really’ 

(2017) as he stresses it’s good to have ambition as well as a charity link to keep them 

moving forward.  

Since the loss of a good friend to cystic fibrosis, Neil has been an ardent runner taking in 

part in over 10 sport events and a member of a national running club. I recounts how the 

experience of losing a friend started him running and led to his participation in his first 

event; the Leicester Half marathon. Within this first event he raised money for a cystic 

fibrosis charity. Taking part in sport events then become very much tied to the duty of 

raising money and he notes how it gave him a feel good factor.  

Hence the inspiration for his latest challenge, running 2017km over a year. To reason his 

choice, he explains it has a twofold purpose, one for personal enjoyment and the second 

for fundraising. But additionally, it seems that this challenge speaks to his need to 

maintain his desire to keep fundraising after his last running event, to spread out the 

challenge for longer to sustain that feel good feeling. He recounts a guilt that he feels, 

which he positions as the ability he has to fundraise so feels a sense of need to keep 
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raising money. For Neil his enjoyment and the recognition he enjoys from taking part in 

charity sport events, led him on to choose a yearlong event, therefore allowing him to 

extend the period of time involved and the feelings it produces and to satisfy his need to 

raise more money. His manifestation of ‘the blues’ stemmed from responsibility and 

seeking further pleasurable experience and has led to a need to always be doing 

something for charity.  

There are ways to move forward from these feelings, and it is fair to say, not everyone 

suffers from this sudden sense of lack of purpose as frequently a continued interest in 

sport does occur. Here sport events have the opportunity to form long lasting connections 

between the participants and the embodied actions of sport. Events have the capacity to 

develop and build on the ability to engage with sport and to creating lasting relationships 

with those who take part. Whether this is continued participation on an informal basis, or 

moving through more formal lines, such as joining clubs or entering further events. These 

further events can help maintain to a connection with the charitable cause, by supporting 

them further with additional activities and fundraising. This can quite often grow into a 

cycle of taking part in events for a particular charity or cause again. Adding the same or 

different challenges into the future can act as a goal to focus training on, as a way to step 

up in your achievement and ability, as well as manifesting in a way to show continued 

support for a charitable cause year on year.  

To facilitate this movement from one event to another, charities can often play an active 

role in encouraging this transition. As mentioned earlier, charities often have a 

regimented ‘supporter journey’ that they take their sport event supporters on. After an 

event has finished and the fundraising period is over, they then contact the participant 

about things such as fundraising success, progress and further events to take part in. This 

is an attempt to further donor support and ensure it for the long term. Charities often offer 
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incentives to take part in further events, such as money off registration fees and offers. 

This is true of Charity 12 (2017, Children’s Charity) who use special offers for past 

participants as a way of trying to keep them on board with the cause. They further discuss 

this in the terms of how ‘we want to make sure that people are engaged and remain so 

throughout the year. So, to think about [charity name] and think that half marathon I did 

last year they were really great and I want to maybe do a marathon with them next year’. 

Here continued support is linked to the experience of the event, as well as continued 

communication and sometimes an extra incentives to take part.  

                                

Image 5. Thank you letter received from the charity I fundraised for whilst taking part in the Great North 

Run. Note the date of the letter as the end of October, when the GNR took part on Sunday 11th Sept 2016. 

The letter also totals the amount raised as well as gives information about the cause. The letter was received 

with personalised display card to show how much I raised at the beginning of November. 
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With regards to officially thanking participants for their fundraising efforts, charities tend 

to wait until after a 6 week period of the event finishing before sending official thank you 

letters (see image 5), a process which Charity 10 (2017, Mobility Charity) strongly 

adheres to. This offers the participant enough time to pay in any outstanding sponsorship 

money, and most online giving pages will shut down 4-6 weeks post event. This means 

that charities can ensure that they have raised the specified amount pledged by the 

participant, and then thank them appropriately. Although this may seem like a long time 

to wait to receive thanks for your efforts, the post event period can still be an important 

time to gather remaining funds, and this period of time helps to ensure that the most 

possible is collected.  

However, the course does not flow so smoothly for all who take part in events. Although 

as we’ve seen above charities work hard to keep participants involved it not always has 

the same impact. Jane took part in Leeds 10k in honour of her sister after her murder. She 

agreed to take part due to her surviving sister desire to do the event and then combining 

it with something positive to support a domestic abuse charity in her sisters’ name. 

Although Jane recounts the experience of taking part as fun, great to meet people and 

interact with them during the event, and even that she would recommend the event to 

others she felt that she wouldn’t do the event again and additionally unsure of raising for 

the same charity again.  

This could stem from two causes, one she attributes to not really being a runner. Her 

initial reasoning for taking part was to support her sisters desire to take part in the event 

rather than it coming from her felt need to take part. She positions herself as a hiker rather 

than runner and feeling more comfortable walking rather than running. She does however 

feel that she would do walking or hiking events in the future. Additionally, to this the 
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charity was one picked that was local to where her sister had lived and not to her location. 

Because of this she hadn’t had contact with the charity prior to signing up the event, this 

could have had an impact on the connection felt towards to cause and her loyalty to it. 

Even though her and her sister visited the charity to make their donation after the event.  

This demonstrates that although participants can enjoy events there needs to be a wider 

appeal to the sporting side of what they offer and how they align with participant 

interests. Additionally, the charities can undertake a number of tactics to support their 

event participants and it doesn’t always result in continued support, or at least support 

that translates into raising further funds.  

Conversely, we heard earlier of Jackie’s Moroccan Trek and her failure to complete the 

challenge due to altitude sickness. This ‘did not finish’ had a profound impact on her 

experience. She described returning home feeling ashamed and that she had let down her 

donors due to not completing the task. However, she turned this experience into 

motivation stating she wanted to go back and complete the trek on her own, rather than 

again for charity. Something which would allow her to feel justified for raising the money 

initially and to prove to herself that she could do it. Rather than being put off the event 

by a somewhat negative experience she will use this as a driving force for the future.  

For some after completing their charity challenge, they didn’t know what would come 

next. Both Lara and Adrian knew there would be something that followed but weren’t 

sure what it would be. Lara describes how ‘since [the challenge] finished everyone has 

said to me what are you going to do now, and I’ve been like I literally do not know what 

to do with myself’ (2017). After finishing her 18-month running challenge, training has 

reduced so as a result evening and weekend time freed up. Rather than having a full diary 

of events and things to do, she found she had time on her hands. After describing these 
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feelings of not knowing what to do, she tells me how she’s put together a bucket list of 

10 things to do over the summer, to make sure she uses her time constructively and keeps 

on achieving goals. Her next challenge she then tells me is a relay triathlon, and she’s 

doing the cycling rather than running. Just to shake it up. Lara started off her challenge 

as a runner, so her desire to keep on running is based on her enjoyment of the sport, which 

was increased during her challenge. Her feelings of charity are personally linked to her 

own experiences and her future fundraising based heavy on her desire to ‘give back’ and 

allow others to have the same support as she did from the Samaritans.   

For others the next event is already in motion direct from the finishing line. Ellie 

describes the desire to sign up to the Cardiff Half marathon again for the following year. 

This time setting a target for a finish time to achieve, using this repeat of the run to better 

her skills and as an opportunity to be part of something she enjoyed again. Matt describes 

his feeling about taking part again and how after the 2017 London Marathon ‘I did say 

that not [entering] in 2018 because I just think it’s too soon… I don’t think I could go 

through that whole process… and as soon as I wake up on Monday morning and saw the 

posts on Facebook, yep I’ve entered the ballot’ (2017). For him this desire to enter the 

ballot for a potential chance to take part in the London Marathon again the following 

year, was also to have the chance to potentially relive and enjoy the event experience for 

a second time, and use it as a chance to improve on running times and techniques. Both 

Ellie and Matt saw repeating this experience as an opportunity to improve and through 

participation had developed a sense of loyalty and attachment to the event itself. Having 

both had a positive experience of the event, charity and fundraising this highlights the 

importance of a good experience in encouraging participants back to future events.  

For Matt and Ellie their desire for further participation can be seen to be based in a need 

to challenge themselves further. These feelings are based more in sporting 
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accomplishment and embodied experience rather than charitable, demonstrating the 

power of events in capturing and retaining audiences and generating a loyalty to events.   

But for some the next step was to make the challenge bigger and better. It was no longer 

possible to go down the scale to something which could be deemed easier. Challenges 

needed to push further and harder. This was something discussed in detail by Dan, 

Thomas, Robin and Jack. They all felt that after their most recent challenge what they 

did next had to push boundaries and increase. Thomas spoke of using the experience 

gained from his Himalaya trek to go forward and try a winter trek. He also describes how 

‘when we were on the summit and we were sitting drinking our warm water [the guide] 

said Everest is only 2000m higher than this. And I said well if I had a month and a half 

spare and £45,000, I’d probably give it a shot’ (2017). For Thomas his aspirations are 

countered by the realities of everyday life. Aspiring to climb Everest but realising the 

practical and economic sides to this challenge and therefore adding a more realistic 

outlook to future planning, by considering a trek in Morocco for the next challenge. Being 

closer to home and less time away, but still offering the physical challenge he craves. 

Robin’s plans are in his own words are quite ambitious. He hopes to cycle across the 

United States of America, something he describes as the ‘ultimate dream’. A concept for 

a challenge driven by the fun experience had while taking part in their Lands End to John 

O Groats challenge. In Robins case, where his charity was recommended by the doctor 

who treated his mothers illness, the act of fundraising is inherently linked to thanking the 

doctor for his help and supporting his mothers illness. His rationalising for further 

challenges, although greatly linked to personal and sporting desires, also stems from a 

further show of appreciation and gratitude which he feels you can’t put a price on.  And 

therefore suggesting that there is no limit to the extent of fundraising possible.  
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Going bigger is also described by Jack. He rhymes off a list of events; Ironman’s, Ultra 

Marathons and the Marathon Des Sables, these are all things he sees as great charity 

challenges because ‘people would be really willing to get involved in something really 

really challenging for charity’ (2017). Here he is making the connection between effort 

and deserving sponsorship. After completing the London Marathon for charity, he 

doesn’t feel that he would do another marathon for charity again, people now knew he 

could do that, and it would need to be a longer distance. He floats ideas about doing a 

European marathon for his own personal enjoyment and not for charity, a 12-hour run in 

his hometown, and a 100km run from the north to the south of Luxembourg. For the run 

in his hometown he connects the importance of being visual, people seeing his effort and 

that leading to higher charity contributions. And at a higher distance than a marathon he 

predicts that there would be more incentive to encourage charitable giving. And although 

he says he hasn’t given it much thought, he continues to give me logistical plans of how 

the event would work, sponsorship, practicalities, involving his local running club. He 

assures me it’s just an idea for now, but it seems very well considered to me.  

For these participants we can see that the desire to take part spans from a number of 

reasons, sporting, challenge, gratitude, and attempts to raise more funds. This process of 

taking part impacts on moving forward sporting accomplishments but also frequently 

brings with it the joy and the feel good factor of fundraising. Here we can also consider 

the way that fundraising is increasing considered a social norm and linked to happiness 

(Sheng & Sargaent 2016) and furthers the feelings of doing a social duty by taking part 

and raising money.  

7.3 Event evolution 

Charity sport events have seen many alterations and changes. Events within the UK have 

seen a ‘boom’ (Bale 2003) in popularity and this growth has brought with it a diversifying 
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in sport type, activity and accessibility. This section will look at how charity sport events 

have grown and evolved as well as the forces that have driven these changes. Which will 

be discussed with reference to the charities involved and those who take part. These 

changes will also be considered with reference to legacy and future of sport events. 

7.3.1 Event expectations 

As discussed earlier, events have seen an increase within the last 20 years (Filo et al 

2011; Ruperto & Kerr 2009). During this period, they have also undergone a change in 

style. Today’s sport events represent big business within the UK. Within these changes 

has also come a change in the expectations by participants as consumers of what is 

expected and should be part of the event experience. With larger events coming to set the 

format for the smaller in terms of facilities and expectations. Just like consumer trends 

with any commodity, sport events follow similar patterns. Participant expectations now 

include things like aid and water stations along race routes, race photos, medals and 

goodie bags (including event t-shirts), and post event villages and meeting areas, items 

which are described by Nettleton and Hardey (2006) as perks. Of these freebies and t-

shirts offered at events King describes these commodities being used by participants as 

‘vehicles for fashioning their identities and expressing their values’ (2012, 216) whilst 

Shipway and Jones (2008) suggest wearing of an event t-shirts is a matter of 

demonstrating pride in achievements. King furthers contends the power of these 

participants (consumer donors) in events and how their expectations are driving the 

subjectivities of the practices involved and shaping the character of the events themselves 

(2012). 

As well as unexpected situations for participants, as discussed in chapter 6, there are also 

unexpected for the event organisers. The weather in early 2018 influenced the events 

calendar. What was scheduled to be the 25th Bath Half marathon on the 4th of March was 
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cancelled due to snow and poor weather conditions. The decision was made just days 

before the event was due to take place. It came amid health and safety considerations for 

those taking part, volunteering and traveling into the city for the threat of snow and icy 

conditions. Regardless of the event being cancelled it still managed to raise over £1.2 

million pounds for charitable causes (Bath Half 2018). Due to the automatic nature of 

online giving, the money leaves the account as soon as the pledge is made unlike 

traditional offline methods of sponsorship when the money is awarded after completion. 

Through using online giving the funds were secured before the event was cancelled. The 

cancelling of the event left many people trying to secure places for other events. In 

response to this other local events including the Yeovil Half Marathon, responded by 

making additional places available for this purpose (around 300 places in the Yeovil Half 

Marathon). This event held three weeks later then gave many the opportunity to complete 

the challenge they had set out to achieve and ‘earn’ the sponsorship they had already 

been gifted. Bath Half’s response was to offer full refunds to all those who paid for entry 

and to offer the associated charities a refund on entry and advertising packages. An 

exercise which must have proven costly for Running High Events who organise the event. 

Ensuring the popularity of events is important from the charity point of view also. Filling 

places for events and making sure they can recoup costs of entrance fees and guaranteeing 

pledges, means that charities can meet their fundraising targets. It also helps charities to 

forecast fundraising for upcoming years as well as to plan what future events to invest 

in. Analytics of events, looking at the demographics of participants, fundraising amounts 

and types of events they are interested in again helps charities to plan further. Having 

demographics of their supporters is a useful insight for a charity, this was described as 

being a vital source of information and helps to inform their practices by Charity 1 (2016, 

Children’s Charity). From this information the supporter base for the whole charity is 
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broken down into three main categories, each with a motivation for giving, likes and age 

group. They describe how they have received this ‘whole demographic of what that type 

of person would be into to help you figure out where to advertise to help to engage with 

these people’ (2016), which helps with event planning, marketing and appealing to 

potential donors, and, therefore, assist in raising more funds.  

7.3.2 Event trends 

Sport events are subject to fluctuations, rise and falls the same as any commodity. And 

changes in popularity with events can be seen through time. Popular events are 

characterised by sold out places and a good reputation for offering a good experience. 

Affiliation with an athletic association and certified courses can attract those looking to 

gain qualifying times for national and elite events. Events experiencing falls can be 

characterised by lower participant numbers, a dwindling reputation and lack of interest 

in the event itself. The rise and fall of events can be seen in the popularity of colour runs. 

These are short, normally around 5km, runs where participants are showered in colourful 

clouds of paint. Participants start in white t-shirts and the aim is not only to have fun but 

be multi-coloured by the time they finish. The most popular and original of these is The 

Color Run. The Color Run series aims to ‘promote healthiness and happiness by bringing 

the community together to participate in the happiest 5k on the Planet’ (Color Run 2018). 

The Color Run originates from the USA and started in 2011. They claim to be the largest 

event series globally and describe their growth as having exploded since inception to now 

serve over 200 cities in 40 countries (Color Run 2018). The UK events were previously 

sponsored by the charity Save the Children and offered entry for half price, £15, with a 

£100 fundraising pledge. These events represent the opportunity for participants to do 

something different while raising money and seek to interest a wider range of participants 

in terms of sporting ability, age and of sporting interest.  
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However, the course for the Color Run hasn’t been a simple one or sustained. After 

initially experiencing fast and positive growth the event plateaued. After a colour event 

in Taiwan caused an explosion and injuring hundreds of people safety concerns were 

raised into the use of these substances for recreational purposes. The knock on from this 

event was several countries dropping the events as a result. Charity 19 (2017, Health 

Charity) describes the uncertainty they felt towards the event and doubts how fundraising 

could successfully be achieved through colour runs. As a result, they didn’t invest in 

these events. Color Run, however was invested in by Save the Children, who offered 

places in the event, which on average raised £124 per participants over 7 events within 

the UK raising a total of £180,000 (JustGiving 2015). However, their support for these 

events was cut due to high running and staff costs and reducing its feasibility as a 

profitable fundraising event. This suggests that in terms of a charity event these do not 

represent a viable investment.  

Charity 11 (Health Charity) asserts how charities ‘need to go with the market. So if there 

was suddenly a shift in running events and people didn’t want to do them any more then 

we would need to listen to that’ (2017) with Charity 5 building on this by saying ‘ we are 

always looking at what works and keeping an eye on new trends’ (Humanitarian Charity 

2017). The charities, therefore, are influenced by sporting trends and need to adapt to 

these with the types of events they offer. With this in mind the UK has seen the rise in 

MOB (mud, beer and obstacles) events, such as Tough Mudder, which seem to have 

captured a large audience and are continuing to see growth (Massive 2017). It could be 

that the focus has shifted for those looking for something different in an event, to 

something more extreme for an event. This idea was raised by Charity 12 (2017, 

Children’s Charity), as they see events getting more extreme and the need for participants 

to work harder for their money. They mused how ‘there is almost this you can’t just do 
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a marathon now, you have to do it in heels and a tutu or dressed as something’ (2017), 

suggesting just the sporting element at times is viewed as not enough. And participation 

in these events needs to be a challenge on many levels. This links back to our earlier 

discussion on how Jack and Robin wanted to make their next challenge something bigger, 

to meet with their own personal sporting expectations as well as to achieve future 

fundraising.  

A further example of events changing is the Adidas Silverstone Half Marathon, which 

was a London Marathon event. Traditionally this event was publicised as a training half 

marathon to fit in with London Marathon training plans, as well as a standalone event in 

an interesting location normally unavailable to pedestrians or runners. Cidell says of this 

alternative occupation of space creates unique mobilities as fosters camaraderie with 

those also taking part (2014). The event was started up in 2003 and ran through to 2017. 

However as of 2018 the event has been cancelled. This year was the same year that the 

London Marathon Events Ltd launched the Big Half in London (which will be discussed 

further below) a new half marathon running event. This event is run on the same weekend 

as when the Silverstone race would have been held to coincide again with London 

Marathon training plans. Here the event itself is not changing or altering but the 

organisation who support this race has moved on to a new concept. Here it represents 

events being updated and moving with trends from consumers.  

Another change in event popularity has been the resurgence of treks and walks. The 

Massive sports fundraising monitor suggests that treks and walks showed growth of 21% 

between 2015-2016 (Massive 2017). Although this figure doesn’t compare to the 

amounts who participated or fundraised by running events, the South Coast Challenge 

saw a 361% increase in funds raised to £1 million in 2016 from £200,000 from the 

previous year and entered into the top 20 UK sport events (Massive 2017). The second 
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trek in the top 20 is the Thames Path Challenge, which raised £2 million in 2016 (ibid). 

This rise in treks and walks has been seen by a number of charities interviewed, many of 

whom were actively looking to engage in new walks and treks to support this growth. 

For Charity 19 (Health Charity) the use of treks has always been central to their cause, 

they described how;  

‘when we were founded as a charity the main source of income was sports. So, 

there was a group of people who did the typical Kilimanjaro [trek]. So it was the 

need for our cause was identified and it was a group of ladies, and they saw that 

we need to build the facilities for young people with cancer because they don’t 

exist, we need to raise money, so let’s do a trek to raise money’.  

(Quote from interview 2017) 

This incorporation of the sport in the initial inception of the charity has helped to continue 

to support the treks and walks offered by the cause. It is a foundation of their identity and 

how they appeal to consumers.  

7.3.3 New concepts and ideas 

To keep the field moving forward there has been a number of event evolutions and new 

events emerging within recent years. These events respond to the altering expectations 

of participants and profit margins, as discussed above. They also come as a response to 

demand and trends within sport itself. Within the last 10 years there has been a 72% 

increase in athletics participation (Hindley 2018) alone. There are many ways in which 

the event landscape has changed and here we will look at a number of strategies employed 

by event organisers to modify, improve and alter the events on offer.  

The first initial shift is into that of community. The Big Half held its inaugural event in 

London in 2018 and describes itself how this ‘one-day event offers a host of running 

distances, from a challenging half marathon to a free one-mile course, as well as a family-

friendly festival of food, music and activities’ (The Big Half 2019a). A new half 

marathon organised by the London Marathon Events Ltd, the course follows part of the 
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route of the London Marathon itself through the boroughs Southwark, Tower Hamlets, 

Lewisham and Greenwich, and passing many notable landmarks like the Cutty Sark and 

Tower Bridge. Edensor and Larson suggest that the Berlin Marathon follows its route so 

as to purposefully take in some of the city’s most iconic sights and is integral to the events 

character (2017). As mentioned above it also falls at a time to work in synch with London 

Marathon training plans, to offer a test of an event day during marathon preparations, on 

the first weekend in March and for those following a 16 week training plan, on week 10. 

As with many events, alongside the main half marathon, which attracts around 13,000 

participants, it also offers an event festival, an accessible free one mile race, a 2.4 mile 

race and an elite field within the main event. This, therefore, is set to appeal to a family 

orientated audience, those of a non-sporty nature, those getting into sport, as well as those 

with an interest in athletics. 

What is particularly notable about this event is their commitment to the local 

communities. The London Marathon Charitable Trust uses the funds generated through 

its events to directly support sporting initiatives within these the four London boroughs 

the event passes through. A further aspect of the event is an allocation of event places 

reserved for those involved in community groups in the boroughs involved, outside of 

the standard race entry procedures. In addition to the places the recruitment of volunteers 

from the local community is also involved in event planning. This helps the event seem 

transparent with benefits being seen by those living in the local communities and 

accessible to those living there. Therefore, not just making the Big Half an event that 

passes through these London Boroughs but making the event of London and its people, 

as they describe ‘The Vitality Big Half is about more than just the run – it’s about the 

communities that we run through’ (The Big Half 2019b). 
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Charity 13 describe how the London Marathon has played a role in setting out events 

having a community impact and suggest that now councils are ‘keen on getting the local 

community involved and there are reserved aspects for the area in terms of aspects of 

improving fitness and wellbeing involved with the organisation. So, I think that’s another 

key area where organisers can’t really move in there and put on an event and leave 

without giving anything back to the local community’ (2017, Health Charity). This 

suggests that the responsibility of event organisers to act to give something back is 

becoming increasing important, rather than the process described by Palmer (2010) in 

setting up for the Tour de France and how the teams move from one place to another 

without leaving a mark on the place. Events are now being seen as needed to be rooted 

in place in terms of giving back, rather than just a physical location to hold an event.  

In addition to the Big Half, 2018 also saw another half marathon start in London. This 

was the London Landmarks Half Marathon (LLHM) event, which follows a route 

through central London taking in some of the city’s best known features. This event was 

set up by the children’s charity Tommy’s for the charity sector, which ensures that this 

is a not for profit event. Organised by Tommy’s but open to other charity participants 

with 150 charity partners, in its first year it raised £4 million for charity (London 

Landmarks 2018). Charity 9 (2017, Animal Charity) spoke of its interest in how the event 

would go, and a sort of all eyes on Tommy’s in the sector. This event could be a turning 

point in the confidence that charities have in setting up their own events, rather than 

relying on organisational companies to do it.  

Not only are events altering to capture a new audience but how we enter these events is 

also changing. Aided by tracking technologies and smart devices, virtual races and 

challenges are becoming a growing trend within fundraising. These allow a set challenge 

to be completed within the participants own time and in a location that suits them. Virtual 
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Runner UK says, ‘virtual races are a great way to stay fit and active all year round, run 

for a good cause and get awesome medals for your participation!’ (2019) and have seen 

a 1103% increase in participation (JustGiving 2018). Results are then recorded on a GPS 

device and uploaded once completed. Many still follow a sponsorship format and incur 

a sign up cost. An example of a successful virtual race is The British Heart Foundation 

MyMarathon event started in May 2016. The premise of the event is to run a marathon 

distance in over 4 hours, in 4 days or 4 weeks. It’s up to the participant to decide the 

timescale. Once the participant signs up, they get a custom link to the online fundraising 

platform Everyday Hero which will be their online fundraising page. Here they can 

upload data from their GPS or Fitbit devices (or manually upload information) to keep 

track of their progress. Reaching the target is then visualised and offers an easy way for 

the participant to send the details directly to the charity. During 2018 £38,595 was raised 

by this event and 87,999 miles covered over its duration (British Heart Foundation 2019). 

This event is designed to encourage a range of different people to take part, with the 

varying timescales available to choose and being a free event to sign up to fundraising is 

encourage rather than essential. Meaning it could appeal to those perhaps put off by the 

large fundraising pledges and entry fees.  

In 2016 three new virtual events appeared in the top 25 charity owned events, these were 

the British Heart Foundation MyMarathon raising £1.04 million, Walk all Over Cancer 

for CRUK raising £1 million and Outrun for Macmillan Cancer Support raising £902,000 

(Massive 2017). Not only do virtual races offer the opportunity to complete an event in 

your own time the also often offer medals and goodies for completion just like a standard 

event. These virtual races are playing into generational changes of those taking part, and 

are tapping into the alternative ways in which people are engaging with civil society and 

participation; through mobile phones and smart devices.  
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The charity’s own run events have proven to be a success for many events, such as Race 

for Life, London Landmarks, Memory Walk and the MoonWalk. But often the 

organisations who run sport events are themselves charities. The London Marathon has 

a charitable trust which helps to support sporting initiatives across London and the UK. 

When potential supporters apply for a ballot place for the event, and option that will see 

them entered into a further draw is to donate the ballot fee to the charity, and to receive 

a running jumper in return. The same happens for the Ride London 100 ballot, also a 

London Marathon Ltd event, when the costs are donated to charity an extra chance is 

applied and if unsuccessful cycling apparel is offered in its place. Setting up a charitable 

trust to run events allows for the money raised to be used to directly fund projects and 

work within the desired field. It also helps to keep all the money in-house. The London 

Marathon Charitable Trust was started in 1981 and since then has allocated over £70 

million to over 1250 recreational projects across London and the UK (Virgin Money 

London Marathon 2018b) through a grant giving programme. The London Marathon 

Charitable Trust’s objective is to encourage active lifestyles and remove inequality 

within access to physical activity. A current initiative is Active Spaces project which 

aims to protect open spaces for sporting activity for future generations across the country 

(ibid). The work of the trust makes all entrants who pay a fee to enter the London 

Marathon involved in charitable action, through the incorporation of the trust and its 

work.  

7.3.4 Legacy? 

But what lasting impact will these events have and what legacy, if any, will they leave? 

It is easy to see how some of these events could be a phase or a current fad, for example 

zombie or colour runs, but there are events which have been running for 30 + years within 

the UK. And of these events, the Great North Run, London Marathon, and the British 
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Heart Foundations London to Brighton bike ride, they represent a form of event which is 

classic and within a realm of its own almost. And the success of these is built on being 

an aspirational, long standing and a well-respected challenge.  

We can consider the legacy of these events and the impact that they can have on the 

sporting communities. Although previous work on sporting events, such as the Olympics 

Games, have often suggested that there is a lack of legacy left in host cities and countries 

post event (Woodhouse 2010), the ideas of legacy were worked into the London 2012 

Olympic bid with changes in direction and priority for both UK government and the 

International Olympics Committee. Within this it presented the opportunity for the 

Olympics to display some of the world’s best sporting achievement but also aimed to act 

as a catalyst for increased sporting participation for all throughout the UK (Girginov & 

Hills 2012). This legacy was designed to help support social, economic and physical 

activity within the United Kingdom, something which Devine (2013) suggested focused 

on grassroots activities and young people. London 2012 (2015) have stated meeting many 

of their promises and suggest continued growth, stating £165 million investment in 

community sport facilities, increases in tourism, and staging a number of large sporting 

events;  such as the Glasgow Commonwealth Games 2014, Rugby, Athletics and Cycling 

events within the Olympics infrastructure. 

Perhaps it may be fair to suggest that the legacy of a charity sport event is less impactful 

and far reaching as an event on the scale of the Olympics. It is important to remember 

that these are events that often leave no visual memory, but regardless of this Brown et 

al (2015) suggests that legacies can exist when no trace remains.  They further this claim 

by adding that a legacy isn’t a given and is something that needs to be worked for [ibid]. 

Charity 1 (2016) discussed the impact that the 2012 Olympics had on their sport events, 

stating that after the success of the British Brownlee brothers in the Triathlon events, they 
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saw an increase in desire to take part in these events. Something which they attribute to 

the positive exposure of the event from the actions of the athletes Alistair and Jonny 

Brownlee who won gold and bronze medals respectively. But it was also their 

sportsmanship and brotherly camaraderie that drew the attention to them and their sport, 

helping to cement another home win for the host country. A claim reaffirmed by 

JustGiving (2013) who identified an ‘Olympic effect’ which they link to the rise in 

cycling and triathlon events after the 2012 games. 

Chris Brasher and John Disley set up the London Marathon as a result of watching the 

New York Marathon two years prior. The Ride London Weekend was conceived as a 

series of events over a weekend to encourage cycling in London as well as a competitive 

sportive Ride 100 and Ride 46, which both start from the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 

and tour the roads around the capital. The Swim Serpentine swimming event 

encompasses a range of distance swimming and takes place along the route of the 

Olympic outdoor swimming events in Hyde Park, London. Here these examples 

demonstrate that legacy from sporting events has spawned and grown mass participation 

sport events. Shifting the focus from elite athletes and making them accessible. This 

opens up the opportunity for those inspired by the sporting achievements watched on the 

TV or heard about to be recreated. Offering an opportunity to walk in the footsteps of 

sporting heroes.  

Events such as Ride London and the Great North Run encompass family events over the 

course of the weekend. Ride London plays host to a weekend of fun cycle events, 

designed to encourage families, children and those who wouldn’t normally cycle to get 

involved. The Great North Run weekend includes athletic championships the CityGames 

hosted near the Pasta Party on the Saturday prior to the run the next day (see photo 16). 

These games feature world class athletes competing in a number of athletic events as well 
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as events which are open to all and families including children’s events. These events 

encourage all sorts of people to get involved and helps to bring sport into the city of 

Newcastle and Gateshead. Mo Farah won the London Mini Mile event in 1998 whilst a 

teenager running for a local athletics club, which no doubt helped starting his journey 

into athletics.  This is an event run alongside the London Marathon to give young athletes 

from across the UK a chance to compete together on a world stage. Events such as these 

can promote health and fitness within younger generations and encourage increased 

sporting engagement. Having these events for children can help inspire and build 

aspirations and also help view sporting success as importance. 

         

 

Photo 16. The Great North Run Pasta Party and Great North CityGames 2017. To the left of the photo are 

the CityGames and to the right is the Great North Run Pasta Party. Combining the two helps in engaging 

runners with athletics and bring families into the events. (Authors own, 2017) 

 

We’ve discussed earlier the need for events to evolve and develop to move with consumer 

demand. But we can also consider the evolving of events from an organisational view. 

For example, the London Marathon has come under criticism for its lack of accessibility 

for smaller charities. London Marathon has traditionally offered charities a place under 
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a bond scheme. This was administered by charities applying for a set number of places 

and being allocated them by the organisers. However, due to Gold and Silver bond places 

not currently being available because of to the closure of waiting lists for places, The 

London Marathon organisation has started to run a ballot for charity places. London 

Marathon suggests that odds are a charity entering the ballot will receive a place every 2 

years, with restrictions in place for those who entered and were successful the previous 

year entering again. London Marathon also works with the organisation Realbuzz, a 

lifestyle website offering an app and content on living a healthy and active life. They also 

offer services, products and places for many sport events, including London Marathon. 

However, they have received criticism due to their monopoly over places for events such 

as London and the high prices and packages they offer. Speaking on this issue Charity 1 

(Childrens Charity) explained ‘we are a little bit over a barrel with advertising in terms 

of that side of things and that’s where we spend the majority of our money [with 

Realbuzz], because we have to. We have to be seen on those websites or you know it’s 

really damaging to the charity not to be there up with the other big charity names’ (2016). 

For them not using Realbuzz would be seen as damaging to the organisation, and not 

keeping up with other charities could have detrimental effects on fundraising and the 

number of places they have available for events. Often Realbuzz ties charities into 

advertising packages that include places to other events at high costs. This again has 

received reproach from the charity sport community over its inaccessibility from smaller 

organisations. For Charity 3 (Wildlife Charity) they were in a 3 year pilot of using sport 

events for fundraising, and because a number of events require charities to sign up for 

places over a number of consecutive years there were often events not available to them. 

And they had to rely on a number of other events offering places for purchase. This came 

at the cost of missing out on some of the biggest events in the country.  
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It can therefore be seen that there are some big power relations at work within sport 

events. Often smaller charities have to rely on participants coming to them with their own 

places for events, rather than having access to direct places with the organisers. It also 

calls into question those who feel they can afford to take part. Many events offering 

places complete with high fundraising pledges, and although these aren’t directly paid by 

the participant, those within particular low economic positions may feel these are 

inaccessible to them and feel that there is no possibility or cannot ask for large sums of 

money from within their social sphere. And although many sport events are deemed 

accessible and open to all, there can be opposing factors to that contention.  

For the participants involved in the research legacy can be seen in a number of those 

involved. Catherine and Abbie both hoped that their events would becoming a annual 

event. Allowing them (or others) to continue fundraising for the future. Both of these 

events brought together family and the local community, with Catherine commenting 

how since her walk friends who were involved have stated that they have since taken up 

walking and were getting more active. So not only has Catherine’s event had an impact 

on informing and educating those around her on prostate cancer but also encouraging 

fitness and activity.  

Both Catherine and Abbie organised events with loved ones in mind, for them having 

those people at and taking part in the events was of great importance. Not only were 

loved ones and family members a visual motivation but their presence helped to add 

significance to the actions. Again, both Abbie and Catherine noted they were both 

overwhelmed by the support from family and the local community for their events. This 

suggests that by them opening up about illness, hardship and their personal narratives has 

impacted the perceptions of others and influences subsequent interactions.   
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Robin, as discussed above, suggested that he wanted to continue supporting the charity 

through further events, but additionally he reported that from his cycle event his sister 

had become involved in sport events for fundraising and even his mum had started to 

volunteer directly for the charity. He recounts that whilst they were cycling the team 

support vehicle was manned by his parents and how this added to the feeling that this 

was a family effort. He felt that having his mum there in particular enabled him to focus 

on the fundraising and charity purpose motivating him on to the finish line.  

The impacts of community were felt strongly by Darren, who after he had finished his 

channel swim was able to witness the online support and interaction of his friends and 

family while he had been swimming. He notes how his partner had spent all night posting 

progress updates to social media online and continued to push for charity donations. And 

that these were answered by fundraising amounts shooting up substantially while he was 

in the water. Darren explained how he was deeply touched by the response to his swim, 

as a demonstration that people cared about his actions, that they were wishing him well 

and as a display of friendship and love that had come from their support. This he felt 

made those supporting him an integral part of the swim and to meeting his fundraising 

target.   

7.3.5 Taking it further 

For the charities involved sport represents a way of getting donors and participants to 

take giving further, to get them to expand how and what they give and to move onto other 

forms of participation within the organisation. An example of this was discussed by 

Charity 11 (Health Charity) by working with university students in an attempt to tie 

together RAG week and its associated actions with participation with Barcelona 

Marathon. Here the link was formed because of the charity already having existing 

groups within student populations and as a way to give students another way to get 
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involved. Charity 11 describes the support that they receive from these students as really 

beneficial, so keeping them on board with the cause is deemed as important for 

fundraising. Charity 2 (Health Charity) describes sport events as a ‘key retention tool for 

increasing a charities volunteer base once they have done their activity’ (2017), for them 

careful stewardship of this experience leads to getting people on board and coming back. 

Other charities have described it as a sort of process of sport and then something else 

afterwards.  

A number of charities also stated how sport offered the opportunity to bring people into 

the organisation, and a way of reaching out to new supporters. Charity 20 describes how 

the sports team ‘brings in the most new contacts’ (2017) and how opening up 

volunteering through sports helps to make it more accessible. Ultimately a majority of 

the charities spoken to during this research position sport as a way of getting people to 

feel part of something bigger, restoring purpose and meaning into their actions.  

Here the emphasis of sport and fundraising is shifting focus of the charities to consider 

things from a more organisational view, through staff, messaging and ways of working. 

This furthers the earlier idea of becoming charitable but suggests that it reaches further 

than those just involved in the sporting event but expands to those facilitating and 

organising the events. Charity orderings remove barriers for those who have taken part 

in events to ease the movement on to further events, volunteering or fundraising. By 

normalising participation in events and the act of fundraising charities can more easily 

move participants from one event onto a more sustained form of giving, adding to the 

process of creating the charitable subject further.  
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7.3.6 The future  

Currently the future for charity sport events looks bright. The events on offer continue to 

expand in number as well as delivering interesting and fun new concepts. And although 

the market is starting to become saturated and competition for places and those to fill 

them is high, within the sector a positive outlook still remains into the profitability of 

sport events. Events are changing and growing and becoming increasingly inclusive to 

cater of the diverse audience they attract. Although sport events represent a very visual 

method of fundraising, often they are not the most profitable from charities with legacy 

donations and corporate funding often creating higher revenues. Sport events can help 

with awareness and the message of the charity often more so than the fundraising itself. 

Currently, however, there is nothing with a similar scope or breadth to replace sport 

events. There are many successful nonsporting events such as Macmillan’s coffee 

morning, Movember and Go Sober for October campaigns. Each of these events raising 

£29 million, £5 million and just over £4 million respectively in 2016 (Massive 2017), 

they demonstrate that other embodied actions can lead to fundraising. Sport events have 

the potential to offer something for everyone and are adapting and future proofing 

themselves to keep up with demand as well as attract new participants. 

7.4 Impact of events 

Sport events have the potential to have lasting impacts on those who take part. This 

section of the chapter will look at what influence they can have and some examples of 

this, specifically the way these events can manifest feelings of civic duty, activism and 

citizenship. Although these aspects are often not directly discussed or realised within the 

empirical research the underlying elements of discussions lead to these considerations 

and they play an important role in the impact of these events and the potential they can 

have for personal growth and development as well as a societal growth and development.  
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7.4.1 Changing lives 

Charity sport events can be enablers. They can create change within those who take part 

in them, within the community surrounding the participant, by inspiring others and 

fundraising, and through the use of funds to support charities working on a huge variety 

of issues. Within Titmuss’s work on blood donation he suggests that altruistic forms of 

giving strengthens societies and cultural groups (1970). Although not inclusive, the 

benefits can be further reaching than just those directly taking part. Often the impact of 

participation can be intangible, improvements to mental health, confidence and personal 

outlook are common. Physical improvements and forming a sporting body more attuned 

to the physical demands imposed by the event are also common from the corporeal 

aspect.  

Participation in charity sporting events is also shifting interventions in civil society. 

Through engaging in philanthropy through sport it opens up the realm of fundraising for 

many who, previously, may not have played an active role within civil society. The 

impact of this has the potential to lead to a more engaged society, with the transition to 

further events, volunteering and philanthropic activity post event, shifting from an 

episodic to long term sustained volunteering style. Godelier stresses how ‘gift giving 

looks as though it may once again become an objective and socially necessary condition 

for the reproduction of society' (1999, 290). The engagement could then be looked on as 

a bottom up movement, the medium of sport assisting in bring philanthropy into the 

everyday. This sort of movement could also be linked to that of quiet politics, the 

involvement in political issues in a more understated and not so obvious fashion. 

Described as ‘where everyday decision making by individuals and communities can 

gradually, episodically, change dominant hegemonic norms and understandings, 

providing new understandings for social change’ (Hankins 2017, 502), here change 
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comes from below, and steadily builds. With charity sport events feelings can build 

during training and these divergences into philanthropy can have lasting impacts on the 

future actions of those who have taken part. 

Although not overtly democratic or political in their appearance, participation within 

charity sport events do build and represent engagement within civil society, a response 

to need, and a demonstration of those issues that matter to communities and individuals. 

By donning a charity vest and taking part in a public display of support, often through 

the streets of large cities, charity sport events can then be considered as giving a voice 

and a platform to perform civic engagement and to raise awareness. And the charitable 

causes supporting events, whether intentional or not, are encouraging this political 

demonstration of beliefs and support.  

Adam organised and ran an event to support abandoned horses. His event combined a 

10k run with an open day at a local animal sanctuary and represented to him an 

opportunity to support a worthwhile charity whilst appealing to his personal interest in 

running and ethical beliefs. As a vegan and a member of the vegan runners running club 

he drew on his links and position within the club to recruit participants and to raise funds. 

By linking his sporting event to the beliefs of those who believe in animal welfare and 

protection made the event political, adding depth not just for enjoyment of the sport and 

desire to raise money but positioning it to those holding strong beliefs in animal welfare 

and protection.  

Rose undertook a 452km walk as part of a relay team walking from London to Jerusalem 

to raise money for the Amos Trust to build a new classroom for a Palestinian school. Her 

decision to take part in the event was motivated by her time spent within Palestine as a 

human rights observer. Making Rose’s participation in the event inherently political.  She 
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describes how through taking part it encourages dialogue, thought and engagement by 

those around her and those who hear of her challenge to encourage those to educate 

themselves and learn more of the plight of Palestinians. Which can impact on the future 

of the country and the support it receives. Thinking back to Hankins statement above 

about everyday decisions gradually impacting norms and understandings, Rose’s 

participation in this event builds on this assertion, by bringing political and social justice 

issues into everyday discussions for the community that surrounds and supports her 

walking challenge.       

This was supported further by Charity 8 who links the importance of their charity 

showing their donors how to support their cause and help with their mission and aims. 

Through this it is more than giving of funds but changing of outlooks, structures and 

actions (Humanitarian Charity 2017). Charities often place a large importance on 

awareness and getting their name out there. Something hugely facilitated by these events. 

Viewing the potential for sport events in this vein could represent a dramatic shift in the 

charitable sector. With the retrenchment of the welfare state and austerity the increased 

reliance on philanthropy to fill the gaps governments can no longer afford to make up, 

dependence on fundraising methods can give voice to those on the ground. Sport events 

represent the opportunity to be seen wearing a charity vest, to be heard telling the stories 

of support, and be taken seriously in their beliefs in a cause or purpose. Allowing the 

participant to make a statement without it being overt within the everyday, something 

which both Adam and Rose achieved within their engagement in charity sport events.  

7.4.2 Changing lives, changing directions 

Participation in charity sport events for some represented an opportunity to engage in a 

different activity, and to help others try something new too. Catherine talks of how she 

has learnt a lot since starting her annual walking event, now in its second year. She talks 
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of how she has broadened her horizons and she is talking to more people, taking advice 

and opening up and allowing others to help. She places a huge importance on learning, 

as it allows the event to improve, grow and run year on year. For Ellie taking part in a 

charity event has brought with it the desire to work for an NGO and continue volunteering 

in other ways. She describes interest in community initiatives for helping the elderly as 

well as local charity sport events such as a Reindeer and Santa Dash. For her volunteering 

and a fulfilling job with a charitable organisation represents a way to be passionate about 

what she does, seeing it as a way to combine career and life satisfaction.  

Not only do these events inspire those who take part but also those around them. 

Catherine sees the benefits it’s having on others because ‘people since [event day] have 

said since the walk they have started walking’ (2017), and her event has helped to 

encourage others to talk part in walking. For Robin his charity cycle has been a family 

affair. Supporting a local cancer charity in aid of his mother’s diagnosis he speaks of how 

his sister is now thinking of ways and things to do to support the same charity, he furthers 

by saying ‘I think even my mum wants to see if there is any volunteering or anything she 

can do’ (2017). This involvement that both Catherine and Robin have seen could be due 

to the very personal reasons for doing the events, both having close family members 

suffering cancer and supporting causes related to the illness, and how this is working to 

inspire not only them but those around them to be the change, and how these events are 

the mouthpiece of saying I support this and I want you to support this too. The intricacy 

and even the vulnerability of the circumstances can be a real driver in these situations.  

7.4.3 Social action  

The UK government defines social action as including volunteering, community action, 

giving money and conducting neighbourly acts with the aim of bringing people together 

to improve lives and make positive changes (Gov.uk 2015). These criteria of giving 
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strongly correlate to those of the Charities Aid Foundation which posits helping others, 

donating money to charity and volunteering as their measures of assessing giving. Within 

these gauges the UK is ranked 6th in the world for giving behaviours. These figures 

suggest that the UK is an engaged and active society with a good awareness of 

philanthropy. However, when looking further into these figures, the data suggests that 

out of the three categories for giving, volunteering time only scores 32%, much lower 

than the scores of 63% for helping others and 75% for donating money (CAF 2015). 

Although the general picture of giving is positive for the country it does suggest that there 

is some way to go in creating socially engaged participation within community and 

national schemes of volunteering and action.  

The desire to take part in charity sport events displayed by many of the research 

participants often demonstrates a causal relationship between motivation and action, 

often through direct interaction with an illness, problems or situations. These highly 

specific factors incite a personal response, which is often dedicated and committed but 

not necessarily considered as social action by those taking part. The common response 

in light of this was to suggest participants were ‘doing their bit’, and consideration of 

these actions in the simple sense of doing what they can. Speaking about her Race for 

Life event Heather asserts she was ‘doing my bit and enjoying it… we’ve all got to do 

our bit haven’t we?’ (2017) asserting a personal responsibility as well as a social one to 

act philanthropically. But with many participants displaying further acts of engagement 

with philanthropy it seems to suggest a deepening of purpose of these events.  

Civil Society ‘plays a big and necessary role in our lives, locally and nationally’ (Civil 

Society Futures 2018) and the civil society futures report suggests four elements to a 

successful civil society. These are power, accountability, connection and trust (Ibid). It 

is important to consider these elements within the sport event movement, how they can 
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be seen and the impact they can have. Firstly, considering power shifts within civil 

society, it is important with regards to events to consider the power at play before, during 

and after in terms of those participating, volunteering, spectating, donating and 

organising. Events are being increasingly commodified, demonstrating the power of the 

consumer and market forces at work. They are also ordered by charities and organisers 

to illicit particular feelings and thoughts by participant’s. The volunteers, donors and 

spectators also have power within this situation. Here they can have the power to get 

further involved within philanthropy as a result of the events, influencing changing 

behaviours and future directions. Also, those volunteering are exerting their power to do 

so, those within high intensity jobs, low incomes, or disabilities may not be able to engage 

in this action as others.  

Accountability; who is responsible for supporting charitable causes. With increasing 

charitable support on health, lifestyle and animal charities, and a constant withdrawal of 

support from governments the emphasis is being put on civil society to be accountable 

and responsible for themselves. This personal accountability can help to inspire and 

motivate society into playing an active part and supporting those around them. The third 

aspect is connection. This is something which has been discussed throughout the 

interviews with charities and participants. The desire of charities to create and nurture a 

connection between the sport event participant and the cause is vital to retaining 

fundraising, creating an attachment to the cause and meeting monetary targets. For the 

participants, connection is about having that link between their actions and the end result. 

The feelings of making a difference, causing a change. Through the events and 

fundraising that they achieve. For charities it’s hitting targets and retention, as charity 

sport events are important fundraising schemes. 
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The final element is trust. This is a major factor when it comes to making a donation to 

a charitable cause. Recent scandals involving charities, and the direction of funds, means 

that building trust is essential for organisations working with civil society and the 

charitable sector. This is developed through transparency of the way that organisations 

work, where their funds are gathered from and how they are used. The recent government 

directive on the charities commissioner to oversee the working of charitable causes in the 

UK has led to accessible reports on charities spending, increasing the transparency and 

helping to foster trust within civil society. This increased trust helps to encourage 

philanthropy on all levels. And keeps the charitable sector working. This government 

intervention helps to demonstrate the importance they place on supporting charity 

indirectly, less so with funds but more with a holistic support. These 4 aspects of the 

report can help support and influence the sport event sector. The way that civil society is 

engaging with charities, their opinions and future directions plays a vital role in what will 

happen within the sector for the future, and those who engage in the activities.   

7.4.4 Opportunity not responsibility 

Who is responsible for encouraging and driving participation in sport events or charity 

giving as a whole? King suggests ‘notions of individual responsibility are inherently 

complex and contradictory’ (2013, 97), these notions are deeply rooted within neoliberal 

structures and philanthropic discourses. Therefore, making the responsibility for ‘proper 

citizenship’ lie in the ideas of looking after yourself as well as others through private 

giving rather than state structures (King, 2013). The responsibility for giving and 

performing civic duty can manifest in a sense of obligation to give which in itself forms 

a responsibility.  

To investigate this, I asked all the organisations I spoke to their thoughts on the 

responsibility and where they considered it to lie. The response ‘I’m not sure we feel we 
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have the responsibility, we definitely have the opportunity to make sure our events are 

as inclusive and accessible as possible, whether [participants] have a connection [to the 

cause] or not’ (Charity 13 2017 Health Charity) was a common feeling throughout. This 

assertion was nicely expanded by Charity 8 (Humanitarian Charity) who talked of 

guiding donors on how to support the charity best. They described how ‘you need to 

change structures, challenge Politian’s and organisations and practices… we wouldn’t 

see that as someone’s civic duty… I do think it’s important that people care about a 

particular cause then they know how to support that’ (2017). Here the element of duty to 

care is not placed solely on the participant, the changing of societal elements is 

considered an important factor in where the responsibility lies, as well as in education 

and understanding how best to support a cause. Taking this on board, the charity then 

positions itself as a guide, allowing people to fund those things important to them and 

giving them options on how to do it. But the responsibility for this, they suggest, 

ultimately lies within governmental and policy structures. Charity 3 (Wildlife Charity) 

breaks this idea down further saying: 

‘so, it’s not just about people sponsoring you… its actually saying I care about 

this cause… will you as a friend show me that you care too. So, it’s almost not 

about paying people for the effort anymore, it’s about recognising that there is 

something that needs financially supporting’ 

 (Quote from interview, 2017) 

Here they link giving donations to that of friendship and trust in what is personally 

important, positioning a donation as a sign of that friendship and sharing those common 

beliefs. This opens out charitable giving to that of a deeper connection, not just to the 

cause but to those participants involved, as a sign of caring, friendship and commonality.  

In considering the aspect of responsibility from the participants point of view Matt asserts 

that ‘no I don’t feel a responsibility but yes I do. It’s an individual thing’ (2017). Here he 
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places the responsibility on personal integrity and duty of care. He furthers his point by 

discussing the hospice that he fundraised for and the motivation behind it from them 

supporting his family and friends in the past. The caring actions of the hospice have 

rooted themselves within his desire to offer support and are firmly linked to his personal 

experiences. This furthers the notion that participation in charity sport events are hugely 

influenced by personal narratives and life worlds.  

Barnett and Land reframe the ideas of giving and responsibility into the geographies of 

generosity. This concept ‘de-centres the motivation of practical action away from the 

sovereign self towards responsive and attentive relations of encounter with the needs of 

others’ (2007, 1065). Through thinking through generosity it also removes the 

assumptions of ego and non altruistic thought, but further than that it removes the aspects 

of othering displayed in the work of Silk (1998, 2000, 2004) by removing distance as a 

factor which affects the way that we care and give to others. It also removes the spatiality 

of the other in that the distance between those caring and being cared for is 

inconsequential. This allows for those caring to be responsive and attentive (Fisher & 

Tronto 1990) with further reach than those in communities with an interest and surpass 

aspects of citizenship (Massey 2004). Generosity is framed as a ‘modality of power’ 

(Barnett & Land 2007, emphasis in original) of those giving allowing for the 

conceptualisation of need and motivation to give to be dependent on the lifeworlds of 

those givers, something which can be seen throughout the motivations of those involved 

within this research.  

The idea of responsibility in event participation and fundraising therefore manifests as 

both an active and passive form of citizenship. As Matt’s response underlines there is a 

felt and active need to raise money and to support particular cause, but this is played out 

indirectly and is a more passive way than solely donating money directly to a charity. 
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The changes in the way people engage with charity brings in the desire for active 

participation  

7.4.5 Active(ism) 

To further the discussion on civil society we can look at the part played by the participant 

as activism, through active undertakings participants display an active engagement with 

charity, charity messaging and cause dissemination on a everyday mundane level. Martin, 

Hanson and Fontaine (2007) describe a need to place activism within the everyday and 

rescales it to include that of an individual. They also place activism as ‘less about 

resistance than about building relationships among people that foster change in a 

community’ (Ibid, 81) a common trait seen within charity interviews and their desire to 

bring participants into the cause through building and sustaining meaningful 

relationships. Further to this, Horton and Kraftl (2009) make a call to consider the 

implicit more everyday aspects of activism which they term implicit activism. This 

implicit activism is ‘small-scale, personal, quotidian and proceeding with little fanfare’ 

(ibid, 14) but can manifest through small scale actions which create affective bonds, 

leading to relationships of care being created to those involved. And although the scale 

of the everyday would suggest a more localised space of action these forms of activism 

can respond on both a national and global scale (Brown & Pickerill 2009). During charity 

sport events the body is being harnessed as a tool for social change, turning active 

behaviours into activism. By placing activism on a personal level and within the mundane 

it realigns what is considered of an activist and positions this within the everyday of civil 

society. This assertion increasingly makes it possible for anyone to become involved in 

activism and civil society, and sport events have demonstrated that they offer a softer 

approach to this. 
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Campaigns to get people on board with charities focus on connections with causes that 

people may feel, these feelings and emotions of these connections are formed into a way 

of becoming active for the cause, to spread awareness and support the charity. The very 

nature of fundraising for an event adds a deeper meaning and resonance to the 

preceding’s. Making it more than just sport, adding an emotional dimension. The 

meanings of these events can also manifest as a longer term change or alteration in those 

taking part. These events can hold real potential to induce an impact on the lifeworld of 

participants. Personal changes such as taking up sports full time, joining sports clubs and 

communities, volunteering and further event participation. The majority of participants 

interviewed suggested or had taken steps to participate further in future events or 

supporting philanthropy in some way.  

Events can be a great driver for change, altering in the way we relate to sports, 

philanthropy, society and each other. Thinking back to Žižek (2014) framing of events 

we can see this throughout this thesis the very significance of them as having an impact 

and being affectual.  They orchestrate ordering which impacts the felt response and affect 

of the events and can also change the wider perceptions of those spectating, watching on 

TV or who see a post on social media about the event. These can all encourage and inspire 

others to get involved. An overwhelming assertion by the charities interviewed was that 

they wanted to make sure participants had the best experience in these events. This was 

something that received a huge focus. It was important to ensure that they only had good 

things to say about the event, to ensure further charity support and positive word of mouth 

and reputation building. So a focus of the charities was on making sure that the events 

are well run, and charity presence at the event was organised and structured, as well as 

friendly and informative. As discussed in chapter 4 these orderings allow for these 
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relationships to build and form, which consequently build relationships with activism and 

civic engagement.  

Running wearing his Vegan Runners club vest Aiden describes this as his form of 

activism. He is raising money for Tower Hill Animal Sanctuary founded by endurance 

runner and also attributed with starting the club Vegan Runners, Fiona Oakes. He first 

came across this charity while listening to Fiona talk about her running, the sanctuary 

and her fitness regime at an event. From hearing her talk so passionately about her beliefs 

and lifestyle Aiden knew that he wanted to fundraise for this cause as the charity chimes 

well with his ethical outlook on life. He describes how it also is helping him spread the 

vegan message, something which is of great importance to him. He furthers ‘you've got 

to use your strengths and I’m half decent at running and that’s what I’ve decided to use 

as my activism…  this is my way to spread the message’ (2017). Aiden uses running for 

good, bringing his physical strength to support and fund something that is of great 

importance to him. His actions worked alongside his lifestyle and beliefs, something 

which participation in sport events can evoke and encourage and bring together. 

7.4.6 New spaces of citizenship 

From considering activism in the everyday and the role it plays within charity sport 

events, this incorporation of civic responsibility into fitness and leisure opens up new 

spaces for activism and more specifically for the demonstration of citizenship. By 

considering citizenship through a range of other conceptualisations (Desforges et al 

2005), here we will consider citizenship of the everyday and mundane. Along with 

changes in the way we interact with philanthropy and its ease in engaging with these 

causes, enhanced by the increasing accessibility through online resources, these charity 

sport event locations are opening up to become sites of citizenship. These spaces of 

citizenship are unique in their link to forms of effort, leisure activities and the temporality 
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in which they occur. The spaces not only require those engaging with them to be actively 

involved but also require an element of embodied skill and fitness, leading King to 

describe of participation in these events as civic fitness (2012). But these spaces in which 

citizenship is created are not only through the direct participation within the event but 

through the processes of event preparation and embodying both personal effort and 

philanthropy, which manifest and develop quietly through everyday sporting and 

fundraising practices.  

Therefore, these spaces are encouraging a dual message of more than physical assertion 

and are encouraging participation politically. By considering charity sport events in this 

light frames participation within the rhetoric of the ‘good body’; one that can be achieved 

by maintaining a healthy lifestyle and therefore not being a burden on healthcare and 

public services, as suggested by King (2013) earlier. Here participation in sport events is 

a performance of citizenship. The exact spaces themselves are of interest as they are often 

heavily commercialised and often standardised within the sport events field. But these 

spaces can also manifest in virtual spaces, particularly through online forums and social 

media, which let us openly share our beliefs and feelings. We can see our online practices 

changing and coming to represent new spaces of citizenship, allowing us to easily access 

and join different community’s without geographical restriction. The use of the internet 

also crosses borders, making international activism possible, as Roorda (2017) describes 

civil society as becoming a global civil society due to the ease in breaking down these 

borders. 

Osler and Starkey (2005) link citizenship with senses of belonging, for charity sport 

events this feeling of belonging can hold a dual level, that of charitable citizen as well as 

sportsperson. Both can hold the same feelings of pride, achievement and effort as each 

other and through the linking of charity sports participation with citizenship it opens up 
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spaces for individuals to become engaged in two meaningful acts (Wood et al 2010) and 

allows embodied action to be used for good. Wood contends citizenship is inherently 

social and therefore that relationships shape senses of citizenship (2013), these 

relationships however do not need to be with human others but more so with concepts, 

feelings and embodied actions, allowing charity sport events to foster senses of 

citizenship through its orderings, affects and the subsequent interactions with those 

others taking part in the event.  Additionally, Mills calls on the ‘goodness’ of model 

citizens as being situated historically and geographically (2013, 121). This furthers 

Wood’s (2013) calls for adding emotion into the consideration of citizenship and its 

importance within being, linking frameworks of human nature to inherent feelings of 

sociality, caring and altruism. Charity sport events therefore offer a playing field for 

displays of inherent human nature, through the raising of funds to help others, supporting 

friends and family at events and the manifestation of charity messaging through 

participation in events adding to social norms of giving and altruism.  

Although through charity sport events the display of citizenship, activism and social 

action is visible it is displayed in a more subtle and nuanced way. These manifest through 

everyday actions and the desire of wanting to ‘do my bit’ as seen from the responses of 

research participants; 

‘I don’t know how to phrase it really, just with what [the doctor] has done I don’t 

there is any kind of cost or what you should do to say thank you, but at least I feel 

I’ve tried to do something’  

 Robin, Quote from interview 2017 

‘I’m trying to give back to the people who have helped me, Katherine House and 

the people of my hometown’  

Jack, quote from interview 2017 

‘I wanted to do something… to give back to the Meningitis Foundation from 

our community as a thank you from our community’  
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Steven, quote from interview 2017 

These quiet actions have come as a reaction to situations beyond personal control, and 

often explore an avenue for personal as well as community responses. These underlying 

responses to citizenship also share links with the earlier discussion on quiet politics and 

the how these very considered and composed acts within civil society can in fact also be 

impactful. These actions assert the claim that participation within civil society, 

citizenship and activism do not have to be overt or overly active, but can be based on the 

everyday level. In locations such as the home, local park, sports track, or social media. 

This can shift our conceptions of social action and activism by considering these events 

and spaces in this light.  

A further aspect of charity sport event participation is volunteering. The act of 

participation itself being situated within volunteering is something that can continue in 

different ways post-event. As discussed earlier charities will attempt to keep event 

participants involved with the cause, along with other events. Often, they will suggest 

volunteering as an option to keep engagement. Local groups, special events, or more 

formal volunteering may be suggested via the charity’s communications. This can help 

to cement the attachment a participant feels to a particular cause and increase the 

longevity of their support. The assertion from earlier that sport event participation 

demonstrated episodic volunteering is then questioned by those participants who take up 

further volunteering roles post event. Even though these roles may also be episodic in 

nature, they have the ability to represent more dedicated and long term volunteering 

activities.  

After the events have finished and the fundraising has been collected, participants often 

feel a sense of satisfaction, something which Filo et al (2012) suggest is represented in 

charity sport events becoming meaningful life experiences for those who have taken part. 
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Whether this is from completing the event, raising money for a cause close to their heart 

or more deeper personal changes that have occurred as a result to participation, the 

feelings of accomplishment and contentment is a common factor. Events, therefore, hold 

a deeply emotional meaning (Filo et al 2009). The feel good factor of events which can 

be linked to happiness (McGowen 2006), tangible and elusive, can play a massive part 

in how a participants respond going forward, something which Bennett et al (2007) 

suggest is evident through the idea of ‘helpers high’; the sense of contentment and 

satisfaction through helping others. Positive experiences are more likely to have a lasting 

and longer reach than a negative experience. Again, this is another reason why charities 

want participants to have a great time while taking part for them. Making sure that these 

events represent a reciprocal relationship between the charitable cause and the event 

participant.  

7.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has sought to discuss the impacts of charity sport events on those who take 

part, the charities, organisers, community and the wider society. It has demonstrated that 

these events play a role in impacting engagement with philanthropy and fundraising in 

the future as well as more widely in civil society. Charity sport events are adaptable; 

whether it’s through UK sport strategies, decisions by local councils for a community 

focus, trends in health and fitness, or the approach of the charitable causes themselves, 

these events adapt and change to suit the market and are becoming increasingly 

accessible and inclusive of a wider range of abilities. Also, this chapter has sketched a 

path for continued event or charity involvement by participants after they finish their 

charity sport event. These links formed during the course of the event promote further 

action and can be impactful on feelings of identity, responsibility and civic duty. 
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8. Conclusions 

The aim of this thesis was to consider the role charity sport events play in the lives of 

those who take part, with the hopes of deepening the understandings into participation 

from social and cultural perspectives allowing the events to move further in consideration 

than solely a sport event. This has been approached through three research questions, 

designed to allow further investigation into charity sport events and the lived experiences 

of those who take part and organise these events. I will discuss each research question in 

detail and in relation to the research findings. I will then look at the wider implications 

within this research and contributions and end with some closing remarks.  

8.1 The role of events  

First, I turn to the question of what role charity sport events play in the lives of those 

taking part and will draw together findings across all chapters of this thesis to 

demonstrate this point. I will start with chapter 4. Within this chapter, as the title suggests, 

I discussed the way that charity is made into an everyday aspect of lifeworlds. This 

process of normalising giving has helped to place it as an unconscious act for many and 

locate charitable giving as something which is done without question, and socially 

embedded (Adloff 2016). Here we can see the role of charity taking grip on the lives of 

those interviewed within the research and bring the causes into the everyday actions. 

Terry brings together a lot of aspects of the everyday within his descriptions of event 

participation. He describes how his influence to take part was based on the death of a 

friend’s child, and how this impacted him as a new father himself culminating in him 

moving past a feeling of hopelessness to actively involved in charity sport events to 

support a cause which helped his friends child. This event then played a cathartic role in 

his grief and heeling, but also gave him a purpose during a period of feeling helpless, 

through offering an exchange in suffering for the purposes for charity fundraising 
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(Throsby 2016). Charity sport events since the death of Carrie have grown to influence 

his lifestyle politics (Moore 2008) and play a massive part in his life, whilst having gained 

the physical ability he felt he wanted to help.    

Furthermore the chapter also sketched out the importance of relationships created 

through events, participants and charities. Not only did we see that these events have 

great power (Silk 2004) to impact on those taking part, the charity can have a major 

influence on participants themselves (Won et al 2011). These motives for taking part and 

the role of each actant were considered by applying Law’s three factors to ordering; 

narratives, expressions and strategies. Through these three factors we can see how 

charities play an important role in the construction of the charitable self, through 

communications between the charity and participant, the sociability of the events, and 

assisted through technology (Hibbert 2010).  

Chapter 5 saw how participation within charity sport events plays a deeply personal role 

in the lives of those taking part often linked to participants own life experiences, whether 

that be through loss, grief, illness or ethical or political outlooks in life being personally 

effected can increase motivation (Filo et al 2012). We saw this with Abbie’s story of 

setting up and running a local Memory Walk event due to her grandparent’s illness. The 

reasoning behind her actions was deeply linked to her daily care for her grandparents and 

manifested as a positive action to support a cause, The Alzheimer’s Society, which had 

a direct link to the illness. The role that this event played, although temporary in its 

duration of a morning during August, has led to an engrained aspect of her life with Abbie 

now aiming to continue running and growing the event during the following years. For 

Abbie the impact of this event has meant that it has become part of her everyday life and 

is something she plans to stay involved with for the foreseeable future. When considering 

earlier key aspects of mobilities studies we saw how everyday actions and happenings 
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are of great importance and allow us to attune to social organisation of motion (Buscher 

& Urry 2009). Here we consider that the everyday scale of events, here for Abbie the 

motivation was at a personal level, is a crucial factor in the push to motion.   

Within this chapter I also considered how participation was linked to ideas of self, with 

charity sport events allowing the creation of new narratives, often centred around 

altruistic motives, fitness, desires to do good, personal achievement goals and the idea of 

‘doing my bit’. These factors make up the web of the self as highlights by Griffiths (1995) 

and frame the body as self as a project (Shilling 1993). Both sport and charity were of 

equal importance in the approach of the research participants to their prospective events. 

And this importance often saw a fluctuation and shift during the process of signing up, 

training and taking part. These fluxes in philanthropic or sporting thought stem from the 

creation of a deeper connection to either aspect generated from ‘being part of something’ 

and perceived impact. This was highlighted within Darren’s tales of his Channel swim 

and how this first started as a personal crusade to complete a lifelong dream which then 

developed into a growing attachment and respect for his chosen charity which was started 

off as a felt pressure of raise money for charity. Here he demonstrated being a ‘good’ 

subject by combining achievement with charity (Throsby 2016). Building a relationship 

with the charity was critical (Woolf et al 2013) to furthering knowledge of the cause and 

the impact of positively fundraising built a deeper connection and attachment to the 

charity. Once this was combined with a huge once in a lifetime achievement, this was 

bound to be an affective time for him. And from his conclusion seems to be one of lasting 

impact.  

Here we also saw how processes of preparation and training had potential to lead to a 

reconceptualization of self, allowing charity and sport to play a great role in the lies of 

participants, and therefore impact on future choices and actions. This potential manifest 
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in the ability for event participation and preparation to remake the everyday and generate 

senses of belonging (Dant & Wheaton 2007) within sport communities. Through the 

process of training we also saw the development of governing structures to the banal 

(Throsby 2016). Specifically here through the story of Gordon using his training as an 

opportunity to check in with himself, the formulation of new methods of being and 

knowing the self and wellbeing.  

Chapter 6 saw us move on to the process of taking part in charity sport events. As 

suggested above with Darren’s experiences these events can play a highly affective role. 

The events themselves bring out feelings of achievement with their completion and often 

event organisers will build on this further by reporting on charity achievement and 

fundraising and placing a larger importance on taking part for a charitable cause. This 

was described within my account of taking part in the Great North Run 2016, which drew 

out some of the tactics and methods event organisers and charities use to create positive 

environments and experiences to alter relationships to ensure they continue (Walters 

2016) to generate participant attachment and retention, and thus further donations and 

support. It also highlighted the range of feelings, thoughts, emotions and actions involved 

in taking part in such a large scale event such as this.  

Further to this the role of the creation of these affective spaces allows the development 

of the self and body individuality (Delueze 2005). Events themselves allow for the use 

of space differently (Cidell 2014) as discussed with the London Marathon’s and the Great 

North Run’s ability to curate the spaces to create these unique event (Edensor & Larson 

2018). This helps to facilitate the collective affects felt by those taking part and 

spectating.  
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As with the potential for these events to be affective to those involved, they can also be 

highly emotive and deeply linked to associated personal meaning and feelings. We also 

see the importance of meeting goals (Shipway et al 2012), which further deepens ideas 

of participation within events as creating goal orientated subjects, guided by technologies 

and event and charity communications. Through the discussion of a number of research 

participants we saw aspects of disappointment, failure, sadness, fear, as well as pride, 

pleasure, accomplishment and positivity all drawn out through event experiences. We 

saw both Liz and Terry failing to meet their goals and abandoning their challenges, due 

to injury and sickness and the feelings of failure and regret that manifested as a result of 

this. Conversely, we heard Joseph’s story about how his event went to plan and how 

feelings of happiness and pride arose out of his experience. The use of the body helps to 

deepen the connection felt of the event (Bunds et al 2016) but how all still had a similar 

experience of achievement and attachment, marking failure never as complete failure.  

Additionally, the role of spectators was considered. As with many sporting cultures the 

attendance to events and forming part of a crowd is of appeal. This then allows those 

watching to play an active part in the generation of the affective atmospheres surrounding 

events, forming an integral part of events adding meaning and developing personal 

identities (Brown et al 2015).  This ensures that not only those directly participating in 

the charity sport event are influenced by them and can be involved in their atmospheres 

but also those watching can share the collective feelings, similar to watching in a sports 

arena or football ground. Spectating events extends the scope of who can be influenced 

by the charities, who make efforts to be highly visible and vocal at events, promoting a 

positive experience and hoping to grow a potential donor base or future fundraiser as a 

result. Spectators then can take both sport, charity and the event into their lives and can 

actively use these experiences to build on their identity.  
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Within chapter 7 the longer term impacts of taking part in charity sport events were 

discussed.  Within my research participants there was a strong charity, or philanthropic, 

attachment created through event participation. With a number of those interviewed 

having already or planning their next event(s). This highlights the lasting impact and, 

therefore, furthering the role these events can play in participant’s lives and often 

manifesting in a lasting part of the participants identity and feeling of self. This was seen 

most strongly within Lara’s testament of her 24 event challenge. She described not only 

how through her challenge her sporting ability grew and her felt attachment to running 

but also how she had become involved further with the charity, by speaking at their 

members conference and selling her story to a running magazine. This attachment which 

she has formed she described as being identified through her friends association between 

her and The Samaritans. The Charity were now seen as ‘her’ charity to those who knew 

of her and her challenge. The events, therefore, which developed through her previous 

contact with The Samaritans and her desire to give back, deepened and furthered her 

connection to the charity and also demonstrates how these connections can exist at a 

further social level.  

Although charity sport events often play a very personal role within participant’s lives, 

which is often reflected in their motivations for getting involved (Filo et al 2012), 

consideration was also given to the impact of health, fitness and cultural trends which 

may influence event participation more generally. Drawing on the very perceived 

experiences that these events can offer, the prestige and accessibility that charity sport 

events can offer should not be overlooked as a reason for participation (Bennett et al 

2007). Health and fitness has an active role to play in the lives of many interviewed for 

this research, and within wider society. Here events such as experience events, such as 

colour runs, and virtual races were discussed to demonstrate how events are evolving and 
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becoming consumer driven. Which, therefore, has helped to widen the appeal and ensure 

that charity sport events can become a part of everyday for a wider host of society.  

Additionally, the change in the ways of giving was sketched earlier in the thesis which 

described a shift to embodied and reciprocal forms of giving. Following on from these 

neobliberal discourses in giving we can see that influences to civic participation, 

conceptions of need and responsibility can all be shaped by event participation. Therefore 

suggesting that these events are linked to an engraining of charity into everyday 

narratives more widely.  

8.2 Embodying events 

Bodies have been a central part of this thesis, the way they move, feel and interact. 

Therefore, the next research question focussed on the importance of the body asking; 

how important is the role of the body in the way that these event experiences are 

perceived, made sense, and rationalised? This question was designed to look deeper into 

the embodied action of taking part in a charity sport event and its implications. I will 

discuss these findings as they emerged throughout this thesis by chapter.  

Firstly, Chapter 4 charted the growth in charity sport events, highlighting the increased 

importance within the sector of embodied methods for raising fund for charity. Drawing 

on Adloff we can see how these events and giving have become embedded in social 

practices. Further to this we saw how personal narratives played an influencing role on 

motivations to take part in a charity sport event. With reference to the role of the body, 

we can draw on the importance of felt experience and emotions in guiding and 

influencing judgments. The importance for friendship, camaraderie and desire to help for 

example, all have an influence to develop a connection and desire to do something to 

help. A sense of becoming charitable and developing charitable bodies through taking 
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part in events also comes into play. Demonstrating how charity has further become part 

of everyday lives and thinking.  

Developed through Catherine’s experiences we saw how her devotion to her husband and 

those around her led her to organise a charity walk in aid of prostate cancer, which her 

husband had recently been diagnosed, as a form of coping strategy (Nettleton & Hardy 

2012).  Her felt emotions of love and care led to the creation of her charity walk. With 

the bodily harm that was being imposed on a loved one being counteracted by ‘healthy’ 

practice of bodies taking to the streets and raising money, bringing people together and 

raising awareness in the hopes of protecting future bodies from harm.  

Chapter 5 further addressed and placed a larger focus on the body. Through considering 

the training and preparing of the body, both physically and mentally, we can see how 

people can be embodied by philanthropy (Robert 2013). Learning and developing 

sporting skill and technique helps to create an outgoing of effort worthy of reward. As 

training and planning is often a long process this again helps to bring charity event 

participation into everyday life. Through discussing my Brighton Marathon training, this 

highlighted the time and effort that goes into getting ready for events, and how the body 

is crafted and used as a tool for philanthropy. Training focusses, and especially while 

taking part in a training plan, on learning how the body works, how it feels and how it 

moves, allowing for embodied skill and technique to develop (Throsby 2016). Spending 

hours on training is seen as essential to acquiring sporting competency and in order to 

achieve the goal of completing the event and deserving the funds raised for the charity.  

We also see how bodies interact virtually through training apps and GPS tracking. This 

hybridisation of body and technology (Stephan et al 2012) helps to assist in the 

development and alteration of bodies, as well as allows for comparison between bodies 
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and skill and the knowing of the self and ability. This allows others connected via apps 

to compare achievement, set goals and analyse techniques, furthering the surveillance 

strategies of these technologies (Millington 2014). These tracking apps also offer users a 

platform to communicate based on embodied effort, showing appreciation or discussing 

sporting skills. Bringing people together via training and participation, and/or allowing 

these virtual platforms to display (sometimes selectively) bodily skill through user 

generated and modified profiles. This helps to further narratives of self through display 

and with visualisation of effort offers a rationalising of activities and lifestyle choices, 

through the quantified and visual outputs generated by the technology. These apps help 

in making the body knowable. 

Chapter 6 offered us insight into the event experiences themselves building further on 

the affects, emotions and feelings of taking part within a charity sport event, which were 

often highly intense and multiple. Here the effects of events are felt through, with and 

between bodies, particularly the feelings of rhythm, collectives, camaraderie, emotions 

and effort. We heard Matt’s story about race day nerves and the range of emotions in 

which he felt on the day, and Joseph’s story of event day eurhythmia and his enjoyment 

of his marathon experience. The chapter also considered the process of an almost 

desensitising of event feelings, through the mixing of bodily assertion and autonomy. 

Which allows the actual experience of the event to be looked back on through fragments 

of thoughts which either had the most impact or most memorable for those taking part. 

These thoughts then help to tend towards a formation of a positive experience.  

The importance of feeling positively about the events was highlighted within the chapter 

by the response of charities. Events create a  light sociality (Amin & Thrift 2002) bringing 

those likeminded people together to attempt to achieve the goal (to finish the event and 

raise money). The bodies involved within events move together, have the capability to 
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share feelings together and formulate affinity, something which Bissell terms as mobile 

collectives (2010).  For the charities involved, these events are consumer driven and a 

way for fundraisers to connect with their cause to build a lasting impression of the charity, 

they then want and work towards everyone having a good time while taking part. For 

charities having happy event participant’s helps with the word of mouth with events, 

either through social media or direct communication, those expressing their pleasure of 

an event can help to inspire others and impact giving to the cause.  

We can also see how effort plays an important role in the rationalisation of charity sport 

events, with the expenditure of large amounts of effort by event participants being 

interpreted as working for the donations by those taking part, and for the donors as being 

worthy of donation (Throsby 2016). Darren linked his effort to that of the child carers 

which he was fundraising for. Their daily experience of hardship and effort was 

positioned with his 16-hour swim, which to him was nothing compared to the relentless 

struggles of the carers. His approach was that his challenge of swimming the channel was 

enough to warrant a donation due to the scale of event and struggles faced during his 

swim but that that did not compare to the daily struggles of the young carers who his 

fundraising would support. This suggests that the element of challenge is intrinsically 

linked to likelihood of receiving substantial monies and that both participants and donors 

make sense and rationalise event participation along these lines.  

Within this chapter we saw the importance of the body highlighted as a the tool for raising 

funds through a multitude of embodied actions. The importance of embodiment in the 

success of participants worked as a means of bringing them closer to the cause (especially 

with health charities) and allowing for the expenditure of effort to earn funds. In 

considering rhythm and the ability for harmonious movement, we can see the impacts of 

stopping, failure and speed in event bodies through the vignettes of those interviewed. 
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The impacts of these are multiple with these rhythms of motion having the ability to 

impact on indenties (Middleton 2009) and more importantly the self.   

In chapter 7 then we saw how bodies recover, make sense of achievement and often 

search for another challenge or task to find a new focus. Again, this links back to the 

concept of narratives of the self and how building sport and philanthropy into their lives, 

event participants carry on their involvement with a charity after a charity sport event has 

happened. This was reiterated by the charities within this research who suggested that 

they work to encourage and move participants on to other aspects of their cause, whether 

it’s volunteering, regular donations or a legacy that charity sport events help to bring 

people into the charity and build lasting connections. For the participants themselves they 

formulate a charitable body (Nettleton & Hardy 2012) which works into their conceptions 

of self, identity and daily lives, which impacts future philanthropic thought and action.  

It is also important not to overlook the part that sport plays within this process. Through 

training, participation and reflection sport can produce incredibly rewarding experiences 

for the participants and manifest as a love of place (Bale 1994) as well as the activity. 

These experiences and satisfaction from sporting achievement can build with personal 

image, self-confidence and the way that participants perceive their abilities and 

accomplishment. Which can all culminate in the feelings of charity sport events being a 

life altering experience. Within the consideration of sport, the experiential aspects of the 

events themselves were also discussed, suggesting a focus is placed on creating 

atmospheres and positive affects for those taking part, as well as producing events which 

are based on experiences. Events such as the Race for Life build a particular atmosphere 

within the production of their events, as discussed through Judy’s emotional event 

experience and how she sees the event as a bringing together for equally minded people. 

This then leads to an orchestrated experience of affect and emotion by the event 
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organisers helping to generate an affinity between participants and shared feelings with 

all involved.  

Further to this we also see how through ‘activism’ charity sport events embody not just 

sporting skill but also aspects of good citizenship, activism and cause awareness. The 

stories of Catherine and Ellie have highlighted that their participation within events have 

impacted on future life choices, such as Ellie’s hopes of working for an NGO in the 

future. This stresses the importance of actively getting involved through body work 

within charity and the power of the action in impacting further than solely health and 

fitness and support for a charitable cause. These events can be transformational.  

8.3 The impact of events 

The third research question looks into the implications of charity sport events on 

philanthropy and how we interact with civil society, and there are themes throughout this 

thesis which build on this question. This research question allows for the development of 

participation in charity sport events to be of meaning and importance at a wider level 

than just the personal, but to society and culture more generally.  

Firstly in chapter 4 we saw how charity sport events are built into daily lives, and can 

work at inspiring others and raising awareness, which we saw illustrated through 

Catherine’s story of her event, its purpose and the response of those involved, which 

included many who felt a desire to keep up walking after the event was finished. But 

perhaps more importantly within this chapter the idea developed of charity becoming part 

of everyday life and that charity sport events are also an accepted part of everyday actions 

(along with training and event fundraising). I highlighted events potential at creating 

charitable citizens drawing on Cidell’s (2014) ideas of becoming when involved in 

running events. These three steps included gaining corporeal knowledge, using 
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technologies to aid participation, and self-identifying within the community as a result. 

This then captures processes highlighted within this thesis and suggests that these charity 

sport events can facilitate in a process of becoming charitable. This leads on to the 

process of normalising practices of philanthropy and maintaining current social 

constructions of the need and desire to give as a society more generally and a sharing of 

ethos (Shipway & Jones 2008). These social constructions of charity and perceived need, 

therefore, can lead to the continued support for a variety of charity causes and the 

sustained importance of sport events for fundraising.  

Chapter 5 sees charity sport events mobilising bodies to become active and charitable 

through event training and preparation and the building of personal identity around event 

participation creating a sporting event culture within society. Thinking more widely then 

about the implications of event participation within this chapter the embodied effort of 

preparing and getting ready for a sport event leads to thoughts and responses to 

philanthropy, often lasting into the long term. We saw real time effects of getting ready 

on Jack and Robin, which took time out of their everyday lives which forced them to 

restructure and balance normal routines. This rebalance however was not seen as a 

negative one, rather framed as an essential and time was happily given up to dedicate to 

a bigger cause than just personal achievement.  

Further than this the preparation and training involved within event participation was cast 

as a project of the self, the development of bodily knowledge and embodied learning. 

This project of the self incorporates aspects of development of good bodies, exchanging 

physical effort for donations, a suffering to ease the suffering of others. Similarly the 

development of a culture of health valuing practices (Crawford 2006) suggests at society 

as taking action toward regimes of personal fitness and improvement to fit within 

supposed narratives of citizenship as active and healthy. 
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As a country involved in many giving practices here within the UK, we can see how 

charity has slipped into normalised culture as everyday activism (Horton and Kraftl 

2009). Whether that is through events such as Comic Relief, Band Aid and Children in 

Need, but also through National Lottery giving which is inherent to the practice of 

playing the game, to charitable giving at cashpoints and in retail outlets across the UK 

either through direct giving or charity partnerships driven by consumer spending, or 

through participation in charity sport events. These forms of solicitation are well received 

and supported and now highly engrained into current culture. These practices are also 

fuelled by social media and online giving, allowing the gamification of donation and 

event participation which ensures that becoming philanthropic is neither boring nor hard 

work for the donor.  

Chapter 6 highlights the personalised nature of taking part in a charity sport event, and 

how these personal interactions created highly emotive responses to the participants and 

those around them. Here it was demonstrated that attachment to charity can be formed 

by event participation, which then has the potential to lead to further philanthropic actions 

and support. This attachment demonstrates the power relations in giving (Silk 2004) and 

allows for charity to continue on with their charitable mission, which can have positive 

impacts across society and even globally.  

We also see the importance of events as collective action, and the bringing together of 

people with shared ethos and purpose. Charity sport events are also a physical 

demonstration of action in their very essence bringing people together for a fixed 

purpose, demonstrating effort and commitment but also offering quantitative results of 

specified fundraising amounts or specific numbers of event participants. Which all added 

with the perceived positive event experience can result in an event as worthwhile and 

impactful for charity causes and a mobilisation of civil society. We can also see that 
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regardless of positive or negative experiences, like Matt’s range of emotions on race day 

or Joseph’s positive experience, that all embodied actions involved within events have 

the potential to influence. 

The role that spectators, volunteers, and those watching from further afield either on TV 

or social media (Crang 1997) demonstrates that events can move further to include those 

more than just those actively taking part but inclusive of all those involved on many 

levels. This is suggestive of the wider reach of events, linking to sporting interests of 

sport followers and enthusiasts and again suggestive of the embeddedness of consumer 

culture in terms of sporting events which can invoke a wide span of influence for both 

sport, philanthropy and civil society.   

Within this chapter the role of organisers and charities and the recruitment of future 

fundraisers through event participation was also discussed. This can be seen through the 

impact of events on both Abbie and Ellie. Firstly after organising her own event, Abbie 

hoped to work for a charity in the future after completing her university studies, as her 

interactions with the cause and the enjoyment she received from organising and taking 

part in the event had altered her outlook and hopes for the future. For Ellie, she hoped to 

join a NGO and to take part in local volunteer projects in the future. For her it was the 

importance of recognising need and how she could alter her actions to account for this. 

For both their participation in charity sport events helps to influence their thinking and 

impact on their future actions with regard to philanthropy and their place within civil 

society. 

Finally chapter 7 looked more widely at the sport and fitness implications of events. The 

generation of ‘good’ bodies through taking part in sport events and by being fit and 

healthy and therefore less of a burden on society links to government sport initiatives 
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across the UK, such as the Couch to 5K scheme and This Girl Can campaigns. This then 

suggests wider discourses of health and fitness can influence ideas of event participation 

and then have potential to influence lifeworlds and life course. Charity sport events are 

highly affective to those involved and those surrounding them and using marketing and 

event appeal helps to attract new participants into a charitable cause through these 

affective measure and desire to not only do ‘good’ (Mcgoey 2014) but be ‘good’ citizens.  

Here we also discuss the impact of events on civil society more broadly, looking at the 

ideas of activism and good citizenship through event participation. Charity sport events 

are proposed as offering an opportunity to act out feelings of citizenship and activism, 

allowing those involved to combine two worthwhile activities in sport and charity (Wood 

et al 2010). These new spaces of citizenship carefully speak to the everyday activism 

outlined by Horton and Kraftl (2009), allowing for a force for change to be created during 

event participation. This additionally links to the ideas of quiet politics, again a bottom 

up movement, to inflict change and growth from the masses through everyday actions 

(Hankins 2017) , such as sport in our case. These events also allow for the generation of 

care and responsibility to helping others and charitable causes and can offer an active 

means of making a difference to many who take part on a personal and societal level. 

The growth and sustained participation within charity sport events suggests the 

seriousness in which these events are viewed across the UK as being vital for charity and 

philanthropy, and the potential to make a difference.  

A further call of the chapter was to highlight the important role these events play in 

generating a legacy. Here I discussed how new events are bringing in a community focus, 

placing a great emphasis on hosting communities and ensuring they are supported within 

event structures and benefits. Allowing events to give back and support the communities 

with which they traverse through. Legacy can also be seen through the work of event 
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foundations, such as with the London Marathon Charitable Trust, who use funds raised 

through the event to support sporting initiatives throughout the UK. Although not explicit 

to some, these initiatives support many into sport and increase accessibility, potentially 

impacting on lives of others and the futures of the sport.  

8.4 Wider implications 

On having considered the empirical research within this thesis in relation to my research 

questions I now turn to further ideas and thoughts related to this research, namely the 

impact of a geographies of charity, the mixing of participant and charity identities, and 

methodology and offer some reflections and thoughts on these. I also outline some 

contributions of this project for the field as well as social contributions. I then suggest 

some ideas of future of this research. But firstly, I turn to the idea of geographies of 

charity. 

Earlier on in the thesis, in chapter 2, I sketched out what a geographies of charity would 

potentially look like, its interests, purpose and point. Here I will draw on this 

conceptualisation again, but this time with direct reference to this body of research, to 

scope out the fit of this visualisation and its worth within the subject. The rationale behind 

conceptualising a geographies of charity lies in a lack of direct literature and research on 

the subject. This framing of what it could look like and how it would work was designed 

to open up the scope and dialogue into the benefits of exploring charity more deeply 

within human geography. This thesis has highlighted some key issues involved in taking 

part in charity sport events, including embodiment, identity, and the everyday which all 

impact deeply on the concept. By taking this thesis as an example of a geographies of 

charity we can relate to a range of key ideas within the field. By considering mobilities 

through the lens of charity, we see a further deepening of meaning allowing the mixing 

of personal narratives with ideas of sporting achievement, skill and accomplishment. By 
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situating charity within social practice (Rabbitts 2012) we see its potential for highly 

influential, emotive and affective experiences, something which has been illustrated 

within this research and the lifeworlds of those included within this research project. 

Building on charity as a social practice then we need to further understand how practices 

of philanthropy influence society. Within this thesis I have suggested the everyday 

influences and aspects of embodiment play a major role in our formulations of charity 

giving and deserving support by the focus on a body as a tool for charitable action. It is 

important to consider all body experiences and influences, which I believe this thesis 

achieves.  

Within this thesis the role of the charity and event participant has always been of a fluid 

construction. The idea of embodied philanthropy (Robert 2013) and charitable bodies 

(Nettleton & Hardy 2012) brings both together in the formation of messy identities, with 

the importance of sport, philanthropy and charity all playing fluid roles in the lives of 

those taking part in charity sport events. This constant flux and change is all part of the 

event experience and is similar to any trend or phase that people can go through. The 

importance of charity sport events, however, which has been uncovered within this 

research is that they can have a lasting impact on identities, culture and society and 

although participation within these may be of an episodic nature they often cause an 

embedding of attachment to a charity or/and an event and impact on the creation and 

consideration of the self and personal projection. This, therefore, is key with charity sport 

events, and their unique nature to affect and be affective.  

I now turn my consideration to the methodology within this research. From the start of 

this project I wanted to use autoethnography and ethnography as a way to capture the 

very lived experiences of charity sport events. Throughout this thesis then I have 

described and expressed the experiences of those who have taken part in events along 
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with my own experiences using narratives, stories and field diaries and notes to build the 

stories as well as the character of those involved. This was an attempt to humanise those 

researched, adding to the depth and personality of event participation which this work 

has uncovered. This combined with event information, charity interviews and fundraising 

literature has helped to build a picture of charity sport events within the UK and their 

impact, but also highlight the very personal and unique reason of event participation 

which this research has attempted to capture.   

This research set out to address the lack of attention towards charity sport events within 

mobilities studies and, more widely, within human geography with an attempt to offer a 

more nuanced and everyday understanding of the action of taking part in an event for 

charity. This approach has been demonstrated within this thesis as a way of representing 

the narratives behind, during and after event participation and has forged links between 

sport and philanthropy which had only been briefly covered within the field (Cidel 2014, 

2016; Palmer 2016). This is demonstrative of the importance in the consideration of 

deeper meanings attached to mobilities and of the importance in philanthropy in 

geography.  

More widely in approaching philanthropy within this research it has highlighted a process 

of an everyday philanthropy and the level in which it is engrained within current society. 

This in turn could be influential on many aspects involved within geography, including 

civil society, social participation, cultures of giving, and conceptions of self and identity. 

Through the way that charity sport events are taken on by those participating 

demonstrates a new approach to engagement with civil society, through more covert and 

reciprocal actions suggesting that within UK society cultures of giving are shaped and 

driven by the promise of return as well as allowing for the demonstration of personal 

beliefs and activism through these visual and highly affective events. For those taking 
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part in sport events, participation is often driven by the affectiveness of the event itself 

and the cultures of participation that have grown many events to the mass participation 

status that they hold today. Suggesting these actions of charity fundraising have grown 

and been repurposed at an opportune moment to suit and fit into the lives of its 

participants, reflecting changes in the way we engage with philanthropy and giving to 

charity.  

An important aspect of this project for me was the potential impact that this research 

could have on charities and their approach and application of sport events for fundraising. 

I would therefore like to highlight some points that, I believe, are of importance to the 

continued success of this mode of fundraising. The first of these is the importance of 

events as experience. Charity sport events can play a multitude of roles within the 

participant’s life and come from multiple motivations, so ensuring the meeting of event 

expectations is of great importance. These events can become bound up with 

performance of personal narratives and the very idea of self and identity, by relating to 

participants on a personal level can ensure that those involved meet, or exceed, event 

expectations. This in turn will improve potential for charity attachment, cause awareness 

and positive word of mouth.  

A further point of consideration is the importance of embodied effort and the very active 

role both sport and philanthropy play in the everyday lives of those taking part. As charity 

sport events draw on embodied actions for fundraising these actions become attached 

with meaning, emotions and feelings. Offering stewardship of the journeys of supporters 

and an appreciation for the minutia and mundane aspects of taking part can help 

participants feel actively supported and understood. It is also important to consider 

charity sport events as activism and a display of citizenship. In considering thus it can be 

seen how participation in sport events is more than just sporting achievement and raising 
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money, but a demonstration of contemporary citizenship and an assertion of beliefs, 

values and politics framed within leisure activities. Through reframing and considering 

these sporting actions further we can see the influences to identity and self which can be 

nurtured and grown along with philanthropy and social participation.  

I now turn to consider some future directions for charity sport events and their study. 

Through continued study of charity sport events we can deepen the knowledge around 

approaches to philanthropy and the role it plays within everyday lives. This in turn can 

also further our understanding of methods of displaying citizenship and political 

engagement. It is also important to consider these aspects within a time of cynicism 

towards charity and trust towards the working of charitable organisations. There are also 

shifts in the way that we are giving and interacting with charity, namely through social 

media, online giving and virtually. The response and actions of philanthropy to take into 

account mobile cultures and changes in how we interact with philanthropy virtually could 

also be of further benefit the understanding of philanthropic behaviours. 

8.5 Reflections on effort 

This research has allowed me the opportunity of speaking to a range of people who play 

a role within charity sport events, whether that was as a participant, donor, volunteer, 

event organiser or charity worker. And it seems that the majority of those taking part in 

charity sport events at whatever level show a huge amount of enthusiasm and effort, often 

driven by some incredibly powerful stories of motivation. Therefore, it has been 

impossible for me not to have been influenced by this research in some way. From the 

conversations I had with many of my event participants which encouraged me to enter a 

marathon myself, to some striking charity interviews which caused me to reflect on 

giving practices more deeply, to the selfless acts of event volunteers giving what they 

can in a way that was possible for them. I have reflected on the very idea of effort and its 
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differing conceptualisations and manifestations within these events and realised that it is 

a deeply personal, that one person’s 5k effort is comparable to a long distance cycle as 

it’s all about what bodies can achieve and the stories behind them.  

The events themselves never failed to generate in me feelings of accomplishment and 

satisfaction, but that was exactly as they were planned to be. As highly organised, 

planned and brimming with sensations to those taking part or who come into contact with 

them. These events encourage us to feel and to relate this to our charitable causes and 

personal targets. The very essence of the charity sport event is affective and within the 

UK they have been fine tuned to make us desire not only the event itself but the success 

of completing it, to feel a sensorium of emotions and affects whilst involved and to bring 

these aspects into our everyday lives. Charity sport events continue to influence sport, 

charity and society and although not overtly obvious within the lifeworlds of some they 

have the potential to have massive and lasting impacts on those who take part.  
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10. Appendices 
 

10.1 Table 2 

Charity Number Charity Descriptor Position of Staff Interview 

Charity 1  Children’s Charity Sports and Challenges Manager 

Charity 2 Health Charity Community Fundraiser 

Charity 3 Wildlife Charity Community Fundraising Manager 

Charity 4 Sport Development Charity Advisor (formally in sport events) 

Charity 5 Humanitarian Charity Community Fundraising Manager – Events 

Charity 6 Children’s Hospital Charity Fundraising Executive Challenge Events 

Charity 7 Children’s Charity Sport Events and Community Fundraising Manager 

Charity 8 Humanitarian Charity Event Fundraising Officer 

Charity 9 Animal Charity Community Fundraising Team Manager 

Charity 10 Mobility and Health Charity Mass Participation Events Manger 

Charity 11 Health Charity Senior Events Manager 

Charity 12 Children’s Charity Challenge Event Fundraiser 

Charity 13 Health Charity Sport Event Manager 

Charity 14 Health Charity Head of Events 

Charity 15 Health Charity Community Fundraiser  

Charity 16 Sport and Mobility Charity CEO 

Charity 17 Health Charity Challenge Events Manager 

Charity 18 Health Charity Events Fundraiser 

Charity 19 Health Charity Events Fundraising Manager 

Charity 20 Health Charity Events Fundraising Manager 
 

10.1 Table 2. Table representing all charities interviewed for this research. Charities are identified via number and descriptor throughout the thesis.  
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10.2 Table 3 

 

Name Event Event Type  Charity 

Jack London Marathon Run Katherine House Hospice 

Liz Moroccan Trek  Trek Institute of Cancer Research 

Matt London Marathon Run Anthony Nolan and St Margaret’s Hospice 

Dan Tour de Broads Cycle Suffolk Wildlife Trust 

Oliver Surrey Hills Ultramarathon Run Animal Free Research UK 

Adrien Walk Across Japan Walk Sarcoma UK 

Jessica Welsh 3 Peaks Walk National Association for Children of Alcoholics 

Terry 13 Marathons in 12 Months Run Chestnut Tree House Hospice 

Marie Great North Run Run Butterfly Conservation 

Darren English Channel Swim Swim Carers Trust 

Lara 24 Races in 18 Months Run The Samaritans 

Simon Yorkshire 3 Peaks Walk Beating Bowel Cancer 

Natasha Camino de Santiago Walk MS Society 

Robin Lands End to John O’Groats Cycle Cycle Brain Tumour Support 

Steven Snowdon Challenge  Walk, Cycle, Run Meningitis Research Foundation 

Neil 2017km Challenge Run International Animal Rescue 

Aiden Equinox 24 Run Tower Hill Animal Sanctuary 

Rose Just Walk Walk Amos Trust 

Helen Cardiff Half Marathon Run Muscular Dystrophy UK 

Gordon Windsor Half Marathon Run The Retreat 

Catherine Happy Walk Walk Prostate Cancer 

Adam Run for the Horses Run The Retreat 

Daisy Oxford Half Marathon Run Sue Ryder 

    Continued on page 354      
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Name Event Event Type  Charity 

Thomas Stok Kangri Trek Trek Diabetes UK 

Jane Leeds 10k Run Montgomeryshire Family Crisis Centre 

Owen Marathon de Sables Run Scope 

Joseph Chelmsford Marathon Run Mind 

Ellie Cardiff Half Marathon Run Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust 

Abbie Memory Walk Walk Alzheimer’s Society 

 

10.2 Table 3. Table representing event participants formally interviewed during the research.  
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10.3 Table 4 

 

Name Event  

Karen Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Elaine Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Janet Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Heather Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Amber Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Steph Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Eunice Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Judy Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Cathy Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Joyce Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Debbie Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Julie Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Gemma Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

Andrea Race for Life Aberystwyth 2017 

 

10.3 Table 4. Table representing event participants interviewed during the Aberystwyth Race for Life event 2017. Note Race for Life interviews were conducted on a 

more informal basis and represented 14 additional research participants.  
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10.4 Table 5 

Event  Type of Event Activity 

Yeovil Half Marathon 2016 Run Participated  

Borth 10k 2016 Run Participated 

Great North Run 2016 Run Participated 

Aberystwyth 10k 2016 Run Participated 

Yeovil Half Marathon 2017 Run Participated 

London Marathon 2017 Run Volunteered 

Aberystwyth Race for Life 2017 Walk/ Run Ethnography  

Taunton Race for Life 2017 Walk/ Run Participated 

Swansea Race for Life Pretty Muddy 2017 MOB Volunteered 

Swansea Race for Life 2017 Walk/ Run Volunteered 

West Highland Way Walk Participated 

Ride London Sportive 2017 Cycle Volunteered 

Truro Race for Life Pretty Muddy 2017 MOB Participated 

Great North Run 2017 Run Participated 

Royal Parks Half Marathon 2017 Run Volunteered 

Brighton Marathon 2018 Run Participated 

Swansea Half Marathon 2018 Run Ethnography 

Great Glen Way Walk Participated 

Aberystwyth 10k 2018 Run Participated 

Aberystwyth Race for Life 2019 Walk/ Run Ethnography 

Swansea Sprint Triathlon 2019 Triathlon Participated 

 

10.4 Table 5. Table representing all the events I attended over the course of this research and the research activity involved. 
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